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A word from the editors

Adam Przepiórkowski, Elżbieta Hajnicz,
Agnieszka Mykowiecka, and Marcin Woliński

Institute of Computer Science,
Polish Academy of Sciences,

Warsaw, Poland

Welcome to the sixth issue of the Journal of Language Modelling,
which is the first special issue of JLM. We, the Editors, are very happy
that this first special issue is devoted to grammar engineering, which
is right in the centre of the scope of JLM, as stated on its WWW page:

Journal of Language Modelling is a free (for readers and
authors alike) open-access peer-reviewed journal aiming to
bridge the gap between theoretical linguistics and natural
language processing. Although typical articles are concerned
with linguistic generalisations – either with their applica-
tion in natural language processing, or with their discovery
in language corpora – possible topics range from linguistic
analyses which are sufficiently precise to be implementable
to mathematical models of aspects of language, and further
to computational systems making non-trivial use of linguistic
insights. http://jlm.ipipan.waw.pl/

The scope and content of this issue are described in the introduction by
the Guest Editors: Denys Duchier and Yannick Parmentier. While the
whole issue is devoted to high-level methodologies for grammar engi-
neering, we envisage future “special issues” as possibly taking only a
part of an issue which may also contain regular papers.

So far – apart from Editorials like this one and Acknowledgements
to reviewers – only regular peer-reviewed Articles have been published
in JLM. This issue introduces a new section type, Tools and Resources
(see the contribution by Stefan Müller). Typical papers appearing in
this section will contain descriptions of linguistic tools or resources,
normally authored by their developers. Just as regular articles, such
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papers will be peer-reviewed, but referees will be asked to evaluate
the linguistic sophistication of the described tool or resource and its
envisaged impact in theoretical, computational or mathematical lin-
guistics, rather than just the theoretical novelty and validity. We in-
vite submissions describing novel formal descriptions of morphologi-
cal systems, linguistically rich syntactic and semantic lexica, corpora
annotated with new linguistic data types, “electronic descriptions of
natural language” (to use the current Guest Editors' preferred term for
implemented grammars), parsers producing syntactic, semantic and
pragmatic representations of utterances, etc. – this list is certainly not
meant to be exhaustive.

Apart from Tools and Resources, three other types of sections are
planned to be added in future issues, all containing peer-reviewed pa-
pers, but with different reviewing criteria. The Overviews section will
consist of articles synthetically describing a given field or area, with
emphasis on recent developments. The Squibs and Discussion section
will contain smaller contributions making a point within the space of
a few pages or briefly responding to a paper previously published in
JLM. Finally, Reviews will contain evaluations of recently published
monographs.

Let us finish this editorial on a historical note and with a plea. In
the inaugural issue 1(0) we wrote:

Launching a new journal is a high-risk business. Many people
have already invested much of their time in this initiative,
and returns are far from certain – the community may or
may not accept it. We, the Managing Editors, are cautiously
optimistic…

Now, five issues later, our optimism is less cautious: JLM has managed
to attract a reasonable number of good submissions, including many
from already well-established researchers, and – apart from such reg-
ular submissions – there are specific plans for two more special issues
with carefully reviewed and selected papers. We also receive a lot of
positive feedback from, both, authors and readers. It seems that JLM
has indeed answered a need of the formal and computational linguis-
tics community.

Despite offers from major scientific publishers, JLM remains in-
dependent, community-driven and free for all – readers and authors
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alike. We, the Editors, invest our time in this enterprise and we rely
on similarly voluntary help from the reviewers and other people in-
volved in the production of the journal. Of these “other people”, Copy
Editors are undoubtedly most important and most skilled: a good JLM
Copy Editor should not only be a native speaker of English (or perhaps
a near-native graduate of English Philology) with a good command
of the scientific style, but should also know some basics of LATEX or
XƎLATEX and – preferably – have interest in theoretical or computa-
tional linguistics. So far, JLM Copy Editors have been doing an ex-
cellent job; to cite one of the authors of the current issue, the author
of many papers published by more established scientific publishers:
“I never got such a good copy editing in my whole scientific life…”.
So we would like to heartily thank our current and past Copy Editors
for their devotion to the good cause: Jette Viethen, Dave Carter, Filip
Skwarski, Agnieszka Patejuk, Natalia Kocyba, Alina Wróblewska and
Chris M. Fournier.

However, given the increased number of JLM submissions, and
in order to keep the workload of each Copy Editor reasonably small,
we badly need the help of a few more Copy Editors. Hence, the plea:
if you are a PhD student in Linguistics, Natural Language Processing,
or a related field, and you satisfy the above description, please help
us for a year or two (or longer!). Similarly, if you are a professor with
PhD students, please consider encouraging them to help us – it is in
the best interest of the community to keep JLM independent and free
for all.

This work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License.
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/
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High-level methodologies
for grammar engineering.

Introduction to the special issue

Denys Duchier and Yannick Parmentier
Laboratoire d’Informatique Fondamentale d’Orléans,

Université d’Orléans, France

abstract
Keywords:
grammar
engineering,
formal language,
syntax,
semantics

Grammar engineering is the task of designing and implementing lin-
guistically motivated electronic descriptions of natural language (so-
called grammars). These grammars are expressed within well-defined
theoretical frameworks, and offer a fine-grained description of natural
language. While grammars were first used to describe syntax, that is to
say, the relations between constituents in a sentence, they often go be-
yond syntax and include semantic information. Grammar engineering
provides precise descriptions which can be used for natural language
understanding and generation, making these valuable resources for
various natural language applications, including textual entailment,
dialogue systems, or machine translation. The first attempts at design-
ing large-scale resource grammars were costly because of the complex-
ity of the task (Erbach 1990) and of the number of persons that were
needed (see e.g. Doran et al. 1997). Advances in the field have led
to the development of environments for semi-automatic grammar en-
gineering, borrowing ideas from compilation (grammar engineering
is compared with software development) and machine learning. This
special issue reports on new trends in the field, where grammar en-
gineering benefits from elaborate high-level methodologies and tech-
niques, dealing with various issues (both theoretical and practical).
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1 grammar engineering

Grammar engineering, the task of designing and implementing lin-
guistically motivated electronic grammars, has been an active field
for decades, following seminal work by Chomsky (1957) on formal
languages. The kind of deep structures produced in this field contain
rich information, which makes them a valuable resource for various
NLP applications, including natural language parsing / generation,
textual entailment, or dialogue systems. Among the reasons which
make grammar engineering a complex task, one may cite the variety of
theoretical frameworks that are used to represent linguistic informa-
tion, and the intrinsic complexity coming from interactions between
rules within large grammars.

In this context, the classical model of hand-crafted grammar has
been replaced with more advanced techniques, which we may call
semi-automatic grammar production. These techniques vary depend-
ing on the target formalism, the target language, or the target lin-
guistic dimensions (e.g. syntax, semantics, morphology, etc.). In the
following, we first report on the production of formal grammars (Sec-
tion 1.1). We then report on the main resource grammars that are
available (Section 1.2). We then give a brief overview of the current
issues in grammar engineering (Section 1.3). Finally, in Section 2, we
summarise the contributions of this special issue, and in Section 3, we
conclude about the current status of grammar engineering.
1.1 Semi-automatic production of formal grammars
Over the last decades, several approaches to formally describing nat-
ural language syntax have been proposed, starting with relatively ba-
sic string rewriting systems such as Context-Free Grammar (Chomsky
1956), to continue with more elaborate constraint-based systems such
as Head-driven Phrase Structure Grammar (Sag and Pollard 1987).
These formal grammars differ in terms of expressive power and com-
putational complexity. While theoretical research on formal grammar
addresses the question of what expressive power is needed to describe
natural language syntax (and of what computational cost it implies),1
more practical research is concerned with issues arising from building
large grammars.

1See e.g. Joshi 1985.
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Large grammars often exhibit a high structural redundancy, es-
pecially when using lexicalised formalisms where each grammar rule
is associated with at least one lexical item.2 This high redundancy
heavily affects grammar production and maintenance. Indeed, some
representation choice applies to many grammatical structures. Should
it be modified, a costly revision of the grammar would be required.

In order to facilitate grammar engineering, two main approaches
have been considered. The first approach, which we may call know-
ledge-driven grammar engineering, aims at formally describing the
structures belonging to a grammar (which in turn describes natural
language syntax). Such a formal description is defined by linguists us-
ing a description language.3 Examples of such description languages
include the PATR II (Shieber 1984), the DATR (Evans and Gazdar
1996), and more recently the XMG (Crabbé et al. 2013) languages.

Such languages offer a well-defined syntax and semantics to ex-
press the relations between grammar structures. These relations are
then automatically processed to build a set of structures (i.e., the target
grammar). While working with description languages, grammar engi-
neering becomes similar to software engineering. Indeed, both rely on
developers working together on a source code, which can be processed
to produce some information (e.g. some binary code in one case, or
some syntactic structures in the other case).

The second approach to grammar engineering, which we may call
data-driven, aims at acquiring the structures belonging to a grammar
from annotated corpora (so-called treebanks) (Abeillé 2003). The com-
plexity of grammar engineering is moved from designing grammar
rules to designing learning algorithms. Examples of such grammar
induction include for instance work by Charniak (1994, Chapter 7),
Villavicencio (2002), or Cahill et al. (2005). As is the case with statis-
tical approaches in general, grammar learning suffers from the sensi-
tivity to the corpus used to infer the grammar, not mentioning the fact
that it requires large annotated corpora which may be lacking when

2Such lexicalised formalisms are particularly interesting for the lexicon and
can be seen as a mapping between a word and its various uses in a sentence, and
parsing complexity is reduced since only the grammar rules associated with the
input words need to be considered.

3 In this respect, one may consider that the grammar description itself is a
linguistically motivated description of natural language.
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working on under-resourced languages. Still, data-driven approaches
to grammar learning showed promising results for English, in partic-
ular in terms of coverage (Cahill et al. 2008).

These two approaches can also be seen as complementary. While
knowledge-based methods make it possible to design precision gram-
mars where one can integrate various extra information (e.g. seman-
tic structures), they often hardly scale up so far as describing unre-
stricted text. On the other hand, while data-driven methods allow to
build robust grammars, which can achieve very good results in terms
of coverage, these automatically acquired grammars sometimes fail at
describing linguistic phenomena which are very infrequent.
1.2 Resource grammars
Among the many formalisms which have been proposed to describe
natural language syntax, some have been used in practice to develop
core or large grammars for a wide range of languages. Formalisms for
which there exist available electronic grammars include (by chrono-
logical order of publication): Tree Adjoining Grammar (TAG, Joshi
et al. 1975), Lexical Functional Grammar (LFG, Kaplan and Bresnan
1982), Head-driven Phrase Structure Grammar (HPSG, Sag and Pol-
lard 1987), Combinatory Categorial Grammar (CCG, Steedman 1987),
Interaction Grammar (IG, Perrier 2000), or Property Grammar (PG,
Blache 2005).

Many efficient description-language-based integrated grammar
development environments have been created for these formalisms,
such as XLE (Butt et al. 1999) for LFG, ALE (Carpenter and Penn 1999),
TRALE (Meurers et al. 2002) and LKB (Copestake 2002) for HPSG, or
DotCCG (Baldridge et al. 2007) and GF (Ranta 2011) for CCG. Such
environments made it possible to develop large grammars for several
languages, see Table 1. Such grammars have been used in practical
applications such as machine translation (Lønning and Oepen 2006),
textual adventure games (Benotti 2009), or second language learning
(Perez-Beltrachini et al. 2012).

At the same time, efficient learning algorithms have been devel-
oped to induce large grammars from annotated corpora for some of
these formalisms, see e.g. Xia (1999) for TAG, Cahill et al. (2002) for
LFG, Miyao et al. (2005) for HPSG, or Hockenmaier and Steedman
(2002) for CCG. These automatically learned grammars have been
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Table 1: Available electronic grammars (non-exhaustive)

Type Grammar Reference
TAG XTAG (English) http://www.cis.upenn.edu/~xtag/

XTAG using XMG (English) http://homepages.inf.ed.ac.uk/
s0896251/XMG-basedXTAG/titlepage.html

FrenchTAG https://sourcesup.renater.fr/scm/
viewvc.php/trunk/METAGRAMMARS/
FrenchTAG/?root=xmg

GerTT (German) http://www.sfs.uni-tuebingen.de/emmy/
res-en.html

LFG Parallel Grammar http://pargram.b.uib.no/

(Norwegian, Japanese, etc.)
HunGram (Hungarian) http://hungram.unideb.hu

Urdu ParGram http://ling.uni-konstanz.de/pages/
home/pargram_urdu

POLFIE (Polish) http://zil.ipipan.waw.pl/LFG

HPSG English Resource Grammar http://lingo.stanford.edu/erg.html

GG (German Grammar) http://gg.dfki.de/

JaCY Grammar (Japanese) http://jacy.opendfki.de/

Korean Resource Grammar http://web.khu.ac.kr/~jongbok/
projects/krg.html

Modern Greek
Resource Grammar

http://www.delph-in.net/mgrg/

NorSourceGrammar
(Norwegian)

http://wiki.delph-in.net/moin/
NorsourceTop

Spanish Resource Grammar http://svn.emmtee.net/trunk/upf/srg/

Berligram (German), Danish,
Chinese, Persian

https://hpsg.fu-berlin.de/Software/

CCG openCCG (English) http://www.utcompling.com/wiki/
openccg/openccg-grammar-writing

Grail (French, Dutch) http://www.labri.fr/perso/moot/
Corpus/

GF (29 languages) http://www.grammaticalframework.org/
lib/doc/synopsis.html

IG FriGram http://wikilligramme.loria.fr/doku.
php/frig:frig

PG FrenchPG http://prost.jeanphilippe.free.fr/
resources/grammaireGP13.JPP.these.xml
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evaluated on test suites, and often used in practical applications such
as semantic construction (Bos et al. 2004), dialogue systems (Foster
et al. 2005), or machine translation (Birch et al. 2007).4

1.3 Current issues
As mentioned above, the field of grammar engineering has been active
for several decades. It succeeded in providing the research community
with both large resources for a wide range of languages, and tech-
niques for efficient grammar production. By efficient, it is meant that
knowledge-based approaches now offer expressive and modular de-
scription languages, together with tools for computer-aided grammar
design.5 In the same spirit, data-driven approaches now offer generic
algorithms and frameworks which can be applied to the induction of
grammars for many formalisms and languages (provided there exist
available treebanks for these languages).

Still, the field has a lot more to offer, on-going projects aim at
removing existing barriers in grammar engineering, such as the lack of
enhanced grammar development techniques and tools, which would facili-
tate grammar debugging, grammar evaluation, or collaborative gram-
mar design. Attempts at providing such techniques include work by
Gardent and Kruszewski (2012) on debugging and by Hoetmer (2005)
and Sygal and Wintner (2011) on grammar design.

Another current issue in grammar engineering concerns parsing
efficiency. Indeed parsing complexity depends not only on the length
of the input sentence, but also on the grammar size. In order to parse
sentences using large grammars, several options have been consid-
ered, including the on-line (symbolic or probabilistic) selection of a
sub-part of the grammar (Zhang et al. 2009; Gardent et al. 2014),6 or
parsing using factorised grammars (Carroll et al. 2000; Villemonte De
La Clergerie 2010).

Other challenges include multilingual and cross-framework gram-
mar engineering. While there exist several projects aiming at building

4Some of these automatically acquired grammars are available on-line, see
e.g. http://web.engr.illinois.edu/~juliahmr/CCGlexicon/index.html
for CCG, or http://lfg-demo.computing.dcu.ie/lfgparser.html for LFG.

5See e.g. the Matrix for HPSG (Bender et al. 2010).
6Following seminal work by Bangalore and Joshi (1999), this selection is

often called supertagging.
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parallel grammars (see e.g. Butt et al. 2002; Flickinger et al. 2012),
cross-framework grammar engineering did not (yet) achieve the same
results. One may cite seminal work by Clément and Kinyon (2003)
on the description of parallel TAG-LFG from a common abstract de-
scription (called metagrammar), or more recent work by Crabbé et al.
(2014) on the design of a constraint-based description language which
could be applied to the description of grammars belonging to distinct
formalisms. In the latter, the authors show how to enrich the descrip-
tion language to support several target formalisms, while in the for-
mer the authors show how to project a common description to several
target formalisms (the metagrammar could be seen to some extent
as a universal grammar). Without going as far as designing a univer-
sal grammar, grammar reusability (i.e., sharing information between
grammars) remains an important challenge.

Another interesting topic concerns grammar interfaces. One of the
motivations behind grammar engineering is the possibility to build
rich semantic representations. The definition and implementation of a
syntax / semantics interface within large grammars is an active field
(see e.g. Gardent 2008; Kallmeyer and Osswald 2013), for both theo-
retical (definition / selection of an adequate semantic formalism) and
technical (limited grammar readability and extensibility) reasons.

Describing under-resourced languages is also an active field within
the grammar engineering community. The objective is twofold. Gram-
mar engineering can help to (i) better understand e.g. minority lan-
guages (by implementing linguistic theories and checking how this
implementation compares with field data), and also (ii) provide elec-
tronic grammars (which would make it possible to develop NLP appli-
cations for these languages, and/or build core treebanks, which could
in turn be beneficial to grammar engineering). Recent knowledge-
based attempts at creating linguistic resources for under-resourced
languages include work by Bender (2008) and Duchier et al. (2012).

Last but not least, in order to improve grammar coverage, novel
ideas are needed. As mentioned above, a first step towards a bet-
ter grammar coverage was to automatically learn the grammar from
annotated corpora. In order to get grammars with a better cover-
age while keeping a high precision, hybrid techniques involving both
knowledge-based and data-driven methods are needed. Seminal work
by Baldwin et al. (2005) expresses the same concerns.
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In order to improve grammar coverage, one major issue needs
to be addressed, namely,Multi-Word Expressions. Such expressions are
often ignored when designing core grammars, while they frequently
appear in unrestricted text. Work on MWE detection for enhancing
parsing with HPSG has been done by Zhang et al. (2006), where au-
thors use parsing error mining techniques to detect whether unknown
words belong to some MWE which is in turn included in the lexicon.7
Further work in this field is needed to improve grammar precision and
coverage.8

2 contributions
to this special issue

This special issue contains contributions dealing with several aspects
of grammar engineering, namely description languages (Clément et
al.), grammar extraction (Le-Hong et al.), syntax / semantics interface
(Lichte and Petitjean), grammar coverage (Moot), multilingual gram-
mars (Müller), and grammar development and maintenance (Perrier
and Guillaume).

Clément, Kirman, and Salvati present a logic-based grammar de-
scription formalism. They use this formalism to describe both mildly
context-sensitive grammars and their semantic interpretation. As an
illustration, this formalism is applied to the (syntactic and semantic)
description of several linguistic phenomena related to extraction in
Dutch, English, and German.

Le-Hong, Roussanaly and Nguyen present the development of a
linguistic resource for Vietnamese using the TAG formalism. The au-
thors first show how to semi-automatically extract such a grammar
from a treebank of Vietnamese. In a second step, they use this gram-
mar for deep parsing. In particular, they present a complete pipeline
for parsing Vietnamese sentences to produce constituent and depen-
dency structures.

7As is the case in lexicalised formalisms, the term lexicon is used here to refer
to the grammar entries.

8Better support of MWEs within lexicons, grammars, and applications is
among the topics of the current PARSEME international initiative, EU COST Ac-
tion IC1207, see http://www.parseme.eu.
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Lichte and Petitjean present an extension of the XMG description
language with a new linguistic dimension based on semantic frames.
In their approach, the authors aim at offering a description language,
which can be used to express various constraints on types. They apply
this formalism to the definition of a syntax / semantics interface within
an English TAG.

Moot reports on the development of a type-logical treebank for
French, and its use for wide-coverage syntactic and semantic parsing.
This article contains information about the various tasks involved in
the development of a competitive type-logical parser for French using
an automatically-extracted broad-coverage type-logical grammar.

Müller presents the CoreGram project, which aims at providing
HPSG grammars for various typologically distinct languages. In this
approach, a multilingual grammar is used to represent a common core
shared by these languages. This article gives theoretical linguistic mo-
tivations behind multilingual grammars, along with theoretical gram-
mar development concepts, and information about the concrete im-
plementation of the corresponding HPSG grammars.

Perrier and Guillaume present FriGram, a broad-coverage French
IG, which relies on a modular architecture and can be interfaced with
various lexicons. This article also addresses grammar design andmain-
tenance issues by presenting grammar-consistency principles which
are implemented within FriGram. The authors also report on the cur-
rent status of the grammar (coverage, comparison with other resource
grammars for French, evaluation).

3 conclusion

In this introduction, we gave an overview of past and recent ad-
vances in the field of grammar engineering. We presented the main ap-
proaches for semi-automatic grammar production, namely knowledge-
based approaches, which rely on linguistically motivated descriptions
of formal grammar designed by experts, and data-driven approaches,
which rely on robust broad-coverage grammars extracted from large
annotated corpora.

We also reported on existing available resource grammars for var-
ious languages and grammar formalisms, and summarised current is-
sues in grammar engineering. These issues include the lack of tech-
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niques and tools for easier grammar extension and maintenance (e.g.
debugging facilities), a sometimes low parsing efficiency when deal-
ing with large grammars, the limited coverage of hand-crafted gram-
mars (especially regarding multi-word expressions), the difficulties to
interface syntax with other linguistic dimensions, and a weak reusabil-
ity between grammars belonging to different formalisms or describing
different languages.

We finally gave a brief overview of the contributions to this
special issue, which cover both knowledge-based and data-driven
approaches, along with several grammar formalisms (namely CCG,
HPSG, TAG, IG), several linguistic dimensions (syntax and semantics),
and several languages (including English, Dutch, German, French,
Danish, Persian, etc.).
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This paper describes the CoreGram project, a multilingual grammar
engineering project that develops HPSG grammars for several typolog-
ically diverse languages that share a common core. The paper provides
a general motivation for doing theoretical linguistics the way it is done
in the CoreGram project, and is therefore not exclusively targeted at
computational linguists. I argue for a constraint-based approach to lan-
guage rather than a generative-enumerative one and discuss issues of
formalization. Recent advantages in language acquisition research are
mentioned and conclusions on how theories should be constructed are
drawn. The paper discusses some of the highlights in the implemented
grammars, gives a brief overview of central theoretical concepts and
their implementation in the TRALE system, and compares the Core-
Gram project with other multilingual grammar engineering projects.

1 overview and motivation

The goal of the CoreGram project is to contribute to a better un-
derstanding of the constraints for specific human languages and of
the constraints holding for human language in general or for certain
language groups. To reach this goal we develop several large-scale
computer-processable grammar fragments of several typologically di-
verse languages using a common core grammar. We believe that lin-
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guistic theories have reached a level of complexity that makes it neces-
sary to implement grammars in order to verify their consistence (Sec-
tion 1.2).
The theoretical framework we use is Head-Driven Phrase Struc-

ture Grammar (HPSG, Pollard and Sag 1994; Sag 1997) in the version
that is described in detail in Müller 2013b. We are currently working
on the following languages:
• German (Müller 2007b, 2009b, 2012; Müller and Ørsnes 2011,
2013a; Müller 2014a, 2015a)
• Danish (Ørsnes 2009; Müller 2009b, 2012; Müller and Ørsnes
2011, 2013a,b, 2015)
• Persian (Müller 2010b; Müller and Ghayoomi 2010; Müller et al.
In Preparation)
• Maltese (Müller 2009a)
• Mandarin Chinese (Lipenkova 2009; Müller and Lipenkova 2009,
2013, In Preparation)
• Yiddish (Müller and Ørsnes 2011)
• English (Müller 2009b, 2012; Müller and Ørsnes 2013a)
• Hindi
• Spanish
• French

These languages belong to diverse language families (Indo-European,
Afro-Asiatic, Sino-Tibetian), and among the Indo-European languages,
the languages belong to different groups (Germanic, Romance, Indo-
Iranian). Figure 1 provides an overview.
For implementation we use the TRALE system (Meurers et al.

2002; Penn 2004), which allows for a rather direct encoding of HPSG
analyses (Melnik 2007). The grammars of German, Danish, Persian,

Figure 1:
Language
families

and groups
of the languages
covered in the
CoreGram
project
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Maltese, and Mandarin Chinese are of non-trivial size and can be
downloaded at http://hpsg.fu-berlin.de/Projects/CoreGram.
html. They are also part of the next version of the Grammix vir-
tual machine (Müller 2007a). The grammars of Yiddish and English
are toy grammars that are used to verify cross-linguistic analyses of
special phenomena. The grammar of Hindi is also a small fragment.
I developed it together with Shravan Vasishth during a seminar at
the University of Potsdam in 2006. The work on Spanish and French
is part of ongoing work in the Sonderforschungsbereich 632, which
started in 2012. See (Bildhauer 2008) for an implemented grammar
of Spanish that will be converted into the format of the grammars
mentioned above. As of February 2015, the grammars and test suites
have the sizes shown in Table 1.
As is explained in Section 5.2, the grammars share some code.

14,523 lines are shared by at least two grammars. The lexical entries
are those lexical items that are specified by the grammar writer, the
lexical items are the lexical entries plus those lexical items that are
licensed by lexical rules. As the table shows, there is a huge difference
between languages with a rich inflection and clitics on the one hand,
and languages without inflection, such as Mandarin Chinese, on the
other hand. The test suite for the German grammar is the largest; how-
ever, many phenomena that work for German are also implemented
for other languages but are not part of the respective test suites yet.
An example for this is coordination. For Persian we have three test
suites: The first consists of the one hundred sentences used by Bahrani

lexical lexical test
lines entries items items

German 18,060 300 11,150 361
Danish 16,373 120 1,325 231
Persian 17,640 1,981 65,847 100+216+130
Maltese 10,046 95 2,362 134
Mandarin Chinese 10,718 564 855 104
Yiddish 10,383 26 60 34
English 9,955 49 97 23
French 11,831 43 61 20
Hindi 8,907 32 90 46

Table 1:
Sizes of
grammars
and test suits
included in
CoreGram
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et al. (2011, p. 405–406) in their GPSG project. 216 sentences com-
prise our main test suite, which mainly contains examples from the
literature, constructed examples, and ungrammatical strings that were
discovered during grammar development. The third test suite contains
130 randomly selected sentences from the Peykare corpus (Bijankhan
2004), a balanced corpus provided by the University of Tehran and
the Higher Council for Informatics of Iran.
We believe that working out large-scale computer-implemented

grammars is the best way to verify the consistency of linguistic the-
ories. Much linguistic work is published in journal articles, but the
underlying assumptions of each article may be different, so that it
is difficult to imagine a coherent view that incorporates all insights.
Even for articles written by the same author there is no guarantee that
basic assumptions are shared between articles, since it can take sev-
eral years for individual papers to be published. Hence, I believe that
books are the best format for describing linguistic theories, and ide-
ally, such theories should be backed up by computer implementations.
The larger fragments of the CoreGram project will be documented in
a series of book publications. The first book in this series was (Müller
2007b), which describes a fragment of German that is implemented in
the grammar BerliGram. Three further books are in preparation and
will be submitted to the series Implemented Grammars by Language
Science Press: one on the Persian Grammar developed in the PerGram
project (Müller et al. In Preparation), one on the Danish Grammar de-
veloped in the DanGram project (Müller and Ørsnes 2015), and one
on the Mandarin Chinese grammar developed in the ChinGram project
(Müller and Lipenkova In Preparation).
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: the rest of this

section describes desiderata for linguistic theories and discusses the
importance of formalization, with special focus on mainstream theo-
ries and research programs such as GB, Minimalism, and Construction
Grammar. Section 2 discusses the way in which theories of our lin-
guistic knowledge should be constructed. It compares Minimalist ap-
proaches with the more data-driven approach taken in the CoreGram
project. Many Minimalist approaches start with certain assumptions
and then try to show that it is possible to account for all languages
with these fundamental assumptions. Recent evidence from language
acquisition shows that this is not a viable research strategy and that
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grammars should be motivated on a language-specific basis. The gen-
erative research tradition was criticized by typologists like Haspel-
math (2010a), Dryer (1997), and Croft (2001, Section 1.4.2–1.4.3),
claiming that the generative methodology was fundamentally flawed
and that descriptive categories should be language-specific. I will show
why the CoreGram project does not run into methodological problems
and suggest a middle way between mainstream generative grammar
and radical views like the one held by Croft. Following the discus-
sion of theory construction in Section 2, Section 3 shows some high-
lights from the various CoreGram grammars. Section 4 discusses basic
theoretical assumptions for the treatment of valence, constituent or-
der, morphology, semantics, and information structure, and Section 5
provides details on how things are implemented in the TRALE sys-
tem. Section 6 compares the CoreGram project with other multilin-
gual projects like ParGram and DELPH-IN. Finally, Section 7 deals
with evaluation, grammar profiling and testing, and Section 8 draws
some conclusions.
1.1 Desiderata for linguistic theories
This section discusses desiderata for linguistic theories and shows that
the framework that is assumed in the CoreGram project, namely HPSG,
fulfils all of them.
1.1.1 Non-transformational, constraint-based approach
While psycholinguistic experiments at first seemed to confirm the
Derivational Theory of Complexity (Miller and McKean 1964; Savin
and Perchonock 1965; Clifton and Odom 1966), so that Chomsky
assumed it to be correct until 1968 (Chomsky 1976, p. 249–250), it
was later shown that the initial experiments were flawed and that
transformations are not psycholinguistically real (Fodor et al. 1974,
p. 324). Since then it has become customary to say that transforma-
tions are metaphors (for instance in Chomsky 2001, Footnote 4). This,
of course, begs the question why one should formulate one’s theories
in metaphors (see also Jackendoff 2011, p. 599). This question is even
more pressing since a lot of Minimalist theorizing is now done under
the label of Biolinguistics and the assumed processes are claimed to be
psycholinguistically real. For instance, Chomsky (2001, p. 11, 12, 15;
2007, p. 3, 12; 2008, p. 138, 145, 146, 155) refers to aspects of pro-
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cessing and memory requirements (see also Marantz 2005, p. 440, and
Richards 2015). However, structure building processes that start with
the combination of words and assume later reorderings are highly
implausible from a psycholinguistic point of view. As was pointed out
by Labelle (2007), human short-term memory is simply too limited to
be able to compute complex structure in the way it is envisaged by
current Minimalist theories. Models that crucially rely on the order of
application of combinatorial operations fail, since we neither use our
linguistic knowledge exclusively bottom-up nor exclusively top-down.
Phillips (2003) suggested a theoretical variant that allows for incre-
mental parsing, but first, this is tailored towards parsing and ignores
generation, and second, it is incompatible with much of the rest of the
Minimalist theories.
The way out of all of these problems is a clear separation be-

tween competence and performance and a declarative, constraint-
based statement of linguistic constraints that do not make any claims
about the order of constraint application (Sag and Wasow 2011; Jack-
endoff 2011, p. 600). The order of application is constrained by per-
formance models, which are an important part of a theory about lan-
guage and have to be combined with competence models. Proponents
of usage-based approaches often reject the competence–performance
distinction, but as soon as a grammar contains grammar rules or sche-
mata that can be applied recursively, one has to explain why sentences
have a maximal length, why we cannot do center-embeddings with
more than four levels and so on. An example of such a schema would
be a schema that licences relative clauses. Since relative clauses may
contain NPs, and NPs may in turn contain relative clauses, we have a
recursive grammar that licences infinitely many sentences. (Bannard
et al. 2009, proponents of Construction Grammar, use a context-free
grammar, a kind of grammar that clearly allows for recursive struc-
tures). The limitations with respect to sentence length and embedding
are due to factors such as our short term memory and have to be ex-
plained by a performance model that takes these factors into account
(Gibson 1998).
HPSG is a constraint-based theory which does not make any

claims about the order of application of combinatorial processes.
Theories in this framework are just statements about relations be-
tween linguistic objects or between properties of linguistic objects
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and, hence, compatible with psycholinguistic findings and processing
models (Sag and Wasow 2011).
Pullum and Scholz (2001) and Pullum (2007) discuss further ad-

vantages of model-theoretic, and hence constraint-based, proposals:
they allow the construction of partial structures, can deal with graded
grammaticality, and no claims about the infinitude of language are
necessary.
As Pullum and Scholz note we can assign the structure in Figure 2

to the fragment and of the in a sentence like (1):
(1) That cat is afraid of the dog and of the parrot.

PP

PP[coord and ]

PP

NP

NDet

the

P

of

Conj

and

PP

Figure 2:
Structure of
the fragment
“and of the”
following Pullum
and Scholz
(2001, p. 32)

If we hear the we know that an N will follow, if we hear of, we will
know that of will head a PP. and usually is part of symmetric coordi-
nations, so we know that the first part of the coordination will be a PP
too. So, the information from lexical items and dominance schemata
licenses a complex structure in constraint-based models, while noth-
ing is generated in generative-enumerative models. and of the is just
not a member of a set of well-formed expressions.
This property of constraint-based approaches also comes in handy

when we want to explain the robustness of human sentence process-
ing. In the case of unknown words, information from syntax and se-
mantics can be used to draw inferences about the material that is miss-
ing. For instance in an utterance like (2), in which information about
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XXX is missing, the hearer can infer that XXX must be a verb and that
it must have three arguments. (This argument is also due to Pullum
and Scholz 2001, Section 3.3, who make it in a slightly different form.)
(2) Could you XXX me the salt, please?
Hence, the hearer arrives at a prototypical ditransitive verb, a verb
of change of possession, that is, something like give or pass. In current
Minimalist models nothing would happen since structure building and
movement is triggered by lexical items and their features, but if they
are absent or unknown, the derivation does not start.1
While constraint-based approaches can explain markedness of

structures by the number and strength of constraints that are violated
by a given example, this is not possible in generative-enumerative
approaches. For a discussion of an attempt to incorporate marked-
ness into the picture of generative-enumerative models, see (Chomsky
1975, Chapter 5; Chomsky 1964). For a rejection of these proposals
see (Pullum and Scholz 2001, p. 29).
Finally, constraint-based models do not have to make any claims

about the infinitude of language. While it is usually claimed that lan-
guage is infinite by proponents of generative-enumerative proposals,

1Chomsky (2007, p. 6) writes: A Merge-based system of derivation involves par-
allel operations. Thus if X and Y are merged, each has to be available, possibly con-
structed by (sometimes) iterated Merge. The process has a loose resemblance to early
theories of generalized transformations, abandoned in the early 1960s for good rea-
sons, now resurrected in a far simpler form for better reasons. But a generative system
involves no temporal dimension. In this respect, generation of expressions is similar to
other recursive processes such as construction of formal proofs. Intuitively, the proof
“begins” with axioms and each line is added to earlier lines by rules of inference or
additional axioms. But this implies no temporal ordering. It is simply a description of
the structural properties of the geometrical object “proof.” The actual construction of
a proof may well begin with its last line, involve independently generated lemmas, etc.
The choice of axioms might come last. The same is true of generation vs production of
an expression, a familiar competence–performance distinction. This seems to indicate
a constraint-based position. However, even if a constraint-based view is assumed
in principle, there are lots of unsolved problems with specific Minimalist pro-
posals. For instance, some approaches assume the existence of unvalued features
that acquire a value during a derivation. What happens if the information about
these features is not available to the hearer? According to Minimalist theorizing,
the derivation should crash. But as (2) just shows, it does not crash but results in
partial, underspecified information.
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no such claims are necessary in the model-theoretic world. Those who
claim that language is infinite and biologically real are faced with
the paradox that infinitely many members of the infinite set are not
biologically real, that is, they can never be realized because of our lim-
ited resources (Postal 2009). Model-theoretic approaches do not have
to assume infinite sets only to throw away most of them because of
performance considerations; rather, they pair the performance model
with the competence model directly and therefore end up with theo-
ries that are psycholinguistically and biologically plausible.
As I showed in (Müller 2010a, Chapter 3.6.4; 2013c), the combi-

natory operations of Minimalism as defined in (Chomsky 2008) and
(Stabler 2001) correspond to three of the schemata used in HPSG
grammars since at least (Pollard and Sag 1994): Merge corresponds
to the Head-Specifier Schema and the Head-Complement Schema of
HPSG, and Move corresponds to the Head-Filler Schema. So, ideology
and rhetorics aside, what we have here is a constraint-based, declara-
tive formalization of Minimalist proposals. Of course, a lot of questions
have to be asked about current Minimalist analyses; some of them will
be addressed in Section 2.
1.1.2 Sign-based, parallel architecture
As was shown by Marslen-Wilson (1975) in the 1970s and confirmed
later by many studies, we process linguistic and non-linguistic infor-
mation as soon as it is available to us, and there is no ordering of
strictly encapsulated modules of processing. Tanenhaus et al. (1995,
1996) used eye-tracking techniques to establish that we know the ref-
erents of NPs even if we just heard a determiner and an adjective.
The authors showed that stress on the adjective is interpreted imme-
diately as a sign of contrast, leading to right inferences being drawn
and the only possible object in a specific scene being looked at. The
studies demonstrated that constraints from phonology, syntax, and in-
formation structure are evaluated immediately and that information is
processed as soon as it is available. We can use it and draw inferences
even though we may not be able to assign a full syntactic structure to
a certain phrase yet. Such findings are compatible with architectures
that assume that all linguistic levels are accessible simultaneously such
as HPSG, LFG, Construction Grammar and Jackendoff’s Parallel Archi-
tecture (Jackendoff 1999, 2011; Kuhn 2007).
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1.1.3 Possibility to include
non-headed and phrasal constructions

I agree with Jackendoff (2008, 2011), Jacobs (2008), Sag (2010), and
others that one needs more than some very general binary-branching
schemata to deal with language in its full richness in non-stipulative
ways. For instance, Jackendoff (2011) pointed out that none of the
elements in N-P-N constructions like (3) can be identified as the head.
Instead of the usual head-argument structures (X or equivalent), Jack-
endoff (2008) suggests that the N, P, and N are combined into an NP
or advP and that the structure as such is unheaded.
(3) student after student

[NP/advP N-P-N]
The sentences in (4), which were mentioned by Jackendoff and Pinker
(2005, p. 220) and whose German equivalent was discussed in detail
by Jacobs (2008), are further examples of a construction that is best
handled as a headless construction.2
(4) a. Off with his head!

b. Into the trunk with you!
Hence, I believe that additional schemata or phrasal constructions in
the sense of Construction Grammar or Simpler Syntax (Culicover and
Jackendoff 2005) are needed. It is an empirical issue to what extent
phrasal constructions are needed and where Merge-like combinations
together with a rich lexicon are sufficient or rather necessary, and
the CoreGram project contributes to this discussion. See, for instance,
(Müller and Lipenkova 2009) for a phrasal treatment of serial verbs
in Mandarin Chinese, and (Ørsnes 2009) for a phrasal treatment of
preposed negation in Danish.
1.1.4 Core–periphery distinction
Given that the name of the project is CoreGram, some words on the
core–periphery distinction are in order.
Chomsky (1981, p. 7–8) suggests dividing languages into a core

part and a periphery. All regular parts belong to the core. The core
2See (Müller 2011) for an account of Jacobs’ data using an empty verbal head

and an abstract antipassive morpheme, and (Müller 2015b, Section 12.11.9.1) for
discussion.
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grammar of a language is assumed to be an instance of Universal
Grammar (UG), the genetically determined innate language faculty
of human beings. Idioms and other irregular parts of a language be-
long to the periphery. Critics of Chomsky’s Principle and Parameters
approach have pointed out that a rather large proportion of our lan-
guages consist of, or interact with, irregular constructions, and that
the borders between core and periphery cannot be drawn easily and
are often motivated theory-internally only (Jackendoff 1997, Chap-
ter 7; Culicover 1999; Ginzburg and Sag 2000, p. 5; Newmeyer 2005,
p. 48; Kuhn 2007, p. 619). For instance, Nunberg et al. (1994) pointed
out that many English idioms interact with syntax. See also (Müller
2010a, p. 350) for interactions of idioms with verb placement, V2,
and passive in German.
So, I do not think that it is justified to ignore phenomena that are

claimed to belong to the periphery. Rather, I agree with Bender and
Flickinger (1999) and Bender (2008, p. 20–21) that studying phenom-
ena that are traditionally assigned to the periphery may discriminate
between possible analyses of the alleged core phenomena.
It should be noted however that the methodology described in

Section 2.2 results in a separation of core and periphery: Core con-
straints in the sense of the CoreGram project are those constraints
that are shared by at least two languages. All other constraints are
specific for a single language and constitute the periphery of the re-
spective languages. This notion of periphery is very different from the
Chomskian one: Depending on the version of the theory we look at,
the periphery in the Chomskian sense includes phenomena like Excep-
tional Case Marking (Chomsky 1981, p. 70), which are common in a
lot of languages and are, hence, assigned to the core in our setting. An-
other example is Jackendoff’s student after student construction, which
can be found in several languages (König and Moyse-Faurie 2009) and
which we would count to the core grammar, but which would proba-
bly not be seen as part of the core grammar in the Chomskyan sense.
Please refer to Section 2.2 for details of the organization of CoreGram
and to (Müller 2014c) for a general discussion of the core–periphery
distinction.
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1.2 Formalization, computer implementations,
and theory verification

The work of Noam Chomsky pioneered the formalization of linguistic
theories. In his early writings he states that formalization is necessary
for progress in linguistics:
Precisely constructed models for linguistic structure can play
an important role, both negative and positive, in the process
of discovery itself. By pushing a precise but inadequate for-
mulation to an unacceptable conclusion, we can often expose
the exact source of this inadequacy and, consequently, gain a
deeper understanding of the linguistic data. More positively,
a formalized theory may automatically provide solutions for
many problems other than those for which it was explicitly
designed. Obscure and intuition-bound notions can neither
lead to absurd conclusions nor provide new and correct ones,
and hence they fail to be useful in two important respects. I
think that some of those linguists who have questioned the
value of precise and technical development of linguistic the-
ory have failed to recognize the productive potential in the
method of rigorously stating a proposed theory and apply-
ing it strictly to linguistic material with no attempt to avoid
unacceptable conclusions by ad hoc adjustments or loose for-
mulation. (Chomsky 1957, p. 5)
In a book that appeared some years later, Manfred Bierwisch ar-

gued for machine processable implementations of theoretical analyses:
It is therefore very possible that the rules that we have for-
mulated generate sentences which are outside of the set of
grammatical sentences in an unpredicted way; that is, they
violate grammaticality due to properties that we did not de-
liberately exclude from our analysis. This is what is meant by
the statement that a grammar is a hypothesis about the struc-
ture of a language. A systematic examination of the implica-
tions of a grammar that is appropriate for natural languages
surely is a task that cannot be solved manually anymore. This
task could be approached by implementing the grammar as
a calculation task on a computer, so that it can be verified
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to which degree the result deviates from the language to be
described. (translated from Bierwisch 1963, p. 1633)

I wholeheartedly agree with Bierwisch’s statement, given that after
the time of his writing enormous headway has been made both em-
pirically and theoretically. For instance, Ross (1967) discovered con-
straints on reordering constituents and non-local dependencies; Perl-
mutter (1978) discovered unaccusative verbs in the 1970s; and the-
ories were developed for dealing with case (Yip et al. 1987; Meurers
1999c; Przepiórkowski 1999), verbal complex formation, and partial
fronting (Evers 1975; Grewendorf 1988; Hinrichs and Nakazawa 1994;
Kiss 1995; G. Müller 1998; Meurers 1999b; Müller 1999, 2002; De
Kuthy 2002). All these phenomena, and a lot more, interact!
To emphasize this point, I give another quotation from Steve Ab-

ney, who worked within the GB framework:
A goal of earlier linguistic work, and one that is still a cen-
tral goal of the linguistic work that goes on in computational
linguistics, is to develop grammars that assign a reasonable
syntactic structure to every sentence of English, or as nearly
every sentence as possible. This is not a goal that is cur-
rently much in fashion in theoretical linguistics. Especially in
Government-Binding theory (GB), the development of large
fragments has long since been abandoned in favor of the pur-
suit of deep principles of grammar. The scope of the prob-
lem of identifying the correct parse cannot be appreciated
by examining behavior on small fragments, however deeply
analyzed. Large fragments are not just small fragments sev-
eral times over—there is a qualitative change when one be-

3Original from (Bierwisch 1963, p. 163): Es ist also sehr wohl möglich, daß mit
den formulierten Regeln Sätze erzeugt werden können, die auch in einer nicht voraus-
gesehenen Weise aus der Menge der grammatisch richtigen Sätze herausfallen, die also
durch Eigenschaften gegen die Grammatikalität verstoßen, die wir nicht wissentlich aus
der Untersuchung ausgeschlossen haben. Das ist der Sinn der Feststellung, daß eine
Grammatik eine Hypothese über die Struktur einer Sprache ist. Eine systematische
Überprüfung der Implikationen einer für natürliche Sprachen angemessenen Gram-
matik ist sicherlich eine mit Hand nicht mehr zu bewältigende Aufgabe. Sie könnte
vorgenommen werden, indem die Grammatik als Rechenprogramm in einem Elektro-
nenrechner realisiert wird, so daß überprüft werden kann, in welchem Maße das Re-
sultat von der zu beschreibenden Sprache abweicht.
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gins studying large fragments. As the range of constructions
that the grammar accommodates increases, the number of
undesired parses for sentences increases dramatically. (Ab-
ney 1996, p. 20)

In addition, it is a goal of much current linguistic theorizing to for-
mulate constraints that hold for all languages or at least for certain
classes of languages. As a consequence, it is not sufficient to study the
interaction between phenomena solely on the basis of one language:
Changing the constraints for a certain phenomenon in one language
may be compatible with all phenomena that are relevant for the lan-
guage under discussion, but it may well be the case that unexpected
interactions with other phenomena in another language emerge. Ver-
ifying the consequences of a simple change of a principle therefore
results in a complexity that cannot be handled by human beings. It
is therefore necessary to formalize the theories in a way that makes
them implementable as computer-processable grammars. After check-
ing the grammar for consistency, a computer grammar can be used to
analyze systematically constructed test suites containing thousands of
grammatical sentences and ungrammatical word sequences or large
corpora containing naturally occurring data. Such parses can be used
to verify that the grammar makes the right predictions as far as the em-
pirical facts are concerned (Müller 1999, Chapter 22; Oepen and Flick-
inger 1998; Bender 2008, Müller 2013a, Section 3.7.2; Müller 2015b,
Section 3.7.2). In addition, generators can be used to produce utter-
ances that correspond to a certain meaning. If ill-formed strings are
generated, this is an indicator for missing constraints in the grammar.
After more than 55 years of work in transformational grammar,

one has to note that there are no large-scale implemented fragments
on the basis of transformational analyses. Chomsky made important
contributions to the theory of formal languages that are still relevant
in computer science (Chomsky 1959), but in 1981 he turned his back
on precisely worked-out solutions:
I think that we are, in fact, beginning to approach a grasp
of certain basic principles of grammar at what may be the
appropriate level of abstraction. At the same time, it is nec-
essary to investigate them and determine their empirical ad-
equacy by developing quite specific mechanisms. We should,
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then, try to distinguish as clearly as we can between discus-
sion that bears on leading ideas and discussion that bears on
the choice of specific realizations of them. (Chomsky 1981,
p. 2–3)

He made it explicit in a letter to Natural Language and Linguistic Theory:
Even in mathematics, the concept of formalization in our
sense was not developed until a century ago, when it be-
came important for advancing research and understanding. I
know of no reason to suppose that linguistics is so much more
advanced than 19th century mathematics or contemporary
molecular biology that pursuit of Pullum’s injunction would
be helpful, but if that can be shown, fine. For the present,
there is lively interchange and exciting progress without any
sign, to my knowledge, of problems related to the level of
formality of ongoing work. (Chomsky 1990, p. 146)

The consequence of this change is a very large number of publications
in Mainstream Generative Grammar, many of which make incompat-
ible assumptions, so that it is not clear how insights from different
publications can be combined. A case in point are the many different
definitions of the rather central concept of government (see Aoun and
Sportiche 1983 for an overview).
This was repeatedly criticized in the 1980s, for instance by the

practitioners of GPSG (Gazdar et al. 1985, p. 6; Pullum 1985, 1989;
Pullum 1991, p. 48; Kornai and Pullum 1990). The lack in precision,
missing details,4 and frequent changes in the basic assumptions5 re-
sulted in the absence of large-scale computer implementations that
incorporate insights from Mainstream Generative Grammar. There
are some implementations that borrow from GB/MP models or from
ideas from Mainstream Generative Grammar (Petrick 1965; Zwicky
et al. 1965; Friedman 1969; Friedman et al. 1971; Morin 1973; Marcus
1980; Abney and Cole 1986; Kuhns 1986; Correa 1987; Stabler 1987,

4See, for instance, (Kuhns 1986, p. 550), (Crocker and Lewin 1992, p. 508),
(Kolb and Thiersch 1991, p. 262), and (Kolb 1997, p. 3) on precision; and (Freidin
1997, p. 580), (Veenstra 1998, p. 25, 47), (Lappin et al. 2000, p. 888), and (Stabler
2010, p. 397, 399, 400) on missing details.

5See, for instance, (Kolb 1997, p. 4), (Fanselow 2009), and the quote by Sta-
bler on p. 37.
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1992, 2001; Kolb and Thiersch 1991; Fong 1991; Crocker and Lewin
1992; Lohnstein 1993; Fordham and Crocker 1994; Nordgård 1994;
Veenstra 1998; Niyogi and Berwick 2005), but these implementations
usually do not employ transformations or deviate in other crucial ways
from theoretical work. See (Kay 2011, p. 10) for discussion of early
transformational systems, and (Müller 2013a, Section 3.7.2; Müller
2015b, Section 3.7.2) for further discussion of GB and Minimalist
systems.
There are two implementations that can be regarded as imple-

mentations of Minimalist ideas. I will comment on them briefly: Sta-
bler (2001) shows how Kayne’s theory of remnant movement can be
formalized and implemented. However, his implementation does not
use transderivational constraints, does not have numerations, has no
Agree (see Fong 2014, p. 132), and so on. Stabler’s grammars are
small-scale fragments that can be considered proofs of concept, but
nothing more. They only deal with syntax; there is no morphology6,
no treatment of multiple agreement (Stabler 2011, Section 27.4.3),
and no semantics; and neither PF nor LF processes are modeled.7 An-
other implementation that uses Minimalist Grammar as a framework
is the one of Niyogi and Berwick (2005). This grammar has 347 lexi-
cal entries and covers a lot of argument alternations. It is probably the
largest implementation of Minimalist ideas. However, it differs from
theoretical proposals in not using numerations, in having six or seven
(if optional merge is counted) rules for combination of material
rather then just internal and external merge, and in not using labelling
but rather a Categorial Grammar-like functor argument approach. In
(Berwick et al. 2011), a later paper that explicitly discusses computer
implementations, this system is not mentioned.

6The test sentences have the form in (i).
(i) a. the king will -s eat

b. the king have -s eat -en
c. the king be -s eat -ing
d. the king -s will -s have been eat -ing the pie

7See, for instance, (Sauerland and Elbourne 2002, p. 285) for suggestions on
PF and LF movement that includes the deletions of parts of copies. The imple-
mentation of such analyses is probably non-trivial.
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The grammars and the processing system developed by Sandiway
Fong (Fong and Ginsburg 2012; Fong 2014) have a similar status: The
grammar fragments are small, encode syntactic aspects like Labeling
directly in the phrase structure rules (Fong and Ginsburg 2012, Sec-
tion 4), and hence fall far behind X Theory. The grammars do not have
a morphology component, and Spell-Out is not implemented; there-
fore, this system neither parses nor generates a single sentence from
any natural language.8
The reason for the absence of large-scale fragments in the frame-

work of GB/MP is probably that the basic assumptions that are made
in the Minimalist community are changing very frequently:
In Minimalism, the triggering head is often called a probe,
the moving element is called a goal, and there are various
proposals about the relations among the features that trig-
ger syntactic effects. Chomsky (1995, p. 229) begins with the
assumption that features represent requirements which are
checked and deleted when the requirement is met. The first
assumption is modified almost immediately so that only a
proper subset of the features, namely the ‘formal’, ‘uninter-
pretable’ features are deleted by checking operations in a
successful derivation (Collins, 1997; Chomsky 1995, §4.5).
Another idea is that certain features, in particular the fea-
tures of certain functional categories, may be initially unval-

8The following claim by Berwick et al. (2011, p. 1221) is therefore simply
wrong: But since we have sometimes adverted to computational considerations, as
with the ability to “check” features of a head/label, this raises a legitimate concern
about whether our framework is computationally realizable. So it is worth noting that
the copy conception of movement, along with the locally oriented “search and label-
ing” procedure described above, can be implemented computationally as an efficient
parser; see Fong, 2011, for details. One cannot claim that one has an efficient im-
plementation if the software under consideration does not parse any sentence
at all, since it might be possible that the implementation of the missing parts
is extremely complex and the resulting program would be inefficient. As was
noted above, Fong does not implement Labeling as it was introduced in Chom-
sky’s papers (for instance, Chomsky 2008, 2013), but simply uses definite clause
grammars. In fact, neither of the two Chomsky papers is implementable, since
the description of Labeling is not worked out in detail. Crucial cases are missing
in the 2008 paper and the 2013 paper is vague in some places and inconsistent
in others (Müller 2013c).
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ued, becoming valued by entering into appropriate structural
configurations with other elements (Chomsky 2008; Hiraiwa,
2005). And some recent work adopts the view that features
are never deleted (Chomsky 2007, p. 11). These issues remain
unsolved. (Stabler 2010, p. 397)

Developing a grammar fragment takes at least three years. Large gram-
mars accumulate the knowledge of several researchers which has crys-
tallized in international cooperations over the course of several years
or even decades. However, such a process is blocked when basic as-
sumptions are changed frequently (see also Fanselow 2009, p. 138).
The same criticism that applies to GB/Minimalism applies to Con-

struction Grammar: The basic notions and key concepts are hardly
ever made explicit with the exception of Sign-Based Construction
Grammar (Sag 2010, 2012), which is an HPSG variant, Embodied
Construction Grammar (Bergen and Chang 2005), which uses feature
value matrices and is equivalent to HPSG (see Müller 2010a, Chap-
ter 9.6, for a discussion of both theories), and Fluid Construction
Grammar (Steels 2011).9

2 the poverty of the stimulus
and motivation of analyses

In this section, I first describe recent advances in research on language
acquisition and then show how the data-driven, bottom-up approach
to theory development that is followed in the CoreGram project works
in detail.
2.1 Language acquisition and linguistic theory
As is argued in (Müller 2010a, Chapter 11.4) and (Müller 2015b,
Chapter 12.4), HPSG is compatible with UG-based models of language
acquisition such as, for instance, the one by Fodor (1998). See (Fodor

9Steels (2013, p. 153) sees Fluid Construction Grammar as a toolkit for the
implementation of various Construction Grammar ideas. So in this view, it would
not be a theory or framework but rather a system such as TRALE or LKB, which
are discussed below. Van Trijp (2013, 2014) sees Fluid Construction Grammar
as a framework and compares it with HPSG. For a detailed discussion of specific
analyses formalized in Fluid Construction Grammar and van Trijp’s core assump-
tions, see (Müller 2015b, Section 9.6.4).
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2001, p. 385) for an explicit remark to that end. However, in recent
years evidence has accumulated showing that arguments for innate,
language-specific knowledge are very weak. For instance, Johnson
(2004) showed that Gold’s (1967) proof that natural languages are
not identifiable in the limit by positive data alone is irrelevant for
discussions of human language acquisition. Furthermore, there is ev-
idence that the input that humans have is sufficiently rich to acquire
structures which were thought by Chomsky (1971, p. 29–33; 2013,
p. 39) and others to be impossible to acquire: Bod (2009) showed how
syntactic structures could be derived from an unannotated corpus by
Unsupervised Data-Oriented Parsing. He assumed that language is or-
ganized in chunks, and it has been described how children can acquire
the fact that linguistic expressions are combined from smaller parts
into larger units (see Estigarribia 2009 for acquisition of fragments
starting at the right periphery of utterances). Given this prerequisite,
Bod explained how Chomsky’s auxiliary inversion data can be cap-
tured even if the input does not contain the data that Chomsky claims
to be necessary (see also Eisenberg 1992, Pullum and Scholz 2002, and
Scholz and Pullum 2002 for other Poverty of the Stimulus arguments).
Input-based models of language acquisition in the spirit of Tomasello
(2003) seem highly promising and can, in fact, explain language acqui-
sition data better than previous UG-based models (Freudenthal et al.
2006, 2009). I have argued that the results from language acquisition
research in the Construction Grammar framework can be carried over
to HPSG, even in its lexical variants (Müller 2010a, 2015b; Müller
and Wechsler 2014, Section 9).10 If language acquisition is input-
based and language-specific innate knowledge is minimal, as assumed
by Chomsky (1995) and Hauser et al. (2002), or even non-existing, this
has important consequences for the construction of linguistic theories:
Proposals that assumemore than 400morpho-syntactic categories that
are all innate and that play a role in all languages of the world, even
though they are not directly observable in many languages (Cinque

10 In fact, I believe that a lexical treatment of argument structure is the only
one that is compatible with the basic tenets of theories like Categorial Grammar
(CG), Lexical Functional Grammar (LFG), Construction Grammar, and HPSG that
adhere to lexical integrity (Bresnan and Mchombo 1995). For discussion, see
(Müller 2006), (Müller 2010a, Chapter 11.11), (Müller 2010b), (Müller 2013c),
and (Müller and Wechsler 2014).
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and Rizzi 2010, p. 55, 57), have to be rejected right away. Further-
more, one cannot argue for empty functional projections in language X
on the basis of overt morphemes in language Y. This has, for instance,
been done for Topic projections that are assumed for languages with-
out topic morphemes on the basis of the existence of a topic morpheme
in Japanese and Gungbe. Similarly, functional projections for object
agreement (AgrO) have been proposed for languages like English and
German on the basis of Basque data, even though neither English nor
German has object agreement. Since German children do not have
any evidence from Basque, they would not be able to learn that there
are projections for object agreement, and hence this fact would have
to be known in advance. Neither can the existence of postpositions
and agreement in Hungarian be seen as evidence for AgrO projections
and hidden movement processes in English as assumed in the analysis
by Hornstein et al. (2005, p. 124). Such complicated analyses cannot
be motivated language-internally and hence are not acquirable from
input alone. Since there is no theory-external evidence for such pro-
jections, theories that can do without such projections and without
stipulations about UG should be preferred.
However, this does not mean that the search for universals or for

similarities between languages and language classes is fundamentally
misguided, although it may be possible that there is very little that is
truly universal (Evans and Levinson 2009):11 In principle, infinitely
many descriptions of a particular language exist. It is possible to write
a grammar that is descriptively adequate, but the way the grammar is
written does not extend to other languages. So even without making
broad claims about all languages, it is useful to look at several lan-
guages, and the more they differ from each other, the better. What we
try to do in the CoreGram project is the modest version of mainstream
generative grammar: We start with grammars of individual languages
and generalize from there. We think that the framework we are using is
well-suited for capturing generalizations within a language and across
languages, since inheritance hierarchies are ideal tools for this. Note
though that inheritance hierarchies are not the only place in the theory
where generalizations can be captured. This is discussed in more detail

11But see (Harbour 2011) and the responses of authors in the same volume as
Evans and Levinson’s contribution for criticism of this paper.
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in Sections 2.2 and 5.1.2 below. Of course, when building grammars,
we can rely on several decades of research in theoretical linguistics
and build on the insights that were gained by researchers working
under UG-oriented assumptions. Without a theory-driven, compara-
tive perspective on language, certain questions would never have been
asked, and it is good that we have such valuable resources at hand.
We nevertheless see some developments rather critically, as should be
clear from the statements I have made above.
2.2 Data-driven, bottom-up theory development
Instead of imposing constraints from one language onto other lan-
guages, a bottom-up approach seems to be more appropriate: Gram-
mars for individual languages should be motivated language-inter-
nally. Grammars that share certain properties can be grouped in
classes. This makes it possible to capture generalizations about groups
of languages and language as such. Let us consider some examples:
German, Dutch, Danish, English and French. If we start developing
grammars for German and Dutch, we find that they share a lot of prop-
erties: both are SOV and V2 languages, both have a verbal complex.
One main difference is the order of elements in the verbal complex.
The situation can be depicted as in Figure 3. There are some proper-
ties that are shared between German and Dutch (Set 3). For instance,
the argument structure, a list containing descriptions of syntactic and
semantic properties of arguments, and the linking of these arguments
to the meaning of the sign is contained in Set 3. In addition, the con-
straints for SOV languages, the verb position in V2 clauses, and the
fronting of a constituent in V2 clauses are contained in Set 3. The re-
spective constraints are shared between the two grammars. When we

Set 3

Set 2Set 1

German Dutch

Arg St
V2
SOV
VC

Figure 3:
Shared
properties
of German
and Dutch
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Figure 4:
Shared

Properties of
German, Dutch,

and Danish

Set 5

Set 6

Set 4

Set 2Set 1

German Dutch Danish

Arg Str
V2

SOV
VC

add another language, say Danish, we get further differences. While
German and Dutch are SOV, Danish is an SVO language.
Figure 4 shows the resulting situation: The top-most node repre-

sents constraints that hold for all the languages considered so far (for
instance, the argument structure constraints, linking, and V2), and the
node below it (Set 4) contains constraints that hold for German and
Dutch only. For instance, Set 4 contains constraints regarding verbal
complexes and SOV order. In principle, there could be constraints that
hold for Dutch and Danish but not for German, and for German and
Danish but not for Dutch. These constraints would be removed from
Set 1 and Set 2 respectively and put into another constraint set higher
up in the hierarchy. For clarity, these sets are not illustrated in the
figure, and I keep the names Set 1 and Set 2 from Figure 3 for the
constraint sets for German and Dutch. The union of Set 4 and Set 5 is
Set 3 of Figure 3.
If we add further languages, further constraint sets will be distin-

guished. Figure 5 on the facing page shows the situation that results
when we add English and French. Again, the picture is not complete
since there are constraints that are shared by Danish and English but
not by French, but the general idea should be clear: By systematically
working this way, we should arrive at constraint sets that directly cor-
respond to those that have been established in the typological litera-
ture.
It should be clear from what has been said so far that the goal

of every scientist who works this way is to find generalizations and
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Set 8

Set 11

Set 13Set 12

Set 7

Set 6

Set 4

Set 2Set 1

German Dutch Danish English French

Arg Str

V2

SOV
VC

SVO

Figure 5:
Languages and
language classes

to describe a new language in a way that reuses theoretical constructs
that have been found useful for a language already covered. However,
as was explained above, the resulting grammars should be motivated
by data of the respective languages and not by facts from other lan-
guages. In situations where more than one analysis would be compat-
ible with a given dataset for language X, the evidence from language
Y with similar constructs is most welcome and can be used as evi-
dence in favor of one of the two analyses for language X. I call this
approach the bottom-up approach with cheating: Unless there is contra-
dicting evidence, we can reuse analyses that have been developed for
other languages.
Note that this approach is compatible with the rather agnostic

view advocated by Haspelmath (2010a), Dryer (1997), Croft (2001,
Section 1.4.2–1.4.3), and others, who argue that descriptive cate-
gories should be language-specific, that is, the notion of subject for
Tagalog is different from the one for English, the category noun in
English is different from the category noun in Persian, and so on.
Even if one follows such extreme positions, one can still derive gen-
eralizations regarding constituent structure, head-argument relations
and so on. However, I believe that some categories can fruitfully be
used cross-linguistically – if not universally, then at least for language
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classes. As Newmeyer (2010, p. 692) notes with regard to the no-
tion of subject: Calling two items subject in one language does not
entail that they have identical properties. The same is true for two
linguistic items from different languages: calling a Persian linguistic
item subject does not entail that it has exactly the same properties
as an English linguistic object that is called subject. The same is, of
course, true for all other categories and relations, for instance, parts
of speech: Persian nouns do not share all properties with English
nouns.12 Haspelmath (2010b, p. 697) writes: Generative linguists try
to use as many crosslinguistic categories in the description of individual
languages as possible, and this often leads to insurmountable problems.
If the assumption of a category results in problems, they have to be
solved. If this is not possible with the given set of categories or fea-
tures, new ones have to be assumed. This is not a drawback of the
methodology, quite the opposite: If we have found something that
does not integrate nicely into what we already have, this is a sign
that we have discovered something new and exciting. If we stick to
language-particular categories and features, it is much harder to no-
tice that a special phenomenon is involved since all categories and
features are specific to one language anyway. Note also that not all
speakers of a language community have exactly the same categories.
If one were to take the idea of language-particular category symbols to
an extreme, one would end up with person-specific category symbols
like Kim-English-noun.

12Note that using labels like Persian Noun and English Noun is somewhat
strange since it implies that both Persian nouns and English nouns are nouns
in some way (see, for instance, Haspelmath 2010a, Section 2, for such a sug-
gestion regarding case, e. g. Russian Dative, Korean Dative, …). Instead of using
the category Persian Noun one could assign objects of the respective class to the
class noun and add a feature language with the value persian. This simple trick
makes it possible to assign both objects of the type Persian Noun and objects of
the type English Noun to the class noun and still maintain the fact that there are
differences. Of course, no theoretical linguist would introduce the language
feature to differentiate between Persian and English nouns, but nouns in the
respective languages have other features that make them differ. So, the part-of-
speech classification as noun is a generalization over nouns in various languages
and the categories Persian Noun and English Noun are feature bundles that contain
further, language-specific information.
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After a talk I gave at the MIT in 2013, members of the linguistics
department objected to the approach taken in the CoreGram project
and claimed that it would not make any predictions as far as possible
or impossible languages are concerned. Regarding predictions, two
things must be said: Firstly, predictions are being made on a language-
particular basis. As an example, consider the following sentences from
(Netter 1991):
(5) a. [Versucht,

tried
zu
to
lesen],
read

hat
has
er
he
das
the
Buch
book

nicht.
not

‘He did not try to read the book.’
b. [Versucht,
tried

einen
a

Freund
friend

vorzustellen],
to.introduce

hat
has
er
he
ihr
her
noch
yet

nie.
never
‘He never tried to introduce her to a friend.’

When I first read these sentences, I had no idea about their struc-
ture. I typed them into my computer, and within milliseconds, got
a syntactic analysis. When I studied the results, I realized that these
sentences are combinations of partial verb phrase fronting and the so-
called third construction (Müller 1999, p. 439). I had previously im-
plemented analyses of both phenomena, but had never thought about
the interaction of the two. The grammar predicted that examples like
(5) are grammatical. Similarly, the constraints of the grammar can
interact to rule out certain structures. So, predictions about ungram-
maticality or impossible structures are in fact made as well.
Secondly, the top-most constraint set holds for all languages seen

so far. It can be regarded as a hypothesis about properties that are
shared by all languages. This set contains constraints for the connec-
tion between syntax and information structure, and such constraints
allow for V2 languages but rule out languages with the verb in penul-
timate position. (See Kayne 1994, p. 50, for the claim that such lan-
guages do not exist. Kayne develops a complicated syntactic system
that predicts this.) Of course, if a language is found that puts the verb
in penultimate position for the encoding of sentence types or some
other communicative effect, a more general top-most set has to be de-
fined, but this is parallel for Minimalist theories: If languages are found
that are incompatible with basic assumptions, the basic assumptions
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have to be revised. As with the language particular constraints, the
constraints from the top-most set make certain predictions about the
phenomena that can and cannot be found in languages.
Cinque (1999, p. 106) suggested a cascade of functional projec-

tions to account for reoccurring orderings in the languages of the
world. He assumes elaborate tree structures to play a role in the anal-
ysis of all sentences in all languages, even if there is no evidence for
respective morphosyntactic distinctions in a particular language (see
also Cinque and Rizzi 2010, p. 55). In the latter case, Cinque assumes
that the respective tree nodes are empty. Cinque’s results could be
incorporated in the model advocated here. We would define part-of-
speech categories and morpho-syntactic features in the top-most set,
and state linearization constraints that enforce the order that Cinque
encoded directly in his tree structure. In languages in which such cat-
egories are not manifested by lexical material, the constraints would
never apply. Neither empty elements nor elaborate tree structures
would be needed. So, Cinque’s data could be covered in a better way
in an HPSG with a rich UG. However, we refrain from assuming a rich
UG and introducing 400 categories (or features) into the theories of
all languages. Again, I would like to point out that this would be im-
plausible from a genetic point of view, and I wait for other, probably
functional, explanations of the Cinque data.
Frequently discussed examples, such as those languages that form

questions by reversing the order of the words in a string (Musso et al.
2003), need not be ruled out in the grammar since they are ruled
out by language external constraints: We simply do not have enough
working memory to do such complex computations.
After having justified the basic approach taken in the CoreGram

project, I now turn to the coverage of the grammars and discuss some
highlights.

3 coverage and highlights

The computer-processable grammar fragments of German, Persian,
and Danish are relatively big.13 The German grammar (BerliGram)

13A list of covered phenomena accompanied by appropriate grammatical
and ungrammatical test strings is part of the distributions of the grammars and
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was the first one to be implemented. It is an extension of the gram-
mars that were developed for the individual chapters of the HPSG
textbook (Müller 2007b). The textbook covers noun phrases with
adjuncts (APs, PPs, relative clauses), determinerless NPs, constituent
order (scrambling, verb position and clause types, nonlocal dependen-
cies for fronting), agreement (subject–verb and NP internal), predicate
complex formation (verbal complexes and adjective–verb complexes,
Oberfeldumstellung, partial fronting), control and raising, case assign-
ment and passive (personal, impersonal, remote passive, attributive
participles, lassen passive, bekommen passive, state passive, modal
infinitives), particle verbs (productive and lexicalized), morphology
(inflectional and derivational, for instance -bar ‘able’ derivation), and
(symmetric) coordination. The Situation Semantics that is used in
the textbook was replaced by a Minimal Recursion Semantics (MRS,
Copestake et al. 2005). MRS allows for underspecification of scope,
so that a sentence like (6) gets one representation from which the
several scopings can be derived. See (Dowty 1979, Section 5.6) for
the discussion of the readings of again in English, and (Egg 1999) for
the explanation of the different readings of (6).
(6) a. dass

that
Max
Max

wieder
again

alle
all
Fenster
windows

öffnete
opened

‘that Max opened all windows again’
b. again′(∀(CAUSE(open′))); repetitive
c. again′(CAUSE(∀(open′))); repetitive
d. CAUSE(again′(∀(open′))); restitutive

Von Stechow (1996, p. 93) develops an analysis in the framework of
Minimalism that assumes an empty VOICE head that contributes the
CAUSE relation and some further functional heads for AgrO and AgrS.
The empty heads were used to derive several readings in a movement-
based analysis. However, as Jäger and Blutner (2003) pointed out, von
Stechow’s analysis cannot derive all readings. We therefore follow Egg
(1999) and treat (6a) as an instance of sublexical scoping: öffnen is lex-
ically decomposed into CAUSE(open′), and the again can scope below
the CAUSE operator although there is no decomposition in syntax. The
can be downloaded at the respective web pages: http://hpsg.fu-berlin.de/
Projects/CoreGram.html.
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scope relations are represented in dominance graphs. Egg’s analysis
has been translated into MRS (see Müller 2010a, Section 19.9.2, and
Müller 2015c, Section 3). Since there is no decomposition in syntax,
our analysis avoids empty elements: It is just the words of (6a) that
are combined in an analysis, and only these words contribute to the
interpretation.
In addition to the modification of the semantics component, some

further special phenomena have been implemented. For instance, an
analysis of multiple frontings (Müller 2003a), something that is unique
among existing HPSG implementations. For a discussion of approaches
to constituent order that are incompatible with the multiple frontings
data, see (Müller 2005, 2015a). Furthermore, analyses of depictives
(Müller 2008), left dislocation, copula constructions (Müller 2012),
and positional expletives (Müller and Ørsnes 2011) were added. Some
phenomena that have been covered in my earlier grammars of German
have not yet been transferred to BerliGram.
The Danish grammar is documented in a book of more than 500

pages, which is not complete yet. The grammar covers the NP (def-
inite marking by suffix, bare plurals, adjuncts), verb position (SVO,
but verb inversion in V2 sentences), negation preposing, questions,
predicational constructions, specificational constructions, agreement,
coordination, case assignment, passive, perfect, adverbial phrases,
embedded interrogative clauses, object shift and negation shift, par-
tial fronting, raising and control, passive (personal and impersonal
constructions) and complex passive, adjectival passives, preposition
stranding, and modal verbs. The following examples show in a com-
pact way the interaction of several phenomena: passive with promo-
tion of either the direct object or the indirect object (7a,c), passive
and pronoun shift (7b,d), and partial fronting and object shift (7b,d):

(7) a. Bjarne
Bjarne.nom

bliver
is

ikke
not

anbefalet
recommended

den.
it.acc

‘It is not recommended to Bjarne.’ (lit: ‘Bjarne is not
recommended it.’)

b. ? Anbefalet
recommended

bliver
is

Bjarne
Bjarne.nom

den
it.acc

ikke.
not

‘It is not recommended to Bjarne.’
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c. Bogen
book.def.nom

bliver
is

ikke
not

anbefalet
recommended

ham.
him.acc

‘The book is not recommended to him.’
d. ? Anbefalet

recommended
bliver
is

bogen
book.def.nom

ham
him.acc

ikke.
not

‘The book is not recommended to him.’

The examples in (7b,d) are interesting since Danish differs from Ger-
man and Dutch in not allowing incomplete category fronting in gen-
eral. Such partial frontings can only be found if the missing compo-
nents are shifted pronouns, that is, pronouns to the left of the negation
(Holmberg 1999). Due to the complexity of the construction, examples
are marked, but Müller and Ørsnes (2013b) and Müller and Ørsnes
(2015) provide attested data.
The Mandarin Chinese grammar was implemented with the help

of Jia Zhongheng. We used the description in (Li and Thompson 1981)
as the basis for our implementation. Currently, we cover the NP (clas-
sifiers, determiners, attributive phrases with adjectives and relative
clauses), location words and localizer phrases, basic clause structure,
passive (bei construction), the ba construction, adverbials (PPs, ad-
verbs), negation, auxiliaries, aspect marking, reduplication, presenta-
tional constructions, and serial verb constructions. Among the things
that are special are NPs that contain classifiers, as in (8), and change
of part of speech by reduplication, as in (9).

(8) 那
na4
that

辆

liang4
CL

红

hong2
red

的

de
DE

车

che1
car

锈了。

xiu4.le
rust.ASP

‘That red car rusts.’

The adjective 高兴 (gao1xing4, ‘happy’) in (9a) is converted into an
adverb by forming the pattern AABB from the original adjective AB,
that is, both gao1 and xing4 are doubled.

(9) a. 他
ta1
he

很

hen
very

高兴。

gao1xing4
happy

‘he is very happy’
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b. 他
ta1
he

高高兴兴

gao1gao1xing4xing4
AABB=happily

游泳。

you3yong3
swims

‘He swims happily.’
The Persian grammar is a larger fragment, which still needs to be

fully documented (Müller et al. In Preparation). A description of some
parts of the grammar can be found in (Müller and Ghayoomi 2010).
The grammar covers various types of light verb constructions, which
are crucial for the analysis of Persian, since Persian has only very few
verbs. The light verb constructions interact with other constructions
like negation, all tenses (periphrastic and synthetic), and cliticization.
All of these interactions are covered. Furthermore, the grammar con-
tains analyses of passive, adjectival passives, the NP structure (ezafe
construction, possessives, adjectives, …), direct object marking, agree-
ment, pro-drop, non-local dependencies including those with resump-
tive pronouns, inflectional and derivational morphology, coordina-
tion, relative clauses including free relative clauses, and questions.
The grammar can be used with Persian script or with a roman-

ized version that is usually used in linguistic texts. The examples in
(10) show light verb constructions, which are an important feature of
the language. (10a) shows that the future auxiliary can interrupt the
preverb–verb sequence of light verbs. (10b) shows an example with
the negation prefix in the middle of the light verb construction and
pro-drop.
(10) a. داد.خواهمانجامراکاراینمن

man
I

in
this
kār
job
rā
dom

anjām
performance

xāh-am
will-1SG

dād.14
gave

‘I will do this work.’
b. نداشت.دوسترامرد
mard
man

rā
dom

dust
friend

na-dāšt.
NEG-had

‘He/she did not love the man.’
The Maltese grammar is an implementation of the description by

Fabri (1993). Fabri works in the framework of Lexical Decomposi-
tion Grammar, which is also a lexical framework, and his analyses are

14Example taken from (Karimi-Doostan 1997, p. 73).
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translatable into HPSG without great effort. The grammar covers basic
sentence structure, pro-drop, clitics (with correct spelling and model-
ing of the morphophonological changes, see Section 5.1.5), adjectival
predication (without copula), agreement, NP structure (including ad-
jective order, which depends on the class of adjective), definiteness
marking, and case assignment. The examples in (11) show definite-
ness marking. (11b) shows assimilation and (11c) shows clitics:15

(11) a. Il-komunist
def-communist

xejjer
waves.3m.sg

lil-l-papa.
Case-def-pope.m.sg

‘The communist waves at the pope.’
b. It-terrorist
def-terrorist

bagħat
sent

l-ittr-a
def-letter-F

lil-l-president.
Case-def-president

‘The terrorist sent the president the letter.’
c. It-terrorist
def-terrorist

bagħat=hie=l.
sent.3m.sg=3f.sg=3m.sg

‘The terrorist sent it to him.’
(11c) is ambiguous, as there is a reading with clitic left dislocation.
Both readings are accommodated by the grammar.
The grammars of Yiddish, English, and Hindi are small-scale.

They cover the basic structures of these languages and were imple-
mented in connection with work comparing several languages. For
instance, Yiddish covers V2 in main and embedded clauses, positional
expletives (Müller and Ørsnes 2011), and embedded interrogative
clauses. English covers NP structures, the main clause structure, case
assignment, agreement, auxiliary verb constructions, negation, coor-
dination, and inflectional and derivational morphology (-able deriva-
tion).
Among the basic clause structures, the grammar of Hindi covers

case assignment, agreement, verbal complex formation, nonlocal de-
pendencies, adjunctions, information structure markings, and inflec-
tional morphology.

15The examples are taken from (Fabri 1993, p. 130).
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4 basic assumptions

4.1 Valence
In the CoreGram project, we assume that valence is represented in a
uniform way across languages.16 Arguments of a head are represented
in the arg-st list (Pollard and Sag 1994, Chapter 9). They are mapped
to the valence features spr and comps in a language-dependent fash-
ion. For instance, English and Danish map the subject to the spr list
and the other arguments to comps. Danish inserts an expletive in
cases in which there is no element that can be mapped to spr, while
English does not do this (Müller and Ørsnes 2013a). German differs
from both languages in mapping all arguments of finite verbs to the
comps list (Pollard 1996).
The arguments in the arg-st list are ordered according to the

obliqueness hierarchy of Keenan and Comrie (1977), which plays a
role in the analysis of a variety of phenomena (for instance case as-
signment and depictive predicates). The elements of the arg-st list
are linked to the semantic roles that a certain head has to fill. Since the
traditional role labels like agent and patient are problematic, the Core-
Gram grammars adopt Dowty’s proto-role approach (1991). arg1,
arg2, and so on are used as role labels.
4.2 Constituent structure and constituent order
Originally, HPSG camewith very few immediate dominance schemata:
Head-Complement Schema, Head-Specifier Schema, Head-Adjunct
Schema, the Head-Filler Schema for binding off unbounded depen-
dencies, and the Head-Extra Schema for binding off clause-bound
nonlocal dependencies. Since (Sag 1997), many HPSG analyses have
a more constructional flavor, that is, specific subconstructions of these
general schemata are introduced (Sag 2010). In the CoreGram project
we stay within the old tradition of HPSG and continue to use the
rather abstract dominance schemata. However, it is possible to state
further constraints on the respective structures. So, rather than hav-
ing several very specific instances of the Head-Filler Schema, we have

16Koenig and Michelson (2012) argue for an analysis of Oneida (a Northern
Iroquoian language) that does not include a representation of syntactic valence.
If this analysis is correct, syntactic argument structure would not be universal,
but would be characteristic for a large number of languages.
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very few (for instance, for verb-second clauses and relative clauses)
and formulate additional implicational constraints that constrain ac-
tual instances of head-filler phrases further if the antecedent of the
implicational constraint is true. An example of such a constraint is the
following one, which was suggested by Bildhauer and Cook (2010,
p. 75):

(12)
�
non-head-dtrs

¬
[ head|dsl local ]

¶

head-filler-phrase

�
⇒

�
is pres ∨ a-top-com ∨…

�

The constraint says that, for all head-filler phrases that have a non-
head daughter whose dsl value is of type local, the value of the infor-
mation structure feature is has to be pres ∨ a-top-com ∨….17
Since the schemata are rather general, they can be used for all

languages under consideration so far. Of course, the languages dif-
fer in terms of constituent order, but this can be dealt with by using
linearization rules that are sensitive to features whose values are lan-
guage specific. For instance, all heads have a feature initial. The
value is ‘+’, if the head has to be serialized before its complements,
and ‘−’ if it follows its complements. German and Persian verbs are ini-
tial −, while English, Danish, Mandarin Chinese and Maltese verbs
are initial +.
We assume binary branching structures, and hence we get the

structures in (13) for English and the corresponding German example:
(13) a. He [[gave the woman] a book].

b. er
he
[der
the
Frau
woman

[ein
a
Buch
book

gab]]
gave

The LP rules enforce that gave is linearized before the woman and gave
the woman is linearized before a book.
The scrambling of arguments is accounted for by ID schemata that

allow the combination of a head with any of its arguments indepen-
dently of the position an element has in the valence list of its head.
Similar analyses have been suggested in the framework of HPSG by

17 pres is an abbreviation for presentational and a-top-com abbreviates assessed-
topic-comment. For further details see (Bildhauer and Cook 2010).
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Gunji (1986) for Japanese and Pollard (1996) for German. Many au-
thors assume a valence set rather than a list. However, the order of the
elements has to be represented somewhere in the grammar, since it is
relevant for various phenomena. The proposal adopted in the Core-
Gram project assumes an ordered list but allows the saturation in an
arbitrary order. For non-HPSG analyses that are similar to the set-
based approaches, see (Fanselow 2001) and (Steedman and Baldridge
2006).
Non-scrambling languages like English combine heads with their

complements in a strict order: The least oblique element is combined
with the head first and then the more oblique complements follow.
Non-scrambling languages with head-final order take the last ele-
ment from the valence list first. Again, see (Steedman and Baldridge
2006) for a similar proposal in the framework of Categorial Gram-
mar.
4.3 Morphology and lexical rules
We follow a lexical rule-based approach to morphology. Lexical rules
are basically unary branching trees that license new lexical items
(Briscoe and Copestake 1999; Meurers 2001).18 A lexical rule can add
to or subtract from the phonology (or, in implementations, the or-
thography) of an input item. For instance, it is possible to analyze the
complex morphological patterns that we observe in Semitic languages
by mapping a root consisting of consonants to a full-fledged stem
or word that has the appropriate vowels inserted. We follow Bresnan
and Mchombo (1995) in assuming the Lexical Integrity Principle. This
means that all morphological combinations have to be done by lexical
rules, that is, fully inflected forms are part of the lexicon, most of them
being licensed by productive lexical rules.
Lexical rules do not have to change the phonology or orthogra-

phy of the item they apply to. For instance, lexical rules can be used to
license further lexical items with extended or reduced valence require-
ments. As was argued in (Müller 2002, 2006) resultative constructions
should be treated lexically. So, there is a lexical rule that maps the
stem fisch- of the intransitive version of the verb fischen (‘to fish’) onto

18Goldberg (2013) calls such lexical rules lexical templates and sets them apart
from lexical rules that relate stored lexical items.
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a stem fisch- that selects for a secondary predicate (adjective or PP)
and the subject of this predicate as well.
(14) Er

he
fischt
fishes

den
the
Teich
pond

leer.
empty

4.4 Semantics
All grammars come with a semantics component. We use Minimal Re-
cursion Semantics (Copestake et al. 2005), since it allows for the under-
specification of scope (see Section 3). For instance, the sentence in (15)
has two readings: one in which the existential quantifier outscopes the
universal quantifier and one in which the scopings are reversed.
(15) a. Every dog chased some cat.

b. ∀x(dog(x)→∃y(cat(y)∧ chase(x , y)))

c. ∃y(cat(y)∧∀x(dog(x)→ chase(x , y)))

These readings can be represented compactly in an underspecified way
as in (16):
(16) 〈 h0, {

h1:every(x, h2, h3), h4:dog(x), h5:chase(e, x, y),
h6:some(y, h7, h8), h9:cat(y) }, { h2 =q h4, h7 =q h9 } 〉

Every word that contributes semantically has a referential index (x, y
in (16)) or event variable (e in (16)) and a list of relations that con-
tains elementary predications. Elementary predications come with a
so-called handle (h1, h4, h5, h6, and h9 in (16)) that can be used to
embed the respective elementary predicate under another one. Quan-
tifiers are represented as three-place predicates. They have one slot for
the variable they bind and two further slots for their scope and their
restriction (for instance h7 and h8 in (16)). In addition, it is possible
to specify scope constraints that say which elementary predication has
to be outscoped by a certain quantifier (for instance, (16) says that the
h2 argument of every has to outscope h4, which is the handle of dog).
The MRS in (16) can best be depicted as in Figure 6. h0 stands

for the top element. This is a handle that dominates all other handles
in a dominance graph. The restriction of every dominates dog and the
restriction of some dominates cat. The bodies of both quantifiers domi-
nate chase. The interesting thing is that exact dominance relations are
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Figure 6:

Dominance
graph for Every
dog chases some

cat.

h0

h1:every(x, h2, h3) h6:some(y, h7, h8)

h4:dog(x) h9:cat(y)

h5:chase(x,y)

Figure 7:
every(x, dog(x),
some(y, cat(y),
chase(x, y))) ≡

(15b)

h0

h1:every(x, h2, h3) h6:some(y, h7, h8)

h4:dog(x) h9:cat(y)

h5:chase(x,y)

not fixed, which is indicated by the dashed lines in Figure 6. There are
two ways to plug an elementary predication into the open slots of the
quantifiers:
(17) a. Solution one: h0 = h1, h2 = h4, h3 = h5, h7 = h9, and

h8 = h5.
(every dog has wide scope)

b. Solution two: h0 = h6, h7 = h9, h8 = h1, h2 = h4, and
h3 = h5.
(some cat has wide scope)

The solutions are depicted as Figure 7 and Figure 8.
When several linguistic objects are combined, all the elementary

predications and the scope constraints are collected at mother nodes.
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h0

h1:every(x, h2, h3) h6:some(y, h7, h8)

h4:dog(x) h9:cat(y)

h5:chase(x,y)

Figure 8:
some(y, cat(y),
every(x, dog(x),
chase(x, y))) ≡
(15c)

This corresponds to traditional compositional semantics. However, it
is also possible to add additional relations and scope constraints in the
computation of the meaning of a certain combination. This makes it
possible to capture the insight from Construction Grammar that some-
times the meaning of a complex combination contains more than is
present in the individual components of the complex object.
See (Copestake et al. 2005) for a full introduction to MRS, and

(Müller 2015c) for a brief one.
4.5 Information structure
The German grammar contains constraints on information structure.
The corresponding theory was developed by Felix Bildhauer and
Philippa Cook and implemented by Felix Bildhauer in Project A6
of the collaborative research centre SFB 632 on information structure
(Bildhauer and Cook 2010; Müller et al. 2012). See also Example (12)
above. Project A6 explored the various contexts for so-called mul-
tiple frontings. It implemented an analysis that refers to syntactic
configurations and assigns the elementary predications from an MRS
representation to topic and focus lists. See (Engdahl and Vallduví
1996) for the general approach.
Elodie Winckel is currently augmenting the French grammar with

an information-structure component. This work is also carried out in
the context of SFB 632, and one goal of this work is to test to what
extent it is possible to explain island constraints with respect to infor-
mation structure (Ambridge and Goldberg 2008).
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Bildhauer’s (2008) Spanish grammar also implements a theory of
information structure, and as was mentioned above, this grammar is
currently ported to the CoreGram format.

5 implementation details

5.1 TRALE
The grammars are implemented in TRALE (Meurers et al. 2002; Penn
2004). TRALE implements typed feature descriptions. Every grammar
consists of a signature (a type hierarchy with feature introduction and
appropriateness constraints) and a theory that states constraints on ob-
jects of these types. TRALE is implemented in Prolog and comes with
an implementation of relational constraints that maps the TRALE rela-
tions to Prolog relations. TRALE has two parsers: a standard bottom-up
chart parser and a linearization parser (Suhre 1999). The CoreGram
project uses the standard bottom-up parser. Both parsers use a phrase
structure backbone. TRALE is available as bootable CD-ROM (Müller
2007a). The CD-ROM contains a full installation of all components
that were available in 2007. This includes a chart display for develop-
ing and debugging grammars, Utool for visualizing dominance graphs
from semantic representations and scope resolving (Koller and Thater
2005), and [incr tsdb()] for systematic testing (see Section 7). We hope
to finish a new virtual machine soon that includes a new and much
faster version of TRALE, the most recent versions of the CoreGram
grammars, and Kahina, a powerful debugger for constraint resolution
systems like TRALE (Dellert et al. 2010, 2013). A beta version is al-
ready available.
Compared to other systems such as LKB (Copestake 2002), the

expressive power of the description language is high (see also Melnik
2007). This allows for the rather direct implementation of analyses
that are proposed by theoretical linguists. The following descriptive
devices are used in the theory and are provided by TRALE; the refer-
ences point to papers which argue for such constructs:
• empty elements (Kiss 1995; Meurers 1999a; Levine and Hukari
2006; Bender 2000; Sag et al. 2003, p. 464; Borsley 2004, Sec-
tion 3.3; Müller 2007b, 2014b,d; Haugereid et al. 2013)
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• relational constraints (Pollard and Sag 1994; Bouma et al. 2001;
Meurers et al. 2003),
• complex antecedents in implicational constraints (Bonami et al.
1998; Meurers 2000, p. 207; Bonami and Godard 2001, p. 148;
Koenig and Davis 2004, p. 145, 149; Müller 2007b, p. 145, Sec-
tion 10.3; 2014d; Bildhauer and Cook 2010, p. 75; Van Eynde and
Augustinus 2014, p. 166; Alotaibi and Borsley 2013, p. 18),
• cyclic structures (Engdahl and Vallduví 1994, p. 56; Meurers,
2000, p. 2007; 2001, p. 176, Samvelian 2007, p. 638),
• macros, and
• a morphology component that has the expressive power needed
to account for nontrivial morphological phenomena.

5.1.1 Empty elements
All CoreGram grammars use empty elements to account for extrac-
tion phenomena. Auxiliary inversion in English has not yet been im-
plemented, but German and Danish use head-movement analyses to
account for the verb in initial position in questions and V2 clauses.
TRALE has mechanisms to precompile grammars and to eliminate
most of the empty elements (for a discussion, see Müller 2014b).
5.1.2 Complex antecedents
To see how useful implicational constraints with complex antecedents
are both from a theoretical and an implementational perspective, con-
sider the constraint in (12) again. Proposals that do not make use of
such implementational constraints would have to introduce two sub-
types of head-filler-phrase: one for head-filler phrases with the dsl
value local – let us call this type head-filler-phrase-dsl – and one for
head-filler phrases with the dsl value different from local. The infor-
mation structure constraints from (12) will be constraints on structures
of type head-filler-phrase-dsl:
(18) head-filler-phrase-dsl ⇒�

non-head-dtrs
¬
[ head|dsl local ]

¶

is pres ∨ a-top-com ∨ …

�

Proponents of such a theory would basically make explicit which
daughters could appear in the filler position.
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In our setting with implicational constraints, we do not need these
two additional types. We formulate the constraint in (12), and this
constraint applies only to those head-filler phrases that have a non-
head daughter with a dsl value of type local. Therefore, our theory
is simpler and has to be preferred over other approaches that dupli-
cate information about the combinatorics of linguistic objects in type
names.
5.1.3 Relational constraints
The relational constraint that is used most often in HPSG is append
(‘⊕’), which concatenates two lists. While many of the uses of append
can be recoded using difference lists, this is not always the case. See
(Meurers et al. 2003) for some discussion. In the implementation of
scrambling that was sketched in Section 4.2 above, a valence list is
split into three parts. The first is a list of arbitrary length, the sec-
ond is a list containing the element that has to be combined with the
head, and the third is a list of arbitrary length again. This can be im-
plemented directly using append: A ⊕ 〈 XP 〉 ⊕ B.
Another application of relational constraints is the determination

of the last element of a list. For technical reasons the argument struc-
ture and valence lists are represented with the most oblique element
at the beginning (as in Pollard and Sag 1987). If one wants to access
the least oblique element in the arg-st list, one has to find the last
element of this list. In the theory of Heinz and Matiasek (1994), which
follows Haider (1986), transitive and unergative verbs have a desig-
nated argument that is identical to the least oblique argument of the
verb. (19) shows how this can be expressed in TRALE:

(19) (synsem:loc:cat:(head:da:[last(ArgSt)],
arg_st:ArgSt))

ArgSt is the value of the arg-st feature, and last(ArgSt) returns the
last element of this list, which is represented as the element of the list
which is the value of the feature da. Note that this works for lists of
arbitrary length. This is important for verbs like the German lassen (‘to
let’) that raise the arguments of the verbal element that they embed.
TRALE uses a delay mechanism to postpone the execution of relational
constraints until enough information is available. In the case of lassen,
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the constraints are delayed until it is combined with the embedded
verb and the actual length of its argument structure list is known.
5.1.4 Macros
Just like types, macros can be organized in hierarchies. The type hi-
erarchies are stated in a signature, but the macro hierarchies are con-
structed by calling other macros in a macro definition. Macros differ
from types in allowing parameters. This makes it possible to repre-
sent the lexicon in a rather compact way. For instance, (20a) shows
the lexical item for work, and (20b) the definition of the macro that is
called.
(20) a. work ---> @intrans_verb(a_ work,agentive).

b. intrans_verb(Relation,Sort) :=
(@strict_intrans_nerg_verb,
rels:[(pred:Relation,

arg1:sort:Sort)]).

5.1.5 Lexical rules and morphology
TRALE uses a special syntax for lexical rules: an identifier is followed
by the keyword ‘lex_rule’, by the input description, the arrow ‘**>’
and the output description. Since we want to be as close as possible to
HPSG analyses, we assume that every lexical rule has a specific type
(definiteness_lr in (24) below). The respective typed feature structure
models a linguistic object with a daughters list. The daughter is the
input of the lexical rule. In addition to this, a lexical rule has to have a
morphs statement that says something about how the orthography of
the input is related to the orthography of the output. (24) shows the
lexical rule that is used to account for definiteness marking in Maltese.
Definiteness is marked with an /l/ at nouns and adjectives in Maltese.
(21) gives an example:19

(21) l-ktieb
def-book

If the noun starts with one of the coronals /d/, /t/, /s/, /z/, /ʃ/, /ts/,
/tʃ/, /n/, or /r/, the /l/ is assimilated. (22) gives an example:

19 (21), (22) and (23b) are underlying forms. If the definite form of book is
used in isolation, an /i/ has to be added.
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(22) r-raġel
def-man

The only exception is the coronal /dʒ/, which is exempt from assimi-
lation.
Inner epenthesis can be observed if the word starts with /s/ or

/ʃ/ followed by a consonant:
(23) a. skola

school
b. l-iskola
def-school

If inner epenthesis applies, it prevents assimilation.
The lexical rule splits the input characters into an initial part S

and a part X and tests whether S is [s] or [x] by calling the predicate
s_sh. If this call succeeds, li is appended to the output. If this call does
not succeed, other clauses are tried. If the input starts with a coronal,
the coronal is doubled. Otherwise the input is prefixed with an l.20

(24) definiteness_lr lex_rule
Dtr
**>
(definiteness_lr,
dtrs:[Dtr])
morphs

(S,X) becomes (li,S,X) when s_sh(S), % l-iskola
(C,X) becomes (C,C,X) when coronal(C), % r-raġel
X becomes (l,X). % l-ktieb

s_sh([s]).
s_sh([x]).

coronal([d]).
coronal([t]).

20A reviewer asked whether CoreGram parses sounds or orthographic rep-
resentations. The latter is the case, but since the Maltese spelling is close to the
phonological representation in the relevant area, phonological concepts like coro-
nal can be used in the rules that relate orthographic forms. s_sh/1 and coro-
nal/1 are Prolog predicates.
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coronal([s]).
coronal([z]).
coronal([n]).
coronal([r]).

5.2 Setup of CoreGram
The grammars are organized in one directory for every language. The
respective directories contain a subdirectory named Core-Grammar.
This directory contains files that are shared between the grammars.
For instance, the file core-macros.pl contains macros that are or can
be used by all languages. For every language, there is a load file to
fetch the relevant files from the core grammar directory that. So, for
instance english.pl, french.pl, and danish.pl all load nom-acc.pl since
these languages are nominative–accusative languages. These files also
contain code for loading macros and constraints for languages that
do not form a verbal complex, while german.pl does load the files
for cluster-forming languages. These files directly correspond to the
constraint sets that were discussed in Section 2.
The option to specify type constraints makes it possible to state

constraints that hold for a certain construction cross-linguistically in
a file that is loaded by all grammars and restrict structures of this type
further in language-particular files.
Lexical rules are also described by feature descriptions and orga-

nized in type hierarchies (Meurers 2001). Just like other constraints,
the constraints on lexical rules can be shared.

6 comparison to other
multilingual projects

Two other large groups are currently working in the area of multi-
lingual grammar engineering. We will deal with both of them in the
following subsections and will explain in what way the CoreGram
project differs from them. The DELPH-IN consortium21 will be de-
scribed in Section 6.1, and ParGram in Section 6.2.

21DELPH-IN is an abbreviation for Deep Linguistic Processing with HPSG.
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6.1 DELPH-IN and the LinGO Grammar Matrix
The DELPH-IN group uses the LKB system (Copestake 2002) for gram-
mar development. The LinGO Grammar Matrix provides a collection
of types for lexical objects and phrasal schemata that can be used by
grammar writers (Bender et al. 2002; Bender and Flickinger 2005).
The Matrix builds on experiences from the development of grammars
for English, German, Japanese, and Spanish. The GrammarMatrix pro-
vides a starter set. This can be modified and extended by individual
grammar writers without any interaction with any other grammars
that were derived from the Matrix. Of course, there is a feedback loop:
Grammar writers can inform the developers of the Grammar Matrix
about their requirements and changes which they believe to be appro-
priate. In the CoreGram project all grammars use the same core files.
If the grammar core is changed because of evidence in, say, Persian,
all other grammars have to be compatible with the change or have to
be adapted. While this increases the complexity of the development
process considerably, the result is a consistent set of grammars with
partly shared constraints for several typologically diverse languages.
Work that is done in the DELPH-IN consortium has a strong focus

on applications. Efficient processing has a high priority. This, among
other causes, led to a reduction of the expressive power of the de-
scription formalism and is also reflected in analyses. See, for instance,
(Crysmann 2003) and the criticism in (Müller 2005, Section 3.6). In
our project, we see processing issues as secondary and want to treat
computationally expensive, but linguistically interesting phenomena
as well as those that can be handled efficiently. Although the devel-
opment of linguistically motivated analyses has the highest priority,
processability is not ignored completely. Since profiling tools (chart
display and the test suite tool [incr tsdb()], see Oepen and Carroll 2000)
are integrated into TRALE, an exact examination of the grammars is
possible, and unnecessary computations of the parser can be detected
and eliminated.
6.2 ParGram
A similar community to the DELPH-IN consortium is working in the
framework of LFG and is organized in the ParGram project (Butt et al.
1999, 2002). The goal of the project is the implementation of parallel
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LFG grammars for a set of languages. Currently, there exist grammars
for Arabic, Danish, English, Georgian, German, Hungarian, Japanese,
Malagasy, Norwegian, Polish, Tigrinya, Turkish, Hungarian, Urdu,
Vietnamese, Welsh, and Wolof (see Müller 2015b, Chapter 6, for an
overview and references). These grammars are parallel in that they
produce f-structures that have the same feature geometry and uni-
form analyses of the phenomena. Parallel grammar development is
challenging for developers, since each phenomenon has to be exam-
ined carefully, and it has to be decided whether a cross-linguistic
analysis is feasible at all, whether the phenomenon is idiosyncratic
and language-specific, or whether the feature geometry has to be
changed. The grammars are developed in the X(erox) L(inguistic)
E(nvironment) system (Kaplan et al. 2002; Butt et al. 1999).
The ambitions of our project (and also the Grammar Matrix)

are higher than those of the ParGram project, since HPSG grammars
model the whole range of grammatical properties: Morphology, syn-
tax, semantics, and information structure are described with the same
feature geometry. Dominance schemata for head-argument phrases,
head-adjunct phrases, filler-head phrases, specifier-head phrases, and
so on are specified for all languages or for certain language classes.
In comparison, computational LFG grammars differ enormously in
their c-structures, while morphology is usually taken care of by exter-
nal programs (Finite State Morphology) and is not part of theoretical
considerations. Since, for instance, complex predicate formation in
languages such as German and Persian interacts with derivational
morphology (Müller 2003b, 2010b), we consider it crucial that mor-
phology is dealt with within the grammatical framework, and that the
computational implementation reflects the tight connection between
the two parts of grammar.

7 measuring progress

Much to the frustration of many linguists, the contribution of cer-
tain theoretical approaches to progress in linguistics is rather unclear.
Many proposals do not extend the amount of data that was already
covered by analyses developed during the 1980s in the framework
of GB and other, non-transformational, frameworks. In comparison,
the methodology described in Section 2 leads to grammars with in-
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creasing coverage and analyses that are improved by cross-linguistic
considerations.
The TRALE system has been combined with [incr tsdb()], a piece

of software for systematic grammar profiling (Oepen and Flickinger
1998). The grammars are accompanied with a set of example phrases
that can be analyzed by the grammar. In addition, the test suite files
contain ungrammatical word sequences from the literature and un-
grammatical sequences that were discovered during the grammar de-
velopment process. See (Oepen et al. 1997; Müller 2004) on the con-
struction of test suites. Since TRALE has a chart display that makes it
possible to inspect the parse chart, it is possible to inspect all linguis-
tic objects that are licensed by the grammar, even if they do not play
a role in analyzing the particular sentence under consideration. The
result of this careful inspection is a collection of ungrammatical word
sequences that no theoretical linguist would have been able to come
up with, since it is very difficult to find all the possible side effects of
an analysis that is not sufficiently constrained. These negative exam-
ples are distributed with the grammars and book publications and can
help theoretical and computational linguists improve their theories
and implementations.
After changing a grammar, the sentences of the respective test

suite are parsed and the result can be compared to previous results.
This ensures that the coverage of grammars is extended. If constraints
in files that are shared among several grammars are changed, the re-
spective grammars are tested as well. The effects that changes to gram-
mar X cause in grammar Y are often unexpected, and hence it is very
important to do systematic testing.

8 conclusions

I have discussed desiderata for linguistic theories and argued that
linguistic theories have reached a level of complexity that cannot
be handled by humans without help by computers. I have presented
a certain type of UG-based approaches to natural language that as-
sumes that evidence for an entity in a certain language provides
evidence for the presence in other languages as well, even though
the entity might be covert in the latter languages. I have argued
that such lines of argumentation are not appropriate given what we
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know about language acquisition today. I have suggested an alter-
native bottom-up method for constructing theories by developing
grammars that are surface-oriented and motivated on a language-
specific basis, without stipulating entities that could not be acquired
from input of the language under consideration alone. Generaliza-
tions regarding language or language classes are derived by extending
the number of languages that are considered and by organizing the
constraints of the languages under consideration into sets of con-
straints that are shared by two or more languages. I have defended
this method against rather agnostic views maintained by some ty-
pologists. Finally, I have provided a brief description of basic as-
sumptions and the basic setup of the CoreGram project and argued
that working in such a general setting makes sure that progress is
made.
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In the tradition of Model Theoretic Syntax, we propose a logical ap-
proach to the description of grammars. We combine in one formal-
ism several tools that are used throughout computer science for their
power of abstraction: logic and lambda calculus. We propose then a
high-level formalism for describing mildly context sensitive grammars
and their semantic interpretation. As we rely on the correspondence
between logic and finite state automata, our method combines con-
ciseness with effectivity. We illustrate our approach with a simple
linguistic model of several interleaved linguistic phenomena involv-
ing extraction. The level of abstraction provided by logic and lambda
calculus allows us not only to use this linguistic model for several
languages, namely English, German, and Dutch, but also for semantic
interpretation.

1 introduction

We propose a high-level approach to represent second-order abstract
categorial grammars (2-ACGs) of de Groote (2001). This approach is
close in spirit to the two step approach proposed by Kolb et al. (2003),
and also to Model Theoretic Syntax (Rogers 1996). It is also closely
related to the recent work of Boral and Schmitz (2013) which advo-
cates and subsequently studies the complexity of context-free gram-
mars with constraints on derivations expressed in propositional dy-
namic logic (Kracht 1995).
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The choice of 2-ACGs as a target class of grammars is motivated
by several reasons. First, linear 2-ACGs capture exactly mildly con-
text sensitive languages as shown by de Groote and Pogodalla (2004)
and Salvati (2007). In particular they enjoy polynomial parsing algo-
rithms (Salvati 2005 and Salvati 2009), the parsing problem is actually
in functional LOGCFL (Kanazawa 2011). Secondly, they allow one to
express both syntax and semantics with a very small number of prim-
itives. Thirdly, when dealing with semantics, non-linear 2-ACGs (that
is 2-ACGs with copying) have a decidable parsing problem as shown
by Salvati (2010) (see Kobele and Salvati 2013 for a more general
proof) allowing one to generate text from semantic representation. Fi-
nally, following an idea that can be traced back to Curry (1961), they
offer a neat separation between syntax, that is how constituents form
together a coherent sentence, and word order. Indeed, Abstract cate-
gorial grammars (ACGs) split naturally the definition of a language in
two parts:
1. the abstract language that is meant to represent deep structures,
2. the object language that is meant to represent surface structures.

The mediation between abstract and object languages is made
with a lexicon. Lexicons, in the context of 2-ACGs, are higher-order
homomorphisms mapping each tree of the abstract language to the
element of the object language it denotes. Their abstract language is
made of ranked trees, which are widely used to model the syntactic
structures of languages. They indeed naturally represent the hierar-
chical structure of natural language syntagmas. Another feature of the
ACG approach is that the object language need not consist of strings,
but can also be a language of λ-terms representing truth-conditional
meanings of sentences. More importantly, different grammars may
share the same abstract language, which then serves as a description
of relations between the elements of their object languages. In partic-
ular, this yields a simple and elegant way of modelling the relation be-
tween syntax and semantics, following the work of Montague (1974).
Or even, when languages are sufficiently similar, this gives a natural
way of constructing synchronous grammars.

Thus, our approach is closely following the ACG’s two-level de-
scription so as to model the syntax of a natural language. A first
assumption we take is that syntactic structures need not represent
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directly the word order. This assumption leads us to study syntactic
structures as abstract structures that satisfy certain properties. These
abstract structures are defined by means of a regular tree grammar so
as to model the recursive nature of syntax, and are further constrained
with logic. We use unordered trees with labelled edges to represent
abstract structures. This technical choice emphasizes the fact that
syntax and word order are assumed not to be directly connected. The
labels of the tree are used to represent the grammatical functions of
each node with respect to its parent. Moreover, this structure allows
us to define a logical language in which we can describe high-level
linguistic properties. This logical language is at the centre of the defi-
nition of syntactic validity and also of the mechanism of linearization
which associates sentences or meaning representations with abstract
structures. As in the ACG setting, we use λ-calculus as a means to
achieve complex transformations. When compared to ACGs, the orig-
inality of our approach lies in the fact that linearization is guided by
logic in a strong way.

Our goal is to design concise and linguistically informed 2-ACGs.
For this, as we mentioned, we heavily rely on logic. The reason why
we can do so in a computationally effective manner is that suffi-
ciently weak logics can be represented with finite state automata.
Seminal results from formal language theory by Doner (1965) and
Rabin (1969) have had a wealth of applications in computer science
and are still at the root of active research. They also have given rise to
the idea of modelling syntax with logic, championed under the name
of Model Theoretic Syntax in a series of papers: Rogers (1996), Cor-
nell and Rogers (1998), Rogers (1998), Rogers (2003b), Pullum and
Scholz (2001), Pullum and Scholz (2005), Pullum (2007)… One of
the successes of Model Theoretic Syntax is the model (Rogers 1998)
of the most consensual part of the theory of Government and Bind-
ing of Chomsky (1981). It thus showed that this theory could only
model context-free languages and was inadequate to model natural
languages which contain phenomena beyond context-freeness (see
Shieber 1985).

Indeed, the way Model Theoretic Syntax is usually formulated ties
word orders to syntactic structures: syntactic structures take the form
of trees satisfying the axioms of a linguistic theory and the sentences
they represent are simply the sequences of leaves of those trees read
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from left to right. This approach has as consequence that only context-
free languages can be represented that way. Rogers (2003a) bypasses
this limitation by using multidimensional trees. Another approach is
the two step approach of Kolb et al. (2003) which is based on macro
tree transducers and logic. Our approach is similar but, as Morawietz
(2003), who proposes to model multiple context-free grammars by
means of logical transduction, it relies on logic in a stronger manner
and it uses λ-calculus instead of the macro mechanism of macro tree
transducers. Indeed, we adapt the notion of logical transductions pro-
posed by Courcelle (1994) (see also Courcelle and Engelfriet 2012)
so as to avoid the use of a finite state transduction. This brings an
interesting descriptive flavour to the linearization mechanism, which
simplifies linguistic descriptions. Thus from the perspective of Model
Theoretic Syntax, we propose an approach that allows one to go be-
yond context-freeness, by relying as much as possible on logic and rep-
resenting complex linearization operation with λ-calculus. We hope
that the separation between abstract language and linearization allows
one to obtain some interesting linguistic generalization that might be
missed by approaches such as Rogers (2003a), which tie the descrip-
tion of the syntactic constraints and linearization.

The formalism we propose provides high-level descriptions of lan-
guages. Indeed, it uses logic as a leverage to model linguistic concepts
in the most direct manner. Moreover, as we carefully chose to use
trees as syntactic structures and a logic that is weak enough to be rep-
resentable by finite state automata, the use of this level of abstraction
does not come at the cost of the computational decidability of the for-
malism. Another advantage of this approach that is related to it in
a high-level way is conciseness. Finally, merging the ACG approach,
Model Theoretic Syntax, and logical transductions allows one to de-
scribe in a flexible and relatively simple manner complex realizations
that depend subtly on the context. Somehow, we could say that, in
our formalization, linearization of abstract structures rely on both a
logical look-around provided by logical transductions and on complex
data flow provided by λ-calculus.

Related work
The paper is related to the work that tries to give concise descriptions
of grammars. It is thus close in spirit to the line of work undertaken
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under the name of Metagrammars. This work was initiated by Candito
(1999) and subsequently developed by Thomasset and De La Clerg-
erie (2005) and Crabbé et al. (2013). The main difference between
our approach and the Metagrammar approach is that we try to have
a formal definition of the languages our linguistic descriptions define,
while Metagrammars are defined in a more algorithmic way and tied
to rule descriptions. Instead we specify how syntactic structures should
look like. Our representation of syntactic structures has a lot in com-
mon with f-structures in Lexical Functional Grammars (LFG; Bresnan
2001, Dalrymple 2001), except that we use logic, rather than unifica-
tion, to describe them. This makes our approach very close in spirit
to dependency grammars such as Bröker (1998), Debusmann et al.
(2004), and Foth et al. (2005), property grammars (Blache 2001) and
their model theoretic formalization (Duchier et al. 2009, 2012, 2014).
Most of the fundamental ideas we use in our formalization are similar
to those works, in particular Bröker (1998) also proposes to separate
syntactic description from linearization. The main difference between
LFG, dependency grammars, and our approach is that we try to build
a formalization whose expressive power is limited to the classes of
languages that are mildly context sensitive and which are believed to
be a good fit to the class of natural languages (see Joshi 1985 and
Weir 1988).

Contribution
We propose a logical language for describing tree structures that is
similar to propositional dynamic logic of Kracht (1995). We show how
to use this logic to describe abstract structures and their linearization
while only defining 2-ACGs. We also show that our formalism can
represent in a simple manner various linguistic phenomena in several
languages together with the semantics of phrases.

Organization of the paper
The paper is divided into two parts: first, Section 2 presents the for-
malism, while Section 3 presents a grammatical model that is based
on that formalism. Section 2 is an incremental presentation of the
formalism. We start by explaining how we model abstract structures
in Section 2.1. This section explains how our formalization is articu-
lated with lexicons. It gives a definition of the logical language we use
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throughout the paper. We then turn to defining the grammatical for-
malism that combines regular tree grammars and logical constraints
that we use to model the valid abstract structures. This section closes
with the formal definition of the set of valid abstract structures and an
explanation of why this set is a regular set of trees. Then we define the
mechanism that linearizes abstract structures and give its formal se-
mantics. The formal semantics of the linearizationmechanism is rather
complex; moreover, due to space limitations, we need to assume that
the reader is familiar with simply-typed λ-calculus (see Hindley and
Seldin 2008 and Barendregt 1984 for details).

Section 3 illustrates how the formalism can be used to model lan-
guages. It presents a formalization of a fragment of language involving
several overlapping extraction phenomena. We start by defining the
set of abstract structures, then linearization rules are given that pro-
duce from those abstract structures phonological realizations for En-
glish, German, and Dutch, and Montagovian semantic representations.
In order to clarify the behaviour of the formalism, the section finishes
with a detailed example of an intricate sentence involving many of the
phenomena we treat.

The article concludes by summarizing the contributions of the
paper and discussing the approach and future work.

2 formalism

We will now give an exhaustive definition of the formalism and dis-
cuss its underlying linguistic motivations. For the sake of clarity, we
exemplify the definitions by means of a toy grammar.

We are first going to explain how we wish to model the trees that
represent deep structures of languages.
2.1 Abstract structure
Instead of being treated as ranked labelled trees, the abstract struc-
tures will be depicted as labelled trees with labelled edges. From a
formal point of view this causes no real difficulty as the two presenta-
tions of trees can be seen as isomorphic. Nevertheless, from the point
of view of grammar design, it is helpful to handle the argument struc-
ture of a given syntactic construction by means of names that reflect
syntactic functions rather than the relative position of arguments. This
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simple choice also makes it more transparent that in ACGs the left-to-
right ordering of arguments in the abstract structure does not reflect
the word order of their realization in the surface structure. As we will
see, for technical convenience, the trees will have two kinds of leaves:
lexical entries and the empty leaf ⊥.

Lexical entries
The set of lexical entries, or vocabulary, is a set of words along with
their properties, as in Table 1. These properties are a set of constants
which will represent either a part-of-speech (POS) that governs how
lexical entries may be used locally, or some additional syntactic infor-
mation (like subcategorization, selection restrictions, etc.) that is used
to restrict the contexts in which lexical entries may be used. Examples
of such properties could be: proper noun, noun, determiner, verb (POS)
or intransitive, transitive. Nevertheless, as long as the lexical entries are
unambiguously determined by the words they specify, we shall use
those very words in place of the lexical entries as a short-hand in the
trees we use as examples. Formally, we fix a finite set of words W and
a finite set of properties P. A vocabulary is then a set of pairs (w,Q)
where w ∈W and Q ⊆ P.

John proper noun
Mary proper noun
man noun

a determiner
walks verb, intransitive
loves verb, transitive

Table 1:
Vocabulary example

In all of our examples, apart from the leaves, the nodes of the
trees will not be labelled; it is nevertheless important to notice that, if
linguistic descriptions require it, the methodology we propose extends
with no difficulty to trees with labelled internal nodes. The relation
between a node and its child shall be labelled; the labels we use in
this example are: head, subj, obj, det. We assume that for every inter-
nal node v of a tree and every label lbl, v has a child u and the edge
between v and u has the label lbl. Nevertheless, when u is a leaf la-
belled ⊥, we shall not draw it in the picture representations of trees.
These technical assumptions are made so as to have a clean treatment
of optional constructions of nodes in regular tree grammars and in
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logical constraints. These optional constructions are interesting when
one seeks concision. Figure 1 shows both a complete tree and the way
we draw it.

Figure 1:
Tree logical structure and

tree drawing examples
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To make it clear that the trees we use are just a variant of the
notation of the ranked trees, we explain how to represent the trees we
use as ranked trees. For this, it suffices to fix an arbitrary total order on
the set of labels and to define term constructors that consist in subsets
S of labels whose arity is the cardinal of S. Then the kth argument of
the constructor S represents the child with the kth label in S according
to the fixed order of labels. For example, fixing a total order where
the label head precedes the label subj, the term representation of the
tree in Figure 1 is {head, subj} walks John.

Formally, given a finite set of edge labels Σ, we define a tree do-
main dom(t) as being a non-empty finite subset of Σ∗, that is prefix-
closed and so that if for a in Σ, ua is in dom(t), then for each b in Σ,
ub is in dom(t). Given a tree domain dom(t), we write dom(t) for the
set of longest strings in dom(t). The elements of dom(t) are the posi-
tions that correspond to leaves in the tree domain. Given a finite set of
labels Λ, a tree t is a pair (dom(t), lbl : dom(t)→ Λ∪ {⊥}).1 The set Λ
of labels shall be the vocabulary, while Σ shall be the set of syntactic
functions.

Logical definition of abstract languages
We have now settled the class of objects that will serve as elements of
our abstract language. We then lay out how the set of valid abstract
structures is defined, that is how we specify which abstract structures
are the syntactically correct ones.

This process will be carried on by logic, in the sense that the set of
valid abstract structures will be the set of all trees that satisfy some log-
ical constraints. Provided that the logic expressing those constraints is

1Of course, we assume that ⊥ is not an element of Λ.
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kept simple enough, the resulting abstract language will be both suit-
ably structured and concisely described, while being recognizable by
a finite state automaton.

In order to satisfy this last condition, we shall restrict our atten-
tion to the class of logical languages that only define regular tree lan-
guages. There are several reasons for this. First of all, it is easy to
represent the run of a tree automaton as the abstract language of a
2-ACG, and, therefore, logical constraints that only define regular lan-
guages can be compiled as abstract languages of 2-ACGs. Second, those
logics have decidable satisfiability problems and thus it is in principle
possible to automatically check the coherence of a set of constraints
or check whether valid abstract structures satisfy a given property.
Moreover, neither of those properties are preserved in general when
considering more powerful logics. Finally, it seems that linguistic con-
straints do not need extra logical power. The most expressive and con-
cise logic that is known in this class is Monadic Second-Order Logic
(MSOL), but various kinds of first-order or modal logics may suit very
well the needs of linguistics.

The logical language
We define a first-order logical language that we believe is a good can-
didate for describing the linguistically relevant properties of abstract
structures. The set of well-formed formulae in this logic is defined
in the usual way for first-order logic, with the conventional connec-
tives (¬,∧,∨,⇒,⇔,∃,∀) and first-order variables (x , y, z, . . . ) that will
be interpreted as positions in the tree. Then, atomic formulae will be
based on the following predicates and relations.

First, we assume that we have been given a vocabulary such as
the one in Table 1 that uses the finite set of properties P. Each el-
ement p of P (listed on the right in the tables representing vocab-
ularies) will correspond to a unary predicate p(x) in our logic. By
definition, such a predicate p will be true if and only if x is the po-
sition of a leaf in the tree that is labelled by a lexical entry contain-
ing p in its list of properties. From a linguistic point of view, those
predicates allow us to talk about the lexical properties of words and
ensure that the sentence structure is in accordance with those prop-
erties (which can be used to deal with agreement, verb valency, con-
trol, etc.).
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Then, we add another predicate noted none(x) which is true if
and only if x is a leaf labelled with ⊥. This will be particularly use-
ful in the case of optional arguments. This predicate will enable us
to condition the presence or the absence of an argument with re-
spect to the context. We shall also write some(x) as a short-hand for
¬none(x).

Since we have decided to leave the internal nodes of the tree
unlabelled, no additional single-argument predicate is required. Had
we chosen to add linguistic information to internal nodes, we could
have introduced a set of corresponding predicates to take this infor-
mation into account when defining the set of valid abstract struc-
tures.

Finally, we add a countable set of binary relations that express
properties about paths between nodes. This set is defined as the set
of all regular expressions over the alphabet of argument labels. If we
assume that the set of argument labels is Σ, then regular expressions
are defined inductively with the following grammar:

reg ::= ϵ | Σ | (reg+ reg) | reg reg | (reg)∗

The language denoted by a regular expression is defined as usual (ϵ
denoting the empty word). We shall also take the liberty of dropping
useless parentheses. Let e be such a regular expression, we write L(e)
for the language defined by e. Then e(x , y) is a well-formed formula
that is true if and only if x is an ancestor of y and the (possibly empty)
sequence of edge labels li on the path between x and y induces a
word w = l1 . . . ln such that w ∈ L(e). This set of relations could also
be obtained indirectly, by using the more usual finite set of successor
relations and either adding a transitive closure operator to first-order
logic or using the full power of Monadic Second-Order Logic. In either
case, this set of relations is intended to enable the description of long-
distance phenomena in sentences (as, for example, wh-movement). In
order to shorten some formulae, we also add the following relation
notation: e1 ↑ e2(x , y) which is true if and only if the lowest common
ancestor z of x and y is such that e1(z, x) and e2(z, y). We also use the
shorthand any to denote any element of Σ. Notice that the relation
e1 ↑ e2(x , y) can indeed be expressed as:
∃z.e1(z, x)∧ e2(z, y)∧∀z′.

�any∗(z′, x)∧ any∗(z′, y)
�⇒ any∗(z′, z)
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Formally, given a tree t = (dom(t), lbl), a formula φ, and a val-
uation ν that maps the free variables of φ to elements of dom(t) we
define the validity relation t,ν |= φ by induction on φ:2

• t,ν |= true is always correct,
• t,ν |= p(x) iff ν(x) is in dom(t) and lbl(ν(x)) = (w,Q) with p ∈Q,
• t,ν |= none(x) iff ν(x) is in dom(t) and lbl(ν(x)) =⊥,
• t,ν |= e(x , y) iff ν(x) = w1, ν(y) = w1w2, and w2 ∈ L(e) for some

w1 and w2 in dom(t),
• t,ν |= φ ∨ψ iff t,ν |= φ or t,ν |=ψ,
• t,ν, |= ¬φ iff it is not the case that t,ν |= φ,
• t,ν |= ∃x .φ iff there is u in dom(t) so that t,ν[x ← u] |= φ, where
ν[x ← u] is the valuation that maps every variable y different
from x to ν(y) and maps x to u.

Regular over-approximation of abstract structures
Though we believe that the class of logical formulae described above
constitutes a powerful tool to describe the abstract structures of human
languages, we also think that the recursive shape of these structures
can be expressed by simpler and more concise means. Hence, we sug-
gest to use regular tree grammars to provide an over-approximation of
the intended abstract language, and then refine this sketch by adding
logical constraints on the grammar’s productions to filter out the un-
desired structures. Thus, we gain the ability to model the predicate-
argument structure in a more readable way. In general, the regular
grammar aims at modelling the recursive structure of natural lan-
guages while the constraints are meant to express relations between
constituents and to ensure that these relations satisfy the grammatical
constraints of the language.

This over-approximation is defined by means of a regular tree
grammar. Figure 2 gives such a grammar as an example. Note that
some non-terminals may occur between parentheses in the right-hand
sides of some rules. The intended meaning is that they are optional:
given a non-terminal X , we may think of (X ) as a non-terminal that can

2We only treat the connectives ∃, ∨, and ¬ which are sufficient to express all
the other logical connectives.
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be rewritten to either X or ⊥. Other non-terminals are simply prop-
erties of lexical entries (one could also use sets of properties), these
non-terminals may be rewritten to any lexical entry which contains
this property in its list of properties.

This over-approximation simply puts in place the definitions of
linguistic syntagmas so as to model the hierarchical structure of lan-
guage constructs. From the perspective of grammatical design, such
an over-approximation should be based on high-level linguistic con-
siderations and only take care of simple local constraints, accounting
for the universals of language, or for the common features of a given
family of languages. In particular, it should only use the broadest and
simplest lexical properties, such as parts-of-speech.

Figure 2:
Over-approximating

regular tree grammar
example

..p1 : S −→ .•.

verb

.

hea
d

.

A

.
subj

.

(A)

.
obj

..p2 : A−→ .•.

noun

.

hea
d

.

determiner

.

det

p3 : A−→ proper noun

Constraining the regular productions
We now describe how the logical language will be used to refine the
regular tree grammar productions that over-approximate the language
of abstract structures.

The general idea is that one or several logical formulae can be
attached to each production rule of the regular grammar. For this,
some nodes on the right-hand sides of rules are tagged with pair-
wise distinct variables (see Figure 3), and the rules are paired with
a set of formulae whose free variables range over the variables that
tag their right-hand sides. Now when a rule is used in the course
of a derivation, the nodes it creates are constrained by the logi-
cal formula paired with the rule. Thus, once a derivation is com-
pleted, the resulting tree is considered valid only when it satisfies
all the constraints that have been introduced in the course of the
derivation.

Let us consider Figure 3 as an example: the first production p1 of
our toy grammar is now tagged with two variables respectively named
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..p1 : S −→ .•.

verb : v

.

hea
d

.

A

.

subj

.

(A) : o

.

obj

some(o)⇒ transitive(v)
none(o)⇒ intransitive(v)

Figure 3:
Labelled production rule
with logical guards

v and o and which respectively designate the head and obj arguments
of the root node. These labels are indicated after colons at the position
that they correspond to. Below the rewrite rule is a list of logical con-
straints that deal with verb valency, and the logical formula φ(v, o)
that the final abstract tree must satisfy is implicitly taken to be the
conjunction of those two constraints.

We now give a formal definition of what it means for a tree to be
valid. A derivation is seen as generating a triple (t,ν,φ) where t is a
tree, φ a logical formula, and ν a valuation of the free variables of φ
in dom(t). The rules of the grammar act on these triples as follows:
if (t,ν,φ) is such that at the position u, t has a leaf labelled with
the non-terminal A and if there is a rule that rewrites A into s with
the constraints φ1(x1, . . . , xn), . . . ,φp(x1, . . . , xn), then (t,ν,φ) rewrites
into

(t ′,ν′,φ ∧φ1(x
′
1, . . . , x ′n)∧ · · · ∧φp(x

′
1, . . . , x ′n))

where:
• t ′ is obtained from t by replacing the occurrence of A at the posi-
tion u by s,

• x ′1, . . . , x ′n are fresh variables,
• ν′ is the valuation that maps every variable x distinct from the

x ′i ’s to ν(x) and that maps each variable x ′i , to uui when ui is the
position of the node that is tagged with x i in s.

Now, a tree t that does not contain any occurrence of a non-terminal is
valid when, with ; being the empty valuation and S being the starting
symbol of the regular grammar, (S,;, true) rewrites (in any number of
steps) to (t,ν,φ), so that t,ν |= φ. We shall call language or set of valid
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trees the set of trees that are generated by the regular grammar and
satisfy the logical constraints.

Compilation of logical constraints
We are going to show here that the set of valid trees, i.e. the trees
generated by the regular grammar that satisfy the logical constraints,
is also a regular set. Actually, since we restricted ourselves to a logical
language weaker than MSOL, the constraints can be seen as a sort of
regular “look-around” for the regular grammar which explains why
the valid trees form a regular language. We outline here a construc-
tion that defines effectively the language of valid trees as a regular
language. This construction is going to be at a rather high-level and
is mainly meant to convince the reader that the set of valid trees is
indeed regular.

In order to simplify the construction, we first transform the set
of constraints associated with rules that bear on several nodes in the
right-hand side of a rule into a unique constraint that bears on the root
node of the right-hand side. For this, if φ1(x1, . . . , xn), . . . ,φp(x1, . . . , xn)
is the set of constraints that are associated with a production r, then
there is a unique path labelled with the word ei that leads from the
root of the tree in the right-hand side of r to the node labelled x i,
and then, for the nodes labelled x1, . . . , xn, to satisfy the constraints
φ1(x1, . . . , xn), . . . ,φp(x1, . . . , xn) is equivalent to the root satisfying the
unique constraint:

ψr(x) = ∃x1, . . . , xn.e1(x , x1)∧ · · · ∧ en(x , xn)∧
p∧

i=1

φi(x1 . . . , xn)

Thus, for the construction we are going to present, we assume
that each rule has a unique constraint that bears on the root of
its right-hand side. Given such a grammar G, we first remark that
the set F of constraints used in rules is finite. We then construct
a grammar G′ so that each node of G′ is labelled with the set of
constraints included in F that it needs to satisfy. Hence, in the
trees generated by G′, sets of formulae are labels of internal nodes.
We extend our logical language with predicates that reify those la-
bels. Thus, given a set of formulae S included in F we define a
unary predicate [S](x) that holds true on nodes x that are labelled
with S. The predicates used to define the constraint language keep
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their former meaning. We can now define a formula valid as fol-
lows:

valid ::=
∧

S ⊆ F

�
∀x .[S](x)⇒

∧
φ(x) ∈ S

φ(x)

�

As valid is a constraint that is definable in the logical language we have
introduced which in turn can be represented in Monadic Second-Order
Logic, the set of trees that satisfy this constraint is regular. Thus, the
set V of trees generated by G′ that satisfy valid, being the intersection
of two regular sets, is also regular. Now, the set of valid trees of G is
precisely the set of trees in V where the labels of internal nodes have
been erased. As regular languages are closed under relabelling, this
explains why the set of valid trees is regular.

Let us now briefly sketch how G′ is constructed. Its non-terminals
are pairs (A, S) so that A is a non-terminal of G and S is included in
F . Each rule r of G of the form A → t with constraint φ(x) on its
root is mapped to a rule (A, S) → t ′ of G′ so that if t is reduced to a
non-terminal B, then t ′ is (B, S ∪ {φ(x)}); if t is not reduced to a non-
terminal, then t ′ is the tree t where the occurrences of non-terminals
B of G are replaced by the non-terminals (B,;) of G′ and the root of t ′

is labelled with the set of formulae S ∪ {φ(x)}. This transformation is
illustrated in Figure 4.

..r : A−→ .• : x.

B1

.

lbl
1

.

. . .

.

...

.

Bn

.

lbln

φ(x)

−→

..r ′ : (A, S) −→ .S ∪ {φ(x)}.

(B1,;)

.

lbl
1

.

. . .

.

...

.

(Bn,;)

.

lbln

Figure 4:
Transformation of a rule
in G into rules of G′

2.2 The linearization process
We are now going to explain how we intend to linearize the accepted
sentences, by describing mappings from the set of valid abstract struc-
tures to various languages of surface realizations, which may either
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represent the actual sequence of words, or the semantic interpreta-
tion of the sentence, or any other structure of interest. Since we have
elected to work within the framework of second order ACGs, lineariza-
tions can be seen as high-level specifications of lexicons (in the sense of
abstract categorial grammars), that is to say morphisms from the trees
that belong to the abstract language to simply typed λ-terms of a spe-
cific object language. The signature upon which we build the simply
typed λ-terms of the object language may vary, but we give here some
straightforward examples of target languages for our toy grammar. We
assume that the reader is familiar with simply typed λ-calculus (see
Hindley and Seldin (2008) and Barendregt (1984) for more details),
and contrary to what is usual in ACG, we also use product types, that is
the ability to use typed pairs and the related projections in the calcu-
lus. It is well-known that this does not increase the expressive power
of ACGs, but these constructs are often convenient and intuitive.

Surface structures
When mapping abstract structures to surface structures of a language
(English, German, and Dutch in this paper), we assume that we can
freely handle sequences of words within simply typed λ-calculus (a
canonical encoding of those sequences is given by de Groote (2001)).

When dealing with mapping abstract structures to meaning rep-
resentations, we build an appropriate signature for Montague-style
semantics with atomic types that denote propositions (p) and entities
(e) and a set of constants that include the usual logical connectives
( Lp→p,

Vp→p→p, E(e→p)→p,etc.). We add additional constants for verb
predicates (walkse→p, lovese→e→p) and actual entities (Johne, Marye). No-
tice that to avoid confusion between the logical formula we use for
syntax from the logical formula representing truth-conditions in Mon-
tague semantics, we use a different font for the connectives of the two
logical languages. There are many other choices of signatures and
constants for semantic representation, depending on which theory of
semantic representation one adheres to. Nevertheless, any set of for-
mulae that can be adequately represented by terms of a 2-ACG’s object
language may be used for semantic representation in this formalism.
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The linearization process
The mapping between abstract structures and surface structures is de-
fined by associating linearization rules with the production rules of the
regular grammar. This mapping is mediated by the analyses of abstract
structures by the regular grammar. Realizations are indeed associated
to parse trees of abstract structures in the regular grammar. Never-
theless, as we wish to guide the way realizations are computed with
logical constraints over abstract structures, we need to relate nodes
of parse trees to nodes in abstract structures. This relation is as fol-
lows: each node in the parse tree corresponds to the use of a rule.
Such a rule rewrites a non-terminal to a tree that occurs in the ab-
stract structure. As a convention, we associate the root of that tree with
the node in the parse tree. Notice that due to possible ε-rules in the
regular grammar, i.e. rules of the form A → B, where B is another
non-terminal, there may be several nodes in the parse trees that are
related to the same node in the abstract structure; there may also be
nodes in the abstract structure that are not related to any node in the
parse tree by our convention. This is simply because they are inner
nodes of some right-hand side of a rule. Observe also that when a
node in the abstract structure is related to several nodes in the parse
tree, all those nodes form a chain in the parse tree (all of them cor-
respond to an ε-rule) and they are thus totally ordered. Since, once
we have fixed a parse tree, it is convenient to associate realizations
with nodes in the abstract structure, we take the convention that the
realization of a node x ′ in the abstract structure is the realization of
the node x at the highest position in the parse structure that is re-
lated to x ′.

The realization of nodes in the parse tree may depend on several
parameters: (i) the realization of the other non-terminals that occur in
the right-hand side of the production, (ii) the context in which the rule
is used (for example the realization of German or Dutch subordinate
clauses differ from that of the main clause), (iii) the realization of
nodes that appear elsewhere in the abstract structure, typically, this
shall be the case in the presence of wh-movement.

In order to take all those constraints into account, given a rule A→
t of the regular grammar, we tag the non-terminal A with a variable
x0 and assume that the non-terminals that occur in t are labelled with
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the variables x1, …, xn. Then the linearization rules are expressed as
a list of the form:

real(x0) ::= φ(x0, x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , ym)→
M[real(x1), . . . , real(xn), real(y1), . . . , real(ym)]

where M is a simply typed λ-term that is meant to combine the re-
alizations of the nodes denoted by x0, …, xn, y1, …, ym. The vari-
ables y1, . . . , ym are not tagging any node in the right-hand side of
the rule. The variables y1, . . . , ym represent nodes of a complete ab-
stract structure (i.e. nodes from the context in which the rule is used),
which makes the formula φ(x0, x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , ym) true in the ab-
stract structure (here x0 is interpreted as the node in the abstract tree
that is related to the use of the rule, i.e., by our convention, the root of
the subtree generated by the rule). In linearization rules, we shall call
internal variables those variables (the x i ’s) that are tagging the produc-
tion rules, while we shall call the other (the yi ’s) external variables. The
intendedmeaning of such a rule is that given nodes y1, . . . , ym in the ab-
stract structure so that φ(x0, x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , ym) holds true, if the re-
alizations of x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , ym respectively are real(x1), . . . , real(xn),
real(y1), . . . , real(ym) then the realization real(x0) of x0 is the (simply
typed) λ-term

M[real(x1), . . . , real(xn), real(y1), . . . , real(ym)] .

The realization of lexical entries needs to be explicitly given. For the
particular case of phonological realizations, we assume that each lexi-
cal entry is realized as the very word given by the entry. Then a realiza-
tion of a parse tree is a realization of its root. By extension, a realization
of an abstract structure is a realization of one of its parse trees.

Importantly, two different linearization rules need not use λ-
terms that have the same type. Indeed, depending on the context, a
rule may give rise to realizations that have distinct types. An example
of this is provided by the realizations of Dutch clauses depending on
whether they are relative clauses or main clauses: in the case of main
clauses, the realization is simply a string, while in the case of relative
clauses, the realization is a pair of strings so as to compute the cross
serial placement of arguments and verbs (see Section 3.1).

The use of external variables is motivated by the linguistic notion
of movement in syntax. Indeed, we shall see in Section 3 how to move
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a relative pronoun from its canonical place in the abstract structure to
its landing site in front of the linearization of a relative clause.

A priori, linearization rules associate non-deterministically a set
of realizations with a given parse tree of an abstract structure. In-
deed, there are two sources of non-determinism: (i) there may be sev-
eral linearization rules that may apply in a given node of the parse
tree, (ii) there may be several tuples y1, . . . , ym that make the formula
φ(x0, x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , ym) true. The use of non-determinism may be
of interest for linguistic models where some surface variation has no
incidence on the syntactic relations between the constituents like for
example the order of circumstantial clauses in French.

..S : c −→ .•.

verb : v

.

hea
d

.

A : s

.

subj

.

(A) : o

.
obj

c :=
transitive(v) −→ s v o

intransitive(v) −→ s v

Figure 5:
Example of a guided
linearization

Figure 5 gives an example of a linearization rule. This rule, as
most of the rules we shall meet later, does not use external variables.
To make the writing of rules shorter, we shall write realizations in the
teletype font, that is, v,s,o instead of real(v), real(s), real(o).

It is worthwhile to notice that the presence of external variables
can be problematic for realizations. Indeed, using this mechanism, it
is not hard to realize two nodes x and y so that the realization of x
depends on that of y and vice versa. In such a case we assume that
the realization is ill-formed and do not consider it. In the linguistic
examples we have considered so far, this situation has never arisen as
the external variables y1, . . . , ym on which the realization of a node x
depends are always strictly dominated by that node x . Nevertheless,
from a theoretical point of view, we show in the discussion at the end
of the section that the situations giving rise to circular definitions can
be filtered out with usual finite state automata techniques.

We now give a formal definition of what it means for an abstract
structure t to be realized by a term M . For the sake of simplicity and
without loss of generality (as we have seen in Section 2.1, page 100),
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we assume that the grammars we use have constraints that bear only
on the root of the right-hand sides of rules. Thus, given a constrained
grammar with linearization rules, such a grammar generates 5-tuples
(E, V, t,ν,φ) where:

• t is a tree,
• φ is a logical formula,
• ν is a valuation of some of the free variables of φ in dom(t),
• V is a function from the positions of t which are labelled with
non-terminals to variables that are free in φ,

• E is a deterministic grammar (i.e. each of its non-terminals can be
rewritten with at most one rule) whose non-terminals are the free
variables in φ; the rules of the grammar rewrite non-terminals to
λ-terms (that may contain occurrences of non-terminals). More-
over, the variables occurring in the right-hand sides of rules but
not in the left-hand sides are either variables that are mapped to
a position of a non-terminal in t by V , or which are not in the
domain of ν (i.e. external variables).

As we have defined valid abstract structures, t is the abstract structure
being produced, φ is a logical formula that the completely derived tree
needs to verify. The valuation ν is a bit different from the definition of
valid abstract structures in that it does not map every variable that is
free in φ to a node in t. This is due to the external variables that need
to be found once the derivation is completed.

The other elements of the tuple, namely E and V , are there to
construct a parse tree and maintain the relation between the nodes of
the parse tree and the nodes of t, respecting the convention we spelled
out earlier. The unique derivation of E actually represents the parse
tree being constructed, while its rewriting rules contain the necessary
information to construct the realization. The function V maps the non-
terminals occurring in t to variables that shall later be used in the
construction of E once they are rewritten. The relation between the
nodes in the parse tree and the nodes in the abstract tree is maintained
by ν via the use of variables: a variable x that is a non-terminal in E
represents the use of a rule (i.e. a node in the parse tree) which is
related to the node ν(x) of t. The role of V is to permit the extension
of the relation in the course of the derivation.
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Let us now see how this works. A rule of the grammar such as the
one given in Figure 6 can act on such a tuple. Let us consider a tree t
that has an occurrence of the non-terminal A at position u. Then a rule
of the form A→ s can rewrite a tuple (E, V, t,ν,φ) into

(E′, V ′, t ′,ν′,φ ∧ψ(x ′0)∧ψk(x
′
0, . . . , x ′n, y ′1, . . . , y ′m))

where:
• t ′ is obtained from t by replacing the occurrence of A at position

u by s,
• x ′0 = V (u),
• x ′1, …, x ′n, y ′1, …, y ′m are fresh variables,
• ν′ is the valuation that maps every variable x distinct from the

x ′i ’s (i ̸= 0) and the y ′j ’s to ν(x) and that maps each variable x ′i ,
with 1 ≤ i ≤ n, to uli when li is the position of the node that is
tagged with x i in s,

• 1 ≤ k ≤ p, is the index of the possible realization chosen for the
rule; it corresponds to the choice of a formulaψk(x0 . . . xn, y1 . . . ym)
and the corresponding realization Mk,

• V ′ is equal to V for positions different from ul1, …, uln and
V ′(uli) = x ′i for 1≤ i ≤ n,

• E′ is E to which we add the rule x ′0→ M ′k and where M ′k is obtained
from Mk by respectively substituting x ′1, …, x ′n, y ′1, …, y ′m for x1,
…, xn, y1, …, ym.

..A−→ .• : x0

.

A1 : x1

.
l 1

.

. . .

.

...

.

An : xn

.
ln

ψ(x0 . . . xn)

x0 :=

ψ1(x0 . . . xn, y1 . . . ym) −→ M1... ... ...
ψp(x0 . . . xn, y1 . . . ym) −→ Mp

(Where the free variables in M1 . . .Mp are x1 . . .xn y1 . . .ym.)

Figure 6:
Constrained production
with its associated
linearization rule
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A rule A→ w that rewrites a non-terminal into a lexical entry w, as-
suming that this lexical entry is associated with the realization w, can
rewrite (E, V, t,ν,φ) into (E′, V, t ′,ν,φ) where:

• t ′ is obtained by replacing the occurrence of the non-terminal A
at the position u by w,

• E′ is the grammar obtained from E by adding the rule x → w if
V (u) = x .
A complete derivation is a derivation such that (;, (ϵ, x), S,;, true)

rewrites in several steps into (E, V, t,ν,φ), where t does not contain
any occurrence of a non-terminal. The rules of E define a unique term,
but this term may be not well-typed, or it may contain some free vari-
ables due to the external variables of some rule used in the course of
the derivation. In the first case, we consider the derivation as invalid,
in the second case, we need to give a meaning to the free variables of
the term defined by E.

For this, we need a valuation ν′ that extends ν bymapping the free
variables of φ for which ν is undefined to ν(dom(E)), where dom(E) is
the set of variables that are non-terminals of E. Thus ν′ extends ν by
mapping the external variables to nodes of t which are related to some
node in the parse tree implicitly represented by E. Moreover, ν′ need
to be such that t,ν′ |= φ. Notice that, in particular, this forces t to be
a valid tree of the underlying regular grammar of abstract structures,
as φ contains as one of its conjuncts the formula that t should satisfy
in order to be valid. Now that ν′ is given, we may assign a semantics
to the free variables in the term defined by E. For this, we follow our
convention, by associating with an external variable y the realization
of the node ν(y). Technically, it suffices to remark that, as E is a deter-
ministic grammar, its rules induce a partial order on the non-terminals
of E. Using this partial order, we replace each occurrence of a param-
eter y by the maximal non-terminal x in E so that ν′(x) = ν′(y). If
we do this for each parameter y, we obtain a deterministic grammar
E′; if this grammar defines a finite well-typed term, this term must be
unique and we call it realization of (E, V, t,ν,φ). Nevertheless, E′ may
not define any finite term due to circular definitions, and it may also
define badly typed terms.

Thus, in a nutshell, given the result (E, V, t,ν,φ) of a complete
derivation, its set of realizations M is given by every extension ν′ so that
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t,ν′ |= φ, so that the grammar E′ that ν′ induces defines the well-typed
term M ′, whose normal form is M . Notice that, with this definition, a
non-valid tree has an empty set of realizations.

More abstractly, we may see the linearization process as a Mo-
nadic Second-Order transduction (MSO-transduction) in the sense of
Courcelle (1994) that turns the parse tree of a valid tree into a Di-
rected Acyclic Graph (DAG) whose nodes are labelled with λ-terms.
Then we take the unfolding of this DAG into a tree which can then
be seen as a λ-term. The final step consists in β-normalizing this term
provided it is well-typed. Courcelle and Engelfriet (1995) (see also
Courcelle and Engelfriet 2012 for a more recent presentation of that
result) showed that the class of languages definable with Hyperedge
Replacement Grammars (HRG) is closed under MSO-transductions. As
regular languages can easily be represented as HRGs, this shows that
the language of DAGs output by the linearization process is definable
by a Hyperedge Replacement Grammar (HRGs). Moreover, as shown
by Engelfriet and Heyker (1992), the tree languages that are unfold-
ings of DAG languages definable with HRGs are output languages of
attribute grammars, which in turn can be seen as almost linear 2-ACGs
as showed by Kanazawa (2011, 2009). Thus, taking another homomor-
phism yields in general a non-linear 2-ACG. Nevertheless, when mod-
elling the phonological realizations, we expect that the language we
obtain is a linear 2-ACG. It is worthwhile to notice that the acyclicity
of a graph is a definable property in MSO, and also that the well-typing
of a tree labelled by λ-terms is MSO definable as well. Moreover, the
translation of the linearization rules into a 2-ACG is such that the ab-
stract syntactic structure can be read from the derivation trees of the
2-ACG we obtain with a simple relabelling. Indeed, when we showed
how to construct a regular grammar recognizing the set of valid ab-
stract structures, the abstract language of the 2-ACG was obtained by
enriching the derivation trees of the regular grammar with informa-
tion about the states of the automata corresponding to the logical for-
mula or to the typing constraints. Therefore, the regular grammar with
constraints and linearization rules can be effectively compiled into a
2-ACG. It is worthwhile to notice that the compiled grammar may be
much larger than the original description.
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Handling optional arguments
We have proposed earlier to use (A) in regular tree productions to
denote that an argument A is optional. Such an optional argument is
then taken as a non-terminal that can rewrite into either A or ⊥. When
defining a linearization, the realization of (A) is taken to be that of
the symbol that it rewrites to. We will set some default value as the
realization of ⊥, so that the realization of an empty argument is well
defined.

For instance, in the example described by Figure 5, a sensible
value for ⊥ is the empty string ϵ. With this default value, we may
simply have one linearization rule c := true −→ s v o. Thus, when
the verb is intransitive, the constraints we have put on the valid trees
imply that the obj argument in the tree must be ⊥. Taking the empty
string as a default value, we get s v o = s v, which is the expected
realization of an intransitive verb clause.

We can choose to provide each optional argument with its own
default values, depending on what we consider a sensible realization
of an empty optional argument. We could also conceivably associate
a value with ⊥ that depends on its context in a stronger way, by using
logical formulae. However, we have not found it useful in the mod-
els we have worked on; therefore, the linearization of optional argu-
ments will only be ϵ for phonological linearizations, and a semanti-
cally empty argument when linearizing towards a sentence meaning
representation.

Additional macro syntax
The main goal of our approach is concision. To avoid redundancy in
linearization rules, we introduce a syntactic mechanism that factors
out some redundant constructions. Indeed, the number of lineariza-
tion rules depend on the number of syntactic situations that may have
an influence on the form the linearization takes. This number can be
rather high, and just listing the situations may give the impression
that one misses obvious generalizations, or structural dependencies
between various cases.

The mechanism we propose to cope with this problem tries to give
more structure to linearization rules. Mainly this mechanism is a form
of simply typed λ-calculus designed to manipulate the linearization
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rules. This calculus is parametrized with a finite set of variables X
of the syntactic logical language. We write FO[X ] as a shorthand for
the set of logical formulae whose set of free variables is included in
X . The set of types of the language is divided into two disjoint sets:
otypes and ωtypes. The set otypes is the set of simple types of the object
language (i.e. the target language of the linearization) and ωtypes are
types of the form A1→ · · · → An→ω, whereω is an atomic type that is
distinct from the atomic types used in otypes and A1, …, An are otypes.
As we have seen, one of the features of the linearization mechanism is
that, depending on the context, the type of the realization may vary.
Thus, in general, linearization rules are objects of the form [φ1 −→
M1, . . . ,φn −→ Mn], where M1, . . . ,Mn are terms that may have different
types. The atomic type ω is meant to type these objects.

The set of terms of the language, TA,X , is thus indexed with two
parameters: A is either an otypes or an ωtypes and X is the set of vari-
ables that are allowed to be free in the logical formula. The sets TA,X

are inductively defined as follows:
• for A in otypes, xA is in TA,X ,
• if M and N are respectively in TA→B,X and in TA,X , then MN is in
TB,X ,

• if M is in TB,X and A is in otypes then λxA.M is in TA→B,X ,
• if M1, . . . , Mn are all in TA,X with A in otypes and φ1, . . . ,φn are all
in FO[X ], then [φ1 −→ M1, · · ·φn −→ Mn] is in TA,X ,

• if M1, . . . , Mn are respectively in TA1,X , . . . ,TAn,X with the A1, . . . , An

either being equal to ω or being in otypes, then and φ1, . . . ,φn are
all in FO[X ], then [φ1 −→ M1, · · · ,φn −→ Mn] is in Tω,X .

We adopt a call-by-value operational semantics for this language: as
for IO languages (see Kobele and Salvati 2013), the notion of value
coincides with that of the normal form. For this we need the notion
of pure terms, that is λ-terms which contain no construct of the form
[φ1 −→ M1, · · · ,φn −→ Mn]. We shall denote pure terms in β-normal
form with V , possibly with indices. A term is said to be in the normal
form either when it is a pure term in the β-normal form, or when it
is a term of the form [φ1 −→ M1, . . . ,φn −→ Mn], where M1, . . . , Mn

are pure terms in the β-normal form. From now on we shall write W ,
possibly with indices, for terms that are values, that is terms in normal
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form. The computational rules of the calculus are as follows (M[V/x]
denotes the capture-avoiding substitution of V for the free occurrences
of x in M):

• (λx .M)V → M[V/x],
• (λx .M)[φ1 −→ V1, . . . ,φn −→ Vn]→

[φ1 −→ M[V1/x], . . . ,φn −→ M[Vn/x]],
• [φ1 −→ M1, . . . ,φn −→ Mn]W → [φ1 −→ M1W, . . . ,φn −→ MnW ],
• λx .[φ1 −→ V1, . . . ,φn −→ Vn]→ [φ1 −→ λx .V1, . . . ,φn −→ λx .Vn],
• V [φ1 −→ V1, . . . ,φn −→ Vn]→ [φ1 −→ V V1, . . . ,φn −→ V Vn] when

V is not a λ-abstraction,
• [φ1 −→ M1, . . . ,φk −→ [ψ1 −→ V1, . . . ,ψn −→ Vn],

. . . ,φm −→ Mm]→
[φ1 −→ M1, . . . ,φk ∧ψ1 −→ V1, . . . ,φk ∧ψn −→ Vn, . . . ,φm −→ Mm].

The strong normalization of the simply typed λ-calculus induces the
fact that computations in that calculus are terminating. The subject re-
duction property (the fact that the types of terms are invariant under re-
duction) is also inherited from the simply typed λ-calculus. We adopt
in general a right-most reduction strategy which consists in rewriting
the redex that is at the furthest right position in the term. This imple-
ments a call-by-value semantics for this language.

Finally, in the rest of the paper, we shall adopt some slight vari-
ation on the syntax of the language. In particular, we shall omit the
typing annotations most of the time. We shall also write structures
like [φ1 −→ M1, . . . ,φn −→ Mn] as column vectors in which we omit
the ’,’ comma separator. We may also omit the square brackets or only
put the left one to lighten the notation. We may write M where x1 =
M1 and . . . and xn = Mn in place of (λx1 . . . xn.M)M1 . . . Mn. Another
abbreviation consists in simply writing M for [true −→ M]. Finally
when we write [φ1 −→ M1, . . . ,φn −→ Mn, else −→ M]we mean [φ1 −→
M1, . . . ,φn −→ Mn,¬φ1 ∧ · · · ∧ ¬φn −→ M]. Examples of this notation
are used all along the next section.
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3 illustration

3.1 Synchronous grammar
We now illustrate the formalism we have introduced in the previous
section by constructing a more complex grammar. This grammar will
provide a superficial cover of several overlapping phenomena. It cov-
ers verbal clauses with subject, direct object, and complement clause
arguments, taking into account verb valency. It also includes subject
and object control verbs, and modification of noun phrases by rela-
tive clauses, with a wh-movement account of relative pronouns that
takes island constraints into account. It also models a simplistic case
of agreement that only restricts the use of the relative pronoun that
to neuter antecedent. Linearization rules are provided that produce
phonological realizations for English, German, and Dutch, in order to
demonstrate the possibility of parametrizing the word order of real-
izations (including cross-serial ordering). Another set of linearization
rules produces Montague-style λ-terms that represent the meaning of
the covered sentences. Even though we have chosen our example so
as to avoid a complete coverage of agreement, we hope that the treat-
ment of that is illustrative enough to give a flavor of its rather straight-
forward extension to a realistic model of agreement.

Our goal when designing this grammar is to confront the method-
ology described so far against the task of dealing with the modeling
of several interacting phenomena, along with both their syntactic and
semantic linearizations, and evaluate the results in terms of expres-
siveness as well as concision.

Vocabulary
First, we construct a vocabulary for our grammar. The part-of-speech
properties we use are:

proper_noun, noun, pronoun, determiner, verb.
The other lexical properties are:

pro_rel, transitive, ctr_subj, ctr_obj, infinitive, masculine,
feminine, neuter

and designate respectively: relative pronouns, transitive verbs, subject
control, and object control verbs, verbs in infinitive form, and gender
marking.
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Table 2:
Excerpt

vocabulary
English German Dutch Semantic type Properties
lets lässt laat e→ e→ p→ p verb; ctr_obj; transitive
help helpen helfen e→ e→ p→ p verb; ctr_obj; transitive; infinitive
want willen wilen e→ p→ p verb; ctr_subj; infinitive
read lesen lezen e→ e→ p verb; transitive; infinitive
that das dat (e→ p)→ p pronoun;pro_rel;neuter
a ein een (e→ p)→ p determiner;neuter

book Buch boek e→ p noun;neuter
John Hans Jan e proper_noun;masculine
Mary Marie Marie e proper_noun; feminine
Ann Anna Anna e proper_noun; feminine

The vocabulary is summed up in Table 2. The table also gives the
expected phonological realizations of the individual lexical entries for
English, German, and Dutch, along with the type of their semantic re-
alization. Semantic types are based on e and p, which denote entities
and propositions (truth values), respectively. Abstract structure leaves
that are lexical entries will be written as their associated English real-
izations; and so will their semantic realizations, with the same type-
setting conventions we used previously: e.g. song (abstract structure
leaf) vs. song (semantic realization).

Regular over-approximation
We now present the regular grammar that over-approximates the set of
valid abstract structures. It contains three non-terminal symbols C , A,
and M . The start symbol C corresponds to independent or subordinate
clauses, A to noun phrases that are an argument of some clause, and
M to modifiers.

The labels used on the edges of abstract structures belong to the
list (head, subj,obj,arg_cl,det,mod) and designate respectively the head
of the (nominal or verbal) phrase, the nominal subject, the nominal
direct object, an additional complement clause of the verbal predicate,
the determiner in a noun phrase, and a modifier.

The production rules of the grammar are given in Figure 7. The
production p1 constructs a clause with a verb as its head, along with its
(optional) arguments; p2 recursively adds a modifier to an argument;
p3 through p5 build an argument as a noun phrase, respectively in the
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Figure 7:
Regular over-
approximation
of valid
sentences

form of a determiner/noun pair, a proper noun, and a pronoun; and
finally p6 constructs a modifier as a verbal clause. Note that the only
type of modifiers covered in the grammar are verbal clauses (which
we shall restrict to be relative clauses), but other could be added by
adding more productions that rewrite M as an adjective or a genitive
construct.

Defining linguistic notions
We now use the logical language to construct predicates that model
linguistic notions and relations. We shall use these relations both for
constraining the regular grammar and to guide the linearization pro-
cess. The predicates and relations we add are summed up in Table 3.

The first predicate recognizes a control verb which is simply a
verb that has the subject control or object control lexical property:

control_verb(v) := verb(v) ∧ (ctr_subj(v) ∨ ctr_obj(v))
The second predicate defines a clause as a subtree whose head is

a verb:
clause(cl) := ∃v.verb(v) ∧ head(cl, v)

Then, a controlled clause is a clause that serves as an argument
of a control verb:

controlled(ctd) := clause(ctd) ∧
∃ctr.control_verb(ctr) ∧ head ↑ arg_cl(ctr, ctd)

We construct another predicate to identify verbs that expect an
argument clause. In the context of our grammar, this is equivalent to
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Table 3:
Logical

predicates
modelling
linguistic
notions

control_verb(v) := verb(v) ∧ (ctr_subj(v) ∨ ctr_obj(v))
clause(vp) := ∃v.verb(v) ∧ head(vp, v)

controlled(ctd) := clause(ctd) ∧ ∃ctr.control_verb(ctr) ∧ head ↑ arg_cl(ctr, ctd)
clause_verb(v) := control_verb(v)

independent(icl) := clause(icl) ∧ ∀cl.clause(cl)⇒¬any+(cl, icl)
subordinate(scl) := clause(scl) ∧ ∃p.(mod+ arg_cl)(p, scl)

relative(rcl) := subordinate(rcl) ∧
∃hd.(noun(hd) ∨ proper_noun(hd)) ∧ head∗ ↑mod(hd, rcl)

ext_path(cl, p) := (subj+ arg_cl∗ obj)(cl, p)

ext_obj(obj) := pro_rel(obj) ∧ ∃cl.obj(cl, obj)

ext_suj(suj) := pro_rel(suj) ∧ ∃cl.subj(cl, suj)

ext_cl(cl) := ∃p.ext_path(cl, p) ∧ pro_rel(p)
gd_agr(x , y) := (masculine(x) ∧ masculine(y))

∨ (feminine(x) ∧ feminine(y))
∨ (neuter(x) ∧ neuter(y))

antecedent(ant,pro) := (noun(ant) ∨ proper_noun(ant)) ∧ pro_rel(pro)

∧ ∃rcl.relative(rcl) ∧ head∗ ↑mod(ant, rcl)

∧ ext_path(rcl, pro)

the verb being a (subject or object) control verb:
clause_verb(v) := control_verb(v)

This predicate could be extended to include verbs that expect other
forms of complement clauses besides the infinitival clauses associated
with control verbs.

The following predicates enable us to distinguish between differ-
ent types of clauses.

First, an independent clause is a clause that is not dominated
(through any non-empty sequence of edges) by any other clause:

independent(icl) := clause(icl) ∧ ∀cl.clause(cl)⇒¬any+(cl, icl)

By contrast, a subordinate clause is a clause that serves as a com-
plement or modifier:

subordinate(scl) := clause(scl) ∧ ∃p.(mod+ arg_cl)(p, scl)
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Then, a relative clause is a subordinate clause that modifies a
noun phrase (a subtree whose head is a common or proper noun):

relative(rcl) := subordinate(rcl) ∧
∃hd.(noun(hd) ∨ proper_noun(hd)) ∧
head∗ ↑mod(hd, rcl)

We then add a predicate to identify objects that undergo a wh-
movement (which we call extracted). This covers all relative pronouns
that fill an object role in a clause. We also provide a similar predi-
cate for extracted subjects, following the usual analysis of generative
grammars (Chomsky 1981):

ext_obj(obj) := pro_rel(obj) ∧ ∃cl.obj(cl, obj)

ext_suj(suj) := pro_rel(suj) ∧ ∃cl.subj(cl, suj)

Next, we add a relation that links an insertion site and its corre-
sponding extraction site, taking into account island constraints as de-
fined by Ross (1967). We recall that, in the generative tradition, the
extraction site is the position at which a wh-word would be realized
given its syntactic role according to the canonical word order of a lan-
guage. By contrast, the insertion site corresponds to its actual position
in the sentence. In our grammar, complying with island constraints
means that only arg_cl edges are allowed for traversal before we reach
a distant extracted object:

ext_path(cl, p) := (subj+ arg_cl∗ obj)(cl, p)

Using this relation, we define another predicate, which denotes
that a complement clause contains an extraction of some form; this
corresponds to the clause containing a relative pronoun at the end of
a valid extraction path:

ext_cl(cl) := ∃p.ext_path(cl, p) ∧ pro_rel(p)

Note that the straightforward definition of ext_pathwe have given does
not, purposefully, guarantee that the first position given is an inser-
tion site, nor that the second one is an extraction site. It simply ensures
that island constraints are not violated for long-distance extractions in
the context of our grammar. However, since we are only going to use
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it in contexts where both its arguments must satisfy the other prereq-
uisites for wh-movement, this simple definition will be sufficient for
our needs.

We add another relation that verifies gender agreement between
two nodes. This relation is simply true if and only if both of the in-
volved nodes have the same gender property:

gd_agr(x , y) := masculine(x) ∧ masculine(y)
∨ feminine(x) ∧ feminine(y)
∨ neuter(x) ∧ neuter(y)

This relation could be extended so as to account for more agreement
phenomena such as number, case, etc.

Finally, we define one last relation that links a relative pronoun to
its antecedent. This relation is built upon ext_path and links the head
of a noun phrase to the relative pronoun of the relative clause that
modifies it:
antecedent(ant, pro) := (noun(ant) ∨ proper_noun(ant)) ∧ pro_rel(pro)

∧ ∃rcl.relative(rcl) ∧ head∗ ↑mod(ant, rcl) ∧ ext_path(rcl, pro)

This relation will allow us to verify that relative pronouns agree with
their antecedents.

Logical constraints
In order to refine the over-approximation given in Figure 7, we now
add logical constraints to production rules. We recall that only the
abstract structures which satisfy these formulae are considered valid
according to the grammar, thus filtering out many ill-formed struc-
tures.

We first consider p1, for which four additional constraints are
given in Figure 8.

Constraints (1) and (2) deal with verb valency, ensuring that the
produced clause has an object if and only if the head is a transitive
verb, and a complement clause if and only if the head is a verb that
expects one. Constraint (3) equates the lack of an explicit subject ar-
gument with the fact that a clause is controlled. From a syntactic point
of view, our model uses clauses without an explicit subject. We shall
see later how logic allows us to associate its subject with a controlled
clause. Finally, constraint (4) ensures that verbs in controlled clauses
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transitive(v)⇔ some(o) (1)
clause_verb(v)⇔ some(c) (2)
controlled(t)⇔ none(s) (3)
controlled(t)⇔ infinitive(v) (4)

Figure 8:
Logical constraints
for p1

are in an infinitive form and, since the grammar does not handle other
kinds of infinitive clauses, we assume that all infinitive verbs are con-
trolled.

We now consider the relation between relative clauses and rel-
ative pronouns. We want to ensure that the valid abstract structures
show a one-to-one relation between relative pronouns and the relative
clauses they belong to. These pronouns should also be found at posi-
tions in their relative clause that are consistent with island constraints.
This is guaranteed by a pair of symmetrical constraints on productions
p5 and p6:

p5 : A−→ pronoun : p p6 : M −→ C : r

pro_rel(p)⇒∃!r.relative(r) ∧ ext_path(r, p) ∃!p.pro_rel(p) ∧ ext_path(r, p)

pro_rel(p)⇒
∃ant.antecedent(ant, p) ∧ gd_agr(ant, p)

The production p5 rewrites an argument A as a pronoun. The first
constraint associated with it ensures that, if it is a relative pronoun,
there is a unique relative clause to which this pronoun corresponds.
Conversely, p6 produces a relative clause and ensures that there is a
unique relative pronoun that corresponds to it. Both constraints use
the ext_path relation to make sure that the path between the top of the
relative clause and its corresponding pronoun is valid and does not
violate island constraints.
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Then, the second constraint on p5 ensures that a relative pronoun
has an antecedent, and that both of them are in agreement. With this,
we rule out constructs like “Mary that …” in English, “Marie das …” in
German or “Marie dat…” in Dutch. This illustrates how agreement can
be added to the grammar. However, as languages may have different
sets of gender and agreement rules, when dealing with synchronous
grammars, it is better to model agreement by refining a core common
grammar for each target language. We here avoid this complication
for the sake of keeping the illustration of the formalism rather simple.
This is why we only give a simplistic treatment of the neuter gender
that behaves similarly in English, Dutch, and German for the particular
set of sentences we model.

Finally, one last syntactic restriction that we want to add is to
forbid the addition of a modifier to a relative pronoun (which would
be ungrammatical). The corresponding constraint is added to p2 as
shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9:
Logical constraint of p2

..A−→ .•.

A : a

.

hea
d

.

M : m

. mod

¬pro_rel(a)

The added logical constraint simply ensures that a modified ar-
gument a cannot be a relative pronoun.

Phonological linearizations
Finally, we turn to the process of describing four linearizations (to-
wards English, German and Dutch on one hand, and semantics on the
other hand) of the grammar. We will begin with the phonological lin-
earizations, starting with the most straightforward linearization rules,
until we have covered all the productions in the grammar. A com-
plete representation of the grammar, including production rules, logi-
cal constraints, and all the linearization rules, is available in Figures 17
and 18.

First, we consider the phonological linearization rules for produc-
tions p2 through p5, which are given in Figure 10.

The linearization rules are the same for all target languages (i.e.
English, German, and Dutch): p4 and p5, being unary terminal rules,
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Figure 10:
Phonological linearization
rules for productions p2

through p5

are simply realized with the string value associated with the lexical
entry of the leaf they rewrote into. The linearization of productions
p2 and p3 is obtained by concatenating the string values of the lexical
entries in the expected order, which means that the determiner is fol-
lowed by the noun for p3 and the whole noun phrase is followed by
the relative clause for p2.

We then turn to the linearization of p6:
M : l −→ C : r

l := ext_path(r,p) ∧ pro_rel(p) −→ p r

This production enables us to rewrite a modifier as a relative clause
r. Once again, the linearization remains the same cross-linguistical-
ly. However, it uses an external variable p, which corresponds to the
relative pronoun of this relative clause. Let us recall that this gram-
mar treats relative pronouns as wh-elements which appear in the ab-
stract structure at the position corresponding to their syntactic func-
tion, which means they have to be phonologically realized at a distant
position in the tree in order to precede the rest of the relative clause.
The linearization rule thus calls for the realization of the (unique) rel-
ative pronoun p which satisfies ext_path(r,p), and places it before the
rest of the relative clause in the realization.

Note that the logical constraint given earlier for this production
guarantees that such a pronoun does exist (and that it is unique) in
all valid abstract structure trees. Hence, this linearization rule always
produces a realization.

Finally, we consider the more sophisticated linearization rule as-
sociated with p1, depicted in Figure 11.
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Figure 11:

Phonological linearization
rules for p1
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e := su v ob c

g :=

� independent(t) −→ su v ob c

subordinate(t) −→ su ob c v

d :=




independent(t) ∧ ¬control_verb(v) −→ su v ob c

subordinate(t) ∧ ¬controlled(t) ∧ ¬control_verb(v) −→ su ob c v

subordinate(t) ∧ controlled(t) ∧ ¬control_verb(v) −→ 〈ob c,v〉
subordinate(t) ∧ controlled(t) ∧ control_verb(v) −→ 〈ob c.1,v c.2〉
subordinate(t) ∧ ¬controlled(t) ∧ control_verb(v) −→ su ob c.1 v c.2

independent(t) ∧ control_verb(v) −→ su v ob c.1 c.2

where ob=

� ext_obj(o) −→ ϵ

else −→ o

and su=

� ext_suj(s) −→ ϵ

else −→ s

Having to deal with the linear ordering of the clause arguments,
this production uses different linearization rules for each target lan-
guage. We use different labels e, g, d for each one in the figure, which
stand for English, German, and Dutch, respectively.

First, we take the linearization of empty optional leaves (⊥) to be
the empty string for all non-terminals.

Then, consider the final where statements, which are the same in
all three linearizations (we have only written them once in order to
clear up the figure). They describe two variable constructs (su,ob),
which are slightly more abstract versions of the arguments they cor-
respond to (s,o): these constructs denote the local realizations of the
subject and object arguments which can be either the empty string ϵ, if
the subject or object is a wh-pronoun marked for extraction, or simply
the realization of the argument itself otherwise. We use this abstrac-
tion in place of the actual subject and object variables everywhere else
in the linearization rules.
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Now, the linearization rule for English simply concatenates the
verb and its arguments in the usual SVO order, with the complement
clause at the end.

The linearization rule for German, on the other hand, relies on the
context to pick an appropriate word order: when the current clause
is an independent clause, it uses the same SVO word order as En-
glish; however, if it is a subordinate clause, then the verb is rejected at
the end, as expected in German sentences. Note that this linearization
does not account for the scrambling phenomenon that occurs in Ger-
man subordinate clauses. A possibility for modelling this phenomenon
would be to define linearization in the algebra for free word orders
proposed in Kirman and Salvati (2013).

Finally, we turn to the more complex linearization rule for Dutch.
The first two cases, which cover independent or subordinate clauses in
which no control is involved, have the same realization as in German.
The third logical clause builds a realization in the case of a subordi-
nate clause which is controlled by its parent clause. Controlled clauses,
rather than being realized as a string, are realized as a pair of strings so
as to produce the expected cross-serial word order of Dutch. The first
element of the pair accumulates object arguments, while the second
one stacks the verbs. The next logical clause covers the case of a verb
in a subordinate clause which exerts a control while being controlled
itself; this is the “intermediate” step in cross-serial constructions. It
builds up the stack of objects by concatenating its object argument
before the first projection of the realization of its argument clause,
and does the same for verbs on the second projection, producing a
pair of strings similar to the one it received from its argument clause.
Finally, the last two clauses of the linearization complete a cross-serial
construct by concatenating both projections of the pair of strings they
receive in the expected order, according to whether the topmost clause
in the series is an independent or subordinate clause.

As a last remark, note that it is easily verified that the given set of
linearization rules provides a linearization for all valid abstract struc-
tures.

Semantic linearization
We now turn to the semantic linearization rules. Let us recall the se-
mantic types given in the vocabulary from Table 2. We work with
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Figure 12:

Semantic linearization
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A : l4 −→ proper_noun : pn A : l5 −→ pronoun : p

l4 := λP.P pn l5 := pro_rel(p) −→ λP.P Ωp

simple types built from the basic types e, which denotes entities, and
p which denotes propositions. We add two constants Ωe and Ωp to the
object language, which are empty semantic values for these base types.
We follow a straightforward version of the usual Montague-style in-
terpretations of syntactic categories. We take the semantic value of
nouns and modifiers to have type e→ p, building a proposition from
an entity. The interpretation of proper nouns simply refers directly
to the entity they correspond to (type e). Determiners have the type
of a quantifier (e → p) → p. The type of verbs depends on the type
and number of arguments they expect: they can be either e → p (for
intransitive verbs), e → e → p (transitive), e → p → p (expecting a
complement clause), and e → e→ p → p (both transitive and expect-
ing a complement clause). Finally, the type of a clause can be either
p for an independent clause, e → p for controlled clauses, e → p for
clauses on an extraction path, or e→ e→ p for clauses both controlled
and on an extraction path. These four types account for all the possible
cases of missing arguments; including a missing subject (in the case of
a control or a subject relative clause), or a possibly distant object (in
the case of an object relative clause). These abstracted arguments will
be provided either by the parent (controlling) clause or the antecedent
of the relative clause. Finally, we take the convention that the upper-
case letter variables bound in our semantic λ-terms have type e→ p,
while lower-case letter ones have type e.

We consider first the linearization rules that produce an argu-
ment, that is those depicted in Figure 12. The left-hand side of each
production pi in the figure is labelled with li to help identify them.
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First we consider production p4: its linearization constructs an
argument from an element by abstracting the predicate to which it
will eventually be applied, using the type-raising construction usual
in Montague semantics. Production p5, when realizing a relative pro-
noun, produces an “empty” argument with no semantic value. As the
corresponding argument in the clause will have to be linked with the
relative’s antecedent, the corresponding term will be deleted during
the linearization of the clause that dominates l5. Finally, productions
p2 and p3 construct the semantics of noun-phrase using the continua-
tion passing style that is usual in Montague semantics.

Next, we consider the linearization of p6, given below:
M : l −→ C : r

l := r

This linearization rule builds a modifier from a clause. Since a rel-
ative clause must contain exactly one extracted pronoun and cannot
be controlled (as it is not an argument of a controller verb), the result-
ing realization has the type of a predicate. This element will later be
used to modify the meaning of its antecedent with the rule p2.

Last, we consider the linearization rule for p1, given in Figure 13.
This linearization rule takes into account all the possible contexts and
arguments of a clause, and builds a realization accordingly. It relies
on the reification of several concepts that are described separately
using where statements, then plugged together as needed to build the
realization. These constructs are denoted by the variables su, ob, cl; in
addition, the variable fcl is used to avoid repetitions by factorizing a
major part of the term that constitutes the final realization.

First, the variables su and ob correspond respectively to the sub-
ject and object type-raised arguments of the clause. In most cases,
these arguments are simply the realization of the subj and obj argu-
ments of the clause, that is s,o. However, either of them may actually
be a relative pronoun, and the corresponding element should be left
abstract, so as to allow the antecedent to use the relative clause as
a modifier. In such cases (ext_suj, ext_obj), the actual subject or object
element is left as a free variable e; and su or ob are obtained with a
simple type-raising construction, thus behaving exactly as a normal
subject or object argument would. Finally, it may also be that the subj
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Figure 13:

Semantic linearization
rule for p1
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l :=




¬ext_cl(t)−→
�¬controlled(t)−→ fcl Ωe Ωe

controlled(t)−→ λs′. fcl s′ Ωe

ext_cl(t)−→
�¬controlled(t)−→ λe. fcl Ωe e

controlled(t)−→ λs′.λe. fcl s′ e

where fcl= λs′.λe.su λx .ob λy.




¬transitive(v)−→
�¬clause_verb(t)−→ v x

clause_verb(t)−→ v x cl

transitive(v)−→
�¬clause_verb(t)−→ v x y

clause_verb(t)−→ v x y cl

where cl=




ext_cl(c)−→


ctr_subj(v)−→ c x e
ctr_obj(v)−→ c y e

else −→ c e

else −→


ctr_subj(v)−→ c x
ctr_obj(v)−→ c y

else −→ c

where su=




ext_suj(s) −→λP.P e
controlled(t)−→λP.P s′

else −→ s

and ob=

�ext_obj(o)−→λP.P e
else −→ o

argument is non-existent when the current clause is controlled. The
construct in this case is the same as for an extracted subject, except
that the free variable corresponding to a controlled subject is, by con-
vention, s′ instead of e.

Then, the cl construct denotes the clause argument of a verb that
requires one (clause_verb). Such verbs expect an argument of type p,
corresponding to a proposition; however, as we have seen, a clause
may have a more abstract type, with one or two missing elements.
There are two independent reasons for a subordinate clause to ex-
pect an element. The first one is if the clause is on an extraction path
(ext_cl). If this is the case, the expected element corresponds to the
missing object at the end of the extraction path, and it is provided
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to the argument clause in the form of a free variable e. The sec-
ond reason for subordinate clauses to expect an argument is control
(ctr_subj, ctr_obj): indeed, a controlled clause has a missing subject,
which is identified with the subject or object of the controller clause.
Depending on the type of control, the missing element is supplied as
either x or y, which are free variables denoting respectively the sub-
ject or direct object element of the verb in the current (controlling)
clause. Finally, note that the construction of cl also covers the case
where an argument clause is present without the head of the current
clause being a control verb; this cannot currently be the case in our
valid abstract structures, as we have currently defined that the verbs
which expect a complement clause (clause_verb) are exactly the control
verbs. Nevertheless, we decided to add a default rule (using else) for
the sake of completeness. Should we decide to introduce verbs that
expect other forms of complement clauses in our vocabulary and alter
our definition of clause_verb, this linearization rule would yield the
expected semantics for the corresponding sentences.

Using these three constructs, we can now build fcl, that is the
(factorized) λ-term that represents the meaning of the clause. This
term abstracts the free variables s′ and e that denote a missing subject
(in the case of a control) and an extracted element (in the case of a
relative clause), regardless of whether or not they occur in the term.
The su and ob constructs are then applied to the verb cluster, with
abstracted variables x and y for the subject and object elements; these
constructs behave exactly as normal, type-raised arguments. The verb
cluster itself is constructed according to the valency properties of the
verb (transitive, clause_verb), by applying the verb to its arguments x ,
y, and cl.

Finally, the linearization of the whole clause, depending on
whether there is an ongoing extraction or control (ext_cl, controlled),
provides empty elements to fcl, or abstracts the corresponding vari-
ables again in order to yield the expected type for the realization. The
logical preconditions ensure that the empty elements Ωe are provided
exactly when the term fcl does not depend on that argument. We thus
obtain the intended meaning of a clause.

The semantic linearization of a clause may, at first sight, look
rather involved. However, it still represents a shorter representation
over the mere enumeration of all the possible cases covered by the
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Figure 14:

Abstract structure abs
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linearization. The grammar indeed covers 39 different cases (taking
into account the interactions between valency, relevant classes of con-
text, control, and extraction). Compared to a direct implementation of
all the cases with an actual grammar, this model is arguably simple.
Moreover, the abstraction provided by logic makes the model rather
intuitive.
3.2 Example
We now construct an example sentence for the synchronous grammar
we have just described, and show how the grammar asserts its gram-
maticality and assigns it a realization according to the linearization
rules.

In order to demonstrate the interaction between the different phe-
nomena covered by the grammar, we consider a “worst-case” example
phrase that exhibits long-distancemovement in a relative clause across
a sequence of control verbs. Though its acceptability may be question-
able, it should serve as a good support for describing the inner works
of our formalism.

The abstract structure abs of the example we consider is depicted
in Figure 14. It consists of an argument formed by a common noun
and a determiner modified by a relative clause where the relative ob-
ject pronoun is reached across two nested subordinate clauses. The
antecedent (a book) is thus identified with the object of the last con-
trolled verb (read). The subject of this verb is provided by the object
control verb above (help), which is itself controlled by the head of the
relative clause above (lets).
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Figure 15:
Derivation tree of abs

For the purpose of the example we consider that the starting sym-
bol of the regular over-approximation is A instead of C . Indeed, all the
interesting phenomena we wish to illustrate in the example can arise
in noun-phrases and embedding this noun-phrase example in a com-
plete sentence would only lengthen our explanations with unnecessary
details.

Regular tree grammar derivability
First, we will show that abs is in the language of the regular over-

approximation of our synchronous grammar. The corresponding der-
ivation is depicted in Figure 15. The non-terminals are written as (la-
belled) nodes in the derivation tree, and rewrites are represented as
dashed edges, labelled with the name of the production used to rewrite
the non-terminal. The corresponding right-hand side is then drawn di-
rectly below, without the unused optional nodes. We recall that the
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full definition of our synchronous grammar is summed up in Figures 17
and 18.

Note that, though there is only one derivation for this abstract
structure abs, the regular over-approximation of our grammars need
not be unambiguous. Had there been several different derivations that
produced the given abstract structure, we would have considered all
of them.

Satisfaction of logical constraints
To verify that the tree abs is valid, we need to ensure that, in ad-
dition to the regular over-approximation, the abstract structure tree
also satisfies the logical constraints associated with the productions.
Traversing the abs tree in prefix order, we consider the logical condi-
tions associated with each production and instantiate them with the
corresponding positions in the tree.

The first production used in the derivation of abs is p2. It has an
associated logical constraint, stated as:

¬pro_rel(a)

This constraint ensures that the modified noun phrase is not just a rel-
ative pronoun, with a being the head argument of the right-hand side
of the production. As can be seen in Figure 16, the node corresponding
to a is not a lexical entry and hence cannot have the pro_rel property,
so the constraint is satisfied, and the structure remains grammatical.

The production p3 on the left branch has no associated con-
straints, so it is trivially valid. On the right branch, on the other hand,
the first production used in the rewrite is p6, which expects that there
exists a unique relative pronoun p at the end of a valid extraction path
starting at the current position r:

∃!p.pro_rel(p)∧ ext_path(r, p)

Figure 16:
Instantiation of the logical

constraint for p2

..•.

• : a

...
head
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..C : e, g, d, s −→ .• : t.

verb : v

.
head

.

(A) : s

.

sub
j

.

(A) : o

.

obj

.

(C) : c

.
arg_cl

transitive(v)⇔ some(o)
clause_verb(v)⇔ some(c)
controlled(t)⇔ none(s)
controlled(t)⇔ infinitive(v)

e := su v ob c

g :=

� independent(t) −→ su v ob c

subordinate(t) −→ su ob c v

d :=




independent(t) ∧ ¬control_verb(v) −→ su v ob c

subordinate(t) ∧ ¬controlled(t) ∧ ¬control_verb(v) −→ su ob c v

subordinate(t) ∧ controlled(t) ∧ ¬control_verb(v) −→ 〈ob c,v〉
subordinate(t) ∧ controlled(t) ∧ control_verb(v) −→ 〈ob c.1,v c.2〉
subordinate(t) ∧ ¬controlled(t) ∧ control_verb(v) −→ su ob c.1 v c.2

independent(t) ∧ control_verb(v) −→ su v ob c.1 c.2

where ob=
�ext_obj(o) −→ ϵ

else −→ o

�
and su=

�ext_suj(s) −→ ϵ

else −→ s

s :=




¬ext_cl(t) −→
�¬controlled(t) −→ fcl Ωe Ωe

controlled(t) −→ fcl s′ Ωe

ext_cl(t) −→
�¬controlled(t) −→ fcl Ωe e

controlled(t) −→ fcl s′ e

where fcl= λs′.λe.su λx .ob λy.




¬transitive(v) −→
�¬clause_verb(t) −→ v x

clause_verb(t) −→ v x cl

transitive(v) −→
�¬clause_verb(t) −→ v x y

clause_verb(t) −→ v x y cl

where cl=




ext_cl(c) −→


ctr_subj(v) −→ c x e
ctr_obj(v) −→ c y e

else −→ c e

¬ext_cl(c) −→


ctr_subj(v) −→ c x
ctr_obj(v) −→ c y

else −→ c

where su=




ext_suj(s) −→ λP.P e
controlled(t) −→ λP.P s′

else −→ s


and ob=

�ext_obj(o) −→ λP.P e
else −→ o

Figure 17:
First part
of the full
synchronous
grammar,
with logical
constraints and
linearizations
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Figure 18:

Second part
of the full

synchronous
grammar,

with logical
constraints and
linearizations

..A : e, g, d, s −→ .•.

A : a

.

hea
d

.

M : m

. mod

..A : e, g, d, s −→ .•.

determiner : d

.
det

.

noun : n

. head

¬pro_rel(a) true

e,g,d := a m e,g,d := d n

s := λP.a λx. ∧ (m x) (P x) s := λP.d λx. ∧ (n x) (P x)

A : e, g, d, s −→ proper_noun : pn A : e, g, d, s −→ pronoun : p

true

pro_rel(p)⇒∃!r.relative(r) ∧ ext_path(r, p)

pro_rel(p)⇒
∃ant.antecedent(ant, p) ∧ gd_agr(ant, p)

e,g,d := pn e,g,d := p

s := λP.P pn s := pro_rel(p) −→ λP.P Ωp

M : e, g, d, s −→ C : r

∃!p.pro_rel(p) ∧ ext_path(r, p)

e,g,d := ext_path(r,p) ∧ pro_rel(p) −→ p r

s := r Ωe

Figure 19 shows in solid edges all the paths that link r to another
node x such that ext_path(r, x) is true. Of all these candidate nodes,
only the one labelled with p satisfies pro_rel(x), ensuring its existence
and uniqueness and thus satisfying the constraint.

The next production to occur in the derivation tree is p1. This
production has four constraints:

transitive(v)⇔ some(o)
control_verb(v)⇔ some(c)
controlled(t)⇔ none(s)
controlled(t)⇔ infinitive(v)
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Figure 19:
Instantiation of the logical
constraint for p6

These four constraints ensure that the verb valency corresponds to
the arguments provided by the abstract structure, and that the con-
trolled verbs are in an infinitive form and have no redundant subject.
As shown in Figure 20, in this case, all three arguments subj, obj, and
arg_cl are present. Looking at the head “lets”, we can check that it has
the properties transitive and ctr_obj, satisfying the two first constraints.
Since the edge above t is labelled with mod, we can infer from the def-
inition of controlled that ¬controlled(t), which verifies the third con-
straint. Finally, since “lets” does not have the property infinitive, the
fourth constraint is also satisfied.

..•.

• : t
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lets: v

.

head

.

John: s

.

sub
j

.

Mary: o

.

obj

.

• : c

.

arg_cl

.

mod

Figure 20:
Instantiation of the logical
constraints for the first
occurrence of p1

The next two rewrites use the production p4, which has no addi-
tional constraints. Then, the production p1 is used to rewrite the non-
terminal labelled x6, with the same four constraints as before. The
valency constraints are satisfied in the same way (the verb expects –
and gets – its optional arguments obj and arg_cl as it is both transi-
tive and a control verb). On the other hand, the controlled predicate is
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true for the node t, and hence the verb must be in the infinitive form
and the subj argument should be ⊥. As both these conditions are veri-
fied, all the constraints are again satisfied. The corresponding subtree
(including the ⊥ leaf for s) is drawn in Figure 21.

Figure 21:
Instantiation of the logical
constraints for the second

occurrence of p1
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arg_cl

.
arg_cl

The next production, being p4, has no associated constraints. Then
there is one last occurrence of the production p1 which is satisfied in
the same fashion as before, except that the arg_cl argument is absent
as the leaf node v does not satisfy the control_verb predicate. The cor-
responding tree is found in Figure 22.

Figure 22:
Instantiation of the logical

constraints for the last
occurrence of p1
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Finally, the last production in the derivation tree is p5 which has
two constraints to satisfy:

pro_rel(p)⇒∃!r.relative(r)∧ ext_path(r, p)

pro_rel(p)⇒∃ant.antecedent(ant, p)∧ gd_agr(ant, p),

where the variable p is instantiated with the leaf “that” which has
the pro_rel property. For the first constraint we consider the candidate
nodes for r along the path described by ext_path, to find that only the
topmost one (labelled r in Figure 23) satisfies the predicate relative
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(being a modifier of a noun phrase). Then, for the second constraint,
the node labelled with ant in the figure constitutes a valid candidate
for the existential quantifier, and verifies both relations with p (since
ant and p are both lexical entries that have the neuter property).
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hea

d
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• : r

.

•
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•

.

that: p

.

obj

.

arg_cl

.

arg_cl

.

mod

Figure 23:
Instantiation of the logical
constraints for p5

Linearization towards Dutch
Since the constraints of the productions used in the derivation are
satisfied, then abs is a valid abstract structure. We can thus look at the
linearization rules associated with the productions in its derivation,
and construct the realization that our grammar associates with abs.
We consider in this example the phonological linearization towards
Dutch.

We construct the realization bottom-up, describing the realization
associated with the left-hand side of each production by referring to
the labels x i that we have attached to the non-terminals in Figure 15.

We first consider the non-terminal node labelled with x9. It is
rewritten using the production p5, whose attached linearization rule
simply yields the string representation of the terminal lexical entry in
the right-hand side, namely dat. The realization attached to the nodes
x4, x5, and x7 is obtained similarly, considering the linearization rule
attached to the production p4, and yields respectively the realizations
Jan, Marie, and Anna.

Then we consider the non-terminal node labelled with x1, rewrit-
ten with the production p3. The attached linearization rule combines
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the realizations of the two resulting lexical entries, with the det argu-
ment first and the head argument next, yielding the string een boek

for x1.
We now describe the linearization of the successive clauses along

the derivation tree. We recall the corresponding production p1 and the
associated linearization rule for Dutch in Figure 24.

Figure 24:
Dutch linearization for

production p1
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head
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(A) : s
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(A) : o
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(C) : c

.
arg_cl

d :=




independent(t)∧¬control_verb(v) −→ su v ob c

subordinate(t)∧¬controlled(t)∧¬control_verb(v) −→ su ob c v

subordinate(t)∧ controlled(t)∧¬control_verb(v) −→ 〈ob c,v〉
subordinate(t)∧ controlled(t)∧ control_verb(v) −→ 〈ob c.1,v c.2〉
subordinate(t)∧¬controlled(t)∧ control_verb(v) −→ su ob c.1 v c.2

independent(t)∧ control_verb(v) −→ su v ob c.1 c.2

where ob=
�ext_obj(o) −→ ϵ

else −→ o

�
and su=

�ext_suj(s) −→ ϵ

else −→ s

The first clause we consider is the one labelled with x8. Its subj and
arg_cl arguments are missing, as depicted in Figure 22. We consider
the logical preconditions for the linearization, starting with the where
statements. The condition ext_obj(o) is true (since the obj argument of
the current clause has the property pro_rel), while ext_suj(s) is not (the
subj argument of the clause is ⊥). Hence, we get su= s and ob= ϵ.

Looking at the context, the other logical conditions have the fol-
lowing values: independent(t) is false but subordinate(t) is true (there
is another clause directly above in abs); controlled(t) is true (as the
clause above t has the object control verb “help” as its head); and
control_verb(v) is false (the verb “read” does not have the ctr_subj or
ctr_obj property). Hence, the only possible linearization for this clause
is the third one, which yields the pair of strings 〈ob c,v〉. We have seen
that ob= ϵ, and the optional argument c is not present, and therefore
its realization is also taken to be the empty string ϵ. Hence, d has ex-
actly one possible value that satisfies the linearization rule, which is:
〈ϵ,lezen〉.
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The next clause, labelled with x6, is rewritten using the same pro-
duction and linearization rule. We recall that its instantiated labels
and its context in abs are depicted in Figure 21.

There is no extraction ext_obj or ext_suj involved, hence ob= o and
su= s. The node t corresponds again to a clause that satisfies both
the subordinate and controlled predicates; however, the head argument
“help” has the ctr_obj property and hence verifies control_verb(v). The
selected linearization will therefore be 〈ob c.1,v c.2〉, where c.1 and
c.2 denote the first and second projection of the pair that constitutes
the realization of c. Building on our previous observations, we have
o= Anna and c= 〈ϵ,lezen〉. Hence, the realization associated with x6

is 
Anna,helpen lezen
�.

The last clause, labelled with x3 and depicted in Figure 20, has the
same logical preconditions as x6 except for the fact that it is not con-
trolled (the edge that dominates t is labelled with mod). The selected
realization is then the fourth one in Figure 24, that is: su ob c.1 v c.2,
with su= s and ob= o. The realization associated so far with the
right-hand side non-terminals is such that s= Jan, o= Marie, and
c=


Anna,helpen lezen

�. Thus, the topmost clause in the relative
clause is realized as Jan Marie Anna laat helpen lezen, with the ex-
pected Dutch cross-serial ordering.

To carry on the linearization process, we now establish the real-
ization associated with x2. It is constructed with the following rule:

d := ext_path(r,p)∧ pro_rel(p) −→ p r,

where r corresponds to the clause labelled with x3 that we have just
linearized, and p is any external node that satisfies the given logical
precondition. As imposed by the logical constraint depicted in Fig-
ure 19, there is exactly one candidate node that satisfies this con-
dition, that is the lexical entry “that”, which rewrites x9. Note that
its realization was not used in the construction of the realization of
the node x8. The realization of p is then dat, and the full realiza-
tion associated with x2 is obtained by concatenating p and r, yielding:
dat Jan Marie Anna laat helpen lezen.

Finally, the realization of the whole abs subtree, which does not
depend on the context above x0, is obtained by concatenating those of
the nodes x1 and x2 as demanded by the linearization rule for p2. The
resulting string is: een boek dat Jan Marie Anna laat helpen lezen.
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4 conclusion

This paper explores the possibility of designing high-level grammars
by means of Model Theoretic Syntax. We try to anchor high-level de-
scriptions in formal methods and more particularly in logic. This al-
lows us to obtain a precise meaning for the grammatical descriptions.
Moreover, our whole methodology is favoured by the wealth of dif-
ficult results that the literature provides. Indeed, informed by those
results, we have designed a logical language that seems to suit the
needs of linguistic descriptions and that is also weaker than Monadic
Second-Order Logic ensuring that the properties expressed by that log-
ical language can be captured by finite state automata. Moreover, in-
spired by the work of Courcelle (1994), we use the flexibility of logical
transduction so as to obtain an arguably simple model of extraction.
Finally, all these design choices make the languages described with
our system belong to the class of mildly context sensitive languages.
More specifically, the grammars we obtain are 2-ACGs. We chose this
grammatical model for the fact that, in their linear version, they ex-
actly capture mildly context sensitive languages and that they allow
one to model both syntax and semantics with the same set of primi-
tives.

After Rogers (2003a), our methodology offers another way for
Model Theoretic Syntax to describe languages that are outside the
class of context free grammars. It can be seen as a refinement of the
two step approach of Kolb et al. (2003) and Morawietz (2003). More-
over, this methodology can be adapted to define other formalisms: it
is possible not to use a regular approximation and encode recursion
directly in the logic; the logical language can be changed as long as
it is weaker than MSO; and one can use grammars based on other op-
erations and objects (such as graphs or hypergraphs). As an example,
free-word order languages can be modeled within this framework by
using an adapted algebra allowing one to represent free-word ordering
as proposed in Kirman and Salvati (2013).

We illustrate our formalism with a small subset of interleaved
phenomena that deal with extraction. The formalisation is still techni-
cal, but we argue that this technicality is mostly of linguistic nature.
Indeed, the interplay of these phenomena raises a number of particular
cases one eventually needs to describe. The advantage of our approach
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is that it reduces the difficulty of describing this set of situations. The
small macro language we have designed to deal with the parts that
are common to various situations seems to be sufficient to provide
linguistic generalisations.

On the semantic side, the traditional continuation passing style
used in the Montagovian approach to semantics makes it hard to ex-
press the semantics in a natural way. Indeed, one would wish to simply
use the logical relations on the abstract structure so as to find the ar-
gument of each predicate. But this would amount to seeing formulae
as graphs and would thus break down an interesting feature of Mon-
tague semantics: the fact that it gives semantics for each constituent of
a sentence. A possible way out could be the result of Kanazawa (2011)
which demonstates a link between hypergraphs and λ-calculus. Tak-
ing into consideration the result of Courcelle and Engelfriet (1995)
that shows that hyperedge replacement grammars are closed under
MSOL transductions, it could be the case that the formulae generated
as graphs could then give rise to a 2-ACG providing a semantics to
each constituent, and thus recovering compositional semantics.

In future work, we shall model larger fragments of natural lan-
guage, by incorporating several phenomena. Moreover, as our formal-
ism seems to adapt well to the description of synchronous grammars,
we shall see how we can refine linguistic descriptions so as to allow
a modular development of those grammars. The case of agreement,
that may greatly vary between languages that otherwise share many
syntactic constructs, as for the languages we have chosen (English,
German, and Dutch) pushes us in that direction. Moreover, another di-
rection is of course to submit our approach to experiments and more
specifically to implement a compiler from high-level descriptions to
actual grammars. It is indeed well-known that the automata verifying
whether some constraints are verified may have a non-elementary size
with respect to the size of the formula. Thus, compiling these gram-
matical descriptions to actual grammars may be quite challenging.
Nevertheless, if these descriptions are realistic, they should be ren-
dered by wide coverage grammars which, even though huge, can be
handled by modern computers.
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This paper presents the development of a grammar and a syntactic
parser for the Vietnamese language. We first discuss the construction
of a lexicalized tree-adjoining grammar using an automatic extraction
approach. We then present the construction and evaluation of a deep
syntactic parser based on the extracted grammar. This is a complete
system that produces syntactic structures for Vietnamese sentences. A
dependency annotation scheme for Vietnamese and an algorithm for
extracting dependency structures from derivation trees are also pro-
posed. This is the first Vietnamese parsing system capable of produc-
ing both constituency and dependency analyses. It offers encouraging
performance: accuracy of 69.33% and 73.21% for constituency and de-
pendency analysis, respectively.

1 introduction

Natural language processing (NLP) often depends on a syntactic rep-
resentation of text. Software that can generate such a representation
is usually composed of both a grammar and a parser for a given lan-
guage.

For decades, NLP research has mostly concentrated on English
and other well-studied languages. Recently there has been increased
interest in languages for which fewer resources exist, notably because
of their growing presence on the Internet. Vietnamese, which is among
the top 20 most spoken languages (Paul et al. 2014), is one such lan-
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guage attracting increased attention. Obstacles remain, however, for
NLP research in general and grammar development in particular: Viet-
namese does not yet have vast and readily available constructed lin-
guistic resources upon which to build effective statistical models, nor
does it have reference works upon which new ideas may be experi-
mented.

Moreover, most existing NLP research concerning Vietnamese has
been focused on testing the applicability of existing methods and tools
developed for English or other Western languages, under the assump-
tion that their logical or statistical well-foundedness might offer cross-
language validity; whereas assumptions about the structure of a lan-
guage are usually made in such tools, and must be amended to adapt
them to different linguistic phenomena. For an isolating language such
as Vietnamese, techniques developed for inflectional languages cannot
be applied “as is”.

Our goal is to develop a syntactic parser for the Vietnamese lan-
guage. We believe that a wide-coverage grammar that incorporates
rich statistical information would contribute to the development of
basic linguistic resources and tools for automatic processing of Viet-
namese written text.

Syntactic parsing is a fundamental task in natural language pro-
cessing. For Vietnamese, there have been few published works dealing
with this problem. This paper presents the construction and evaluation
of a deep syntactic parser based on Lexicalized Tree-Adjoining Gram-
mars (LTAG) for the Vietnamese language.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The next sec-
tion introduces some preliminary concepts of different types of syn-
tactic representation, a brief introduction of the Vietnamese language
and the tree-adjoining grammar formalism. Section 3 then presents the
construction of a tree-adjoining grammar – the first part of the syntac-
tic component. This grammatical resource is extracted automatically
from the Vietnamese treebank. Next, Section 4 discusses the construc-
tion of a deep parser based on the extracted grammar. The parser is
evaluated in Section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper and suggests
some directions for future work.
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2 preliminaries

2.1 Syntactic representation
Constituency structure and dependency structure are two types of syn-
tactic representation of a natural language sentence. While a con-
stituency structure represents a nesting of multi-word constituents,
a dependency structure represents dependencies between individual
words of a sentence. The syntactic dependency represents the fact that
the presence of a word is licensed by another word which is its gov-
ernor. In a typed dependency analysis, grammatical labels are added
to the dependencies to mark their grammatical relations, for example
subject or indirect object.

Recently, there have been many published works on dependency
analysis for well-studied languages, such as English (Kübler et al.
2009) or French (Candito et al. 2009b). The dependency parsers de-
veloped for these languages are usually probabilistic and trained on
corpora available in the language of interest. We can classify the ar-
chitecture of such parsers into two main types:
• parsers that employ a machine learning method on dependency
corpora extracted automatically from treebanks and that directly
produce dependency parses (Nivre 2003, McDonald and Pereira
2006, Johansson and Nugues 2008, Candito et al. 2010);

• parsers that rely on a sequential process where constituency
parses are produced first and then dependency parses are ex-
tracted (Candito et al. 2009b, de Marneffe et al. 2006).
This second type is motivated by the fact that dependency corpora

are not readily available for many languages, as in the case of Viet-
namese. In such an architecture, we need a module which takes as
input constituency parses given by a constituency parser and converts
these parses into typed dependency parses as illustrated in Figure 1
and Figure 2 for the English sentence “A hearing is scheduled on the
issue today” (Nivre and McDonald 2008).
2.2 A brief overview of Vietnamese
In this section we present some general characteristics of the Viet-
namese language; these are adopted from Hạo (2000), Hữu et al.
(1998) and Nguyen et al. (2006).
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Figure 1:
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Vietnamese belongs to the VietMuong group of the Mon-Khmer
branch, which in turn belongs to the Austro-Asiatic language family.
Vietnamese is also similar to languages in the Tai family. The Viet-
namese vocabulary features a large number of Sino-Vietnamese words
which are derived from Chinese (Alves 1999). This vocabulary was
originally written with Chinese characters that were used in the Viet-
namese writing system, but like all written Vietnamese, is now writ-
ten with the Latin-based Vietnamese alphabet that was adopted in the
early 20th century. Moreover, by being in contact with the French
language, Vietnamese was enriched not only in vocabulary but also in
syntax by the calque (or loan translation) of French grammar. Thus,
for example, the Subject-Verb-Object structure gained prevalence over
the natively more common Theme-Rheme construction.

Vietnamese is an isolating language,1 which means that it is char-
acterized by the following traits:
• it is a monosyllabic language;
• its word forms never change, unlike occidental languages that use
morphological variations (e.g. plural form, conjugation);

1 It is noted that Chinese is also isolating; Chinese is classified in a branch of
Sino-Tibetan language family.
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• hence, all grammatical relations are manifested by word order
and function words.
Vietnamese has a special unit called “tiếng” that corresponds at

the same time to a syllable with respect to phonology, a morpheme
with respect to morpho-syntax, and a word with respect to sentence
constituent creation. For convenience, we call these “tiếng” syllables.
The Vietnamese vocabulary contains:
• simple words, which are monosyllabic (e.g. mưa (rainy) nắng
(sunny));

• reduplicated words composed by phonetic reduplication (e.g.
trắng (white) – trăng trắng (whitish))

• compound words composed by semantic coordination (e.g. quần
(trousers), áo (shirt) – quần áo (clothes))

• compound words composed by semantic subordination (e.g. xe
(vehicle), đạp (to pedal) – xe đạp (bicycle));

• some compound words whose syllable combination is no longer
recognizable (e.g. bồ nông (pelican))

• complex words phonetically transcribed from foreign languages
(e.g. cà phê (coffee), from the French café).
The issue of syntactic category classification for Vietnamese is still

in debate in the linguistic community. That lack of consensus is due to
the unclear limit between the grammatical roles or syntactic functions
of many words as well as the very frequent phenomenon of syntactic
category mutation, by which a verb may for example be used as a
noun, or even as a preposition. Vietnamese dictionaries (Hoàng 2002)
use a set of 8 parts of speech proposed by the Vietnam Committee on
Social Sciences (1983).

As for other isolating languages, the most important syntactic in-
formation source in Vietnamese is word order. The basic word order is
Subject–Verb–Object. There are prepositions but no postpositions. In
a noun phrase the main noun precedes the adjectives and the genitive
follows the governing noun. These phenomena are subsumed under
the term “head-initiality”.

The other syntactic means are function words, reduplication, and,
in the case of spoken language, intonation.
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From the point of view of functional grammar, the syntactic struc-
ture of Vietnamese follows a topic-comment structure. It belongs to the
class of topic-prominent languages as described by Li and Thompson
(1976). In those languages, topics are coded in the surface structure
and they tend to control co-referentiality (e.g. Cây đó lá to nên tôi không
thích (Tree that leaves big so I not like), which means This tree, its leaves
are big, so I don’t like it); the topic-oriented “double subject” construc-
tion is a basic sentence type (e.g. Tôi tên là Nam, sinh ở Hà Nội (I name
be Nam, born in Hanoi), which means My name is Nam, I was born in
Hanoi), while such subject-oriented constructions as the passive and
“dummy” subject sentences are rare or non-existent (e.g. There is a cat
in the garden should be translated as Có một con mèo trong vườn (exist
one <animal-classifier> cat in garden)).
2.3 Tree-adjoining grammars
In the TAG formalism (Joshi and Schabes 1997), the grammar is de-
fined by a set of elementary trees. A TAG parsing system rewrites
nodes of trees rather than symbols of strings as in context-free gram-
mars (CFG). The nodes of these trees are labelled with nonterminals
and terminals. Starting from the elementary trees, larger trees are de-
rived using composition operations of substitution and adjunction. In
the case of an adjunction, the tree being adjoined has exactly one leaf
node that is marked as the foot node (marked with an asterisk). Such a
tree is called an auxiliary tree. Elementary trees that are not auxiliary
trees are called initial trees. Each derivation starts with an initial tree.
Substituting a tree α in a tree β simply replaces a frontier substitution
node in β with α, under the convention that the non-terminal symbol
of the substitution node is the same as the root node of α. Only initial
trees and derived trees can be substituted in another tree. Adjoining
an auxiliary tree β at some node n of a derived tree γ proceeds as
follows: the sub-tree t of γ rooted by n is removed from γ, and β is
substituted for it instead, where t is substituted in the foot node of β .
In the final derived tree, all leaves must have terminal labels.

In TAG, the derived tree does not give enough information to
determine how it was constructed. The derivation tree is an object
that specifies uniquely how a derived tree was constructed. The root
of a derivation tree is labelled by a sentence-type initial tree. All other
nodes in the derivation tree are labelled by auxiliary trees in the case
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of adjunction or initial trees in the case of substitution. We use the
following convention when depicting a derivation tree: trees that are
adjoined to their parent tree are linked by a solid line to their parent,
and trees that are substituted are linked by a dashed line.

In order to represent natural languages, TAGs are enriched with
additional linguistic conventions or principles. First, a TAG for natural
languages is lexicalized (Schabes 1990), which means that each ele-
mentary tree has a lexical anchor (usually unique, but in some cases,
there is more than one anchor). Second, the elementary trees of a lex-
icalized TAG (LTAG) represent extended projections of lexical items
(the anchors) and encapsulate all syntactic arguments of the lexical
anchor; that is, they contain slots (nonterminal leaves) for all argu-
ments. Furthermore, elementary trees are minimal in the sense that
only the arguments of the anchor are encapsulated; all recursion is
factored away. This amounts to the condition on elementary tree mini-
mality from Frank (2002).

Because of these principles, in linguistic applications, combining
two elementary trees corresponds to the application of a predicate to
an argument (in case of substitution) or to the addition of modifiers
(in case of adjunction). The derivation tree then reflects the predicate-
argument structure of the sentence. This is why most approaches to
semantics in TAG use the derivation tree as an interface between syn-
tax and semantics.

Figure 3 gives a simple Vietnamese TAG and an analysis of a sen-
tence. The first half of the figure shows the elementary trees of the
grammar and the second half shows the derived tree and its corre-
sponding derivation tree, where the notation <anchor> represents
the elementary tree corresponding to a lexical anchor. A derivation
tree in TAG specifies how a derived tree was constructed.

TAG has several advantages over CFG. First, it provides an ex-
tended domain of locality. Second, the adjunction operation permits us
to model long-distance relationships in single elementary trees due to
the factoring of recursion.2 Third, TAG derivation trees show semantic
dependencies between entities in a sentence, as the tree branches rep-

2These two properties follow from the mathematical properties of TAGs.
TAGs belong to the class of mildly context-sensitive grammars. Context-free lan-
guages form a proper subset of tree-adjoining languages (TALs), which in turn
form a proper subset of context-sensitive languages.
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Figure 3: A TAG analysis of the sentence “Giang cho tôi một quả cam” (Giang
gave me an orange)

resent their combination type (dashed or continuous line for substitu-
tion or adjunction, respectively, in Figure 3). In addition, in LTAG, lex-
ical entries naturally capture constraints associated with lexical items,
which is not possible in CFG. TAG and LTAG are formally equivalent;
however, from the linguistic perspective, LTAG is the system we shall
be concerned with in this paper.

3 grammar extraction

Since the development of hand-crafted grammars is a time-consuming
and labour-intensive task, many studies on automatic and semi-auto-
matic grammar development have been carried out during recent
decades. A semi-automatic approach to building a large computational
grammar is to rely on a formal language capable of describing the tar-
get grammar, e.g. a meta-grammar formalism. Many meta-grammar
engineering environments were developed to support the construction
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of large computational grammars for natural language. Most of them
were used to build large grammars for occidental languages. A typical
example is the XMG (eXtensible MetaGrammar) system which sup-
ports rapid prototyping of tree-based grammars (Crabbé et al. 2013).
An alternative approach for obtaining grammars is to extract gram-
mars from a treebank containing syntactically annotated sentences.
This is the approach that we chose to rapidly develop a large compu-
tational grammar for Vietnamese.

We present in this section a system that automatically extracts
lexicalized tree adjoining grammars from treebanks. We first discuss in
detail the extraction algorithms and compare them to previous work.
We then report the first results for LTAG extraction for Vietnamese,
using the recently released Vietnamese treebank.
3.1 Extracting grammars from treebanks
There has been much work done on extracting treebank grammars
in general and LTAG grammars in particular from annotated cor-
pora, but all of these works are for common languages. Xia et al.
(2000) and Xia (2001) developed the uniform method of grammar
extraction for English, Chinese and Korean. Chiang (2000) devel-
oped a system for extracting an LTAG grammar from the English
Penn Treebank and used it for statistical parsing with LTAG. Chen
and Vijay-Shanker (2000) and Chen et al. (2006) extracted TAGs
and there are other works based on Chen’s approach such as Jo-
hansen (2004) and Nasr (2004) for French, and Habash and Rambow
(2004) for Arabic. Neumann (2003) extracted lexicalized tree gram-
mars for English from the English Penn Treebank and for German
from the NEGRA treebank. Bäcker and Harbusch (2002) extracted
an LTAG grammar for German – also from the NEGRA corpus – and
used it for supertagging. Kaeshammer (2012) presented a grammar
and a lexicon for PLTAG using the German Tiger corpus. Finally, Park
(2006) extracted LTAG grammars for Korean from Korean Sejong
Treebank.
3.2 Vietnamese treebank
Recently, a group of Vietnamese computational linguists has been in-
volved in developing a treebank for Vietnamese (Nguyen et al. 2009).
This is the treebank we used for our extraction system.
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Table 1:

Some Vietnamese treebank tags No. Category Description
1. S simple declarative clause
2. VP verb phrase
3. NP noun phrase
4. PP preposition phrase
5. N common noun
6. V verb
7. P pronoun
8. R adverb
9. E preposition
10. CC coordinating conjunction

The construction of a Vietnamese treebank is a branch project of
a national project which aims to develop basic resources and tools
for Vietnamese language and speech processing.3 The raw texts of
the treebank are collected from the social and political sections of
the Youth online daily newspaper. The corpus is divided into three
sets corresponding to three annotation levels: word-segmented, POS-
tagged and syntax-annotated set. The syntax-annotated corpus, a sub-
set of the POS-tagged set, is currently composed of 10 471 sentences
(225085 tokens). Sentences range from 2 to 105 words, with an av-
erage length of 21.75 words. There are 9314 sentences of length 40
words or less. The tagset of the treebank has 38 syntactic labels (18
part-of-speech tags, 17 syntactic category tags, 3 empty categories)
and 17 function tags. For details, please refer to Nguyen et al. (2009).4
The meanings of the tags that appear in this paper are listed in Table 1.
3.3 Extraction algorithms
In general, our work on extracting an LTAG grammar for Vietnamese
follows closely the method of grammar extraction originally proposed
by Xia (2001). The extraction process has three steps: first, phrase-
structure trees are converted into LTAG derived trees; second, the de-
rived trees are decomposed into a set of elementary trees conforming
to their three predefined prototypes; and third, invalid extracted ele-
mentary trees are filtered out using linguistic knowledge.

3The VLSP project, http://vlsp.vietlp.org:8080/demo/.
4All the resources are available at the website of the VLSP project.
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3.3.1 Building LTAG derived trees
The phrase structures in the Vietnamese treebank follow the English
Penn Treebank (PTB) bracketed style format which are not suitable for
LTAG extraction due to two reasons. First, the PTB trees do not distin-
guish heads, arguments and adjuncts as required in derived trees of an
LTAG. Second, for each PTB tree, it is not trivial to recover a derivation
tree generating it if it is not in a proper format of derived tree.

Therefore, we first have to convert the phrase structures of the
treebank into derived trees by augmenting them with additional in-
formation needed for extraction.

In this step, we first classify each node in a phrase-structure tree
as one of three types: head, argument or modifier. We then build a
derived tree by adding intermediate nodes so that at each level of
the tree, the nodes satisfy exactly one of the following relations (Xia
2001):
• predicate-argument relation: there is one (or more) node(s), where
one is the head, and the rest are its arguments;

• modification relation: there are exactly two nodes, where one node
is modified by the other;

• coordination relation: there are exactly three nodes, in which two
nodes are coordinated by a conjunction.
In order to find heads of phrases, we have constructed a head

percolation table (Magerman 1995; Collins 1997) for the Vietnamese
treebank. This table is used to select the head child of a node. In ad-
dition, we have also constructed an argument table to determine the
types of arguments that a head child can take. The argument table
helps explicitly mark each sibling of a head child as either an argu-
ment or an adjunct according to the tag of the sibling, the tag of the
head child, and the position of the sibling with respect to the head
child. Together with the tagset table, these three tables constitute the
Vietnamese treebank-specific information that is required for the ex-
traction algorithms.

Since the conjunction structures are different from the argument
and modifier structures, we first recursively bracket all conjunction
groups of a treebank tree by Algorithm 1 and then build the full de-
rived tree for the resulting tree by Algorithm 2. A conjunction group
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Algorithm 1:

ProcessConj(T )
Data: A syntactic tree T .
Result: T whose conjunction groups are processed.
for K ∈ T.children do

if IsPhrasal(K) then
K ← ProcessConj(K);

(C1, . . . ,Ck)← ConjGroups(T.children);
for i = 1 to k do

if ∥Ci∥> 1 then
InsertNode(T,Ci);

if k > 2 then
for i = k downto 3 do
L ←Ci−1 ∪ ci−1 ∪Ci;
T ′← InsertNode(T,L );
Ci−1← T ′;

return T ;

Figure 4:
Transformation of
conjunction groups

T

X1 c1 X2 c2 X3

⇒ T

X1 c1 T ′

X2 c2 X3

is a group of coordinating words or phrases connected by one or more
coordinating conjunction. The form of a conjunction group is either
“A and B” or “A or B”.5 Figure 4 shows a tree with conjunction groups
before and after being processed by Algorithm 1 where ci are coordi-
nating conjunctions and X i are conjunction groups. Figure 5 shows a
realisation of Algorithm 2 where Ai are arguments of the head child
H of T and Mi are modifiers of H. These two algorithms use the func-
tion InsertNode(T,L ) to insert an intermediate node between a node
T and a list of its child nodes L . This new node is a child of T , has
the same label as T and has L as the list of its children. The function
IsPhrasal(X ) checks whether X is a phrasal node or not.6 The function

5 In the treebank, there are no conjunctions which use the coordinating punc-
tuation; that is, a structure like “A, B and C” is not present.

6A phrasal node is defined to be a node which is not a leaf or a preterminal.
This means that it must have two or more children, or one child that is not a leaf.
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Data: A tree T whose conjunction groups have been
processed.

Result: A derived tree whose root is T .
if (not IsPhrasal(T )) then

return T ;
H ← HeadChild(T );
if not IsLeaf(H) then

for K ∈ T.children do
K ← BuildDerivedTree(K);

A ← ArgNodes(H,L );
M ← ModNodes(H,L );
m← ∥M∥;
if m> 0 then
L ← {H} ∪A ;
T ′← InsertNode(T,L );

(M1, M2, . . . , Mm)←M ;
for i← 1 to m− 1 do
L ← {Mi , T ′};
T ′′← InsertNode(T,L );
T ′← T ′′;

return T ;

Algorithm 2:
BuildDerivedTree(T )

T

H A1 A2 M1 M2

⇒ T

T ′

T ′

H A1 A2

M1

M2

Figure 5:
An example of derived
tree realisation

ConjGroups(L ) returns k groups of components Ci of L which are
separated by k− 1 conjunctions c1, . . . , ck−1, which have a special POS
tag in the treebank (CC).

Algorithm 2 uses several simple functions. The HeadChild(X )
function selects the head child of a node X according to a head per-
colation table. The function IsLeaf(X ) checks whether a node X is a
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Figure 6:

A parse tree of
the Vietnamese

treebank
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leaf node or not. The functions ArgNodes(H,L ) and ModNodes(H,L )
each return a list of nodes which are arguments and modifiers, respec-
tively, of a node H. The list L contains all sisters of H.

For example, Figure 6 shows the phrase structure of a sentence ex-
tracted from the Vietnamese treebank “Họ sẽ không chuyển hàng xuống
thuyền vào ngày mai.” (They will not deliver the goods to the boat
tomorrow.) The head children of phrases are circled.

The derived tree of the sentence once processed by Algorithm 2
is shown in Figure 7, wherein the inserted nodes are marked by the
quotation mark symbol (’).
3.3.2 Building elementary trees
At this step, each derived tree is decomposed into a set of elemen-
tary trees. The recursive structures of the derived tree are factored
out and will become auxiliary trees, and the remaining non-recursive
structures will be extracted as initial trees.

Extracted elementary trees fall into one of three prototypes as
determined by the relation between the anchor and other nodes, as
shown in Figure 8. The extraction process involves copying nodes
from the derived tree for building elementary trees. The result of
the extraction process is three sets of elementary trees: S contains
spine trees, M contains modifier trees and C contains conjunction
trees.
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Figure 7:
The derived tree of the
treebank tree in Figure 6
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Figure 8:
Prototypes of spine trees
and auxiliary trees
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Algorithm 3:

BuildElementaryTrees(T )
Data: T is a derived tree.
Result: Sets S ,M ,C of elementary trees.
if (not IsPhrasal(T )) then

return ;
{H0, H1, . . . , Hn} ← HeadPath(T );
ok← false;
P ← H0;
for j← 1 to n do
L ← Sisters(H j);
if |L |> 0 then

Rel← GetRelation(H j ,L );
if Rel= Coordination then
C ←C∪ BuildConjTree(P);

if Rel= Modification then
M ←M∪ BuildModTree(P);
if j = 1 then
S ←S ∪ BuildSpineTree(P);
ok← true;

if Rel= Argument then
if not ok and not IsLinkNode(P) then
S ←S ∪ BuildSpineTree(P);
ok← true;

else
if not IsLinkNode(P) and IsPhrasal(P) then
S ←S ∪ BuildSpineTree(P) ;

P ← H j;

To build elementary trees from a derived tree T , we first find the
head path7 {H0, H1, . . . , Hn} of T . For each parent P and its head child
H, we get the list L of sisters of H and determine the relation be-
tween H and L . If the relation is coordination, a conjunction tree will

7A head path starting from a node T in a derived tree is the unique path from
T to a leaf node where each node except T is the head child of its parents. Here
H0 ≡ T and H j is the parent of its head child H j+1. A node on the head path is
called a link node if its label is the same as that of its parent.
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Figure 10:
Merge link
nodes to get
a spine tree

be extracted; if the relation is modification, a modifier tree will be
extracted; otherwise, the relation is predicate-argument and a spine
tree will be extracted. Algorithm 3 shows the complete extraction al-
gorithm. This algorithm uses additional functions as follows:
• BuildSpineTree(T ) which creates a spine tree;
• MergeLinkNodes(T ) which merges all link nodes of a spine tree
into one node (see Figure 10 for an example);

• BuildModTree(T ) which creates a modifier tree;
• BuildConjTree(T ) which creates a conjunction tree.
As an example, from the derived tree shown in Figure 7, nine trees

are extracted by algorithms as shown in Figure 9 and Figure 10.
3.3.3 Filtering out invalid trees
Annotation errors may be present in any particular treebank. The er-
rors in parse trees will result in incorrect elementary trees. An ele-
mentary tree is called invalid if it does not satisfy some linguistic re-
quirement. We have constructed some linguistic rules for filtering out
invalid elementary trees. For example, in Vietnamese, an adjective (or
an adjectival phrase) can be an argument of a noun (or a noun phrase);
however, it must always be to the right of the noun. For instance, in
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Algorithm 4:
BuildSpineTree(T )

Data: T is a derived tree.
Result: A spine tree.
Tc ← Copy(T );
P ← Tc;
H ← NULL;
repeat

H ← HeadChild(P);
L ← Sisters(H);
if |L |> 0 then

Rel← GetRelation(H,L );
if Rel= Argument then

for A∈ L do
BuildElementaryTrees(A);
A.children← ;;
A.type← Substitution;

else
for A∈ L do

P.children← P.children \ A;

P ← H;
until (H = NULL);
return MergeLinkNodes(Tc);

Algorithm 5:
BuildModTree(T )

Data: T is a derived tree
Result: a modifier tree
Tc ← Copy(T );
H ← HeadChild(Tc);
H.children← ;;
H.type← Foot;
M ← Modifier(H);
T ′← BuildSpineTree(M);
if |M .children|> 1 then

BuildElementaryTrees(M);
M ← T ′;
return Tc;
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Data: T is a derived tree.
Result: A conjunction tree.
Tc ← Copy(T );
H ← HeadChild(Tc);
BuildElementaryTrees(H);
K ← Coordinator(H);
BuildElementaryTrees(K);
H.children← ;;
H.type← Foot;
K .children← ;;
K .type← Substitution;
return Tc;

Algorithm 6:
BuildConjTree(T )

the noun phrase cô gái đẹp (beautiful girl), the adjective đẹp (beautiful)
must go after the noun cô gái (girl). Thus if there is an adjective on the
left of a noun of an extracted spine tree, the tree is invalid and it must
be filtered out.
3.4 Comparison with previous work
As mentioned above, our approach for LTAG extraction follows the
uniform method of grammar extraction proposed by Xia (2001). Nev-
ertheless, there are some differences between our design and imple-
mentation of extraction algorithms and that of Xia.

First, in the step in which we build the derived tree, we first re-
cursively bracket all conjunction groups of the tree before fully brack-
eting the arguments and modifiers of the resulting tree. We think that
this approach is easier to understand and implement since conjunc-
tion structures are different from argument and modifier structures.
Second, in the elementary tree decomposition step, we do not split
each node in the derived tree into the top and bottom parts as was
done in Xia’s approach of Xia. In our implementation, the nodes are
directly copied to build extracted trees. Third, the tree extraction pro-
cess is separated into functions; each function builds a particular type
of elementary tree; and these functions can call each other to repeat
the extraction process for the subtrees whose roots are not yet vis-
ited. In spite of using recursive functions, our extraction algorithms
are carefully designed to avoid redundant or repeating function calls:
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Table 2:

Some tags in the Vietnamese treebank
tagset are merged into a single tag

Category Original tags Tags in G2

noun phrases NP/WHNP NP
adjective phrases AP/WHAP AP
adverbial phrases RP/WHRP RP
preposition phrases PP/WHPP PP
clauses S/SQ S

Table 3:
Two LTAG grammars extracted from

the Vietnamese treebank
Type # of trees # of templates
G1 46382 2317
Spine trees 24 973 1022

Modifier trees 21 309 1223

Conjunction trees 100 72

G2 46102 2113
Spine trees 24 884 952

Modifier trees 21 121 1093

Conjunction trees 97 68

each node is assured to be visited one time. The “divide and conquer”
approach seems to be reasonably efficient and is easy to optimise.
3.5 An LTAG for Vietnamese
We ran extraction algorithms on the Vietnamese treebank and ex-
tracted two treebank grammars. The first one, G1, uses the original
tagset of the treebank. The second one, G2, uses a reduced tagset,
where some sets of tags in the treebank are consolidated, as shown
in Table 2. The grammar G2 is smaller than G1 and it is presumed that
the sparse data problem is less severe when G2 is used.

We count the number of elementary trees and tree templates. The
sizes of the two grammars are in Table 3. Recall that a template is an
elementary tree without the anchor word.

There are 15 035 unique words in the treebank and the average
number of elementary trees that a word anchors is around 3.07. We
also count the number of context-free rules of the grammars where
the rules are simply read off the templates in an extracted LTAG. The
extracted grammars G1 and G2 have 851 and 727 context-free rules,
respectively.
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Figure 11:
The growth of tree
templates

In order to evaluate the coverage of the Vietnamese treebank,
we count the number of extracted tree templates with respect to the
size of the treebank. Figure 11 shows that the number of templates
converges very slowly as the size of the corpus grows, implying that
there are many unseen templates. This experiment also implies that
the size of the current Vietnamese treebank is not large enough to
cover all the grammatical templates of the Vietnamese language.

We have developed a software package8 that implements the pre-
sented algorithms for extracting an LTAG for Vietnamese. The soft-
ware is written in the Java programming language and is freely dis-
tributed under the GNU/GPL license. The software is very efficient
in term of extraction speed: it takes only 165 seconds to extract the
entire grammar G1 on an ordinary personal computer.9 It should be
straightforward to extend the software in order to extract LTAGs from
treebanks of other languages since the language-specific information
is intentionally factored out of the general framework. In order to use
the software on a treebank of a given language, a user would need to
provide the treebank-specific information for that language: a tagset,
a head percolation table, and an argument table.

8http://mim.hus.vnu.edu.vn/phuonglh/softwares/vnLExtractor
9On an Intel Core 2 Duo CPU U9600 with 4GB RAM.
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3.6 Summary
In this section, we have presented a system that automatically extracts
LTAGs from treebanks. The system has been used to extract an LTAG
for the Vietnamese language from the recently released Vietnamese
treebank. The extracted Vietnamese LTAG covers the corpus; that is,
the corpus can be seen as a collection of derived trees for the grammar
and can be used to train statistical LTAG parsers directly.

The number of templates extracted from the current Vietnamese
treebank converges slowly. This implies that there are many new tem-
plates outside the corpus and the current Vietnamese treebank is not
large nor typical enough to cover all the grammatical templates of the
Vietnamese language.

We are currently experimenting with extracting a French LTAG
from a French treebank (Abeillé et al. 2003). We also plan to compare
quantitatively syntactic structures of French and Vietnamese. We be-
lieve that a quantitative comparison of the two grammars may reveal
interesting relations between them.

4 parser construction

We present in this section the construction of a deep syntactic parser
for Vietnamese. Our parser is able to produce both constituency and
dependency analyses for a given sentence.
4.1 Preprocessing pipeline
Before being parsed, a text is fed to a chain of preprocessing modules
including a sentence segmenter, a word tokenizer and a tagger. In
particular, we have integrated the following preprocessing modules
into the parser:

• vnSentDetector – a sentence detector which segments a text into
sentences;

• vnTokenizer – a tokenizer which segments sentences into words
or lexical units (Le-Hong et al. 2008);

• vnTagger – a part-of-speech tagger which tags each word of a
sentence with its most appropriate syntactic category (Le-Hong
et al. 2010).
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We have adapted an LTAG parser developed at the LORIA10 labo-
ratory to construct a deep syntactic parser for Vietnamese. This parser
was initially used to parse French text (Roussanaly et al. 2005). Given a
sentence, the parser outputs all possible constituency parses and their
corresponding derivation trees. The most important improvement we
made to the parser is the refactoring and introduction of general inter-
faces and modules for preprocessing tasks (sentence detection, word
segmentation, POS tagging) which naturally depend on specific lan-
guages. We have also enriched the parser by adding a supplementary
module which extracts dependency parses from constituency parses
given by the parser.11 This module implements the dependency anal-
ysis extraction algorithm which will be described in the next subsec-
tions.
4.2 Dependency annotation schema
There exist many schema for dependency annotation. Examples in-
clude the Stanford Dependency (SD) annotation scheme
(de Marneffe et al. 2006), created via an automated conversion of
the English Penn Treebank; the PARC 700 scheme (King et al. 2003),
inspired by functional structures of lexical functional grammars; and
the GR scheme (Caroll et al. 1998) or EASy (Paroubek et al. 2005)
for French. Recently, McDonald et al. (2013) presented a universal
treebank with homogeneous syntactic dependency annotation for six
languages: German, English, Swedish, Spanish, French and Korean.
The multiplicity of these different annotation schema is due to differ-
ent linguistic and practical choices. We prefer defining an annotation
scheme of surface dependency for the Vietnamese language which can
be not only convertible to different standards cited above but also en-
largeable to finer dependency schema if necessary. The current scheme
contains 13 grammatical relations representing principal functional
dependencies between Vietnamese words. All these dependencies use
the syntactic categories defined in the Vietnamese treebank (Nguyen
et al. 2009) and they are divided into three groups.

The first group, arg, represents the relationship between a head
word and its argument. There are two types of arguments: subject

10http://www.loria.fr/
11http://mim.hus.vnu.edu.vn/phuonglh/softwares/vnLTAGParser
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(subj) or object (obj). It is worth noting that Vietnamese is a topic-
prominent language where sentences are structured around topics
rather than subjects and objects. In many cases, we cannot identify
the subject and the object of a Vietnamese sentence by their respective
positions. The distinction between subject and object of a Vietnamese
sentence is thus not a trivial task, expecially in an automatic process.
Therefore, at the moment, we do not distinguish the two relations
subj and obj in our evaluations. The second group, mod, represents
modification relations of a word and its head word (or its governor).
According to the syntactic category of the modifier, we distinguish
nine modification relations named modN (nominal modifier), modM
(numeral modifier), modA (adjective modifier), modR (adverbial mod-
ifier), modE (prepositional modifier), modV (verbal modifier), modL
(determinant modifier), modP (pronominal modifier) and modC (sub-
ordinating coordination modifier). The third group, coord, represents
dependencies of each lexical head of two coordinating phrases on the
conjunction.

Having defined a dependency annotation scheme for Vietnamese,
we now propose an algorithm for automatically extracting depen-
dency analyses from TAG derivation trees.
4.3 Dependency relation extraction
It has been shown that the TAG formalism shares many important sim-
ilarities with the dependency grammar formalism (Rambow and Joshi
1994). A derivation tree of TAG can be converted superficially into a
dependency tree in the case of lexicalized grammars (Kallmeyer and
Kuhlmann 2012). The main idea is to transform each derivation op-
eration into a dependency relation. A derivation operation between a
source tree t1 and a target tree t2 results in a dependency relation be-
tween the head word of t1 as governor and the head of t2 as dependent
word.

The dependency analysis corresponding to the analysis in Figure 3
is shown in Figure 12. We see that the derivation tree can be trans-
formed into the dependency tree by a simple transformation in which
each node of the derivation tree (representing an elementary tree) is
replaced with its lexical node. Here, we want to extract typed depen-
dencies where each one is labelled by a grammatical relation following
the annotation scheme defined above. We thus need to consider the
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Dependency tree
corresponding to the
analysis in Figure 3

operation done at each node of the derivation tree. If it is a substi-
tution, a relation of type arg will be created; if it is an adjunction, a
relation of type mod will be created and its label can be determined by
examining the syntactic category of the concerned word at the lexical
node of the derivation tree.

X
Y↓ CC

và
(and)

X∗
X

X∗ CC
hoặc
(or)

Y↓

Figure 13:
Examples of coordination
auxiliary trees

The most difficult case is the construction of coordination rela-
tions where we must consider three related nodes and two combina-
tion operations at the same time since an auxiliary tree for conjunc-
tions in TAG has a specific form having a substitution node and a
foot node, as illustrated in example trees in Figure 13. We propose
an algorithm for the automatic extraction of dependency relations
from a derivation tree given by a constituency parser. The algorithm
ExtractRelations(N) (Algorithm 7) shows the extraction procedure in
detail.

This algorithm uses some supplementary functions as follows. The
function LexicalNode(N) returns the lexical head of a node of an in-
put derivation tree N , while the function POSNode(N) returns the
part-of-speech of a lexical head. The functions IsSubst() and IsAdj()
are called at each node of the derivation tree to verify whether the
node is about a substitution or an adjunction. Finally, the function
NewRelation(type, w1, w2) creates and returns a new relation of type
type between two lexical units w1 and w2.
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Algorithm 7:

ExtractRelations(N)
Data: A derivation tree N .
Result: A set R of dependency relations.
wn← LexicalNode(N);
tn← POSNode(N);
for K ∈ N .children do

wk← LexicalNode(K);
tk← POSNode(K);
if K.IsSubst() then

if tn = CC then
R ←R∪ NewRelation(coord, wn, wk);

else
R ←R∪ NewRelation(arg, wn, wk);

else
if K.IsAdj() then

if tk ∈ {A,N,R,V,E,L,M,P,C} then
R ←R∪ NewRelation(modtk, wn, wk);

if tk = CC then
R ←R∪ NewRelation(coord, wk, wn);

// Recursively extract relations from tree K;
ExtractRelations(K);

return R;

For example, the application of this algorithm on the input deriva-
tion tree in Figure 1 results in the following relations: arg(cho,Giang),
arg(cho,tôi), arg(cho,quả), modM(quả,một), modN(quả,cam).

5 parser evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the parser on a test corpus. The parser
performance is considered in two versions, with and without using
part-of-speech (POS) tagging.

The grammar used to evaluate the parser is an LTAG extracted
from the Vietnamese Treebank (Nguyen et al. 2009) containing 10 163
sentences (225 085 words, about 22.14 words per sentence on aver-
age). Figure 14 shows the distribution of the number of sentences ac-
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The distribution of the
number of sentences
according to their length

cording to their lengths. We see that most of the sentences have a
length between 5 and 30 words.

We choose a subset of the treebank containing 8808 sentences of
length 30 words or less as an evaluation corpus. This corpus is divided
into two sets: a training set (95% of the corpus, 8367 sentences) and a
test set (5% of the corpus, 441 sentences). We use vnLExtractor to ex-
tract an LTAG for Vietnamese from the training set. This grammar con-
tains 35 655 elementary trees instantiated from 1658 tree templates.
The size of this grammar is shown in Table 4.

Type Number of trees Number of templates
Spine trees 19 708 741

Modifier trees 15 868 860

Conjunction trees 79 57

Total 35655 1658

Table 4:
Size of the LTAG extracted
from the training corpus

To evaluate the parser, we make use of two measures: tree ac-
curacy (or T -accuracy) and dependency accuracy (or D-accuracy).12

12 In computing these scores, unanalyzable sentences and punctuations are not
taken into account.
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Table 5:

Performance of the
constituency analysis
without or with POS

tagging

T -accuracy All ≤ 10 words
No POS POS No POS POS

Precision 67.98 69.15 71.28 71.60

Recall 68.40 69.52 71.39 72.30

F -measure 68.19 69.33 71.33 71.95

Complete match 13.00 16.67 17.57 20.69

Average crossing 2.66 2.39 1.80 1.69

No crossing 23.00 27.78 29.73 32.76

Fewer than three crossings 55.00 54.17 68.92 65.52

Tagging accuracy 87.72 95.25 87.34 95.43

Table 6:
Performance of the

dependency analysis
without or with POS

tagging

D-accuracy With type Without type
No POS POS No POS POS

Precision 70.83 71.81 74.02 73.21

Complete match 15.87 20.00 23.37 25.45

When there are multiple parse trees for a sentence (which is very often
the case even with short sentences), we choose one of the derivation
trees whose derived trees have smallest number of nodes because these
parses correspond to the most specific tree.13

5.1 Performance without POS tagging
First, the parser is evaluated without using a POS tagger. That is, the
module vnTagger is not integrated into the parser. In this setting, each
word occurrence of an input sentence is tagged with all possible tags
that have been assigned to it in the training set. Unknown words are
tagged as common nouns (label N). We first evaluate the performance
of the constituency analysis. The results are shown in Table 5.14

In addition to the familiar precision and recall ratios, other mea-
sures are reported to help analyze the results:15

13 In case of equality by this criterion, we take the first result returned by the
parser.

14The presented evaluation results are calculated automatically by EVALB, a
tool used frequently for the evaluation of syntactic constituency analysis which
is distributed freely at http://nlp.cs.nyu.edu/evalb/.

15The F -measure is the harmonic mean of precision and recall and is com-
puted as F = 2 PR

P+R .
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• Complete match ratio is the percentage of sentences where recall
and precision are both 100%. About 13% of the test sentences
match completely. The complete match ratio for sentences of 10
words or less is 17.57%.

• The average crossing ratio is the number of constituents crossing
a test constituent divided by the number of sentences of the test
corpus.

• The no crossing ratio is the percentage of sentences which have
zero crossing brackets. There are 23% of the test sentences that do
not have any crossing (29.73% for the sentences of 10 words or
less). There are 55% (respectively 68.92%) of the test sentences
which have fewer than three crossings.

• The tagging accuracy is the percentage of correct POS tags (with-
out punctuations). It is interesting to note that the tagging accu-
racy declines slightly when shorter test sentences are used.
The performance of dependency analysis is evaluated in two ver-

sions: with and without type. In the first version, two typed depen-
dencies type1(u1, v1) and type2(u2, v2) are considered equal if three cor-
responding parts of these dependencies are all equal, that is type1 ≡
type2, u1 ≡ u2, v1 ≡ v2. In the second version, we compare only two
pairs of concerned words without using their dependency types. The
D-accuracy of the two evaluations are given in Table 6.16 Table 7
shows the system’s performance for each dependency type.

We see that the parser works perfectly on coordination structures,
as they are inherently unambiguous in both the grammar and the ex-
traction algorithm. The performance on the dependencies of type ar-
gument is much better than that of type modifier. These results justify a
higher ambiguity of the adjunction operation of the LTAG formalism
(which is related to auxiliary trees) in comparison with the substitu-
tion operation (which is related to initial trees).

We observe that the parser could not parse about 16.6% of the
test corpus. We believe that there may be two main reasons that some
sentences can not be analysed. First, there is an insufficient coverage
of the underlying LTAG grammar used by the parser. That is, the gram-

16Note that when evaluating the accuracy of a dependency analysis, we do
not need to compute precision or recall ratios since they are equal: the number
of relations given by the parser always matches the number of correct relations.
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Table 7:

Performance of
dependency

analysis by type
without or with

POS tagging

Type Precision Recall F -measure
No POS POS No POS POS No POS POS

arg 87.57 87.18 79.02 80.95 83.08 83.95

coord 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00

modA 48.57 59.09 62.96 65.00 54.84 61.90

modC 46.67 66.67 43.75 60.00 45.16 63.16

modE 50.00 35.71 56.52 35.71 53.06 35.71

modL 72.73 100.00 47.06 50.00 57.14 66.67

modM 80.00 81.82 53.33 75.00 64.00 78.26

modN 50.00 58.54 66.67 68.57 57.14 63.16

modR 64.10 47.06 60.98 42.11 62.50 44.44

modV 52.63 58.33 62.50 87.50 57.14 70.00

mar extracted from the training corpus does not contain the syntactic
structure (elementary trees) of a given sentence to be parsed. Sec-
ondly, our heuristic choice of tagging all the new words as a common
noun may effectively introduce errors prior to the analysis, which may
result in analysis failures. We have not yet thoroughly investigated
these causes.

The ambiguity and the duration of parsing are strongly dependent
on the length of sentences, as shown in Figure 15. It seems that the
number of parses has an exponential growth with respect to the length
of the sentence.17

5.2 Performance with POS tagging
The results reported in the previous subsection make possible a pre-
liminary evaluation of the grammar and the performance of the parser.
Nevertheless, the condition under which the experimentation is car-
ried out is rather harsh since the parser has to try all possible syn-
tactic categories of each word of an input sentence. The experiments
in this subsection are closer to real use conditions, in that each sen-
tence is first processed by a tagger to remove POS-tagging ambiguity
– each word is assigned a unique tag. We have thus a sole sequence of

17For some considerably long sentences, the parser could not give any result
after a fixed time-out predefined at 3 minutes. We limit the sentence length to
15 words in the experiments with the symbolic parser.
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Figure 15: The ambiguity (a) and duration (b) of analysis, average and maximum,
according to the length of sentences

words/tags and it is used as input to the syntactic parser. The tagging
is done by the vnTagger module.

We proceed with the evaluation of this parser version in a similar
way as presented for the previous version without POS tagging. We
first give constituency parsing results, then dependency parsing results
and finally the ambiguity and duration of the parsing.

The T -accuracy of the system is shown in Table 5. By integrating a
POS tagger, the tagging accuracy is greatly improved, from 87.72% to
95.25%.18 This helps improve all the scores of the system, notably the
complete match ratio, from 13.00% to 16.67% (and that for sentences
of length 10 words or less improves to 20.69%).

The dependency analysis performance both with andwithout type
is shown in Table 6 and the performance of particular dependency
types is shown in Table 7.

We see that the performance of the system is improved slightly
in comparison with the system without tagging. However, the most
important benefit of the parser with the integrated tagger is a strong
reduction of analysis ambiguity and time, shown in Figure 16. The tag-

18Recall that the test corpus only contains sentences of 30 words or less.
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Figure 16: The ambiguity (a) and duration (b) of analysis, average and maximum,
with an integrated tagger

ger helps reduce analysis ambiguity fivefold on average and reduces
analysis duration three times in comparison with the required time
of the parser without prior tagging. Nevertheless, we observe that the
integration of the tagger results in a higher number of sentences that
the parser could not parse, to 40% of the test corpus. This result is to
be expected because in this version the parser uses only a syntactic
category (the most probable POS) given by the tagger for each word.
(We note also that the precision of the tagger at sentence level is about
32% (Le-Hong et al. 2010); that is, the tagger can give correct tags for
all the words of a sentence to be parsed only one third of the time).
5.3 Discussion
In the previous section, we evaluated a syntactic analysis system based
on LTAG for Vietnamese. The best results obtained are 73.21% (de-
pendency accuracy, or D-accuracy) and 69.33% (F -measure of con-
stituency accuracy, or T-accuracy, measured by EVALB) on a test cor-
pus.

It is worth noting that these are the first results of syntactic anal-
ysis of Vietnamese based on LTAG. To our knowledge, to date there
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have been few published works on the syntactic analysis of Viet-
namese. The most complete report on parser performance for Viet-
namese is an empirical study of applying probabilistic CFG parsing
models by Collins (2003); its best result on constituency analysis is
78% T -accuracy on a test corpus, while there is no result reported
for dependency analysis. Concerning the constituency parsing result,
their parser is slightly better than ours. However, these results are not
directly comparable since the parsing models are trained and tested
on a different corpus.

Our first results of the syntactic parsing of Vietnamese are rather
good although they are still significantly weaker than parsing re-
sults for well-studied languages like English (whose T -accuracy is
91.10% (Carreras et al. 2008) and whose D-accuracy is 92.93% (Koo
and Collins 2010) on the Penn Treebank) or French (T -accuracy is
86.41% (Candito et al. 2009a) and D-accuracy is 85.55% on a French
treebank (Candito et al. 2010)). However, we can improve our results
by correcting three main sources of errors identified by the experi-
ments; we examine each such type of error presently.

The principal source of parsing errors is the selection of parse.
When there are multiple parses for a sentence, only the parse whose
derivation tree contains the fewest nodes is selected. Although the
returned tree corresponds to the most specific analysis, it is obvi-
ous that this selection method is purely heuristic and fragile. How-
ever, the use of a probabilistic parser does not improve significantly
the parsing accuracy. We think that the parameters of the statisti-
cal parser are currently not optimised for parsing Vietnamese or the
Vietnamese grammar is not large enough in order for the statisti-
cal parser to be effective. Consequently, optimising parameters of
the statistical parsing model could help improve the parsing perfor-
mance.

The second source of parsing errors is the POS tagging. In the
experiments with a tagger integrated, we use only the most confident
prediction generated by vnTagger as input to the parser. We have
seen that the tagger often makes errors at the sentence level; perfectly
tagged sentences are rare. A tagging error may effectively introduce
one or more parsing errors. An improvement in tagging performance
is thus another necessary condition to improve the performance of the
parser.
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The third source of parsing errors concerns the coverage of the
grammar used in the experiments. In general, the proportion of test
sentences having at least one word that the grammar does not rec-
ognize is rather high, at about 15%. Consequently, the parser could
not build the correct analysis for these sentences. A straightforward
solution to this problem is to enlarge the coverage of the LTAG gram-
mar, which in turn necessitates an enlargement of the Vietnamese tree-
bank. However, developing such a corpus is an expensive and labour-
intensive task. In addition, this may lead to the typical problem of a
symbolic syntactic parser: the tradeoff between its performance and
its efficiency. This is an interesting problem in itself, which we shall
investigate in future works.

6 conclusion

In this article, we have presented a complete syntactic component for
Vietnamese language processing. The component comprises two es-
sential resources: a lexicalized tree-adjoining grammar for Vietnamese
and a set of software tools that are chained together to produce syn-
tactic structures from Vietnamese raw text. The grammar is extracted
automatically from a treebank by an efficient algorithm. The software
includes necessary modules for detecting sentence boundaries, tok-
enizing word units, part-of-speech tagging and syntactic parsing. This
syntactic component is the first system capable of generating both con-
stituency and dependency analyses for the language with encouraging
performance.

Syntactic dependency representation of natural sentences has
gained a wide interest in the natural language processing community
and has been successfully applied to many problems and applications
such as machine translation (Ding and Palmer 2004), ontology con-
struction (Snow et al. 2005) and automatic question answering (Lin
and Pantel 2001). A primary advantage of dependency representation
is its natural mechanism for representing discontinuous constructions
or long distance dependencies which are common in Vietnamese. We
think that the presence of a good dependency schema and a depen-
dency parser for Vietnamese will be very helpful in a wide range of
tasks for Vietnamese processing.
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We have seen in recent years a rapid increase of research on
data-driven dependency parsers, especially the rise of statistical meth-
ods in natural language processing where dependency annotated cor-
pora exist. These parsers use one of two predominant paradigms for
data-driven dependency parsing which are often called graph-based
and transition-based dependency parsing. However, the constituency
parser and dependency parser developed in this work are currently
purely symbolic in that they do not make use of any probabilistic ev-
idence to discriminate good parses from bad ones for a given sen-
tence, regardless of its grammaticality. An initial investigation of sta-
tistical dependency parsing for Vietnamese has shown encouraging re-
sults (Nguyen et al. 2013). We believe that there is room to improve the
performance of dependency parsers in general and of our dependency
parser in particular by employing a hybrid approach: use elementary
trees of an lexicalized tree-adjoining grammar as good syntactic fea-
tures in a statistical dependency parser. This is an interesting problem
that we plan to work on in the future.
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This work1 presents results on the integration of frame-based repre-
sentations into the framework of eXtensible MetaGrammar (XMG).
Originally XMG allowed for the description of tree-based syntactic
structures and underspecified representations of predicate-logical for-
mulae, but the representation of frames as a sort of typed feature struc-
ture, particularly type unification, was not supported. Therefore, we
introduce an extension that is capable of handling frame representa-
tions directly by means of a novel <frame>-dimension. The aim is not
only to make possible a straightforward specification of frame descrip-
tions, but also to offer various ways to specify constraints on types, be
it as a connected type hierarchy or a loose set of feature structure con-

1This article is a substantially revised and extended version of Lichte et al.
(2013). It has greatly benefited from discussions with Laura Kallmeyer, Rainer
Osswald, Christof Rumpf and Yulia Zinova. We also thank both the reviewers of
the ESSLLI 2013 workshop on High-level Methodologies in Grammar Engineer-
ing (HMGE) and the the reviewers of the JLM for detailed and helpful comments.
The work presented in this paper was financed by the Deutsche Forschungsge-
meinschaft (DFG) within the CRC 991. It was also financially supported by the
scientific network PARSEME (COST Action IC1207) with a travel grant for Si-
mon Petitjean. When finishing this article we learned with great sadness of the
passing of our friend and colleague Christof Rumpf. We dedicate this article to
his memory.
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straints. The presented extensions to XMG are fully operational in a
new prototype.

1 introduction

Recent work (Kallmeyer and Osswald 2012a,b, 2013; Zinova and
Kallmeyer 2012) has shown increasing interest in coupling a frame-
based semantics with a tree-based syntax such as Tree Adjoining
Grammar (TAG, Joshi and Schabes 1997). While having led to promis-
ing results on the theoretic side, it is still unclear how to imple-
ment these ideas with existing grammar engineering tools, let alone
how to bring them alive in natural language parsing. In this ar-
ticle, we present results on the integration of frame-based repre-
sentations into the framework of eXtensible MetaGrammar (XMG,
Crabbé et al. 2013).2 XMG originally allowed for the description of
tree-based syntactic structures and underspecified representations of
predicate-logical formulae, but the representation of frames as a sort
of typed feature structure, particularly type unification, was not sup-
ported. Therefore we extend XMG by a novel <frame>-dimension,
among other tools, that makes it capable of handling frame repre-
sentations as formalized in Petersen (2007) and Kallmeyer and Os-
swald (2013), i.e. as extended typed feature structures, directly.3
This capability also paves the way for implementing recent work
on morphological decomposition, such as in Zinova and Kallmeyer
(2012), where morphemes are linked to a frame-semantic representa-
tion.

These efforts might seem redundant, given that there exists a mul-
titude of works on dealing with typed feature structures in grammar
implementation and parsing, notably in the framework of HPSG (e.g.
Carpenter 1992; Götz et al. 1997; Malouf et al. 2000; Flickinger 2000;
Copestake 2002; Carpenter et al. 2003). As far as we can see, however,
our approach differs from previous work in several respects: first and

2https://sourcesup.renater.fr/xmg/
3The reviewers suggested to focus more on typed feature structures and less

on semantic frames. While this is a reasonable advice, we consider the applica-
tion to be the driving force of this whole endeavour, which also crucially moti-
vates our choice of a typed feature structure logic that is, from our perspective,
uncommon in linguistic applications.
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foremost, it allows for a choice between minimal and maximal mod-
els of type constraints. As a consequence of this, our approach also
allows for anonymous types, hence types that result from the conjunc-
tion of defined types, but that are not defined themselves in the type
signature. We will precisely explicate this distinction in Section 4. Fi-
nally, our work aims at providing the grammar writer with multiple
means of expression, for example, in permitting him/her to make use
of loose type constraints or connected type hierarchies, or both. This
degree of flexibility is often not found in other grammar implemen-
tation frameworks that support typed feature structures. We hypoth-
esize that other frameworks are mainly concerned with the syntactic
component of the grammar, while we focus on the conceptual seman-
tics whose structure (and how it comes about) seems to be much less
predetermined.

The paper proceeds as follows. The next section briefly illustrates
the grammatical objects that we are concerned with, and Section 3
then shows the proposed factorization, which crucially guides the im-
plementation with XMG and also justifies the employment of frame
unification. After this, we explain the formalization of frames as a
sort of typed feature structure in Section 4, and the basic concepts of
XMG in Section 5. This will be essential to understand the usage and
compilation details of the new <frame>-dimension, the presentation
of which follows in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 concludes the article.
Moreover, a complete code example based on analyses from Section 2
and Section 3 is presented in the Appendix.

2 a frame-based semantics for ltag

Wewill use the state-of-the-art work of Kallmeyer and Osswald (2013)
on integrating frame semantics into Lexicalized Tree-Adjoining Gram-
mars (LTAG) as a starting point. One important motivation for devel-
oping a frame-based semantics for LTAG is found in the straightfor-
ward account for the well-established distinction between lexical and
constructional contributions to the overall meaning. An example of
this sort of contrast is displayed in (1):
(1) a. The ball rolled into the goal.

b. John rolled the ball into the goal.
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Both sentences involve the same verb of directed motion, rolled, but
the two instances nevertheless differ with respect to the linking of
the subject with the conveyed event semantics. While in (1a) the
subject the ball is the moved object, in (1b) the subject John is caus-
ing the motion rather than undergoing it. The trigger for this se-
mantic shift seems to be the lack or existence of the direct object
(both under the presence of a directional PP), hence the construction
type, as this constitutes the crucial syntactic difference between (1a)
and (1b).

In the framework of Kallmeyer and Osswald (2013), the syntax
of these constructions lies in the scope of the LTAG component. An
LTAG consists of a finite set of phrase structure trees, the elementary
trees, that can be combined (by means of two basic operations, substi-
tution and adjunction) to generate larger trees.4 Since we are dealing
with a lexicalized TAG, each elementary tree must include at least one
non-terminal leaf, the lexical anchor. Furthermore elementary trees are
constrained through the valency properties of their anchors. Usually
each non-terminal leaf corresponds to exactly one syntactic argument,
and vice versa.

The proposed LTAG analyses of (1a) and (1b), shown in Figure 1,
differ with respect to the elementary trees that are associated with the
two instances of rolled, say the intransitive rolledint and the transitive
rolledtr:5 since syntactic arguments are represented as non-terminal
leaves, the elementary tree for rolledint lacks the object NP slot that
the elementary tree for rolledtr has. The difference in meaning is there-
fore attributed to the different elementary trees that a given verb may
anchor.

Since elementary trees, but not the anchoring verbs, are held re-
sponsible for different linking patterns, it is straightforward to abstract
away from the concrete anchor by just considering the yet unanchored
elementary tree, which is commonly called the tree template. An exam-
ple of such a tree template is shown on the left in Figure 2, wherein the
site of lexical insertion, here of rolled, is marked by the ⋄-symbol. The

4Since in the present paper we mainly focus on single elementary trees, we
skip most details of the formalism here. See Joshi and Schabes (1997) or Abeillé
and Rambow (2000a) for comprehensive presentations.

5Note that dashed arrows indicate combinatorial operations, which in this
case only involve substitution, i.e. the rewriting of a leaf node in the target tree.
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Figure 2: Tree template and frame-semantic representation of the transitive
motion construction from Figure 1, taken from Kallmeyer and Osswald (2013,
Fig. 26)

complex node labels will be explained presently. The right side of Fig-
ure 2 shows the event semantic contribution of the tree template in the
format of a typed feature structure, here represented as an attribute
value matrix (AVM). Typed feature structures are a common repre-
sentation format of frames (see Petersen 2007), which, according to
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Fillmore (1982), Barsalou (1992) and others, are considered a proper
representation of mental concepts.6 As can be seen from the exam-
ple, features describe semantic participants and components (agent,
theme,…), while feature structures correspond to conceptual objects,
restricted by the type (causation, activity, …) that they are associated
with. The boxed numbers, finally, are base labels which serve to mark
inequalities and correspondences in the syntax-frame interface. Fur-
thermore, they guide the unification of (subparts of) frames, as can be
seen in the next section.

Because tree templates, just as elementary trees, span an ex-
tended domain of locality,7 the linking of positions within the tree
template to positions within the frame-semantic representation can
be achieved rather directly. In Figure 2 it is indicated by co-occurring
boxed numbers. For example, the subject NP-leaf is linked with the ac-
tor role(s) of the frame, eventually causing the unification of the ac-
tor role and the frame of the substituting NP-tree. Note that the nodes
of tree templates carry (non-recursive, non-typed) feature structures,
which include, among others, interface features such as i(ndividual)
and e(vent).8 Following the terminology in Kallmeyer and Osswald
(2013), we call couples of tree template and frame-semantic represen-
tation an elementary construction.

The composition of frame representations is moreover guided by
a globally defined type hierarchy, which determines (i) the unifiability
of types and the resulting type, and (ii) the set of appropriate features

6Note that FrameNet (Fillmore 2007), despite being declared as an imple-
mentation of Fillmore’s frame semantics, deals with flat lexical frame represen-
tations that are generally less expressive (Osswald and Van Valin 2014).

7The extended domain of locality (EDL) is one of the central properties of the
TAG formalism (cf. Joshi et al. 1990). It amounts to the capability of arguments to
immediately attach to the elementary tree of their governor; see again Figure 1.
In connection with TAG, EDL presupposes the availability of the adjunction op-
eration (i.e. the rewriting of inner nodes), in order to account for discontinuity
effects such as long distance dependencies.

8The approach to let the syntax-semantics interface rely on the unification of
interface features can already be found in, e.g., Stone and Doran (1997), Frank
and van Genabith (2001), Gardent and Kallmeyer (2003). The proposal for link-
ing nodes of an elementary tree with positions in some semantic representation,
and thus to derive syntax and semantics in parallel, dates back at least to Shieber
and Schabes (1990).
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(and their value types) of a type, the appropriateness conditions. Re-
garding event types, Kallmeyer and Osswald (2013) work with the
partial type hierarchy in Figure 3. It has to be read top-down, with

....
event
.....

..
causation
cause :⊤∧ effect :⊤

.....

..
extended-
causation.

..

..
onset-causation
cause : punctual-event

.

....

..
motion
mover :⊤

...

..
translocation
path :⊤

...

..
bounded-translocation
goal :⊤

.

..

..
activity
actor :⊤

...

..
activity ∧ motion
actor .

= mover

...

..
locomotion

...

..
bounded-locomotion

Figure 3:
Partial
type hierarchy
for event types
proposed in
Kallmeyer and
Osswald (2013,
Fig. 16).

the more general types dominating the more specific types. Note that
the type hierarchy may also contain anonymous types, e.g. activity ∧
motion, which are usually not available in other frameworks. Roughly
speaking, anonymous types make it possible to assign appropriateness
conditions to a conjunction of types rather than just to a single type.
The details will be explained in Section 4.

In this work we are neither concerned with the unification of
frame representations following syntactic composition, nor with the
preceding process of lexical insertion that triggers the unification of
lexical and constructional frame components (see Kallmeyer and Oss-
wald 2013, Fig. 13), but rather with the metagrammatical framework
of XMG. Metagrammars are a tool to describe static elementary con-
structions such as in Figure 2, consisting of a tree template and a fixed
typed feature structure. It might therefore seem unnecessary to employ
all aspects of typed feature structures in metagrammars, particularly
unification. However, this assumption is not warranted. Unification of
types and feature structures is also found in the metagrammatical do-
main once the factorization of elementary constructions of the kind in
Figure 2 is taken into account. This will be shown in the next section.
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3 factorization of
tree templates and frames

Richly structured grammatical objects like those in Figure 2 make
necessary some kind of metagrammatical factorization, once a large
coverage grammar gets compiled and maintained (Xia et al. 2010).
Metagrammatical factorization is a process to define recurring sub-
components of grammatical objects, which can then be combined in
at least two ways: in a transformation-based fashion, known as the
metarule approach (Becker 1994, 2000; Prolo 2002), or in a purely
constraint-based, monotonic fashion as is the case in XMG (following
Candito 1996). In addition to the benefit in terms of grammar engi-
neering, however, Kallmeyer and Osswald (2012a,b, 2013) claim that
metagrammar factorization can be also used to reflect constructional
analyses in the spirit of Construction Grammar (Kay 2002; Goldberg
2006). By this perspective, both the lexical material and the “construc-
tions” used contribute meaning.

Taking these two aspects into account, Kallmeyer and Osswald
(2013) propose to factorize the tree template and the frame in Fig-
ure 2 along the lines of Figure 4.9 Boxes stand for the resulting factors
or classes (i.e. classes in the sense of XMG), consisting of descriptions
of a tree and a frame fragment. The inclusion relation between boxes is
to be understood as a representation of inheritance or instantiation, so
that the class of the comprising box inherits from, or instantiates, the
class of the included box. Double edges (indicating identity constraints
over nodes or base labels), dashed edges (non-strict dominance), ≺*
(non-strict precedence), and ∨ (disjunction) are elements of the de-
scription language. Figure 4 then illustrates that the tree-frame cou-
ple in Figure 2 is a model of the class n0Vn1pp(dir), which combines
the classes n0Vn1 and DirPrepObj. Combining two classes essentially
means that all associated information is unified, from which a mini-
mal model is resolved (see Section 5). Note that Figure 4 shows only
a part of the proposed factorization. For example, the class n0Vn1,
also taken from Kallmeyer and Osswald (2013, Fig. 4), results from
combining three other classes (Subj, VSpine, DirObj), as shown in Fig-
ure 5.10 Furthermore note that the class n0Vn1pp(dir) bears a con-

9The boxes-and-pipes notation in Figures 4 and 5 is of our invention.
10Kallmeyer and Osswald (2013) conjecture that class n0V has exactly one
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Figure 4: Metagrammatical factorization of the elementary construction from
Figure 2. Boxes stand for the resulting factors or classes. Double edges indicate
identity constraints, dashed edges indicate non-strict dominance,≺* is non-strict
precedence, and ∨ is disjunction.

minimal model, which only holds, however, if minimal models are said to consist
of the smallest set of nodes that satisfy the description. In XMG, by contrast,
minimal models just consist of a set of nodes mentioned in the description, and
nothing more. Hence, from point of view of XMG, n0V has two minimal models,
one with one VP node, and one with two VP nodes. In order to resolve only
the former one, one could additionally apply polarization, or “colours” (Crabbé
and Duchier 2005), onto the nodes. Fortunately, the question how many minimal
models there are is irrelevant for the point made here and throughout the article.
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Figure 5:
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structional facet: it only contributes to the frame representation, but
no tree descriptions.

Now the question is whether the combination of frame representa-
tions, following the combination of two classes, should be considered
a unification of typed feature structures. It is not hard to see that this
is justified. A particularly good example is found in the combination
of the frame representations of n0Vn1 and n0Vn1pp(dir) in Figure 4.
Even though they have different types, namely event and causation,
the resulting type is supposed to be causation. According to the type
hierarchy in Figure 3, causation is a subtype of event. Hence this is in
line with regular type unification, but exceeds a plain union of feature
structures. Therefore the unification of typed feature structures should
be already supported at the metagrammatical level. The same holds
for the verification of appropriateness conditions, of course. Note that,
as can be seen from Figure 4, the flexibility of frame unification is fos-
tered by base labels when unifying the frame of DirPrepObj with a
subpart of the frame of n0Vn1pp(dir).

The graphic representation of the metagrammatical factorization
in Figure 4 and Figure 5 remains at a rather informal level and the
question arises: how could this be translated into XMG code? Since
the original XMG did not give a satisfying answer due to reasons of
usability and completeness (which we will cover in Section 5) we will
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develop and justify a new <frame>-dimension in Section 6. But first
we will review the underlying notions: frames as typed feature struc-
ture with base labels, type hierarchies and unification.

4 base-labelled typed feature structures:
formal definitions

In what follows we largely, but not exclusively, adhere to the defi-
nitions in Kallmeyer and Osswald (2013), while streamlining them
according to our terminology and taste. What is not needed from
Kallmeyer and Osswald (2013), however, are (non-functional) rela-
tions, because they do not appear in the frame representations of ele-
mentary constructions, other than, e.g., in the frame representations
of the anchor lexicon (Kallmeyer and Osswald 2013, Fig. 13).11 So we
will ignore the notion of (non-functional) relations, and instead dwell
on type inference and the minimal and maximal models of feature
structure constraints. It is this choice between minimal and maximal
models, as well as the general availability of anonymous types, which
makes the presented extension to XMG particularly flexible at describ-
ing a type system. And it is this flexibility, among other things, which
sets our extension to XMG apart from current frameworks for HPSG.

Let us start with the building blocks of typed feature structures,
which are settled in the signature:
Definition 1 (Signature) A signature is a tuple 〈A, T, B〉 with a finite set
of attributes (or features) A, a finite set of elementary types T , and an
infinitely countable set of base labels B.
The set of elementary types is accompanied by special types ⊤ and ⊥
that are useful in feature structure descriptions and feature structure
constraints (see below). ⊤ is the most general type, unifiable with
every other type, whereas ⊥ is unifiable with none of them. Within
Boolean expressions,⊤ corresponds to ‘true’ and⊥ to ‘false’. Base labels
are commonly boxed natural numbers, thus B = { 0 , 1 , 2 , . . .}.

Based on a given signature, typed feature structures are defined
as follows:

11Kallmeyer and Osswald (2013) make use of the part-of relation when deal-
ing with directional prepositions such as to, into, and along.
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Definition 2 (Base-labelled typed feature structure) Given a signa-
ture 〈A, T, B〉, a base-labelled typed feature structure is a tuple 〈V,δ,τ,β〉
with

• V , a finite set of nodes,
• δ : (V × A)→ V , a partial transition function,
• τ : V → 2T , a total typing function, and
• β : B→ V , a partial base-labelling function.

We call types in 2T , i.e. elements of the powerset of T , conjunctive types
in order to distinguish them from elementary types.

We follow Kallmeyer and Osswald (2013) in that we do not spec-
ify a type hierarchy immediately, but treat it as a model of feature
structure constraints, i.e. generalized feature structure descriptions.12
Therefore the following notations can be directly borrowed from
Kallmeyer and Osswald (2013, (3)), omitting only those parts of their
definition that deal with relations. Note that we extend δ by feature
paths in the usual way.13

Definition 3 (Unlabelled feature structure description) Let 〈V,δ,
τ,β〉 be a feature structure over the signature 〈A, T, B〉 with v, w ∈ V ,
t ∈ 2T and p, q ∈ A+, then the satisfaction relation |= between nodes and
feature structure descriptions is defined as follows:

• v |= t iff t ∈ τ(v)
• v |= p : t iff δ(v, p) |= t

• v |= p
.
= q iff δ(v, p) = δ(v, q)

• 〈v, w〉 |= p ≜ q iff δ(v, p) = δ(w, q)

As such, unlabelled feature structure descriptions apply to nodes of a
feature structure. For example, the root node of the causation frame
in Figure 4 satisfies the following conjunction of descriptions:
(2) causation ∧ actor .

= cause actor ∧ theme .
= cause theme ∧

theme .
= effect mover ∧ cause : activity ∧ effect goal : ⊤

By adding base labels, we can explicitly assign descriptions to nodes
within a feature structure. Therefore, in contrast to unlabelled ones,

12However, XMG also allows one to specify a type signature explicitly; see
Section 6.

13δ(v, p a) with p ∈ A+ and a ∈ A is a shorthand for δ(δ(v, p), a).
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the labelled feature structure descriptions are satisfied by feature
structures as a whole:14

Definition 4 (Labelled feature structure description) Let F = 〈V,δ,
τ,β〉 be a feature structure over the signature 〈A, T, B〉 with p, q ∈ A+ and
l, k ∈ B, and let ϕ be an unlabelled feature structure description. The satis-
faction relation |= between feature structures and labelled feature structure
descriptions is defined in the following way:

• F |= l ϕ iff β(l) |= ϕ
• F |= l p ≜ k q iff 〈β(l),β(k)〉 |= p ≜ q

The unlabelled descriptions in (2) can be straightforwardly labelled in
order to be satisfied by the causation frame as a whole:
(3) 0 causation ∧ 0 actor .

= cause actor ∧ 0 theme .
= cause

theme ∧ 0 theme .
= effect mover ∧ 0 cause : activity ∧ 0

effect goal : ⊤

Note that 0 actor .
= cause actor is equivalent with 0 actor ≜

0 cause actor (see Kallmeyer and Osswald 2013, fn. 14). We adopt
the convention to write l instead of l ε for some label l. This allows us
to write 1 ≜ 2 for expressing the value identity of labels 1 and 2 .

Concerning the subsumption relation on feature structures, we
can transfer the fairly standard definition from Kallmeyer and Osswald
(2013), which they extend by base labels.
Definition 5 (Subsumption, ⊑) Given feature structures F1 = 〈V1,δ1,
τ1,β1〉 and F2 = 〈V2,δ2,τ2,β2〉 over the signature 〈A, T, B〉, F1 subsumes
F2, if there is a function h : V1→ V2 so that

• if δ1(v, a) is defined for v ∈ V1 and a ∈ A, then δ2(h(v), a) =
h(δ1(v, a));

• for every v ∈ V1, τ1(v) ⊆ τ2(h(v));
• if β1(l) is defined for l ∈ B, then β2(l) = h(β1(l)).

As usual, the definition of unification builds on subsumption:
14From the general shape of labelled feature structure descriptions it follows

that they can only describe feature structures where every node is reachable from
some labelled node via a (potentially empty) attribute path. In fact, this is why
these labels are called base labels.
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Definition 6 (Unification, ⊔) Let F1, F2, F3 be feature structures. F3 is
the result of the unification of F1 and F2, iff F3 is the least specific feature
structure such that F1 ⊑ F3 and F2 ⊑ F3.
The specificity of feature structures is determined by the number of
nodes, the specificity of the assigned types and the size of the base
labelling function. Note that, in cases of unification such as in Fig-
ure 4, feature structures (and corresponding interface variables) are
relabelled beforehand, so that they come with disjoint sets of labels.
The identity of certain labels can then be imposed through additional
identity statements.

Feature structure constraints consist of universally quantified, un-
labelled features structure descriptions, i.e. descriptions that hold for
every node in the feature structure. Kallmeyer and Osswald (2013)
restrict them to Horn clauses for reasons of tractability.15

Definition 7 (Feature structure constraint) Given unlabelled feature
structure descriptions ϕ1, . . . ,ϕn,ψ, a feature structure constraint is ϕ1 ∧
. . .∧ϕn ⪯ψ, which is equivalent to the universally quantified implication
∀(ϕ1∧. . .∧ϕn→ψ) where quantification is over the nodes of the described
feature structure.
The following list shows different kinds of feature structure constraints
(mostly taken from Kallmeyer and Osswald 2013, (12)):16

(4) a. activity ⪯ event
b. causation ⪯ ¬activity ⇔ causation ∧ activity ⪯⊥
c. locomotion ⪯ activity ∧ translocation
⇔ (locomotion ⪯ activity) ∧ (locomotion ⪯ translocation)

d. activity ⪯ actor:⊤
e. agent:⊤⪯ agent .

= actor
The first three feature structure constraints in (4a)–(4c) consist of de-
scriptions over types, which is why we call them type constraints. The
simplest type constraint in (4a) relates two elementary types and cor-

15Horn clauses are disjunctive clauses with at most one non-negative literal,
all others being negative. Hence they are of the form ¬ϕ1 ∨ . . .∨¬ϕn ∨ψ, which
has the implicational equivalent ϕ1 ∧ . . .∧ϕn→ψ.

16Note that⇔ in (4) is not part of the description language but indicates the
equivalence of descriptions.
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responds to an ISA-relation, namely activity being also an event. An
ISNOTA-relation can be expressed by type constraints of the kind in
(4b). Note that the use of negation in the consequent is equivalent
to a clause with a conjunctive antecedent and a ‘false’ (⊥) conse-
quent. Not only can the antecedent be complex, but also the conse-
quent, even though this is reducible to a conjunction of simpler im-
plications, as shown in (4c). The last two examples in (4d) and (4e)
contain attribute-value terms. Constraint (4d) represents an appropri-
ateness condition, namely a condition on the type activity concerning
the value type of its attribute actor. Finally, (4e) adds a constraint
about the token identity of the values of the attributes agent and
actor (if agent has a value). Constraints of this sort, where every
conjunct consists of a feature-value description or a path equation, can
be characterized as feature-value constraints.17

A crucial decision concerns the model of feature structure con-
straints, as it can be seen as maximal or minimal. The difference is
made visible in Figure 6 with type hierarchies based on ⪯.

T = {a, b, c}
b ⪯ a

maximal: minimal:
.. ⊤.

a

.

c

.

b

.. .. ⊤.

a

.

c

.

b

Figure 6:
Examples
of a maximal
and a minimal
model of type
constraint

Roughly speaking, a maximal model of type constraints allows
for anonymous types (indicated with dots in Figure 6) as long as they
are not explicitly excluded. With minimal models it is the other way

17Other sorts of feature structure constraints, for example those in (i), are not
discussed in Kallmeyer and Osswald (2013):
(i) a. p : t1 ⪯ t2

b. p : t1 ∧ t2 ⪯ t3

We therefore concentrate on feature structure constraints in the shape of type
constraints, appropriateness conditions and feature-value constraints.
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around: anonymous types are forbidden as long as they are not ex-
plicitly allowed. In both cases they could be introduced (or excluded)
by constraints such as in (5a), where the antecedent consists of a con-
junction of elementary types. In Figure 6, a ∧ c and a ∧ b ∧ c are
anonymous types. It is shown in (5b) that these anonymous types can
bear feature-value constraints as well.18

(5) a. a ∧ c ⪯⊤
b. action ∧ motion ⪯ actor .

= mover
(Kallmeyer and Osswald 2013, (12e))

The preceding remarks were concerned with elementary types.
However, as we learned in Definition 2, the typing function τ assigns
sets of elementary types, the conjunctive types. They are included for
good reason, since they help to treat elementary types and anonymous
types in a uniform way, and eventually to facilitate the definition and
implementation of unification.19 In the following, we treat conjunc-
tive types as a model of type constraints, and, on this basis, explicate
what it means to be minimal or maximal.

Definition 8 (Model of type constraints) Given type constraints TC
over a signature 〈A, T, B〉, a set T̂ of conjunctive types over T is a model of
TC , if T̂ satisfies the type constraints from TC in the following way:

• T̂ |= t1 ∧ . . .∧ tn ⪯⊥ iff {t1, . . . , tn} ̸⊆ t̂ for all t̂ ∈ T̂ ;
• T̂ |= t1 ∧ . . .∧ tn ⪯ tm iff if {t1, . . . , tn} ⊆ t̂, then {tm} ⊆ t̂.

The model T̂ of given type constraints is said to be maximal, if T̂ is
the largest set of conjunctive types that satisfies them. On the other

18Note that anonymous types are generally ruled out in major implementation
tools for HPSG such as LKB (Copestake and Flickinger 2000; Copestake 2002) and
TRALE (Götz et al. 1997; Carpenter et al. 2003), fromwhich it follows that models
from type constraints are always minimal.

19Note however that Carpenter (1992, 23–25) defines conjunctive types dif-
ferently as he adds the condition that p, but not q, is included whenever the
relation p ⪯ q is considered. Hence, following his conception, there is no co-
occurrence of elementary types and their elementary subtypes within a conjunc-
tive type. On the other hand, our definition of conjunctive type rather coincides
with the notion of “conjunctive concepts” in Carpenter and Pollard (1991), or
with the notions of “entity types” and “generic entities” in Osswald (2003, 24f).
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hand, T̂ is said to be the minimal model, if T̂ includes just those con-
junctive types of the maximal model that correspond (i) to elementary
types, and (ii) to conjunctive types that make up the left side (i.e. the
condition) of a type constraint.

The type hierarchies from Figure 6 for elementary types are re-
peated in Figure 7 for conjunctive types. They are now based on ⊆
rather than ⪯. We say that conjunctive type t̂1 is the subtype of t̂2, if
t̂1 ⊃ t̂2. The definition of the most general common subtype is equally
simple.

T = {a, b, c}
b ⪯ a

maximal: minimal:
.. { }.

{a}

.

{c}

.

{a, b}

.

{a, c}

.

{a, b, c}

.. { }.

{a}

.

{c}

.

{a, b}

Figure 7:
Example
of maximal
and minimal
models of type
constraints over
conjunctive
types

Definition 9 (Most general common subtype) The most general
common subtype of two conjunctive types t̂1, t̂2 ∈ T̂ is the smallest set
t̂3 ∈ T̂ such that t̂1 ∪ t̂2 ⊆ t̂3.
It is easy to see that, whenever type constraints have the shape of
Horn clauses, the maximal model over conjunctive types T̂ forms a
meet semi-lattice (a bounded complete partially ordered set) 〈T̂ ,⊆〉.
Hence, there is a most general common subtype for any two unifiable
types. This does not necessarily hold for minimal models that are con-
fined to elementary and certain anonymous types.20 In order to obtain
uniqueness of the most general common subtype for any two unifiable
types, it can be necessary to add further anonymous types to T̂ (the
Dedekind-McNeille completions). Theses completions are computed
by the compiler that will be described in Section 6.3.2.

20For example, say T = {a, b, c, d}, TC = {c ⪯ a ∧ b, d ⪯ a ∧ b}, then T̂ =
{{}, {a}, {b}, {a, b, c}, {a, b, d}} satisfies TC and only contains the conjunctive types
that correspond to elementary types in T . However, {a} and {b} have more than
one most general common subtype in T̂ , namely {a, b, c} and {a, b, d}.
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A conjunctive type t̂ corresponds to an elementary type t, if t̂ is
the smallest set that contains t according to the model. Otherwise, if
there is no t to which t̂ corresponds, t̂ is an anonymous type. Similarly,
t̂ corresponds to some conjunctive type t̂ ′, if t̂ is the smallest set of
a model that contains t̂ ′. Moreover, it can be useful to also express
subtype relations among elementary types t1, t2 ∈ T . We say that t1 is
the subtype of t2, if for t̂1, t̂2 ∈ T̂ that correspond to t1 and t2 it holds
that t̂1 is a subtype of t̂2.

Before proceeding to the next section, two further aspects of
the feature logic used here and in Kallmeyer and Osswald (2013)
should be mentioned. Firstly, it cannot account for reverse type con-
straints, which refer to dominating nodes (Rainer Osswald, personal
communication, July 23, 2014). A case in point is the set of rela-
tional concepts such as the mother example from Petersen and Oss-
wald (2014, Fig. 11.5), where mother is said to constrain the existence
of a dominating node, connected with a mother edge. Hence, if
mother was treated as a type (a subtype of, e.g., person), this con-
straint could not be expressed, at least not as a part of its appro-
priateness conditions. Secondly, what seems to be missing so far
from the definition in Petersen (2007) is the notion of the central
node of a frame, i.e. the node that tells us what the frame “repre-
sents” or “refers to”. We think, however, that the notion of central
nodes is reflected, and generalized, in the present formalization by
the notion of base labels. By reappearing in the interface features
on the syntactic side, they serve to connect frame nodes with lin-
guistic entities, and nothing else seems to be expressed by central
nodes.

5 a brief introduction to xmg

XMG (eXtensible MetaGrammar, Crabbé et al. 2013) stands both for
metagrammatical descriptions and the compiler for these descriptions.
Such descriptions are organized into classes that can be reused (i.e.
“imported” or instantiated) by other classes. Borrowing from object
oriented programming, classes are encapsulated, which means that
each class can handle the scopes of their variables explicitly, by declar-
ing variables and choosing which ones to make accessible for (i.e. to
“export to”) other instantiating classes. The namespace of a class is
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...

class Subj

.

....
S
.....

..
VP[E= 0 ]

...

..
V⋄[E= 0 ]

.

..

..
NP[I= 1 ]

class Subj
...
<syn>{

node ?S [cat=s];
node ?SUBJ [cat=np,

top=[i=?1]];
node ?VP [cat=vp,bot=[e=?0]];
node ?V (mark=anchor)

[cat=v,top=[e=?0]];
?S->?SUBJ; ?S->?VP; ?VP->*?V;
?SUBJ>>?VP

}
...

Figure 8:
The <syn>-
dimension of
class Subj

then composed of the declared variables and all the variables exported
by the imported classes.

Dimensions are the crucial elements of a class. They can be equip-
ped with specific description languages and are compiled indepen-
dently, thereby enabling the grammar writer to treat the levels of lin-
guistic information separately. The standard dimensions are <syn> for
the syntax, and <sem> for the semantics.21

The <syn>-dimension allows one to describe TAG tree templates
(or fragments thereof). An example is shown in Figure 8 for the <syn>-
dimension of class Subj from Figure 4. It includes two sorts of state-
ments, namely those like ‘node ?S [cat=s]’ that instantiate nodes
of the trees, and those like ‘?S->?SUBJ’ which determine the relative
position of two nodes in the trees by referring to dominance and linear
precedence.22 Note that variable names are prefixed with a question
mark (‘?’). The <sem>-dimension, on the other hand, includes descrip-
tions of a different language, for which a different compiler is used.
Since this could be a candidate for hosting frame descriptions, we will
have a look at <sem>more closely below. Different as they may be, one
crucial commonality of all the dimensions pertains to the joint access

21Crabbé et al. (2013, 601) also mention the fairly technical dimension <dyn>,
more commonly called interface, which helps to express the coreference of vari-
ables from different dimensions. Recently Duchier et al. (2012) have introduced
a dimension for morphology; see also Lichte et al. (2013).

22There is also available a notational alternative with bracket structure.
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to local variables declared in the same class. These shared variables
constitute a direct interface between otherwise separated dimensions.

The combination of classes takes place outside the <syn>- and
<sem>-dimensions. Figure 9 shows an example where the two classes
Subj and VSpine are reused by the class n0V. First Subj and VSpine
are instantiated and assigned a variable, then the encapsulated, yet
exported, variables from Subj and VSpine can be accessed via the dot
operator (e.g. to impose identity).

Figure 9:
Example of

the combination
of classes

...

class Subj

..

class VSpine

..

class n0V

.

....
S
.....

..
VP[E= 0 ]

...

..
V⋄[E= 0 ]

.

..

..
NP[I= 1 ] .

....
VP
...

..
V⋄

class n0V
...
?Subj = Subj[];
?VSpine = VSpine[];
?Subj.?V = ?VSpine.?V;
...
value n0v

When the metagrammar is compiled, first a set of descriptions for
each class under evaluation (triggered by value statements such as
in Figure 9) is accumulated, and then the accumulated descriptions
are resolved to yield minimal models. In the case of <syn>, the solver
computes tree templates as minimal models, which is to say that only
those nodes that are mentioned in the description are included. The
final result can be explored with a viewer, or exported as an XML file
in order to use it for parsing (e.g. with the TuLiPA parser, Kallmeyer
et al. 2008).

Frame descriptions in the <sem>-dimension?
As mentioned before, the <sem>-dimension is designed to contain
underspecified, flat formulae of predicate logic (borrowing from Bos
1996). In fact, it is rather straightforward to reformulate frame de-
scriptions in first-order predicate logic (Kallmeyer and Osswald 2013,
Sec. 3.3.3). Concerning the signature, attributes can be represented
with two-place predicates, while types can be seen as one-place pred-
icates. The functionality of attributes is imposed by the following
axiom for all a ∈ A, given some signature 〈A, T 〉:
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(6) ∀x∀y∀z(a(x , y)∧ a(x , z)→ y = z)
(Kallmeyer and Osswald 2013, (6a))

The reformulation of feature structure descriptions and feature struc-
ture constraints is equally unproblematic:

(7) a. p : t λx∃y(p(x , y)∧ t(y))
b. p

.
= q λx∃y(p(x , y)∧ q(x , y))

c. a p λxλz∃y(a(x , y)∧ q(y, z))
(Kallmeyer and Osswald 2013, (7))

(8) a. t1 ⪯ t2 ∀x(t1(x)→ t2(x))
b. t1 ⪯ p : t2 ∀x∃y(t1(x)→ p(x , y)∧ t2(y))
c. t ⪯ p

.
= q ∀x∃y(t(x)→ p(x , y)∧ q(x , y))

Following this approach, a frame representation such as 0 [actor 1 ]
would be translated into the two-place predicate actor(?0, ?1), using
regular XMG variables. A more detailed example based on the class
n0Vn1pp(dir) is shown in Figure 10.

While the reformulation of frame descriptions via two-place pred-
icates is straightforward, it is far less obvious how to account for fea-
ture structure constraints and the axiom of functionality. As far as
type constraints and the type hierarchy are concerned, there seems
to be a chance to simulate them with sets of type predicates. This
approach is pursued in Figure 10. The construction of those type sim-
ulating sets (TSSs), as we call them, could proceed as follows: given
a signature 〈A, T 〉 and a type hierarchy T such as the one in Fig-
ure 10, we say that t ∈ T is simulated by the minimal set of predicates
Pt(?X ) for some variable ?X , if Pt(?X ) is assembled in the following
way: for every t ′ ∈ T , if t ′ reflexively and transitively dominates t in
T , then t ′(?X ) ∈ Pt(?X ); else if t and t ′ have no common subtype,
then ~t ′(?X ) ∈ Pt(?X ), where ‘~’ stands for negation. To give an ex-
ample, Plocomotion(?X ) for the type locomotion in the type hierarchy of
Figure 10 would be the set {activity(?X ), motion(?X ),~causation(?X ),
locomotion(?X )}. It is easily seen that the size of some Pt(?X ) crucially
depends on the position of t in T , and on the size of T . Note that TSSs
do not fully match conjunctive types, due to the insertion of negated
type predicates.
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(a)

0




causation
actor 1

theme 2

cause



activity
actor 1

theme 2




effect 4


mover 2

goal 3







(b) ....
event
.....

..
causation

.

....

..
motion

.

..

..
activity

...

..

.

locomotion

(c)
class n0Vn1pp(dir)
...
<sem>{

actor(?0,?1);
theme(?0,?2);
cause(?0,?5);
actor(?5,?1);
theme(?5,?2);
effect(?0,?4);
goal(?4,?3);

%% causation type
event(?0);

~activity(?0);
~motion(?0);
~locomotion(?0);
causation(?0);

%% activity type
event(?5);
activity(?5);

~causation(?5)
}
...

Figure 10: The feature structure of n0Vn1pp(dir) (repeated from Figure 4),
the global type hierarchy (partially repeated from Figure 2), and its reformu-
lation inside the <sem>-dimension

One basic problem of this approach is that so far XMG does not
interpret the predicates of the <sem>-dimension, but merely accumu-
lates them for later use. Hence XMG allows for, e.g., the coexistence
of predicates theme(x1, x2) and theme(x1, x3) with x2 ̸= x3, which con-
flicts with the required functionality of feature predicates. But even if
XMG was enhanced to verify the functionality of predicates, at least
three disadvantages would remain: (i) TSSs have to be provided by the
grammar writer, (ii) they have to be included in the XMG descriptions
as a whole, and (iii) unifying sister types with a common subtype will
yield a TSS that does not immediately reveal the elementary type of
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the common subtype. The latter disadvantage might be more of an
aesthetic kind, but the first and the second one clearly have an impact
on usability. Modifying the type hierarchy in the context of a large
grammar would make necessary a meta-metagrammar, that would au-
tomatically recompute the TSSs and adapt the parts of the XMG de-
scriptions, where TSSs were used. Rather than considerably modifying
and extending the solver of the <sem>-dimension, let alone the avail-
able description language, we present a novel <frame>-dimension in
the next section, which is closely adjusted to the peculiarities of frame
representations and frame composition.

6 the implementation of
typed feature structure descriptions

and constraints

Implementation entails two operations: specification and compilation.
We will deal with the first one in Section 6.2, when introducing spec-
ification languages for feature structure descriptions and constraints.
The compilation of frame models based on these specifications is then
covered in Section 6.3. First, however, the technical prerequisites for
extending the XMG compiler are to be outlined.
6.1 Architecture and extensibility of XMG
The XMG project started in 2003 with the goal of providing a means
to write large scale tree-based grammars, i.e. Tree Adjoining Gram-
mars and Interaction Grammars (Perrier 2000). Originally, the com-
piler was written in Oz/Mozart, a language which is not maintained
anymore. For this reason, and in order to build a compiler more in line
with the project’s ambitions (regarding modularity and extensibility),
it was necessary to restart the implementation from scratch. The new
implementation started in 2010 and is sometimes called XMG-NG or
XMG2.23 The compiler is now written in YAP (Yet Another Prolog)
with bindings to Gecode for solving constraints. The extensibility is
provided by automatic code generation using Python.

With this new version, an XMG compiler can be built from a
combination of elementary compiler units. These elementary units are

23See https://sourcesup.renater.fr/xmg/.
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called bricks, and correspond to the set of compiling steps of a meta-
grammatical language. A brick can correspond to a description lan-
guage (e.g. the TAG description language of the <syn>-dimension),
to a subpart thereof (e.g. the feature structure language used by the
<syn>-dimension), or to a solver (e.g. the tree solver used by the same
dimension). Every part of the compiler is a brick, even the control
language allowing one to express conjunction and disjunction, and a
compiler is built by picking bricks and plugging them together. In this
process, the parser for a new metagrammatical language, and all the
other compiling steps, can be automatically assembled according to
the way the bricks are plugged together, to generate a whole com-
piler for this language. The idea is that every brick holds a fragment
of compiler, dedicated to a fragment of language (described by a set
of context-free rules). Whilst combining these language fragments to
build a full language, the compiler fragments are also contributed to
a full compiler.

Hence, when extending XMG by components that are able to han-
dle typed feature structures, we can take advantage of the compiler’s
modularity to add another module, dedicated to this new task. Such a
module, for example a new dimension, can be equipped with a dedi-
cated specification language and compiler.
6.2 Specification languages
The design of the specification languages that we present in the fol-
lowing subsections is guided by certain goals, ideas and examples.
Firstly, we try to adhere to the notation in the definitions in Section 4
as closely as possible. Secondly, we try to remain consistent with the
coding style that already exists in XMG, though being largely unre-
stricted in principle from a technical point of view. Thirdly, and most
importantly, we aim at specification languages that are inherently con-
sistent, lightweight, transparent, and at the same time flexible. In do-
ing so, we share certain elements from specification languages pro-
posed in other work, but, as far as we know, our combination of these
elements has not been presented elsewhere.

A complete code example based on the type hierarchy from Sec-
tion 2 and the factorization from Section 3 is presented in the Ap-
pendix.
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6.2.1 Specification of the signature
For the specification of the signature, that is to say attributes, types
and base labels, the global fields frame_types and frame_attri-
butes are available:
frame_types = {event,activity,motion,causation,...}
frame_attributes = {actor,theme,goal,...}

Base labels correspond to XMG variables and do not need to be de-
clared globally.
6.2.2 Specification language for feature structure descriptions
Feature structure descriptions are specified within the <frame>-di-
mension of a class, which comes with a dedicated specification lan-
guage and compiler. The mode of operation of the compiler is detailed
below in Section 6.3.1. We make use of the following description lan-
guage, which is basically a simple bracket notation:24

<frame>{Descriptions;Descriptions;...}
Descriptions ::= var? ’[’ Description (’,’ Description)* ’]’
Description ::= type | PathEquation | AVPair
PathEquation ::= attr+ ’=’ var? attr+ (’:’ Value)?
AVPair ::= attr+ ’:’ Value
Value ::= var | type | Descriptions

Unsurprisingly, type and attr stand for a type and an attribute from
the signature, while var is an XMG variable. Borrowing the notation
from Definition 7, attr:type is an attribute-value pair. Figure 11
then shows the description language in action, while mimicking the
AVM representation of the frame. Note that the order of descriptions
within a pair of brackets is generally unrestricted, as well as the num-
ber of type expressions (in order to fully support conjunctive types).
The specification language furthermore follows the definitions in Sec-
tion 4 in that it allows for the abbreviated specification of paths,
namely as a sequence of attributes separated by whitespaces. Hence,
[cause:[actor:?1]] and [cause actor:?1] have the same mean-
ing. Path equations are similarly constructed using the equality sym-

24 In the following we use a simplified Backus-Naur form to define the syn-
tax of specification languages. Disjunction (|), optionality (?) and the Kleene
operators (*,+) are encoded as usual.
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Figure 11:

Specification
of the frame

component of
n0Vn1pp(dir)

0




causation
actor 1

theme 2

cause



activity
actor 1

theme 2




effect 4


mover 2

goal 3







<frame>{
?0[causation,

actor:?1,
theme:?2,
cause:[activity,

actor:?1,
theme:?2],

effect:?4[mover:?2,
goal:?3]

]}

bol =. For example, the meaning of [actor:?1,cause actor:?1]
could also be expressed with [actor=cause actor:?1].25

The use of XMG variables not only enables one to avoid path
equations, and eventually to mimic AVM representations, as we just
demonstrated, but they may also serve to link semantic components
with positions in the syntactic tree, as can be seen from Figure 12,
where the actor role and the NP-slot of the subject are linked in this
way. It shows that XMG variables may play the role of base labels in
labelled feature structure descriptions (see Section 4).

Finally, it might be instructive to compare the specification lan-
guage for feature structure descriptions proposed here with alterna-
tives that are used elsewhere, particularly in grammar development
tools for HPSG. The ALE/TRALE system (Götz et al. 1997; Carpenter
et al. 2003), for example, is rather similar in this respect. The only
major difference is found in the path specification, where attributes
are separated with the colon, which happens to be also the attribute-
value separator. This overloading might be disadvantageous – and in
fact path equations then entail a different way of specifying paths.26

25Note that, in the <syn>-dimension, the symbol = has a different meaning
for historical reasons; there it acts as a attribute-value separator.

26Another case of overloading can be observed in PATR-II (Shieber 1984),
where the operator for path equations and attribute-value pairs coincides. As a
consequence, paths are enclosed by angled brackets to distinguish them from reg-
ular (atomic) values. Nevertheless, the notation of feature structures in Shieber
(1984) bears similarity to our specification language. Indeed, one could say that
we basically merge, and extend, the path and feature structure representations
from PATR-II. See also the PC-PATR manual (McConnel 1995).
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...

class Subj

.

....
S
.....

..
VP[E= 0 ]

...

..
V⋄[E= 0 ]

.

..

..
NP[I= 1 ] .

....

0


event
actor 1




class Subj
...
<syn>{

node ?S [cat=s];
node ?SUBJ [cat=np,

top=[i=?1]];
node ?VP [cat=vp,bot=[e=?0]];
node ?V (mark=anchor)

[cat=v,top=[e=?0]];
?S->?SUBJ; ?S->?VP; ?VP->*?V;
?SUBJ>>?VP

}
<frame>{
?0[event,

actor:?1]
}
...

Figure 12:
Implementation
of class Subj

In LKB (Copestake 2002), on the other hand, paths are encoded with
dots instead of colons, while the whitespace acts as the separator in
attribute-value pairs. This being merely an alphabetical variant of our
proposal, there are other differences, notably the types being placed
outside the feature structure brackets. Still, these differences seem
rather marginal.
6.2.3 Specification language for feature structure constraints
We have seen in Section 4 that feature structure constraints can be –
and in practice are – specified in different ways, namely either on
the basis of a set of single constraint statements, or on the basis of
a connected type hierarchy. Therefore one important aspect of the
specification language for feature structure constraints is its versatil-
ity. Instead of dictating what direction to follow, the grammar writer
should have several options at hand from which a suitable one may
be chosen on a case-by-case basis.

Concerning the specification of feature structure constraints,
two options are provided: a loose set of constraint statements, or a
type hierarchy. The former are collected in the global field frame_
constraints:
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frame_constraints = {Constraint,Constraint,...}
Constraint ::=

%% type constraint
type+ ’->’ type+ |
%% appropriateness condition
type+ ’->’ Descriptions+ |
%% feature-value constraint
(’[’ (AVPair|PathEquation) (’,’ AVPair|’,’ PathEquation)* ’]’)+

’->’ Descriptions+
Descriptions ::= ’[’ Description (’,’ Description)* ’]’
Description ::= type | PathEquation | AVPair
PathEquation ::= attr+ ’=’ attr+ (’:’ Value)?
AVPair ::= attr+ ’:’ Value
Value ::= type | Descriptions

The specification language for constraints largely integrates the spec-
ification language for (unlabelled) descriptions, while it adds -> as
a symbol for generalized implication (⪯ in Definition 7). Similarly,
a distinction is made between type constraints, appropriateness con-
ditions and feature-value constraints, to which we confine ourselves
in the following. An example is provided in Figure 13. Note that the
antecedent and the consequent of -> may consist of more than one
description separated by whitespaces, in which case the descriptions
form a Cartesian product in the following way: t1 t2 -> t3 t4 iff t1 ->
t3, t1 -> t4, t2 -> t3, t2 -> t4. Furthermore it is possible to reverse ->,
hence to use t2 <- t1 instead of t1 -> t2.

The other option is to specify feature structure constraints in the
shape of a connected type hierarchy. For this the field frame_type_
hierarchy is available and should be used in the following way:
frame_type_hierarchy = {Hierarchy,Hierarchy,...}
Hierarchy ::= ’[’ type (’,’ (Description|Hierarchy))* ’]’
Descriptions ::= ’[’ Description (’,’ Description)* ’]’
Description ::= type | PathEquation | AVPair
PathEquation ::= attr+ ’=’ attr+ (’:’ Value)?
AVPair ::= attr+ ’:’ Value
Value ::= type | Descriptions

An example of this way of specifying a type hierarchy was already
included in Figure 13. Similarly to frame_constraints, only unla-
belled feature structure descriptions are admitted, but unlike frame_
constraints, the implication symbol -> is missing. Instead squared
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....

event
.....

..
causation

cause :⊤∧ effect :⊤.

....

..
motion

mover :⊤.

..

..
activity

actor :⊤

...

..

.

locomotion

frame_constraints = {
activity -> event, activity -> [actor:+],
motion -> event, motion -> [mover:+],
causation -> event, causation -> [cause:+,effect:+],
locomotion -> activity motion}

frame_type_hierarchy = {
[event, [activity, actor:+, [locomotion]],

[motion, mover:+, [locomotion]],
[causation, cause:+, effect:+]]}

Figure 13: Examples of the specification of feature structure constraints. The
type hierarchy is a fraction of the type hierarchy shown above in Figure 3 from
Kallmeyer and Osswald (2013)

brackets receive a second interpretation where they correspond to
types. In other words, the set of feature structure constraints enclosed
by a pair of brackets constitute the type constraints and appropri-
ateness conditions for exactly one type. If there are several type ex-
pressions, then they form a conjoined type. And if another pair of
type-denoting brackets is embedded, then this is a subtype of the
embedding type. This squared bracket notation is introduced in the
Hierarchy part of the syntax definition of frame_type_hierarchy,
and it is also the only one that is used in the example in Figure 13.

Note here that frame_type_hierarchy can only express a proper
subset of feature structure constraints, since constraints with feature
structures in their antecedents are excluded from this representational
format in general. Fortunately, constraints like these may be specified
in parallel in the frame_constraints field.

Finally, there is the possibility to set a flag to trigger either the
maximal or the minimal model of feature structure constraints:
use hierarchy (maximal|minimal) with dims (frame)
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At the time of writing, minimal models are compiled by default.
6.3 Compilation
Within XMG2, the compilation of feature structure descriptions and
constraints leads to representations which are used in the Prolog com-
ponent of the system. Therefore we will be mainly concerned with
Prolog data structures in the following. Note that, other than with
tree descriptions in the <syn>-dimension, no underspecification is
involved, and therefore the compiler for feature structure descrip-
tions and constraints employs no constraint solving in the proper
sense.
6.3.1 Compilation of feature structure descriptions
Typed feature structures are decomposed into two parts during com-
pilation: types are compiled separately from feature structures. For
the latter, we can reuse the XMG module (or brick) for untyped fea-
ture structures, which is already applied to feature structures in the
<syn>-dimension. The module falls back on attributed variables and
association lists, which are predefined data structures in Prolog. At-
tributed variables behave like common variables, the only difference
being that they come with encapsulated attributes that can be accessed
with dedicated commands only, and for which the standard unification
algorithm can be customized. They are basically used here in order to
replace the standard list (or term) unification by type unification and
set union. Association lists, on the other hand, consist of key-value
pairs with unique keys, thereby supporting the functionality of fea-
tures within feature structures.

When a typed feature structure is declared, an attributed variable
with two attributes is created: one attribute for the type and one for the
feature-value pairs. Types are represented by bit vectors, basically Pro-
log lists over {0,1}, that get unified by means of element-wise Boolean
operations (see the next section). A set of feature-value pairs, on the
other hand, is represented by an association list, whose values can
be attributed variables again and thus induce recursion, i.e. feature
structures of arbitrary depth. When two declared feature structures
are unified, the compiler unifies their attributed variables in two dif-
ferent ways, namely with type unification on their type attribute and
with set union on their association lists.
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The check on the well-formedness of the generated structures
is performed dynamically during their creation. This includes check-
ing the appropriateness conditions (i.e. for invalid features or specific
types of feature values) and computing type unifications. Contrary to
the <syn>-dimension, the <frame>-dimension does not come with a
description solver.

When the descriptions in the frame dimension are compiled, a
number of instantiations and unifications of attributed variables is ex-
ecuted. It is important to note that the unification has to be explic-
itly specified by means of variable equations. Hence the compilation
result may consist of several unconnected feature structures, as the
compiler does not search for a minimal connected model that satisfies
the processed feature structure descriptions. Furthermore note that,
as unification is deterministic, there is at most one model for each
accumulation.
6.3.2 Compilation of feature structure constraints
We are dealing with conjunctive types in the sense of Definition 8.
Following a widespread approach (Aït-Kaci et al. 1989; Penn 1999;
Kilbury et al. 2006; Skala et al. 2010), conjunctive types are internally
represented by bit vectors (or “bit strings”), more precisely by Prolog
lists over {0,1}. The length of these lists is at least the number of ele-
mentary types in the signature. Every position in a bit vector stands for
the membership of an elementary type in the conjunctive type, which
means that a bit vector composed only of zeros is the most generic
type (the empty set) and a bit vector composed only of ones is the
conjunction of all elementary types.

We will present two methods to determine the set of valid bit vec-
tors for a set of type constraints. The first one is a brute-force method
that basically applies top-down filtering. The second one is based on
subsumption matrices (Aït-Kaci et al. 1989; Penn 1999) and turns out
to be more efficient. In the following let T = {a, b, c, d} be the set of
elementary types and # a bijective positioning function for bit vectors
with #= {(a, 1), (b, 2), (c, 3), (d, 4)}.

The top-down filtering on bit vector representations proceeds in
the following way:
1. Generate the set of virtual (conjunctive) types, namely the bit vec-

tors that represent the powerset of the set of elementary types:
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{[1,0,0, 0], [1,1,0, 0], . . .}.
2. Translate type constraints into bit vector patterns of nonvalid

types: a ⪯ b ⇝ [1,0, , ]
a ∧ c ⪯⊥ ⇝ [1, , 1, ]
a ∧ b ⪯ d ⇝ [1,1, , 0]

3. Maximal model: Filter the set of bit vectors (representing the vir-
tual types) based on the bit vector patterns in order to identify
the valid types. Consequently, if no constraint is expressed, the
set of valid types is the powerset of elementary types.

To compute the minimal model it needs an extra step:
3′. Minimal model: Translate elementary types and conjunctive types

(on the left side of type constraints) into bit vector patterns of de-
clared types: a ⇝ [1, , , ]

a ∧ b ⪯ d ⇝ [1,1, , ]

Then, for each declared type, determine the set of compatible bit
vectors from the maximal model and select the bit vector with the
fewest 1s. If there is more than one such bit vector, compute the
bitwise AND over all these bit vectors and add the resulting bit
vector to the set of declared types.

4. Assign bit vector patterns to elementary types: a → [1, , , ],
b→ [ , 1, , ], …

5. Based on the set of valid bit vectors, unification of two types pro-
ceeds as list unification, after which the set of valid types is fil-
tered with the resulting bit vector pattern. Finally the matching
bit vector with the fewest 1s gets selected.

It is not hard to see that this method gets intractable for larger sets of
elementary types, since the set of virtual types grows exponentially,
namely with 2n where n is the number of elementary types.

Fortunately, methods based on subsumption matrices tend to
be much more space-efficient, although they still come with at least
quadratic growth in terms of the number of elementary types. In the
following, we adapt the procedure of Aït-Kaci et al. (1989) (see also
Penn 1999), and only add to it anonymous types and maximal models:
1. Generate a boolean matrix where rows and columns correspond

to elementary types and anonymous types that are subject to type
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constraints. An element ai j in the ith row and the jth column has
value 1 iff t i ⪯ t j is a valid type constraint.27 Otherwise it has
value 0. For example, given type constraints d ⪯ c and a ∧ b ⪯ d,
the following preliminary matrix is generated:




a b c d a ∧ b

a 1 0 0 0 1
b 0 1 0 0 1
c 0 0 1 1 0
d 0 0 0 1 1
a ∧ b 0 0 0 0 1




2. Multiply the matrix by itself until a fixpoint is reached.28 This
ensures that transitive subsumption relations are taken into ac-
count. When applied to the preliminary matrix above, we receive
the following matrix, where c furthermore subsumes a ∧ b:




a b c d a ∧ b

a 1 0 0 0 1
b 0 1 0 0 1
c 0 0 1 1 1
d 0 0 0 1 1
a ∧ b 0 0 0 0 1




3. Each type is assigned two vectors: a subsumption vector taken
from the row, and an ISA vector taken from the column (which
was also used in the previous filtering approach). Hence the bit
vector representation for type a consists of the subsumption vec-
tor [1,0,0, 0,1] and the ISA vector [1, 0, 0, 0, 0]. The difference of
the minimal and maximal model emerges in the use of these vec-
tor pairs.

4. Minimal model: During unification the subsumption vectors are
combined with bitwise AND in order to determine the most gen-
eral common subtype (Aït-Kaci et al. 1989). To give an example,
the unification of the subsumption vectors assigned to a and d
results in the subsumption vector of a ∧ b:

27We tacitly assume that tautologies (e.g. t i ⪯ t i and t i ∧ t j ⪯ t i) are taken
into account.

28According to Aït-Kaci et al. (1989), this takes at most log2n iterations.
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a [1,0, 0, 0, 1]
d [0, 0, 0,1, 1]
a ∧ b [0,0, 0, 0, 1]

Otherwise, if the resulting bit vector was not found among the bit
vectors of the matrix, the unification does not necessarily fail. It
only fails if the resulting bit vector only consists of 0s.

4′. Maximal model: During unification, the ISA vectors are combined
with bitwise OR, while the subsumption vectors are ignored.
Hence the unification of a and d yields an ISA vector not found
in the matrix:

a [1,0, 0, 0,0]
d [0,0, 1, 1,0]
(a ∧ d) [1,0,1, 1,0]

In order to account for constraints on anonymous types, further
unification steps can be necessary. For example, upon unifying
the ISA vectors of a and b, the ISA vector of a∧ b has to be added
as well:

a [1,0, 0, 0, 0]
b [0,1, 0, 0, 0]

[1,1, 0, 0, 0]
a ∧ b [1, 1, 1,1, 1]

[1,1, 1, 1, 1]

Types that are explicitly ruled out in the type constraints are ac-
counted for by means of extra filtering. For example, a type con-
straint such as a ∧ d ⪯ ⊥ would give rise to a filter based on the
pattern [1, , , 1, ], which would be applied to the resulting ISA
vector after unification.
For each one of the computed valid types, i.e. the assigned ISA

vectors, XMG also computes the set of appropriateness conditions.
Once again, this step uses the technique of vector pattern matching:
when a valid type matches a pattern corresponding to a appropriate-
ness condition, the appropriateness condition is added to the list of
appropriateness conditions for this type. These lists can be used in
other precompilation steps to check for cyclicity in the feature struc-
ture constraints, and for their incompatibility.
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At the end of the compilation process, the bit vectors can be easily
mapped back to conjunctive types and the corresponding elementary
type, if it exists.

7 discussion and conclusion

In this article, we presented recent efforts to extend the grammar engi-
neering framework XMG in order to deal with frame representations
in the format of typed feature structures. Because metagrammatical
factorization involves the composition of feature structures and types
along given feature structure constraints, the full power of unification
on typed feature structures is needed in XMG. We showed that the
simulation of typed feature structures within the <sem>-dimension
comes with severe disadvantages concerning the implementation of
types and type unification. Therefore a new toolkit was developed,
including a novel <frame>-dimension, which is adjusted to the pecu-
liarities of typed feature structures and type unification, and which
should eventually reduce the burden for the grammar writer. The ar-
ticle explained the main components of this toolkit: the specification
language, for which a comprehensive code example is included in the
appendix, and the compilation procedure, which uses bit vector en-
codings of types.

While the focus was on the theoretic foundation of the proposed
extension and its proof of concept, aspects of computational complex-
ity and the possibilities for optimization (e.g. regarding the size of bit
vectors) were largely set aside. Undoubtedly, there is room for future
improvements of the compiler. It has to be stressed, however, that
compilation with XMG is not as time-critical as parsing, because XMG
compilation is part of the preprocessing (Kallmeyer and Osswald 2013,
56). Nevertheless it would be interesting to see how compilation time
scales as a function of the size and structure of the type hierarchy,
and whether this is relevant given theoretically justified conceptual
type systems. As no complex examples of the latter kind are known to
us, this remains to be seen.29 We are aware, of course, that the issue
of complexity will become more critical once these resources are used
for parsing. Note that, while the presented extensions to XMG are fully

29 Just for comparison, Skala and Penn (2011) count some 3412 elementary
types in the English Resource Grammar (ERG, Copestake and Flickinger 2000).
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operational in a recent prototype, a compatible lexical component as
well as a parser have yet to be implemented.

Regardless of complexity issues, it could be useful to separate
the sources and compilation procedures for global feature structure
constraints on the one hand, and local feature structure descriptions
within the <frame>-dimension on the other hand. The reason is that
at some point the feature structure constraints should stabilize, given
that they represent cognitive concepts, and therefore constant recom-
pilation triggered by changes in other parts of themetagrammar would
be superfluous. At the current stage of research, however, as the devel-
opment of frame representations is still ongoing, we think that meta-
grammars are the right place to implement and to experiment with
feature structure constraints.

Finally it remains to be stressed that the combination of the
<frame>-dimension with the <syn>-dimension is by no means priv-
ileged. The <frame>-dimension can also be used to implement stan-
dalone frames, or to implement recent frame-based accounts to mor-
phological decomposition (e.g. Zinova and Kallmeyer 2012), thereby
considerably widening the scope of XMG.

appendix:
complete code example

The following code example covers the implementation of the type
hierarchy in Figure 3 and the factorization of the prepositional object
construction in Figures 4 and 5.
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% HEADER:
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
type MARK = {subst, nadj, foot, anchor, coanchor, flex, lex}
type CAT = {np,v,vp,s,pp}
type VAR !
property mark : MARK
feature cat : CAT
feature top : VAR
feature bot : VAR
feature i : VAR
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feature e : VAR
feature path : VAR

frame_types = {event,activity,motion,causation,translocation,
onset-causation,extended-causation,locomotion,bounded-
translocation,bounded-locomotion}

frame_attributes = {actor,theme,goal,mover,path,cause,effect}
frame_constraints = { activity -> event,

activity -> actor:+,
motion -> event,
motion -> mover:+,
causation -> event,
causation -> cause:+,
causation -> effect:+,
[activity,motion] -> actor=mover,
translocation -> motion,
translocation -> path:+,
bounded-translocation -> translocation,
bounded-translocation -> goal:+,
locomotion -> activity translocation,
bounded-locomotion -> locomotion bounded-translocation

}
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% TREE FRAGMENTS:
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
class VSpine
export ?V
declare ?VP ?V ?X0
{<syn>{

node ?VP [cat=vp] {
node ?V (mark=anchor)[cat=v]

} } }
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
class Subj
export ?V ?X0
declare ?S ?NP ?VP ?V ?X0 ?X1
{ <syn>{

node ?S [cat = s];
node ?NP (mark=subst)[cat=np,top=[i=?X1]];
node ?VP [cat=vp,bot=[e=?X0]];
node ?V (mark=anchor)[cat=v,top=[e=?X0]];
?S -> ?NP; ?S -> ?VP; ?VP ->* ?V; ?NP >> ?VP

};
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<frame> {
?X0[event,

actor:?X1]
} }
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
class DirObj
export ?V ?X0
declare ?VP ?NP ?V ?X0 ?X2
{ <syn>{
node ?VP [cat = vp,bot=[e=?X0]]{

node ?V [cat=v,top=[e=?X0] ]
,,,node ?NP (mark=subst)[cat=np,top=[i=?X2] ]

} };
<frame>{
?X0[event,goal:?X2]
|
?X0[event,theme:?X2]

} }
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
class DirPrepObj
export ?V ?X0
declare ?VP1 ?VP2 ?PP ?V ?X0 ?X1 ?X2 ?X3
{ <syn>{
node ?VP1 [cat = vp,bot=[path=?X3] ]{

node ?VP2 [cat = vp,bot=[path=?X3] ]{
node ?V (mark=anchor)[cat=v]}

node ?PP (mark=subst)[cat=pp,top=[i=?X1,e=?X0] ]
} };
<frame>{
?X0[bounded-translocation,

goal:?X1,
path:?X3]

} }
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% TREE TEMPLATES:
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
class n0V
export ?V ?X0
declare ?V ?SSubj ?Spine ?X0
{
?SSubj = Subj[];
?Spine = VSpine[];
?SSubj.?V = ?V;
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?Spine.?V = ?V;
?SSubj.?X0 =?X0

}
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
class n0Vn1
import n0V[]
declare ?Obj
{

?Obj = DirObj[];
?Obj.?V = ?V

}
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
class n0Vn1pp-dir
import n0Vn1[]
declare ?PPObj ?X1 ?X2 ?X3 ?X4
{

?PPObj = DirPrepObj[];
?PPObj.?V = ?V;
?PPObj.?X0 = ?X4;
<frame>{
?X0[causation,
actor:?X1,
theme:?X2,
cause:[activity,

actor:?X1,
theme:?X2],

effect:?X4[
mover:?X2,
goal:?X3]

]
} }
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% EVALUATION:
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
value n0V
value n0Vn1
value n0Vn1pp-dir
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This paper describes the TLGbank, a treebank developed in the frame-
work of (multimodal) type-logical grammar. Using the French Tree-
bank as a starting point, a combination of automated and manual
techniques are applied to obtain type-logical derivations (parses) cor-
responding to the phrases of the French Treebank. The TLGbank has
been developped with applications to wide-coverage semantics in
mind. This means that the TLGbank has richer structure than the
original French Treebank, especially where it concerns semantically
relevant information such as passives, coordination, extraction and
gapping.

1 introduction

Categorial grammars have interesting theoretical advantages, most no-
tably their very clean syntax-semantics interface. In the last decade,
research in Combinatory Categorial Grammar has shown that this is
not merely a theoretical advantage, but that, with the appropriate re-
sources and tools – an annotated treebank, the CCGbank (Hocken-
maier and Steedman 2007), a very efficient parser (Clark and Cur-
ran 2004) and a semantic lexicon (Bos et al. 2004) – we can use
categorial grammars for wide-coverage, deep semantic analysis. Ap-
plications of the resulting wide-coverage semantics include natural-
language question-answering (Bos et al. 2007) and recognising textual
entailments (Bos and Markert 2005).
The development of the CCGbank, which has allowed parameter

optimization for the wide-coverage parser and provided a framework
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(in types and in derivations) for the semantic applications, has been a
key element for these applications.
Categorial grammars in the logical tradition initiated by Lambek

(1958) (Moortgat 2011; Morrill 2011; Moot and Retoré 2012) have
stayed somewhat behind in terms of their application to large-scale lin-
guistic data. The goal of the current paper is to describe the TLGbank, a
semi-automatically extracted treebank containing type-logical proofs,
created with the explicit goal of making similar wide-coverage parsing
and semantics possible in the type-logical context.
The work described in this paper extends and refines a much ear-

lier version of the TLGbank (Moot 2010b). Lefeuvre et al. (2012) and
Moot (2012) discuss some initial applications of the treebank to wide-
coverage semantics.

2 type-logical grammar

This section is a very short introduction to (multimodal) type-logical
grammars. For more detailed introductions, see Oehrle (2011), Moort-
gat (2011, Section 2.4) or Moot and Retoré (2012, Chapter 5).
Although the treebank is annotated using multimodal type-logical

grammar, the annotation has been chosen in such a way that deriva-
tions in the treebank can easily be translated into derivations of the
Displacement calculus (Morrill et al. 2011) or of first-order linear logic
(Moot and Piazza 2001; Moot 2014). Translations to other versions of
categorial grammar are conceivable, but will probably require signif-
icantly more work.
The atomic formulas are n (for nouns), np (for noun phrases),

ppx (for prepositional phrases, with x the preposition heading the
phrase) and sx for sentences, where we distinguish between several
types of sentences/phrases: smain for main, tensed sentence, swhq for
a wh-question, sq for a sentence introduced by “que” (that) and fur-
ther types for passives spass, infinitives sinf ,1 and past sppart and present
sppres participles; this is inspired by the French Treebank annotation –

1Like prepositions, sinf is further subdivided into categories for infinitive
phrases headed by a preposition: sinf a

, sinfde
, sinf pour

, sinf par
. This allows us to dis-

tinguish, for example, between “finir de” (to finish doing something) and “finir
par” (to end up doing something). The infinitive headed by “pour” occurs in con-
structions like “trop tôt pour ...” (too early to ...).
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w ⊢ A Lex x ⊢ A
Hyp

X ⊢ A/B Y ⊢ B
X ◦ Y ⊢ A

/E
X ⊢ B Y ⊢ B\A

X ◦ Y ⊢ A
\E

x ⊢ B....
X ◦ x ⊢ A
X ⊢ A/B

/I

x ⊢ B....
x ◦ X ⊢ A
X ⊢ B\A \I

X [Y ] ⊢ B Z ⊢ B\1A
X [Y ◦1 Z] ⊢ A

\1E

x ⊢ B....
X [Y ◦ x] ⊢ A

X [Y ] ⊢ A/◊1□1B
/◊1□1 I

Table 1:
Logical rules for
multimodal categorial
grammars

though passives are not annotated as such in this treebank – and
the categorial treatments of Carpenter (1991) and Hockenmaier and
Steedman (2007). The different subtypes of s and pp are implemented
using first-order variables and unification, following Moot (2014) and
Morrill (1994, Section 2.1).
An intransitive verb is assigned np\smain, indicating that it requires

a noun phrase to its left in order to form an inflected sentence. Simi-
larly, transitive verbs are assigned the formula (np\smain)/np, requiring
a noun phrase to their right in order to form an intransitive verb. In
what follows, we will often simply write s instead of smain.
To make this article understandable to the reader not intimately

familiar with modern type-logical grammars, all examples in the text
use the simplified presentation of Table 1. The intrepid reader inter-
ested in the full technical details can find the complete presentation
in Appendix A, with further applications in Appendix B.
We will abbreviate the lexicon rule as w

A . The rule for /E simply
states that whenever we have shown an expression X to be of type A/B
and we have shown an expression Y to be of type B, then the tree with
X as its immediate subtree on the left and Y as its immediate subtree
of the right is of type A (the \E rule is symmetric).
An easy instantiation of the /E rule (with X := the, Y := student,

A := np, B := n) would be the following.
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the ⊢ np/n student ⊢ n
the ◦ student ⊢ np

/E

The two rules at the bottom row of the table require some special
attention. The \1E rule is an infixation rule. This rule is used for adverbs
(and other VP modifiers) occurring after the verb. Like the \E rule, it
takes a B formula as its argument, but infixes itself to the right of any
subtree Y of X (X [Y ] denotes a tree X with a designated subtree Y .
This tree Y can occur at any depth in the tree X [Y ], including the root,
i.e. Y can be equal to X [Y ].2) An example is shown below for the VP
“impoverishes the CGT dangerously”. The interest of this rule is that it
allows a uniform type assignment for adverbs occurring post-verbally,
regardless of other verb arguments.

appauvrit ⊢ (np\s)/np la ◦ CGT ⊢ np
appauvrit ◦ (la ◦CGT) ⊢ np\s /Edangereusement ⊢ (np\s)\1(np\s)

(appauvrit ◦1 dangereusement) ◦ (la ◦CGT) ⊢ np\s /E

Each occurrence of the introduction rules /I , \I and /◊1□1 uses
a distinct syntactic variable x which is unique to the proof; therefore,
in the case of a proof containing multiple introduction rules, the hy-
pothesis corresponding to an introduction rule can always be uniquely
determined by this variable name (we can use any naming convention
to ensure this; common choices are x0, x1, . . . or, for shorter proofs,
x , y, z).
The /◊1□1 rule is an extraction rule, extracting a B constituent

from any right branch inside an X constituent.3 Comparing the rule
/◊1□1 I to the rule /I , we can see that /I is the special case of /◊1□1 I
where the context X [] is empty (i.e. where X [Y ] is equal to Y ). From
the point of view of semantics the two rules are the same — both
correspond to abstraction over the semantic variable assigned to the
B formula which is withdrawn by the rule — but the rule /◊1□1 I can

2For adverbs, as here, Y is typically the verb, but in principle infixation is
possible anywhere (an admitted oversimplification, which can be remedied by a
more sophisticated treatment of mode information).

3For readers familiar with the Displacement calculus (Morrill et al. 2011), the
infixation construction A\1B corresponds to B̌ ↓ A and the extraction construction
A/◊1□1B to (̂A ↑ B).
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apply in a larger number of syntactic contexts. As an example, in the
following sentence
(1) l’

the
argent
money

dont
for which

elle
she
est
is
responsable
responsible

the relativizer “dont” is assigned the formula (n\n)/(s/◊1□1ppde)mean-
ing it is looking to its right for a sentence missing a prepositional
phrase headed by the preposition “de” (for). The subformula ◊1□1ppde

should be seen as a special type of ppde formula. Unlike a normal ppde

argument, it can occur on any right branch, no matter how deeply
nested (unlike the rules for /I in Table 1, which apply only when the
argument is the immediate right daughter). This means “dont” can
take a phrase such as “elle est responsable” (she is responsible), where
“responsable” is analysed as an adjective which first selects a ppde to
its right, as an argument since we can assign it s/◊1□1ppde as follows.

elle
np Lex

est
(np\smain)/(n\n) Lex

responsable
(n\n)/ppde

Lex
x ⊢ ppde

Hyp

responsable ◦ x ⊢ n\n /E

est ◦ (responsable ◦ x) ⊢ np\smain
/E

elle ◦ (est ◦ (responsable ◦ x)) ⊢ smain
\E

elle ◦ (est ◦ responsable) ⊢ smain/◊1□1ppde
/◊1□1 I

As shown in the proof, the extraction analysis starts by assuming
a ppde hypothesis (corresponding to a ppde gap in a mainstream gener-
ative grammar analysis) then derives a sentence smain using the elimi-
nation rules. Finally, the introduction rule “binds” the gap: it removes
the leaf x corresponding to the ppde hypothesis and binds it semanti-
cally. The proof above also shows why the assignment of the simpler
formula (n\n)/(s/ppde) to the word “dont” doesn’t suffice: in the penul-
timate step of the proof, we have derived elle ◦ (est ◦ (responsable ◦ x))
of type smain, whereas for the /I rule to apply we would need a differ-
ently bracketed structure such as (elle ◦ (est ◦ responsable)) ◦ x , with x
the immediate right daughter of the root node.4 Appendix A gives a

4To be precise, this example only shows the need for a form of associativity,
but slightly more complicated examples like “for which she was responsible in
1992” show that associativity alone is no solution. Examples of this kind have
been a driving force in the development of extensions of the Lambek calculus.
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detailed treatment of the unabbreviated version of this proof, showing
notably how to derive A from ◊1□1A. To summarize, formulas of the
form ◊1□1A are special types of A formulas that can be extracted from
deeply embedded positions.

3 the french treebank

The French Treebank (FTB, Abeillé et al. 2000) is a set of syntac-
tically annotated news articles from the newspaper Le Monde. The
FTB consists of 12,891 annotated sentences with a total of 383,227
words. The FTB has previously been used to extract phrase struc-
ture grammars (Arun and Keller 2005), dependency grammars (Can-
dito et al. 2009; Guillaume and Perrier 2012), lexical-functional gram-
mars (Schluter and van Genabith 2008), and tree adjoining grammars
(Dybro-Johansen 2004).
For its annotation, the FTB uses simple, rather flat trees with some

functional syntactic annotation (subject, object, infinitival argument,
etc.). Consecutive multiword-expressions have been merged in the an-
notation and neither traces nor discontinuous dependencies have been
annotated.
Consider the following sentence from the French Treebank.

(2) À
at
cette
that

époque,
time,

on
we
avait
had

dénombré
counted

cent_quarante
hundred-forty

candidats
candidates

‘At that time, there were 140 candidates.’
Its FTB annotation is shown in Figure 1. We can see that verb clusters
are treated as constituents (labelled VN) and that the arguments of
the verb occur as sisters of this verbal cluster. For example, the object
noun phrase in Figure 1 is the sister of the VN. However, as we will
see in Section 4.3, we obtain a much neater analysis when we treat
the object as an argument of “dénombré” (counted), which is the past
participle of a transitive verb.

4 grammar extraction

Grammar extraction algorithms for categorial grammars follow a gen-
eral methodology – see, for example, Buszkowski and Penn (1990),
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....SENT.....

..NP-OBJ.....

..NC...

..candidats.

..

..DET...

..cent_quarante

.

....

..VN.....

..VPP...

..dénombré.

....

..V...

..avait.

..

..CLS-SUJ...

..on

.

....

..PONCT...

..,

.

..

..PP-MOD.....

..NP.....

..NC...

..époque.

..

..DET...

..cette

.

..

..P...

..À

Figure 1: An example sentence from the French Treebank

Moortgat and Moot (2001), Hockenmaier and Steedman (2007) and
Sandillon-Rezer (2013), shown as item 2 below – with some additional
rules to deal with the quirks of the format of the input treebank. A
high-level description of the grammar extraction algorithm used to
convert the FTB into the TLGbank is given below.
1. split multiword expressions,
2. binarize the tree, keeping track of the distinction between mod-
ifiers and arguments; arguments are assigned formulas based on
their syntactic label (e.g. np for a noun phrase argument, np\sinf

for an infinitival argument, etc.)
3. reattach verb cluster arguments,
4. rearrange coordinations,
5. insert traces in the appropriate places and assign the appropriate
formulas to relative pronouns and clitics.5

All steps are done by a single Prolog tree transformation, then ver-
ified and corrected manually (either by writing an ad hoc tree trans-
formation script or by manually editing the output, then verifying that
the result remains a valid derivation). Since the FTB annotation makes

5Subject clitics are treated as normal np subjects. Object clitics, such as the
object clitic “l” in “Marie l’aime” (Marie him-clitic loves, Marie loves him) are
assigned the formula (np\s)/((np\s)/◊1□1np) following the analysis of Moot and
Retoré (2006). By assigning these higher-order formulas to the clitics, we can
assign a normal transitive verb formula to “aime” (loves). Only the reflexive clitic
“se” and the clitic “y” in the construction “il y a” (there is/are) are treated as
arguments of the verb (with formulas clse and cl y , respectively).
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the distinction between modifiers and arguments only for certain cat-
egories (sentences, infinitive phrases, present participle phrases, but
not past participle phrases or noun phrases), this information is not
explicitly annotated for many major categories (the extraction script
treats these cases as modifiers for noun phrases and as arguments for
other categories, such as past participle phrases). In addition, all forms
of the verb “être” (to be) with a past participle as argument have been
manually changed to passive whenever this was a passive construc-
tion.6
In Step 4, which harmonizes the annotation of coordinations,

many simple coordinations are treated correctly by the extraction
script. Special care has been taken of the punctuation symbols, which
in many cases are manually given a coordination-like formula assign-
ment, and of gapping, which must be treated manually as well (the
treatment of gapping is presented in detail in Appendix B.4).
Finally, relative pronouns are treated by the extraction script as

arguments of the immediately following verb, which is correct in many
cases but needs to be manually verified for all occurrences.
In sum, after a pass of the extraction script, many constructions

are manually verified and corrected. To give an indication of the
amount of manual cleanup done: simply running the Prolog script on
the treebank results in a lexicon with 5,240 distinct formulas assigned
to the words of the lexicon (Moot 2010b) (note that this is without a
distinction between passives and past participles), but after cleanup
there are 1,101.
From Section 4.1 to Section 4.5, we will treat each of the stages

of the extraction algorithm in turn.
4.1 Splitting multiword expressions
The French Treebank treats many multiword expressions as single
nodes in the annotation. For example, the expression “dépôt de bilan”
(voluntary liquidation) occurs as “dépôt_de_bilan”; similarly, as shown
in Figure 1, numbers such as “cent_quarante” (140) are analysed as

6Not all occurrences of passives are accompanied by a form of “to be”: adjec-
tival uses of passive (e.g. in English “books written by Stephen King”) are treated
automatically, whereas extraposed passive phrases, such as “Elaborated with the
greatest discretion, this project...”, are handled during the manual correction of
coordination/punctuation.
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a single word. Though very good solutions exist to detect these auto-
matically in a separate preprocessing step (see, for example, Constant
et al. 2011), we have decided to split all these into their separate words
in order not to have to depend on additional components.
Fortunately, the French Treebank also annotates the internal

structure for many of these complex lexical lemmas, so we can find
that “dépôt de bilan” has the internal structure [noun, preposition,
noun] and use this to automatically annotate the expression accord-
ing to the basic case discussed below, so this step requires little human
intervention.
4.2 The basic case
The heart of the algorithm binarizes the trees from the French Tree-
bank and separates the daughters of a node into functors/heads, argu-
ments, and modifiers. This step is done automatically, using a version
of the classic “head percolation” table (Magerman 1994) similar to the
ones used for other categorial grammar extraction algorithms (Hock-
enmaier and Steedman 2007; Moortgat and Moot 2001; Moot 2010a).
The automated part of the extraction algorithm recursively de-

scends each node and successively performs each of the different trans-
formations described here, as well as the refinements described in Sec-
tions 4.3 to 4.5. Thus, even though these cases are described separately
for ease of exposition, they apply together at each node.
For example, the following sentence

(3) le
the
score
score

correspondait
corresponded

à peine
barely

au
to a
tiers
third

de
of
l’
the
objectif
goal

mensuel
monthly
‘the score barely corresponded to a third of the monthly goal’

has the French Treebank annotation shown in Figure 2. In the figure,
the multiword expression “à peine” (hardly) has already been sepa-
rated into its component words in the previous step of the algorithm.
The binarization step first selects the head of the constituent (the

head percolation table first tries to find a verbal group VN as the head
of a sentence SENT) and then combines it first with the sisters to its
right, then with the sisters to its left, as shown in the figure below.
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Figure 2:

Initial French
Treebank tree.

....SENT.....

..PP-A_OBJ...

..au tiers de l’objectif mensuel

.

....

..ADV.....

..NC...

..peine.

..

..P...

..à.

....

..VN...

..V...

..correspondait.

..

..NP-SUJ.....

..NC...

..score.

..

..DET...

..le

Figure 3:
The tree of

Figure 2 after
binarization.

....SENT.....

..VN.....

..PP-A_OBJ...

..au tiers de l’objectif mensuel

.

..

..VN.....

..ADV.....

..NC...

..peine.

..

..P...

..à.

..

..VN...

..V...

..correspondait

.

..

..NP-SUJ.....

..NC...

..score.

..

..DET...

..le

The label of the newly created nodes remains the same; VN in this
case. The resulting tree, shown in Figure 3 has only unary and binary
branches.
Next, a similar table of defaults decides for each binary branch

if the pair of nodes concerned are a functor and its argument or a
modifier and a category it modifies. So in the current example ADV is
treated as a modifier whereas PP-A_OBJ is treated as an argument. A
functor and argument are given the formulas F/A and A, if the argu-
ment occurs on the right, or A and A\F if the argument occurs on the
left, where F is the formula assigned to the parent node and A is the for-
mula corresponding to the syntactic label of the argument node (this
is again performed by looking up the values in a table, which indicates
for example, that NP corresponds to np and PP-A_OBJ corresponds to
ppa). For modifiers, the modifier is assigned F/F if it occurs on the
left and F\F if it occurs on the right, where F is the formula assigned
to the parent node; the sister node of the modifier will therefore be
assigned the same formula F as the parent node.
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....s.....

..np\s.....

..ppa...

..au ...

.

..

..(np\s)/ppa.....

..((np\s)/ppa)\((np\s)/ppa).....

..n...

..peine.

..

..(((np\s)/ppa)\((np\s)/ppa))/n...

..à.

..

..(np\s)/ppa...

..(np\s)/ppa...

..correspondait

.

..

..np.....

..n...

..score.

..

..np/n...

..le

Figure 4:
First derivation
corresponding to
Figure 3, using
only elimination
rules.

This translates the binarized tree of Figure 3 into the tree shown
in Figure 4. This tree gives a full description of a derivation using
only the elimination rules /E and \E: suppressing the unary modes,
we can label each pair of sisters uniquely with one of these rules by
looking only at their formulas, either F/A and A or A and A\F ; the
distinction between modifiers and other functors is no longer relevant
now, modifiers are simply those formulas where F = A.
So far, the extraction algorithm has followed the classic catego-

rial grammar extraction methodology of Buszkowski and Penn (1990)
andMoortgat andMoot (2001). However, the tree above gives a rather
complicated formula to the modifier “à peine” (hardly). Moreover, this
formula would change with the formula assigned to the verb it mod-
ifies – requiring a different formula for transitive verbs, intransitive
verbs, auxiliary verbs, etc. – resulting in unnecessary duplication of
lexical entries for all adverbs. As we have seen in Section 2 with the
adverb “dangereusement” (dangerously), we can choose an infixation
solution and treat all adverbs as VP modifiers as shown in Figure 5.
From this tree, we can again obtain a complete derivation, this

time using the /E, \E and \1E rules of Table 1, though we now need
the word order of the original sentence to determine the position of the
adverb. The \1E rule essentially plays the role of the crossing compo-
sition rules used for similar situations in the CCGbank (Hockenmaier
and Steedman 2007). This simplification is performed automatically
whenever a complex verb-modifier formula would be assigned to an
adverb.
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Figure 5:

A version of
the derivation
of Figure 4

using a simpler
lexical entry
for the adverb

“à peine”

....s.....

..np\s.....

..(np\s)\1(np\s).....

..n...

..peine.

..

..((np\s)\1(np\s))/n...

..à

.

..

..np\s.....

..ppa...

..au tiers de ...

.

..

..(np\s)/ppa...

..(np\s)/ppa...

..correspondait

.

..

..np.....

..n...

..score.

..

..np/n...

..le

4.3 Verb clusters
As discussed in Section 3, verb clusters (which include clitics and some
adverbs) and the arguments of verbs are sisters in the FTB annota-
tion trees. While this wasn’t a problem for the simple cases treated in
the previous section, this becomes problematic in the case of a com-
plex verbal group. Figure 6 shows an example corresponding to sen-
tence (4) (Figure 1 back on page 235 requires a similar treatment).
(4) Ils

they
ont
have

déjà
already

pu
been able to

constater
note

que
that

(...)

In a categorial setting, we obtain a much simpler analysis if the VN
arguments are arguments of the embedded verbs instead: in the cur-
rent case, we’d like the infinitival group to be the argument of the
past participle “pu” (past participle of the verb “pouvoir”, can). At the
bottom of Figure 6 we see the rightward branching structure which re-
sults from the corpus transformation. Note also how the adverb “déjà”
(already) is assigned the VP-modifier formula (np\sx)/(np\sx) which is
parametric for the type of sentence (in essence, this is a formula with
an implicit first-order quantifier ranging over the different sentence
types, see Moot 2014 or Moortgat 2011, Section 2.7; in the figure, x is
instantiated to ppart).
The extraction script automatically rebrackets the verb clusters

as indicated above and treats any arguments of the verb cluster as
arguments of the final verb in the cluster. This step requires very few
manual corrections.
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4.4 Coordination and punctuation symbols
The sentences below illustrate some of the problems with coordination
which we will discuss in this section.
(5) Elles

they
reprennent
resume

et
and
amplifient
amplify

des programmes
programs

existants
existing

ou
or
en cours d’
currently being

adaptation
adapted

(6) Les
the
lieux
places

où
where

les
the
deux
two

derniers
last

morts
deaths

ont
have

été
been

recensés,
reported,

lundi
Monday

30
30
décembre,
December,

La Yougoslavie
Yugoslavia

et
and
La

Colombie,
Colombia,

(...)

....SENT.....

..VPinf-OBJ.....

..Ssub-OBJ...

..que ...

.

..

..VN...

..VINF...

..constater

.

..

..VN.....

..VPP...

..pu.

....

..ADV...

..déjà.

....

..V...

..ont.

..

..CLS-SUJ...

..Ils

....s.....

..np\s.....

..np\sppart.....

..np\sppart.....

..np\sinf.....

..sq...

..que ....

..

..(np\sinf )/sq...

..constater

.

..

..(np\sppart)/(np\sinf )...

..pu

.

..

..(np\sx)/(np\sx)...

..déjà

.

..

..(np\s)/(np\sppart)...

..ont

.

..

..np...

..Ils

Figure 6:
Rebracketing a verbal
group and its arguments
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Figure 7:

Coordination ....SENT.....

..NP-OBJ.....

..COORD.....

..PP...

..en cours d’adaptation

.

..

..ou

.

....

..AP...

..ADJ...

..existants

.

....

..NC...

..programmes.

..

..DET...

..des

.

..

..VN.....

..COORD.....

..VN...

..V...

..amplifient

.

..

..CC...

..et

.

....

..V...

..reprennent.

..

..CLS-SUJ...

..Elles

Figure 7 shows the FTB syntactic structure of sentence (5). In catego-
rial grammars, conjunctions like “ou” (or) are generally assigned in-
stances of the formula (X\X )/X (for a contextually appropriate choice
of the formula X ). The first conjunction is of the two transitive verbs
(instantiating X with the formula (np\smain)/np) that share both the
subject and the object. For the second coordination it is the adjec-
tive and the prepositional phrase which are conjoined (though this is
not so clear from the annotation only, where it seems to be an unlike
coordination between an np and a pp). As is standard in categorial
grammars, we assign both the adjective and the PP the formula n\n
(this is the standard assignment for a PP modifying a noun), turning
this seemingly unlike coordination into a trivial instance of the general
coordination scheme.
The (somewhat simplified) FTB annotation of sentence (6) of Fig-

ure 8 shows another problem: appositives, which are treated by assign-
ing a coordination-like formula to the punctuation symbol preceding
them (a similar solution is used for parentheticals and for most extra-
positions).7 An additional complication in this example is that we have

7Not all extrapositions can be analysed as coordinations this way. In the
example below
(i) A

to
celà
that

s’ajoute
adds-itself

une
a
considération générale
general consideration

: (...)

“A celà” is assigned s/(s/◊1□1ppa) allowing it to function as a long-distance pp
argument to “s’ajoute”, as we have seen for the s/◊1□1ppde argument of “dont”
in Section 2.
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....NP-SUJ.....

..Srel.....

..NP-MOD...

..la Yougoslavie ....

....

..NP-MOD...

..lundi 30 décembre ,.

..

.....

..où ... recensés ,

.

....

..NC...

..lieux.

..

..DET...

..Les

Figure 8:
Appositives

to distinguish between the NP-MOD temporal adverb, which modifies
the verb “recensés” (reported), and the NP-MOD for the appositive,
which conjoins to “Les lieux” (the places) with the NP containing “la
Yougoslavie” (Yugoslavia).
As the example shows, these cases are difficult to infer from the

information provided by the FTB annotation alone, and therefore must
be annotated manually; in total a bit more than 20% of the punctua-
tion symbols – over ten thousand punctuation symbols – are assigned
coordination-like categories. This complicated treatment of punctua-
tion is not necessary for standard phrase structure parsers but given
that in a categorial grammar analysis we want coordination-like punc-
tuation to behave semantically like coordination, some special treat-
ment of coordination is necessary.
More complex forms of coordination, such as right-node raising

and gapping, require a more sophisticated treatment, which is dis-
cussed in Appendix B.
4.5 Traces and long-distance dependencies
As an example of a simple long-distance dependency in the corpus,
consider the example below.
(7) Premier

first
handicap
handicap

auquel
to which

il
it
convenait
was agreed

de
to
s’attaquer:
attack:

l’inflation
the inflation

Figure 9 shows how the insertion of traces works. In the input struc-
ture on the top of the figure, “auquel” (to which) is assigned a preposi-
tion+pronoun POS-tag and assigned the role of a prepositional object
with the preposition “à” (to). However, this preposition is an argument
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of the verb “s’attaquer à” (to attack), which occurs much lower in the
annotation tree. Since none of these dependencies are annotated in
the French Treebank, the default automatic treatment assigns them as
arguments of the next occurring verb. Even though this is a reasonable
default, it still produces many errors. In the example above, it would
assign the ppa as argument of the main verb “convenait” (to agree),
which is a possible assignment for this verb but is incorrect in the cur-
rent case. As a consequence all relative pronouns, wh-pronouns, and
clitics – a total of over 3,000 occurrences in the corpus – have been
manually verified and, where necessary, corrected with the appropri-
ate long-distance dependencies. At the bottom of Figure 9, the man-
ually added long-distance dependency is shown (for reasons of hori-
zontal space, the subproof of “de s’attaquer ppa” has been stretched,
as indicated by the dots).

5 analysis

Categorial grammars, much like lexicalized tree adjoining grammars
and other strongly lexicalized formalisms, use very construction-
specific lexical entries. This means, for example, that when a verb
can be used both as transitive and intransitive, it will have (at least)
two distinct lexical entries. For extracted grammars, this generally
means a very high level of lexical ambiguity.
Using the most detailed extraction parameters, the final lexicon

uses 1,101 distinct formulas, though only 800 of these occur more
than once and, 684 more than twice and 570 at least five times. The
lion’s share of these rare formulas are assigned to frequently occurring
words, such as “et” (and) and verbs, appearing in unusual syntactic
constructions.
Using a slightly less detailed extraction (which, for example, dis-

tinguishes only ppde, ppa and pppar and uses simply pp for prepositional
phrases headed by other prepositions) there are 761 different formu-
las used in the lexicon (of which only 684 occur more than once, 546
occur more than twice and 471 occur at least five times).
Even in this second lexicon, many frequent words have a great

number of lexical assignments. The conjunction “et” (and) has 86 dif-
ferent lexical formulas, the comma “,” (which, as we have seen, often
functions much like a conjunction) is assigned 72 distinct formulas,
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the adverb “plus” (more) has 44 formulas (in part because of possi-
ble combinations with “que”, than), the prepositions “pour” (for/to),
“en” (in/while) and “de” (of/from) have 43, 42 and 40 formulas re-
spectively, and the verb “est” (is) has 39 formulas.
Although this kind of lexical ambiguity may seem like an impor-

tant problemwhen using the extracted lexicon for parsing, well-known
techniques such as supertagging (Bangalore and Joshi 2011), which as-
sign the contextually most likely set of formulas (supertags) to each
word, can be used to reduce the lexical ambiguity to an acceptable
level. To give an idea of how effective this strategy is in the current
context and with the reduced lexicon of 761 formulas: using the su-
pertagger of Clark and Curran (2004) and assigning only the most

....NP.....

..Srel.....

..VN.....

..VPinf-DE_OBJ.....

..VN.....

..VINF...

..attaquer.

..

..CLR...

..s’

.

..

..P...

..de

.

....

..V...

..convenait.

..

..CLS-SUJ...

..il

.

..

..PP-A_OBJ...

..NP...

..P+PRO...

..auquel

.

....

..NC...

..handicap.

..

..ADJ...

..Premier

auquel
(n\n)/(s/◊1□1ppà)

[Lex]

il
np
[Lex]

convenait
(np\s)/(np\sdi)

[Lex]

de
(np\sdi)/(np\si)

[Lex]
s’
clr
[Lex]

attaquer
(clr\(np\si))/ppà

[Lex] p0 ⊢ ppà
[Hyp]1

a ◦ p0 ⊢ clr\(np\si)
[/E]

s’ ◦ (a ◦ p0) ⊢ np\si
[\E]

de ◦ (s’ ◦ (a ◦ p0)) ⊢ np\si
[/E]

....
de ◦ (s’ ◦ (a ◦ p0)) ⊢ np\si

c ◦ (de ◦ (s’ ◦ (a ◦ p0))) ⊢ np\s [/E]
il ◦ (c ◦ (de ◦ (s’ ◦ (a ◦ p0)))) ⊢ s

[\E]
il ◦ (c ◦ (de ◦ (s’ ◦ a))) ⊢ s/◊1□1ppà

[/I]1
auquel ◦ (il ◦ (c ◦ (de ◦ (s’ ◦ a)))) ⊢ n\n [/E]

Figure 9:
Adding traces to
the output
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likely formula to each word, 90.6% of the words are assigned the cor-
rect formula. When assigning each word all formulas with probability
greater than 1% of the most likely supertag (for an average of 2.3 for-
mulas per word), the supertagger assigns the correct formula to 98.4%
of all words (for the FTB section of the TLGbank, using ten-fold cross-
validation).
Supertagging does not solve the problem of data sparseness: for

the supertagger, formulas which are seen only once or twice in the
training data are not fundamentally different from formulas which do
not occur at all. However, since these are exceptional cases, this has
little effect on the coverage of the parser: Clark and Curran (2007) use
only categories occurring at least 10 times for their parser based on
the CCGbank and still obtain 99.58% coverage on unseen sentences.
We will discuss the performance of the supertagger in more de-

tail, especially on sentences outside of the French Treebank, while dis-
cussing bootstrapping in Section 7.1.

6 comparison with the ccgbank

Apart from the obvious theoretical differences between CCG and type-
logical grammars and the different treatment of certain linguistic phe-
nomena – such as extraction – that this implies, it is worth spending
some time on some of the less obvious differences between the two
treebanks.
Whereas the CCGbank uses a certain number of rules besides the

standard combinatory schemata – notably for extraposition and coor-
dination,8 but also to transform passives np\spass into adjectives n\n
and (bare) nouns n into noun phrases np – the TLGbank uses no non-
logical rules. As a result, the lexicon of the type-logical treebank does
more of the work. The lexicon is bigger and consequently, the tasks of
the supertagger and the parser are more difficult in comparison with
the CCG supertagger (Clark and Curran 2007). The supertagger’s pre-
cision is similar – 98.4% correct in both cases – though the number

8To give an idea of the form of these rules, there is an extraposition rule
transforming “np” (that is, a noun phrase followed by a comma) into a sentence
modifier s/s and a set of rules transforming constructions like “X and X” (that is,
the word “and” occurring between two expression of the same category X ) to X ,
see Section 2.5.5 of Hockenmaier and Steedman (2005) for more details.
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of lexical formulas per word is higher – 2.3 for the TLGbank versus
1.7 for the CCGbank. The number of lexical formulas per word is an
important factor for parsing speed.
If we want to reduce the size of the lexicon in a way similar to

the CCGbank, there are two basic options:

1. the first option is to allow non-logical rules of the same style as
those used for the CCGbank,

2. the second option, more in line with the general spirit of type-
logical grammars, is to exploit the derivability relation and to
replace the analysis of passives by a formula F such that F ⊢ n\n
(see Section 4.4.2 of Morrill 2011 for a particularly nice solution).

Since reducing the lexical ambiguity increases parsing speed but
adding rules (as in option 1) or complicating the formulas (as in option
2) will reduce it, a careful evaluation of the benefits should be made.
We leave to future research the transformation of the TLGbank in these
two ways.

7 tools and resources

To facilitate annotation, correction, and parsing, several tools have
been developed, using a combination of Prolog and TclTk. In addition,
several well-known tools have been used for the exploitation of the
corpus: the Stanford Tregex tool (Levy and Andrew 2006) for browsing
and querying the French Treebank (as well as some of its transforma-
tions), Lefff (Sagot 2010) for lemmatizing and related tasks, the C&C
tools (Clark and Curran 2004) for training POS-tag and supertag mod-
els using the annotated corpus, and a chart parser strongly inspired by
Shieber et al. (1995) for parsing with the resulting grammar.
Figure 10 shows a screenshot of the interface to the supertag-

ger and parser. This “horizontal” interface allows the user to type in
sentences and see the resulting semantic output from the parser. The
darker-shaded percentage of the block to the left of the formula gives
a visual indication of the probability assigned to the formula (the ex-
act numbers can be seen by moving the mouse over the corresponding
area). Apart from some configuration options, this interface is not in-
teractive.
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Figure 10:

Screenshot of
the supertagger

interface

Figure 11 shows a screenshot of the “vertical” interface to the
parser and supertagger. This is an interactive interface, allowing the
user to select (or type in) the desired formula – to help prevent errors,
the current frequency of the chosen formula for the current word is
displayed after a manual choice of the formula – as well as allowing
the user to select the parser rule applications by clicking on one of the
premises for a rule (an additional dialog pops up if the rule choice is
ambiguous, which happens infrequently). The weight column shows
the log-probability of the item.9

7.1 Bootstrapping
Given that the French Treebank is somewhat small compared to other
treebanks and given that the conversion of the FTB to the type-logical
treebank was rather labour-intensive, it makes sense to look at more
efficient ways of increasing the size of the treebank. The tools de-
scribed in the previous section, interfacing with the supertagger and
the parser for the core corpus are useful in this respect.
Currently, slightly over 1,600 additional sentences have been an-

notated (for a total annotated corpus of 14,539 sentences and 421,348
9The current implementation of the parser is not statistical in the sense that

the rule applications do not have a probability assigned to them (the supertags
do, so the parser outputs the first parse found for the most probable combination
of supertags which allows a parse). However, the source code has the required
hooks to add a probability model for the rule applications, whereas the required
probabilities can be estimated from the treebank itself.
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Figure 11:
Screenshot of
the interactive
parser

words). Most of these sentences come from the Sequoia treebank (Can-
dito and Seddah 2012) and the French Timebank (Bittar 2010). The
observed accuracy of the supertagger for these sentences from the
L’Est Républicain newspaper is slightly lower than the results reported
in Section 5: in 88.1% of cases, the best supertag is correct, and in
97.6% of cases the correct supertag has probability greater than 1%
of the best supertag (as compared to 90.6% and 98.4% respectively
for the cross-validated results). Part of this difference might be at-
tributable to stylistic differences between the two newspapers (initial
experiments with annotating unseen sentences from Le Monde seem
to confirm this) but it may also be the case that cross-validation gives
a somewhat optimistic picture of actual performance on unseen data
from other sources (the different training and test sets not being com-
pletely independent).
Table 2 shows the accuracy of the Part-of-Speech tagger and of the

supertagger for the different sub-corpora. The columns POS and Super
list the accuracy of the Part-of-Speech tagger and of the supertagger
respectively for the different corpora. Performance degrades grace-
fully for the different newspaper corpora (the French treebank and
more modern articles in Le Monde being presumably the most sim-
ilar, whereas the articles in L’Est Républicain from Sequoia and the
French Timebank have a slightly reduced supertagger performance)
but it shows a somewhat more important reduction for the literary
corpus of travelogues in the Pyrenees of Itipy (Lefeuvre et al. 2012;
Moot 2012).
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Table 2:

Supertagger and
Part-of-Speech tagger
performance on the
different sections
of the corpus

Corpus POS Super 0.1 0.01 F/w
French Treebank 97.8 90.6 96.4 98.4 2.3
Le Monde 2010 97.3 89.9 95.8 97.9 2.2
L’Est Républicain 97.3 88.1 94.8 97.6 2.4
Itipy/Forbes 95.7 86.7 93.8 97.1 2.6

The 0.1 and 0.01 columns indicate the supertagger’s performance
when all supertags with probability greater than β (=0.1 or 0.01)
times the probability of the most likely supertag have been included.
The column F/w indicates how many supertags this is per word for
β = 0.01 (for β = 0.1 this number is around 1.4). We can see that
even though the supertagger’s performance for the best supertag (in
the Super column) reduces steadily – from 90.6 on the main corpus
to 86.7 on the Itipy corpus, a 3.9 percentage points difference – when
using multiple supertags, this difference is greatly reduced (from 98.4
to 97.1, a 1.3 percentage points difference).
Even in the more difficult context of the Itipy corpus, the par-

ser/supertagger combination (with β = 0.01) finds a complete analy-
sis for 88.6% of the sentences in this subcorpus. We expect this figure
to improve when better search heuristics, such as those described by
Clark and Curran (2007), are used to deal with the increased num-
ber of formulas per word. To give an indication that even the current
parser implementation performs well: the only other parsing statistics
I’ve seen for the Itipy corpus are given by Nguyen (2012), who re-
ports that a total of 18.5% of the sentences in the Itipy corpus were
successfully parsed using an off-the-shelf parser.
7.2 Availability
All the tools and resources are available from the author under the
GNU Lesser General Public License.

http://richardmoot.github.io/TLGbank/

An unfortunate exception to this is the main part of the Type-
logical Treebank itself: being a derived work of the French Treebank,
it is available only to those who have a license for the original treebank
(contact to author for access to the private Git). The Sequoia part of
the treebank and the models derived from the complete treebank are
freely available, however.
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8 conclusion

We have shown how the French Treebank has been semi-automatically
transformed into a set of derivations in multimodal type-logical gram-
mars: the TLGbank. This is an important first step in training and eval-
uating wide-coverage type-logical parsers and we hope to see several
competitive type-logical parsers in the future.
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appendix

A complete logical rules

Table 3 lists the full set of rules for multimodal categorial grammars.
Binary modes i range over {ε, 1, 2, 3, l, r} – although we will continue
to write X ◦εY as X ◦Y and A/εB as A/B, etc. – and unary modes j range
over {0, 1, l, r}.
A.1 The unary connectives
The rules for ◊ and□may require some additional explanation for peo-
ple unused to multimodal type-logical grammars. Whereas the rules
for •, /, and \ produce binary trees labelled by indices — with the •I ,
/E, and \E rules constructing trees (i.e. combining previously derived
trees X and Y into a single tree X ◦ j Y ) and with the •E, /I , and \I
rules removing binary branches — the rules for □ and ◊ produce and
remove unary branches. So the □E rule states that if we have previ-
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Table 3:

Full set of logical rules
for multimodal type-logical

grammar

w ⊢ A
Lex

x ⊢ A
Hyp

X ⊢ A/i B Y ⊢ B
X ◦i Y ⊢ A

/E
X ⊢ B Y ⊢ B\iA

X ◦i Y ⊢ A
\E

x ⊢ B....
X ◦i x ⊢ A
X ⊢ A/i B

/I

x ⊢ B....
x ◦i X ⊢ A
X ⊢ B\iA

\I

Y ⊢ A•i B

x ⊢ A y ⊢ B....
X [x ◦i y] ⊢ C

X [Y ] ⊢ C
•E X ⊢ A Y ⊢ B

X ◦i Y ⊢ A•i B
•I

X ⊢ □ jA

〈X 〉 j ⊢ A
□E

〈X 〉 j ⊢ A
X ⊢ □ jA

□I

Y ⊢ ◊ jA

x ⊢ A....
X [〈x〉 j] ⊢ C

X [Y ] ⊢ C
◊E

X ⊢ A
〈X 〉 j ⊢ ◊ jA

◊I

ously derived X to be of type □ jA, then 〈X 〉 j is of type A; we remove
the □ j connective and add a unary branch labelled by the index j.
Symmetrically, the □I rule states that if we have derived 〈X 〉 j (i.e. we
have an initial unary branch labelled j with a daughter subtree X ) to
be of type A then the tree X by itself is of type □ jA.
The elimination rules for the product • and the diamond ◊ may

appear a bit odd: they are similar to the disjunction elimination
rule in intuitionistic logic and involve an arbitrary formula C . The
◊E rule gives instructions on how to use a formula ◊ jA once we
have derived it (as the subproof of the left premise of the rule) by
stating that if we can use a formula A labelled with a fresh vari-
able x to derive any tree X (of any formula C) such that this x
corresponding to A occurs as a leaf with a unary branch labelled
j as its immediate parent (as indicated by the tree term X [〈x〉 j]),
then we can conclude that this tree X with the unary branch j and
leaf x replaced by Y (the tree corresponding to ◊ jA) is also a tree
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Infixation

V [(X ◦ Y ) ◦1 Z] ⊢ C
V [X ◦ (Y ◦1 Z)] ⊢ C

MA
V [(X ◦ Y ) ◦1 Z] ⊢ C
V [(X ◦1 Z) ◦ Y ] ⊢ C

MC

Extraction

V [X ◦ (Y ◦ 〈Z〉1)] ⊢ C

V [(X ◦ Y ) ◦ 〈Z〉1] ⊢ C
MA◊1

V [(X ◦ 〈Z〉1) ◦ Y ] ⊢ C

V [(X ◦ Y ) ◦ 〈Z〉1] ⊢ C
MC◊1

Left-node raising/right-node raising

V [(〈X 〉0 ◦ Y ) ◦ Z] ⊢ C

V [〈X 〉0 ◦ (Y ◦ Z)] ⊢ C
MAl◊0

V [X ◦ (Y ◦ 〈Z〉0)] ⊢ C

V [(X ◦ Y ) ◦ 〈Z〉0] ⊢ C
MAr◊0

In situ binding

V [X ◦ 〈Y 〉2] ⊢ C

V [〈X 〉r ◦2 Y ] ⊢ C
I2r

V [〈X 〉2 ◦ Y ] ⊢ C

V [〈Y 〉l ◦2 X ] ⊢ C
I2l

V [X ◦ (Y ◦2 Z)] ⊢ C

V [(X ◦r Y ) ◦2 Z] ⊢ C
MA2r

V [(X ◦2 Z) ◦ Y ] ⊢ C

V [(X ◦l Y ) ◦2 Z] ⊢ C
MC2l

Quoted speech

V [(X ◦3 Y ) ◦ Z] ⊢ C
V [X ◦3 (Y ◦ Z)] ⊢ C

MA3
V [Y ◦ (X ◦3 Z)] ⊢ C
V [X ◦3 (Y ◦ Z)] ⊢ C

MC3

Table 4:
Structural rules

of type C . In other words, X [〈x〉 j] becomes X [Y ] as indicated in
the rule.
As an example, we show that if a tree Y is of type ◊ j□ jA then this

tree is also of type A (for all formulas A and unary indices j), as already
alluded to in Section 2.

Y ⊢ ◊ j□ jA

x ⊢ □ jA

〈x〉 j ⊢ A
□E

Y ⊢ A
◊E

If Y is of type ◊ j□ jA, then we start the subproof on the right using
the hypothesis x of type □ jA. Then we apply the elimination rule for
□ to produce the tree 〈x〉 j of type A. But now, we are immediately
in the right configuration to apply the ◊E rule (it is the special case
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where the context X [] is empty) and this allows us to replace 〈x〉 j by
Y , thereby proving that Y is of type A as required.
A.2 The structural rules
Although these patterns of derivability are interesting and can be used
to give accounts of case and other forms of subtyping (Bernardi and
Moot 2003), our interest here lies in the fact that they give access to
structural rules which can rearrange our derived trees in controlled
ways. The structural rules are listed in Table 4. The double line for
the in situ binding rules indicate that these rules can be applied in
both directions: top-to-bottom and bottom-to-top.
Even though this looks like a rather large list, these are principally

instantiations of the well-known universal rule schemata of mixed as-
sociativity and mixed commutativity (see Moortgat 2011 and Moot
and Retoré 2012 for commentary, and Vermaat 2005 for arguments
that these structural rules are truly universal).
For the grammar engineer, the structural rules give us great flexi-

bility andmodularity when designing our grammars (although it could
be argued that there is too much flexibility to this). However, the ac-
count given for different linguistic phenomena follows the conven-
tional wisdom of categorial grammars and, as discussed in the next
subsection, our annotation choices have been designed to be compat-
ible with other modern type-logical grammars. So there has been a
conscious choice not to create the smallest possible lexicon (at the
cost of additional structural rules) but to keep the set of structural
rules to the current set of instantiations of well-known schemata.
The abbreviated proof from Section 2, is repeated below.

appauvrit ⊢ (np\s)/np la ◦ CGT ⊢ np
appauvrit ◦ (la ◦CGT) ⊢ np\s /E dangereusement ⊢ (np\s)\1(np\s)

(appauvrit ◦1 dangereusement) ◦ (la ◦CGT) ⊢ np\s /E

Using the structural rules of Table 4, this proof looks as follows.
appauvrit ⊢ (np\s)/np la ◦ CGT ⊢ np

appauvrit ◦ (la ◦CGT) ⊢ np\s /E dangereusement ⊢ (np\s)\1(np\s)
(appauvrit ◦ (la ◦CGT)) ◦1 dangereusement ⊢ np\s /E

(appauvrit ◦1 dangereusement) ◦ (la ◦CGT) ⊢ np\s MC
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Similarly, we can translate proofs which use the /◊1□1 I rule of Table 1
into proofs using a combination of ◊E, □E, /I and the two extraction
rules MA◊1 and MC◊1 as shown below.

y ⊢ ◊1□1ppde
Hyp

elle
np Lex

est
(np\smain)/(n\n) Lex

responsable
(n\n)/ppde

Lex x ⊢ □1ppde
Hyp

〈x〉1 ⊢ ppde
□E

responsable ◦ 〈x〉1 ⊢ n\n /E

est ◦ (responsable ◦ 〈x〉1) ⊢ np\smain
/E

elle ◦ (est ◦ (responsable ◦ 〈x〉1)) ⊢ smain
\E

elle ◦ ((est ◦ responsable) ◦ 〈x〉1) ⊢ smain
MA◊1

(elle ◦ (est ◦ responsable)) ◦ 〈x〉1 ⊢ smain
MA◊1

(elle ◦ (est ◦ responsable)) ◦ y ⊢ smain
◊E

elle ◦ (est ◦ responsable) ⊢ smain/◊1□1ppde
/I

Given that the goal formula is smain/◊1□1ppde, we apply the in-
troduction rule for / to obtain a hypothesis y of type ◊1□1ppde, then
immediately the ◊E rule to obtain a hypothesis x of type □1ppde. Given
this hypothesis we can continue the proof using the elimination rules
for /, \, and □ to derive elle ◦ (est ◦ (responsable ◦ 〈x〉1)) of type smain.
Applying the ◊E rule immediately will cause our derivation to

fail, since it simply substitutes y for 〈x〉1 and for the correct application
of the /I rule, we need y to be the immediate right daughter of the
tree. Our goal is therefore to move the 〈x〉1 subterm to the top of the
tree and then apply the ◊E rule immediately followed by the /I rule.
This is where the structural rule of MA◊1 (mixed associativity) comes
in: each application of the rule moves the 〈x〉1 subterm one step closer
to the top, until we can correctly complete the proof.
A.3 Conversion to other type-logical grammars
As already indicated when justifying the choice for multimodal cate-
gorial grammars for the treebank annotation format in Section 2, the
multimodal annotation has been designed to be compatible with other
modern instantiations of type-logical grammar, such as the Displace-
ment calculus (Morrill et al. 2011) and first-order linear logic (Moot
2014). The phenomena discussed in Section B.1 to Section B.3 can be
imported into these calculi by simply removing the ◊0□0 prefixes since
they operate in an associative base logic, whereas an implementation
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of the multimodal gapping solution of Hendriks (1995), on which our
analysis of gapping is based, is presented by Morrill et al. (2011).

B additional linguistic phenomena

The full set of rules from Appendix A allows us to treat a number of
additional linguistic phenomena. These analyses, or at least the ideas
behind them, should be relatively unsurprising to people familiar with
linguistic analysis in the tradition of the Lambek calculus and its ex-
tensions (Moortgat 2011).
B.1 Right-node raising
Right-node raising (and its rare variant left-node raising) are instances
of the structural rule of associativity, as is already implicit in the dis-
cussion of the examples by Lambek (1958). We need it to analyse sen-
tences such as the following.
(8) ses

its
bons
good

et
and
ses
its
mauvais
bad

moments
moments

(9) peut
can

et
and
parfois
sometimes

doit
must

accompagner
accompany

...

...
In example (8), we want to analyse both “ses bons” and “ses mau-
vais” (a determiner and an adjective, which we would like to assign
the formulas np/n and n/n respectively) as np/◊0□0n (the reader can
verify that we cannot derive np/n ◦ n/n ⊢ np/n since associativity
is not globally available). Similarly, “peut” and “parfois doit” in ex-
ample (9) should be analysed as (np\s)/◊0□0(np\sinf ). We can obtain
the desired derivations for example (8) by assigning “et” the type
((np/◊0□0n)\(np/n))/(np/◊0□0n) and combining it with the following
derivation for “ses bons” (the derivation for “ses mauvais” is similar).

x ⊢ ◊0□0n
Hyp

ses
np/n

Lex
bons
n/n

Lex y ⊢ □n
Hyp

〈y〉0 ⊢ n
□E

bons ◦ 〈y〉0 ⊢ n

ses ◦ (bons ◦ 〈y〉0) ⊢ np
/E

(ses ◦ bons) ◦ 〈y〉0 ⊢ np
MAr◊0

(ses ◦ bons) ◦ x ⊢ np
◊E2

ses ◦ bons ⊢ np/◊0□0n
/I1
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B.2 Left-node raising
Very rarely, for a total of nine times in the entire corpus, we need the
symmetric rule of left-node raising. In the example below, we have
a conjunction of two combinations of two noun post-modifiers n\n:
“français Aérospatiale” and “italien Alenia”.
(10) ... des

of the
groupes
groups

français
French

Aérospatiale
Aérospatiale

et
and
italien
Italian

Alenia
Alenia

...

‘of the French group Aérospatiale and Italian (group) Alenia’
By analysing “et” (and) as ((◊0□0n\n)\(n\n))/(◊0□0n\n) we can

use the derivability of n\n, n\n ⊢ ◊0□0n\n (which is derivable given
the structural rule MAl◊0 of Table 4) as follows.

x ⊢ ◊0□0n
Hyp

y ⊢ □0n
Hyp

〈y〉0 ⊢ n
□E italien

n\n Lex
〈y〉0 ◦ italien ⊢ n

\E Alenia
n\n L

(〈y〉0 ◦ italien) ◦Alenia ⊢ n
\E

〈y〉0 ◦ (italien ◦Alenia) ⊢ n
MAl◊0

x ◦ (italien ◦Alenia) ⊢ n
◊E2

italien ◦Alenia ⊢ ◊0□0n\n \I1

B.3 Coordination of multiple arguments
The product rules •E and •I are used for coordination of multiple ar-
guments (as shown in sentence (11) below, where the two verb argu-
ments np and pp are conjoined, see Section 2.4 of Morrill 2011).
(11) augmenter

increase
[np
[np
ses
its
fonds
equity

propres ]
]
[pp
[pp
de
by
90
90
millions
million

de

francs
francs

]
]
et
and
[np
[np
les
its
quasi-fonds
quasi-equity

propres ]
]
[pp
[pp
de
by
30
30

millions
million

]
]

We can derive these cases by assigning “et” the following formula.
((np • pp)\(np •◊0□0pp))/(np • pp)

Since we can form the np •pp arguments from both combinations
of an np and a pp using the •I rule, we can derive “ses fonds propres
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de ... et les quasi-fonds propres de ...” (abbreviated as e in the proof
below) as being of type np•◊0□0pp using an application of the /E rule
followed by an application of the \E rule. We can then combine this
np •◊0□0pp constituent with the verb “augmenter” (abbreviated as a)
as follows.

e ⊢ np •◊0□0pp
y ⊢ ◊0□0pp

Hyp

a
((np\s)/pp)/np

Lex
x ⊢ np

Hyp
a ◦ x ⊢ (np\s)/pp

z ⊢ □0pp
Hyp

〈z〉0 ⊢ pp
□E

(a ◦ x) ◦ 〈z〉0 ⊢ np\s /E

a ◦ (x ◦ 〈z〉0) ⊢ np\s MAr◊0

a ◦ (x ◦ y) ⊢ np\s ◊E

a ◦ e ⊢ np\s •E

The ◊0□0pp formula allows us to use the right-node raising rule
of Section B.1. The proof would be slightly simpler if we assigned
the word “augmenter” the formula (np\s)/(np • pp) instead (such an
analysis can also be found on page 19 of Morrill 2011). However,
since we have already found independent motivation for the right-
node raising rules, we have chosen to give the verb the more classical
analysis of ((np\s)/pp)/np.
B.4 Gapping
The extraction/infixation rules are used for the analysis of gapping, as
shown in sentence (12) below, where the transitive verb “atteindre”
is absent from the second clause.
(12) Le

the
salaire
wages

horaire
per hour

atteint
reach

dorénavant
from now on

34,06
34.06

francs
francs

et
and

le
the
SMIC mensual brut
gross minimum monthly wage

[tv
[tv
]
]
5756,14
5756.14

francs.
francs.

‘Hourly wages now reach 34.06 francs and the monthly min-
imum wage 5756.14 francs.’

We use the multimodal approach first proposed by Hendriks (1995)
and then advanced by Moortgat (1996). Schematically, the formulas
for gapping are of the following form

((s/2□2X )\l(s/2X ))/(s/◊1□1X )

with X being a formula for a verb, for example X = (np\s)/np for a
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transitive verb.10 This formula indicates that first a sentence missing
a transitive verb to its right is selected (this is the extraction scheme
we have seen before, though no longer restricted to right branches),
then a sentence missing a transitive verb to its left, but keeping track
of the position of this missing transitive verb in the sentence – this
is implemented using the l and r modes which indicate whether the
extracted verb is on the left or on the right of the current node. Finally,
we insert a transitive verb at the position of this missing transitive verb
on the left.
Even though this may seem like a rather roundabout way of

achieving the desired sentence – first moving the transitive verb out,
then moving it back into its original place – it has the important advan-
tage of allowing us to get the semantics right; we know the verb from
the first sentence and can therefore use it in the semantics, whereas
a simpler type such as (s\s)/(s/◊1□1X ) would not allow us to obtain
the correct semantics.
In addition, abstracting away from the mode information and the

unary connectives, the current analysis is an instantiation of the uni-
versal coordination formula (Y \Y )/Y when we choose Y = s/X , giving
((s/X )\(s/X ))/(s/X ).
The extraction part of the gapping proof proceeds as shown

below; s abbreviates “le salaire horaire” and f abbreviates “34,06
francs”.

s ⊢ np

z ⊢ □2((np\s)/np)
Hyp

〈z〉2 ⊢ (np\s)/np
□E

f ⊢ np

〈z〉2 ◦ f ⊢ np\s /E

s ◦ (〈z〉2 ◦ f ) ⊢ s
\E

s ◦ (〈 f 〉l ◦2 z) ⊢ s
I2l

(s ◦r 〈 f 〉l) ◦2 z ⊢ s
MA2r

s ◦r 〈 f 〉l ⊢ s/2□2((np\s)/np)
/I1

We move the hypothetical □2((np\s)/np) out, but keep track of where
10More precisely, the instantiation of the schema we need is

((s/2□2((np\s)/np))\l(s/2((np\s)/◊0□0np)))/(s/◊1□1((np\s)/np))

with the ◊0□0np permitting right-node raising (associativity) as we have seen it
in Section B.1.
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we have used it: from the bottom, we started left of f (leaving l as a
unary branch there), then right (r).
Consequently, to get back from the top, we first go right (r) and

finally left (l), ending up between s and f as required: we can then
insert “atteint” of type (np\s)/np, removing the trail of l and r during
the process, as follows.11

(s ◦r 〈 f 〉l) ◦l (et . . .) ⊢ s/2((np\s)/np) a ⊢ (np\s)/np

((s ◦r 〈 f 〉l) ◦l (et . . .)) ◦2 a ⊢ s
/E

((s ◦r 〈 f 〉l) ◦2 a) ◦ (et . . .) ⊢ s
MC−1

2l

(s ◦ (〈 f 〉l ◦2 a)) ◦ (et . . .) ⊢ s
MA−1

2r

s ◦ (〈a〉2 ◦ f ) ◦ (et . . .) ⊢ s
I−1
2l

B.5 Quoted speech
We need some special rules to treat past-perfect quoted speech, as
shown in sentence (14) below. The parenthesized sentence is argu-
ment of the past participle “ajouté” and, in addition, this argument is
discontinuous.
(13) [s

[s
L’indice
the index

composite
composite

(...) a
has
baissé
descended

de 0,3%
0.3%

en
in

novembre
November

],
],
a
has
annoncé
announced

mardi
Tuesday

31
31
décembre
December

le
the

département
Department

du
of
commerce.
Commerce.

‘The composite index fell 0.3% in November, announced the
Department of Commerce on Tuesday December 31st.’

(14) [sl
[sl
Les
the
conservateurs],
Conservatives],

a
has
ajouté
added

le
the
premier
Prime

ministre
Minister,

...,

[sr
[sr
“ne
“
sont
are

pas
not
des opportunistes
opportunists

qui
who

virevoltent
flip-flop

d’une
from one

politique
policy

à
to
l’autre
another

]
]

The solution is essentially to analyse the entire verb groupmissing
the s argument “a ajouté np” as smain\3smain, the structural rules the

11The −1 as superscript to the rule names, e.g. in I−1
2l , indicates that we apply

the structural rules from in situ binding section of Table 4 in the “inverse” sense,
i.e. bottom-up.
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allow this entire group to move to the required position in the final
string.
To illustrate this basic idea, we show how the structural rules

for quoted speech allow us to derive “a ajouté np” (for some np)
as smain\3smain.

a
(s/np)/(np\sppart)

Lex
x ⊢ s

Hyp ajouté
s\3(np\sppart)

Lex
x ◦3 ajouté ⊢ np\sppart

\E
a ◦ (x ◦3 ajouté) ⊢ s/np

/E
np ⊢ np

(a ◦ (x ◦3 ajouté)) ◦ np ⊢ s
/E

(x ◦3 (a ◦ ajouté)) ◦ np ⊢ s
MC3

x ◦3 ((a ◦ ajouté) ◦ np) ⊢ s
MA3

(a ◦ ajouté) ◦ np ⊢ s\3s
\I
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We present Frigram, a French grammar with a large coverage, writ-
ten in the formalism of Interaction Grammars. The originality of the
formalism lies in its system of polarities which expresses the resource
sensitivity of natural languages and which is used to guide syntactic
composition. We present the principles underlying grammar design,
highlight its modular architecture and show that the lexicon used is
independent of the grammar formalism. We also introduce the “com-
panion property”, and show that it helps to enforce grammar consis-
tency.

1 introduction

Following the seminal work initiated on Categorial Grammars (CG)
by Lambek (1958), many other grammatical formalisms were pro-
posed to describe the syntax of natural language. Apart from CG, the
most well-known ones are TAG (Joshi et al. 1975), LFG (Bresnan 2001)
and HPSG (Pollard and Sag 1994). These formalisms have several ad-
vantages. First, they allow for a detailed encoding of linguistic knowl-
edge. Second, they can be used to investigate formal properties of nat-
ural language or to study linguistic hypotheses by testing them on real
linguistic utterances. Third, grammars written using these formalisms
can be used in more complete systems where syntax modeling is re-
quired either within a parsing or a generation application.
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All these formalisms use a finite set of elementary structures and
some mechanisms for composing these elementary structures to pro-
duce syntactic structures for larger utterances of a natural language.
A large coverage system based on these approaches necessarily re-
quires a huge number of elementary structures hence the develop-
ment and the maintenance of such systems is a challenge and requires
a lot of manual work. Among existing works to develop large cover-
age systems, mainly for English but also for some other languages, we
can cite the ParGram (Butt et al. 2002) project (for LFG), the DELPH-
IN (Oepen et al. 2002) project (for HPSG) and XTAG (XTAG Research
Group 2001) (for TAG).

We aim to conduct similar work within the framework of Inter-
action Grammars (IG), a formalism first introduced in Perrier (2000)
and presented in more detail in Guillaume and Perrier (2009). IG com-
bines a flexible view of grammars as constraint systems with the use of
a polarity system to control syntactic composition. This polarity sys-
tem expresses the saturation state of partial syntactic structures and
their ability to combine.

The present paper reports on the construction of a syntactic re-
source for the French language and shows that it is possible to build
a wide coverage IG grammar of French which encodes fine-grained
linguistic knowledge.

In this grammar (called Frigram), the syntax of French sentences
is described by dependency structures which contain the usual surface
syntactic dependencies but also by additional dependency relations
which contain the information needed to produce a deeper syntactic
analysis. These additional relations are: infinitival subjects, participial
subjects and pronoun antecedents that are syntactically predictable.

The main challenge is to guarantee and maintain the consistency
of the grammar while aiming for large coverage. To this end, we resort
to the following means:

• a modular organization of the grammar in a hierarchy of classes
which captures linguistic generalizations,

• well-formedness principles imposed on the elementary structures
of the grammar,

• a strict separation between grammar and lexicon with a lexicon
that is independent of the particular grammatical formalism used,
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• the use of the companion property to help checking grammar con-
sistency.
The paper is structured as follows. We start with a brief presen-

tation of IG. We then go on to explain the different points just men-
tioned. We conclude with a comparison with other French grammars
and discussion about the evaluation of the grammar.

2 interaction grammars

IG is a grammatical formalism which describes the syntax of natural
language using two notions: tree description and polarity. For a com-
plete presentation of the formalism, the reader is referred to Guillaume
and Perrier (2009).
2.1 Parse trees
In IG, the syntax of sentences is modeled using constituency-based
parse trees. An example of such a parse tree for the sentence montrez-
le ! ‘show it!’ is given in Figure 1.1 Parse trees are totally ordered
trees. Each node represents a constituent and carries a feature struc-
ture which encodes morpho-syntactic properties. All features in parse
trees are written with the ‘:’ symbol like in [f :v] in contrast with
features in tree description that are written with other symbols (see
below). Leaves of parse trees can be either anchors carrying lexical
units (nodes 〈1.2.1〉, 〈1.2.2.1〉, and 〈2.1〉) or empty nodes (〈1.1〉 and
〈1.3〉).

Empty nodes represent constituents that are not directly real-
ized in the syntax. In Frigram, empty nodes are used in several
ways. The empty node 〈1.1〉 is an example of an argument which is
not syntactically realized (feature [empty_type :arg]). This is the
case for infinitival and imperative subjects, as well as for some in-
finitival objects (tough movement). In Figure 1, the node 〈1.1〉 repre-
sents the non-expressed subject of the imperative verb montrez. The
empty node 〈1.3〉 is an example of a trace of an argument which
is moved from its canonical position, this trace is marked (feature
[empty_type :track]). In Figure 1, the node 〈1.3〉 is the trace of

1We suppose that the hyphen in montrez-le ! is removed at the tokenization
stage.
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Figure 1:
Parse tree

representing
the syntax of
the sentence
montrez-le ! �1�

cat : s

funct : head

�1.2�

cat : v

funct : head

�1.1�

cat : np

empty_type : arg

funct : subj

�1.3�

cat : np

empty_type : track

funct : obj

ref : [1]

�2�

cat : punct

funct : punct

�1.2.1�

montrez

cat : v

funct : head

�1.2.2�

cat : pro

funct : void

ref : [1]

�2.1�

!

cat : punct

funct : head

�1.2.2.1�

le

cat : pro

funct : head

�0�

cat : s

funct : void

the object clitic pronoun le;2 the link between the pronoun and the
extracted position is encoded by feature sharing: both constituents
contain the feature [ref :[1]]. This mechanism is used in all cases of
extraction, subject inversion, and cliticization of arguments.
2.2 Tree descriptions
To produce the parse trees described above, IG relies on a model theo-
retic syntax approach of natural languages (Pullum and Scholz 2001).
Parse trees are defined as models of a more general notion of tree de-
scription (introduced by Rogers and Vijay-Shanker 1994). In this view,
the basic objects of the grammar are not trees but properties that are
used to describe them, in other words, tree descriptions. This approach
is flexible and allows expressing elementary properties in independent
ways and combining them freely. A tree description can be viewed ei-

2For consistency, all clitics are treated as moved arguments even if, as in the
short sentence montrez-le !, the clitic le seems to be in a canonical place.
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V.nS

cat → s

funct ← head

V.nVmax

cat ↔ v

funct ↔ head

V.nSubj

cat ↔ np

empty_type = arg

funct ↔ subj

V.nCompl

cat ← np

funct → obj

V.nVanch

montrez

cat ↔ v

funct ↔ head

C.nS

cat ~ ap|s

funct ~ ?

C.nVmax

cat ~ v

C.nObj

cat → np|n|cs|ap|s

empty_type = track

funct ← obj|subjpred

ref = [1] ?

C.nVclit

cat ~ v

C.nClit

cat ↔ pro

funct ↔ void

ref = [1] ?

C.nClit0

le

cat ↔ pro

funct ↔ head

P.nPunct

cat ↔ punct

funct ↔ punct

P.nPunctSign

!

cat ↔ punct

funct ↔ head

P.nS

cat ↔ s

funct ↔ void

P.nS0

cat ← s

funct → head

Figure 2: Polarized tree description associated with the sentence montrez-le ! by
the grammar Frigram.

ther as an underspecified tree, or as the specification of a tree family,
each tree being a model of this specification.

Figure 2 gives an example of a tree description3 which is asso-
ciated with the sentence montrez-le !. This description is composed of
three connected components associated with the three lexical units
montrez, le, and ! occurring in that sentence.

Formally, a tree description is a finite set of nodes structured by
two kinds of relations: dominance and precedence. Dominance relations
can be immediate or underspecified. In the example, there are only im-
mediate dominance relations represented with solid lines. Precedence
relations can also be immediate or underspecified. They are repre-
sented with arrows; these arrows are solid and black (for immediate
precedence) or dashed and green (for underspecified precedence).

Nodes are labeled with features describing their morpho-syntactic
properties whereby a feature value is either an atom (like in a parse
tree) or a disjunction of atoms. When a feature value is the disjunc-
tion of all elements of a domain, this value is denoted with ”?”.

3Note that the figures are simplified and only display a part of the full feature
structures.
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A co-indexation mechanism between feature values is also available
at the description tree level (a common index [n] is put before their
values). For instance, the ref feature of node C.nObj shares its value
with the ref feature of node C.nClit meaning that both constituents
refer to the same semantic entity.
2.3 Polarities
Polarities are used in tree descriptions to describe the saturation state
of incomplete syntactic trees. The set of features is partitioned into two
subsets: the set of resource sensitive features and the set of neutral fea-
tures. Neutral features are written as [f=v]. For instance, agreement
properties are expressed with neutral features.

Polarities are attached to resource sensitive features that label
description nodes. Given a feature name f and a feature value v (which
may be either an atomic value or a disjunction of atomic values), the
four kinds of polarized features and their meanings are:

• a positive feature [f→v] expresses an available resource which
must be consumed;

• a negative feature [f←v] expresses an expected resource which
must be provided; it is the dual of a positive feature; one negative
feature must match exactly one corresponding positive feature to
be saturated and conversely;

• a saturated feature [f↔v] expresses a linguistic property that
needs no combination to be saturated;

• a virtual feature [f∼v] expresses a linguistic property that needs
to be realized by combining with either a saturated feature or a
pair of a negative and positive features.

In Figure 2, node V.nCompl carries a negative [cat←np] and positive
feature [funct→obj], which represents the expected object noun
phrase for the transitive verb montrez.

The virtual features in the three nodes C.nVclit, C.nVmax, and C.nS
of the second connected component in Figure 2 represent the syntac-
tic context required by the clitic pronoun le, namely, a verb C.nVclit
occurring immediately before the pronoun to build the node C.nVmax
with it.

The descriptions labeled with polarized features are called polar-
ized tree descriptions (PTDs) in the rest of the article.
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2.4 Grammars as constraint systems
An interaction grammar is defined by a finite set of PTDs, named El-
ementary PTDs (EPTDs) and generates a tree language. A parse tree
(as defined in Section 2.1) belongs to the language if it is a model of a
finite list of EPTDs in the sense given in Guillaume and Perrier (2009).
Each node of the list of EPTDs is mapped to a node of the tree model
through an interpretation function. When two nodes of EPTDs have
the same image by the interpretation function, we say that they are
merged. We also say that the features labeling these nodes are merged.
Models can be saturated and/or minimal:

• A tree model is saturated if every positive feature [f→v] is
merged with a dual feature [f←v] (and vice versa) and if every
virtual feature is merged with either a saturated feature or a pair
of a positive and a negative feature. Merging a positive (resp.
negative) polarity with a saturated polarity or with another posi-
tive (resp. negative) polarity is forbidden. There is no saturation
constraint on neutral features.

• A tree model is minimal if a minimum of information is added
to the input EPTDs (no node, immediate dominance relation or
feature that does not exist in the initial descriptions is added).
Parsing a sentence with a grammar G consists first of all in select-

ing an appropriate list of EPTDs from G. This selection step is easier
if G is lexicalized. In that case, each EPTD has an anchor associated
with a lexical unit of the language. This strongly reduces the search
space for the EPTDs.

Then, the parsing process itself reduces to the resolution of a con-
straint system. It consists in building all models of the selected lists of
EPTDs that respect the linear order of the words in the input sentence.

Figure 2 represented one of the possible selections of EPTDs from
Frigram for the sentence montrez-le !. The selection includes three
EPTDs4 which are considered as one single PTD with three connected
components. Figure 3 shows the unique minimal and saturated model
of the PTD. The parse tree of Figure 3 is the same as the one of Figure 1

4The three EPTDs are identified by a short name: in the order of their ap-
pearance in the sentence, V for the verb, C for the clitic pronoun, P for the punc-
tuation. Nodes are then named with a prefixed notation like C.nS.
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Figure 3:

Tree model of
the PTD shown

in Figure 2
representing
the syntax of
the sentence
montrez-le !

P.nS0�C.nS�V.nS

cat : s

funct : head

C.nVmax�V.nVmax

cat : v

funct : head

V.nSubj

cat : np

empty_type : arg

funct : subj

C.nObj�V.nCompl

cat : np

empty_type : track

funct : obj

P.nPunct

cat : punct

funct : punct

C.nVclit�V.nVanch

montrez

cat : v

funct : head

C.nClit

cat : pro

funct : void

P.nPunctSign

!

cat : punct

funct : head

C.nClit0

le

cat : pro

funct : head

P.nS

cat : s

funct : void

but with information about the interpretation function used to build
the model: the set of nodes of the PTD of Figure 2 that are interpreted
in the given node of the model is given in the first line of each node.
For instance, the anchor montrez is the interpretation of the two nodes
C.nVclit and V.nVanch of the PTD of Figure 2.

It can be checked that all features in the model are saturated. For
instance, the feature cat of the node P.nS0/C.nS/V.nS is saturated be-
cause the feature [cat→s] of node V.nS is merged with the negative
feature [cat←s] of node P.nS0 and the virtual feature [cat∼ap|s]
of node G.nS is merged with the feature [cat→s] of node V.nS.

Other kinds on constraints are possible in PTDs. A node can be
declared as empty (graphically represented with a white background,
like nodes V.nSubj and C.nObj in Figure 2). It is then required that
the image has an empty phonological projection, i.e., all leaves of the
corresponding subtree are empty nodes. A node can be declared as
full (graphically represented with a yellow background, like nodes
V.nS and C.nS in Figure 2); it is then required that the image has a
nonempty phonological projection: there is at least one anchor node
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in the corresponding subtree in the model. Finally, a node can be de-
clared to be closed (represented with a double rectangle, like nodes
C.nObj and P.PunctSign) meaning that the set of its daughters is fixed.
In the model, the node cannot have daughters that are not already
present in the PTD.
2.5 Parsing as a process of node merging controlled by polarities
In an operational view of parsing, the building of a saturated and min-
imal model is performed step by step by refining the initial PTD with
a merging operation between nodes, guided by one of the following
constraints:

• neutralize a positive feature with a negative feature having the
same name and carrying a value unifiable with the value of the
positive feature;

• realize a virtual feature by combining it with a positive or satu-
rated feature having the same name and carrying a value unifiable
with the value of that virtual feature.

The constraints of the description interact with node merging to entail
a partial superposition of their contexts represented by the tree frag-
ments in which they occur. Let us illustrate this phenomenon with the
parsing of the sentence montrez-le !, starting from PTD of Figure 2.

First, we try to saturate the virtual feature [cat∼v] of the
C.nVclit node by merging it with the V.nVanch node. The final tar-
get model is a tree and thus, every node has one mother node at most.
As a consequence, in the PTD, merging propagates to the ancestors
of the two nodes C.nVclit and V.nVanch: nodes C.nVmax and V.nVmax
and again propagates to nodes C.nS and V.nS. Figure 4 shows the
resulting PTD.

In a second step, nodes V.nCompl and C.nObj are merged to sat-
urate their polarities [cat←np] and [cat→np|n|cs|ap|s] respec-
tively. Figure 5 shows the PTD resulting from this second merging.

In a last step, the root of the left tree and the P.nS0 node of the
right tree merge to build a unique tree in which all polarities are satu-
rated. There remains a precedence relation which is not fully specified.
Specifying it leads to the model shown in Figure 3.

Unlike in LFG or HPSG, in IG, feature structures are not recursive
(feature values are atomic). This restriction is partly balanced by the
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C.nS�V.nS
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Figure 4: PTD after a first merging step in the parsing of the sentence montrez-le !
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Figure 5: PTD after a second merging step in the parsing of the sentence montrez-
le !
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ability of IG to superpose tree structures. Using virtual polarities to
enforce superposition, one can, for instance, impose restriction on the
features of a subconstituent as is done by feature equations in LFG.

To summarize, IG combines the strong points of two families of
formalisms: the flexibility of Unification Grammars and the saturation
control of Categorial Grammars.

3 the principles
of the grammar frigram

The formalism of IG is very general and does not impose any linguis-
tic choice apart from the phrase structure tree representation of the
syntax of sentences. When specifying a grammar, however, a number
of linguistic decisions must be taken such as, for instance, how the
notion of a constituent head should be defined and whether VP con-
stituents should be used or not. In Frigram parse trees, each node is
a constituent linked to a leaf (either an anchor or an empty node) of
its subtree called its head.

These choices are reflected in the EPTDs of the grammar through
principles. In this section, we present the principles used in the de-
sign of Frigram. These principles are not specific to the French lan-
guage, however, and can be used or easily adapted to other languages.
Frigram, like other grammars with a large coverage, is a large re-
source and maintaining its consistency is a challenge. The principles
facilitate the checking of this consistency. Principles are also heavily
used in the conversion from constituent based parse trees to depen-
dency trees discussed in the next section.

The first decision remains the feature domain: the choice of the set
of feature names and of the possible feature values for each feature
name. In Frigram, cat is a resource sensitive feature used to encode
the category of a constituent.
Principle 1 (cat). In an EPTD, every node has a cat feature.

This feature is used to make a partition on the set of description
nodes into two sets: concrete and abstract nodes.
Definition 1. A node with a positive or saturated cat feature is called a
concrete node. A node with a virtual or negative cat feature is called an
abstract node.
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Another resource sensitive feature called funct is used to encode
information about lexical heads and grammatical functions.
Principle 2 (funct). In an EPTD, every concrete node has a funct fea-
ture.

For lexical head nodes, the special head value is used for feature
funct. For other nodes, the value of the funct feature (subj, obj, …)
encodes the syntactic function of the constituent. There are exceptions
(main sentences, moved constituents5) and for these exceptions, the
funct feature carries the special value void.
Corollary 1. From these first two principles, we can infer that:
1. each node in a parse tree has a cat feature;
2. each node in a parse tree is the image of exactly one concrete node of

the starting PTD;
3. each node in a parse tree has a funct feature.

Proof. Point 1 follows from the minimality of models: each model
node is the image of at least one description node. Point 2 is a conse-
quence of the polarity composition rule: a model node N is either the
image of a node with a positive cat feature, a node with a negative
cat feature, and any number of nodes with a virtual cat feature or
the image of a node with a saturated cat feature and any number of
nodes with a virtual cat feature; in the first (resp. second) case, the
node with the positive (resp. saturated) cat feature is the only con-
crete node whose image is the given node N . Point 3 naturally follows
from the previous principle and Principle 2.

The third principle does not refer to linguistic properties but
rather to a particular way of attaching linguistic phenomena to words.
Principle 3 (strict lexicalization). Every EPTD has exactly one anchor
node. This anchor node has a saturated cat feature with an atomic feature
value.

The lexicalization of the grammar is mainly motivated by imple-
mentation aspects. Parsing with a lexicalized grammar is guided by

5 In this case, there are traces of the moved constituents and these traces carry
the funct feature expressing the syntactic function of the constituent.
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the set of lexical units in the input sentences. In IG, as in the TAG
formalism, the drawback is that each element of the final tree must
be linked to one of the words of the sentence. However, in the case
of IG, this is less problematic because of the superposition mechanism
which makes it possible to freely split contributions to the final tree
among several lexical units.

The last principle relies on the linguistic notions of head and pro-
jection which are required to define the concept of spine.
Definition 2. A spine in an EPTD is a list of nodes N1, N2, . . . , Np such
that:

• for all i such that 1< i ≤ p, node Ni is a daughter node of Ni−1;
• for all i such that 1< i ≤ p, node Ni has a saturated feature cat and
a feature [funct↔head];

• node N1 is a concrete node and its feature funct has a value different
from head; it is called the maximal projection of all nodes belonging
to the spine;

• node Np is either an anchor or an empty leaf; in the first case, the
spine is called a main spine; in the second case, it is called an empty
spine; in both cases, node Np is called the lexical head of all nodes
belonging to the spine.

Principle 4 (spine). Every concrete node of an EPTD belongs to exactly
one spine.

This principle means that every concrete node in an EPTD belongs
to a continuous chain of concrete projections of a unique head leaf
which may be empty.
Corollary 2. From the strict lexicalization principle and the spine principle
we can deduce the following facts:
1. every EPTD has exactly one main spine;
2. every node N of a tree model has exactly one lexical head in this

model, denoted head(N) and defined as follows: the concrete an-
tecedent N j of N in the initial PTD belongs to exactly one spine
N1, N2, . . . , Np and head(N) is the interpretation in the model of the
leaf Np ending that spine;

3. every node N in a tree model which is not a leaf has exactly one
daughter node with the feature [funct :head] (recursively by fol-
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lowing all nodes with feature [funct :head], we have an equivalent
way of finding the lexical head head(N) of every node in the model);

4. each EPTD node with a positive feature cat is the maximal projection
of some spine.

Proof. Points 1, 2, and 4 are obvious from definitions and principles.
Point 3: N has at least one daughter with the feature [funct :head]
because its concrete antecedent is on some spine and so it has a daugh-
ter node with [funct :head]; N has at most one such daughter: by
contradiction, suppose that there are two such daughters M and M ′,
then the concrete antecedents Ni of M and N ′j of M ′ are on two spines
N1, N2, . . . , Np and N ′1, N ′2, . . . , N ′q; hence N is the image of Ni−1 and
N ′j−1 which are two concrete nodes but two concrete nodes cannot be
merged.

To illustrate the concept of a spine, let us consider the EPTDs
of Figure 2. The EPTD associated with the verb montrez has two
spines: the main spine V.nS, V.nVmax, V.nVanch with its lexical head
V.nVanch, and an empty spine reduced to a single node V.nSubj. In
the EPTD associated with the clitic le, there are two spines: the main
spine C.nClit, C.nClit0, and an empty spine reduced to node C.nObj.

4 the transformation of phrase structure
syntax into dependency syntax

The IG formalism is based on the constituency approach to syntax,
as opposed to the dependency approach but the principles introduced
in the previous section allow for an automatic transformation of IG
constituency parses into dependency structures.

There is a large literature about this kind of transformation (see
for example Choi and Palmer 2010). Some of the difficult aspects of
this transformation include (i) deciding, for each node of the con-
stituency tree, which of its daughters is the linguistic head and (ii)
deciding, for each dependency edge, the grammatical function with
which it should be labeled.

In previous versions of Frigram, this transformation relied on
the trace of the parsing construction (in IG these traces are the record
of the polarities composition but this corresponds to the notion of
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derivation tree in TAG). With the most recent version of Frigram,
it is not necessary to refer to the parsing construction and the two dif-
ficulties mentioned above were taken into account during the gram-
mar building. Thanks to the principles described above, constituency
trees contain systematic and precise information about heads of con-
stituents and about their grammatical functions. In consequence, there
is a canonical way to derive a dependency tree from the constituency
tree.

The transformation is done in two steps. In the first step, all leaves
of the model are items of the dependency structure and each node of
the constituency tree with a feature funct with a value f different
from head or void yields a dependency relation from the head of the
mother of the node label with f to its own head. Applied to Figure 1,
this gives:

• Node 〈1.1〉 produces a dependency relation labeled subj from the
head of its mother 〈1.2.1〉 to leaf 〈1.1〉;

• Node 〈1.3〉 produces a dependency relation labeled obj from the
head of its mother 〈1.2.1〉 to leaf 〈1.3〉;

• Node 〈2〉 produces a dependency relation labeled punct from the
head of its mother 〈1.2.1〉 to leaf 〈2.1〉.

A relation ANT is used to keep track of the link encoded by the ref
feature between an empty node and the extracted position.

In the second step, to produce more standard dependency struc-
tures devoid of ε, empty words are removed and their incident depen-
dencies are transferred to their full antecedent, when it exists. Figure 6
(right) shows the effect of empty node removal on the dependency
structure obtained above (left).

ε_a
np

montrez
v

le
pro

ε_t
np

!
punct

subj obj

punct

ANT

montrez
v

le
pro

!
punct

obj

punct Figure 6:
Dependency graphs
representing the syntax of
the sentence montrez-le !

The systematic usage of empty nodes to describe constructions
where some constituents are extracted allows for a uniform conversion
process. Even for some problematic cases that require non-projective
dependency representation like sentence (1), a projective structure is
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produced in the first step and the non-projective one is obtained with
the second step (see Figure 7).
(1) Jean

Jean
en
of it

voit
sees

la
the

fin.
end

‘Jean sees the end of it.’

Figure 7:
Examples of

non-projective
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In our very simple example, the resulting dependency graph re-
duces to a tree but in more complex sentences, the dependency graph
may contain nodes with several governors or even cycles. In Figure 8,
two other examples are given; the first one is a DAG (Tom décide de
venir ‘Tom decides to come’), the second one contains cycles (un livre
difficile à lire ‘a book which is difficult to read’).

Figure 8:
Examples of
dependency
structures

produced by
Frigram
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cpl
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v

subj obj obj_cpl

subj
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det mod iobj obj_prep

subj

obj

As pointed out in Ivanova et al. (2012), different linguistic choice
bring incompatible structures. It is the case here, and the structure
given by Frigram requires further transformation to match a corpus
like Sequoia (Candito and Seddah 2012) for instance.

5 the architecture of the grammar

A lexicalized grammar for French with a large coverage necessarily
has an enormous size: the number of EPTDs in the grammar is the
product of the number of entries in the lexicon of inflected words by
the average of the number of ETPDs anchored by each inflected word.
Now, a lot of these EPTDs are only different at the morphological and
phonological level; to factorize these similarities, we use the notion
of EPTD template. An EPTD template is an EPTD whose anchor is not
attached to a particular word. A set of EPTD templates is called an
unanchored grammar.
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The lexicalized grammar is then produced as a combination of
an unanchored grammar with a lexicon. Only the much smaller unan-
chored grammar is stored and the EPTDs are built on the fly during
the parsing process. In our case, the unanchored grammar considered
is called Frigram.

Another interest of dissociating the lexicon from the grammar is
that the lexicon may be written in a way that is totally independent
of the grammatical formalism, so that it is reusable with grammars in
other formalisms.

This independence of the lexicon with respect to the grammar is
also used by FRMG for the formalism of TAG (Villemonte De La Clerg-
erie 2010). It is an advantage with respect to systems in which the
lexicon depends more or less strictly on the formalism used for writ-
ing the grammar:

• in LKB (Copestake and Flickinger 2000), the lexicon is totally in-
tegrated in the typed feature system of the grammar;

• in DotCCG (Baldridge et al. 2007), the dependency of the lexicon
on the grammar is expressed through the notion of family; a lex-
ical entry is associated with a family, which is a set of syntactic
types having a linguistic unity;

• the same notion of family is used in XTAG (XTAG Research Group
2001) for TAG, but here, a family is a set of tree schemas.

5.1 The modular organisation of the grammar
It is unthinkable to manually build a grammar with about 4,000

EPTD templates, considering each one individually. Even if it were
possible, it would be intractable to maintain the consistency of such a
grammar.

Now, the EPTD templates of Frigram share a lot of fragments
and it is possible to organize the grammar as a class hierarchy. The
structuration of a grammar on the basis of a hierarchy is not new:
HPSG uses a hierarchy of typed feature structures via an inheritance
relation (Pollard and Sag 1994). Systems where built to help the de-
velopment of HPSG-based grammars: LKB (Copestake and Flickinger
2000) or TRALE.

IG uses the more generic tool XMG (Crabbé et al. 2013). XMG can
be used for various formalisms. It was already used for TAG (Crabbé
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Figure 9:
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2005) and IG. XMG provides a language to define a grammar as a set
of classes. A class can be defined directly but also from other classes
by means of two composition operations: conjunction (represented as
diamond nodes labeled AND in Figure 9) and disjunction (represented
as diamond nodes labeled OR).

Each class is structured according to several dimensions. Frigram
uses two dimensions: the first one is the syntactic dimension, where
objects are EPTD templates, and the second one is the dimension of
the interface with the lexicon, where objects are feature structures.

Defining the conjunction of two classes requires a specification of
how the components are combined for each dimension: for the syn-
tactic dimension, PTD union is performed; for the dimension of the
interface with the lexicon, it is realized as unification between feature
structures.

The terminal classes of the hierarchy define the EPTD templates of
the grammar that are computed by the XMG compiler. Figure 9 gives
the example of a terminal class, the NP0_V_NP1_PP2 class of transitive
verbs with an indirect complement, with the hierarchy of classes used
to define it. The compiler accumulates the information given by all
classes from the top to the bottom of the hierarchy, taking into account
the two manners of composing classes. In this way, the compilation of
the NP0_V_NP1_PP2 class produces 40 EPTD templates.

For TAG, the compiler also produces tree descriptions, but these
are not polarized, and after the compiler, a solver generates the ele-
mentary trees that are models of tree descriptions.

The source grammar is the set of all classes. In our case, the cur-
rent source grammar frigramS is composed of 425 classes, including
175 terminal ones. The object grammar is the set of EPTD templates
produced by the compilation of the terminal classes. In our case, the
object grammar, frigramO, produced from frigramS, is composed
of 3,890 EPTD templates.6

Of course, some general classes can be used in several different
contexts. For instance, the classes related to complements of predica-
tive structures are used as subclasses for the classes related to adjec-
tives, nouns, and verbs requiring complements. For the sake of read-

6The grammar is systematically described in 280 pages of documenta-
tion (Perrier 2014).
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ability, the set of classes is organized in a module hierarchy. Here is the
list of all modules in the alphabetic order, with the number of classes
by module between parentheses and a brief characterization of these
classes:

• adjective (16): adjectives,
• adverb (37): adverbs,
• complement (24): complements required by verbs, nouns, or
adjectives,

• complementizer (7): complementizers,7
• coordination (12): coordination,
• determiner (12): determiners, except interrogative determin-
ers,

• extractGramWord (18): extraction (from relative, interroga-
tive, and cleft clauses),

• interrogative (17): interrogative pronouns, adverbs, and de-
terminers,

• noun (21): common and proper nouns,
• preposition (13): prepositions,
• proclitic (26): clitic pronouns,
• pronoun (21): disjoint pronouns, except interrogative and rela-
tive pronouns,

• punctuation (24): punctuation marks,
• relative (11): relative pronouns,
• verb (72): different families of verbs according to their subcate-
gorization frame and specific verbs such as presentatives, modal
and causative verbs,

• verbImpersonalDiatheses (25): different diatheses, active,
passive and middle, with an impersonal subject,

• verbKernel (28): classes defining the common verbal kernel of
all verbs with the morphology and its interaction with the form
of the subject, the syntactic function of the verb, and its voice,

• verbPersonalDiatheses (40): different diatheses, active, pas-
sive, and middle, with a personal subject,

7The prepositions à and de introducing direct object infinitives are consid-
ered as complementizers, following Huot (1982).
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Figure 10: Hierarchy of modules grouping the classes of frigramS concerning
verbs, nouns, adjectives, and adverbs
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Figure 11: Hierarchy of modules grouping the classes of frigramS concerning
extraction

• verbSubjectControl (1): control of subjects of infinitives by
arguments of the verb governing the infinitive.

The number of classes by module is not proportional to the number of
words the module pertains to but also depends on the number and the
complexity of the phenomena anchored by these words. For instance,
there are few clitic pronouns but they contribute to various syntactic
constructions.

Some classes of one module are defined from classes of another
module. We can represent this property with a graph where an edge
means that some classes of the target module are defined from classes
of the source module. Figure 10 shows these dependencies for the
modules concerning verbs, nouns, and adjectives.

Figure 11 shows these dependencies for the modules modeling
extraction from relative, interrogative, and cleft clauses. The modules
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absent in Figure 10 and Figure 11 are isolated ones, without external
dependencies.

A natural question arises: since XMG can be used for various for-
malisms, TAG and IG in particular, is it possible to re-use a gram-
mar constructed in one formalism to build a new grammar in another
formalism? The problem is that the organization of a grammar con-
structed with XMG is very close to the formalism, especially to the
operation modeling syntactic composition. In TAG, this operation is
adjunction, so that grammatical information tends to be anchored at
verbs. In IG, this operation is merging of PTDs, which is more flexible,
so that it is possible to anchor information at grammatical words.
5.2 The link with a lexicon independent of the formalism
The full grammar is produced from frigramO and a lexicon. Each
EPTD template from frigramO is associated with a feature structure,
called its interface, which describes a syntactic frame corresponding
to lexical units able to anchor it. Lexicon entries are also described
through feature structures. The set of features used in the interfaces
differs from the one used in EPTDs because they do not play the same
role: they do not aim at describing syntactic structures but are used
for describing the morpho-syntactic properties of the words of the lan-
guage anchoring the EPTDs in a way independent of the formalism.

Figure 12 shows an EPTD generated by the NP0_V_NP1_PP2 class
with its interface above. The interface appears as a two-level feature
structure. Features at the first level give the constituents of the frame
associated with the EPTD. In our example, the head feature represents
the verb. The subj, obj, and iobj1 features respectively represent the
subject, the direct object and the indirect object of the verb.

The second level describes the properties of each constituent of
the frame. For instance, the value of the head feature is a feature struc-
ture describing some morpho-syntactic properties of the verb. Among
the features present in this structure, [impers :maybe|never] says
that the verb is either a verb that accepts a personal and impersonal
construction of its subject or a verb with only a personal construction.
The feature [pronominal :maybe|never] says that the verb may ac-
cept a reflexive object or it does not admit a reflexive clitic.

In the lexicon, the entries are pairs of an inflected word and fea-
ture structure. The feature structure has exactly the same format as
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head =

aff : voidaff

aux : [1]?

cat : v

funct : void

impers : maybe|never

lemma : [2]?

mood : imp

num : [3]?

pers : [4]1|2

pronominal : [5]maybe|never

tense : [6]?

trans : true

verb_type : standard

iobj1 =

cat : np

funct : iobj

prep : [7]?

obj =
cat : np

funct : obj

subj =
cat : np

funct : subj

nS

cat → s

funct ← head

mood ↔ imp

sent_type → imper

tense = [6]?

voice = active

nVmax

aux ↔ [1]?

cat ↔ v

funct ↔ head

lemma ↔ [2]?

mood ↔ imp

num = [3]?

pers = [4]1|2

tense = [6]?

trans = true

verb_type = standard

nSubj

cat ↔ np

empty_type = arg

funct ↔ subj

num = [3]?

pers = [4]1|2

sem = full

nObj

cat ← np

funct → obj

nCompl

cat ← pp

funct → iobj

prep ← [7]?

nVanch

aux ↔ [1]?

cat ↔ v

funct ↔ head

lemma ↔ [2]?

mood ↔ imp

num = [3]?

pers = [4]1|2

pronominal = [5]maybe|never

tense = [6]?

verb_type = standard

nNp

cat ~ adv|np

funct ~ head|obj_prep

Figure 12: One of the EPTDs generated by the NP0_V_NP1_PP2 class

the interfaces of the grammar. For instance, Figure 13 shows a lexical
entry for the verb montrez used with a direct and indirect object, like
in the sentence montrez-le moi ! ‘show it to me!’.8

The anchoring of an EPTD template is performed by unifying its
interface with the entries of the lexicon. At the first level, interfaces
and lexical entries are viewed as closed structures: they unify if they
have exactly the same set of features. At the second level, they are
viewed as open structures: for a given feature of the first level, its
value in the interface unifies with its value in the lexicon entry in the
sense usually given to the operation of unification, which may entail
the addition of second level features to the interface not present ini-
tially. For instance, the interface of the EPTD template presented in

8The question mark after the name of feature iobj1 expresses that this fea-
ture is optional.
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Figure 13:

Entry of the verb montrez
in the lexicon

head =

aff : voidaff

aux : avoir

cat : v

impers : never

lemma : «montrer»

mood : imp|ind

num : pl

passiv : total

pers : 2

pronominal : maybe

tense : pres

trans : true

iobj1? =
cat : np

prep : «dat»

obj = cat : np

subj = cat : np

Figure 12 succeeds in the unification with the lexical entry presented
in Figure 13. At the first level, they have exactly the same set of fea-
tures: head, iobj1, obj, and subj. At the second level, the values of
the first level features unify in a standard way.

Since there is a co-indexation between features of the EPTD tem-
plate and features of the interface, some feature values of the EPTD
may be instantiated during anchoring. Figure 14 shows the anchored
EPTD resulting from the unification between the interface of the EPTD
template from Figure 12 and the lexical entry from Figure 13. As a
side effect of anchoring the values of features aux, lemma, num, pers,
tense, and prep have been instantiated.

The lexicon used to anchor frigramO (called Frilex) com-
bines morphological information extracted from ABU9 and from Mor-
phalou (Romary et al. 2004) with syntactic information for verbs ex-
tracted from Dicovalence (Van den Eynde and Mertens 2003). Frilex
contains 530,000 entries. To avoid size explosion, the required EPTDs
of the grammar are built on the fly during parsing.

6 the companion property and
the consistency of the grammar

Our ambition is to build a large coverage grammar for French syn-
tax. Even if the hierarchical structure of the grammar makes it more
compact and facilitates maintenance, the size of the grammar may be

9http://abu.cnam.fr/DICO/mots-communs.html
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head =

aff : voidaff

aux : [1]avoir

cat : v

funct : void

impers : never

lemma : [2]«montrer»

mood : imp

num : [3]pl

pers : [4]2

pronominal : [5]maybe

tense : [6]pres

trans : true

verb_type : standard

iobj1 =

cat : np

funct : iobj

prep : [7]«dat»

obj =
cat : np

funct : obj

subj =
cat : np

funct : subj

nS

cat → s

funct ← head

mood ↔ imp

sent_type → imper

tense = [6]pres

voice = active

nVmax

aux ↔ [1]avoir

cat ↔ v

funct ↔ head

lemma ↔ [2]«montrer»

mood ↔ imp

num = [3]pl

pers = [4]2

tense = [6]pres

trans = true

verb_type = standard

nSubj

cat ↔ np

empty_type = arg

funct ↔ subj

num = [3]pl

pers = [4]2

sem = full

nObj

cat ← np

funct → obj

nCompl

cat ← pp

funct → iobj

prep ← [7]«dat»

nVanch

montrez

aux ↔ [1]avoir

cat ↔ v

funct ↔ head

lemma ↔ [2]«montrer»

mood ↔ imp

num = [3]pl

pers = [4]2

pronominal = [5]maybe

tense = [6]pres

verb_type = standard

nNp

cat ~ adv|np

funct ~ head|obj_prep

Figure 14: Anchored EPTD for the verb montrez

important and global consistency is difficult to maintain. The problem
is that the different classes of the grammar source, even if they are not
linked in the hierarchy, are generally not independent because EPTDs
interact through the process of syntactic composition. For instance,
in the parsing of the sentence montrez-le !, the EPTD anchored by the
verb montrez interacts with the EPTD anchored by the clitic pronoun
le, though the corresponding classes in the source grammar are to-
tally independent. It is essential to check that this interaction works
correctly.

A standard way to check global consistency of the grammar is
to parse real sentences from test suites or corpora. However, the IG
formalism provides another mechanism, complementary to the pars-
ing of real sentences, to help checking the consistency of a grammar
in a static way based on the EPTDs of the grammar without using
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parsing. This mechanism uses the Companion Property. Originally, this
property was introduced by Bonfante et al. (2009) to perform lexical
disambiguation with IG.

Let us consider an interaction grammar.
Definition 3. A companion of an unsaturated polarized feature in an
EPTD of the grammar is another polarized feature of an EPTD such that
the first feature is saturated by the second one: a merging of their respective
nodes leads to a consistent PTD.

A PTD is called consistent when it does not contain any unsatis-
fiable constraint; in other words, there exists some context in which
the PTD can produce a model.

For instance, consider the EPTD associated with the verb mon-
trez in Figure 2. A companion of the positive feature [funct→obj]
is the negative feature [funct←obj|subjpred] of the EPTD asso-
ciated with the clitic pronoun le. The notion of companion can be
expressed at the template level: if a template EPTD contains an un-
saturated polarized feature, it requires to be saturated by some other
complementary feature and we can search for companions (polarized
features in a template EPTD) that are able to saturate it. Thanks to the
medium size of frigramO, it is possible to exhaustively compute the
set of companions of all polarized features of the EPTDs templates of
grammar frigramO.

For instance, consider the EPTD template (noted E0) correspond-
ing to the EPTD anchored with montrez in Figure 2. It contains a posi-
tive feature [funct→obj]; scanning frigramO, we find 107 com-
panions. Moreover, for 95 companions (out of the 107), we know
that they necessarily are companions coming from EPTD templates
for which the anchor is on the right of the anchor of E0 after merging.
The remaining 12 cases do not imply any order constraint on anchors.

As already said, companions are used for lexical disambiguation:
when parsing a sentence, if an unsaturated feature of an EPTD E fails
to find a companion in the EPTDs of the other lexical units of the sen-
tence, E cannot be used in the parsing and so it can be removed. But
companions can also be useful to help grammar development. The first
diagnostic is when a polarized feature has an empty companion set:
this means that the corresponding EPTD cannot be used in any gram-
matical parse; in this case this EPTD can be removed from the grammar
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or there is some mistake in its definition. Other kinds of observations
can be used by the expert: if a polarized feature has companions only
on the left or on the right, it can be checked whether this corresponds
to linguistic intuition. The full grammar contains 56,462 unsaturated
polarities waiting for a companion: 21.2% have companions only on
the right and 11.1% have companions only on the left.

During the Frigram development, many inconsistencies were
discovered using information about companion sets. In particular,
some verbs requiring complements were found to have no compan-
ion because of the incompatibility between features or polarities of
the expected complements and those of the EPTDs attached at the
potential complements. It greatly helped to correct more or less deep
defects and errors of Frigram.

7 coverage of the grammar

Frigram covers a lot of syntactic phenomena: the different verb
diatheses (active, passive, middle, causative, and impersonal diathe-
ses), raising and control verbs, different types of sentences (declar-
ative, interrogative, exclamative, imperative), extraction from inter-
rogative, relative, cleft and dislocated clauses, noun complement clitic
pronouns, quantifier pronouns, tough movement, coordination, and
others. Within the limits of this article, it is not possible to describe
all phenomena covered by Frigram in an exhaustive way, but the
reader can find a more complete information in the documentation of
Frigram (Perrier 2014).

In this section, we have chosen to present some of the most
complex syntactic phenomena in French: causative constructions,
negation, comparative, and consecutive constructions, extraction with
pied-piping. Some of these have been little studied, especially com-
parative and consecutive constructions.

The modeling of these phenomena is constrained on the one hand
by the formalism of IG and on the other hand by the rules of the
French grammar. For the latter, our guide is the grammar of Riegel
et al. (1999).

For every phenomenon, we compare the modeling in IG with the
modeling in other formalisms, but most publications presenting such
works are theoretical without any implementation and we know that
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from a theoretical idea to its implementation in a grammar with a
large coverage there is a long way which may be fraught with pit-
falls (Bender 2008).
7.1 Causative constructions
In a causative construction, a causative verb (faire or laisser10 in
French) combines with an infinitive in the active voice. Here are ex-
amples illustrating this construction. For every sentence, the causative
auxiliary and the complement infinitive are in bold.
(2) Jean

Jean
le
it

fait
makes

remplir.
fill

‘Jean makes someone fill it.’
(3) Jean

Jean
fait
makes

se rencontrer
meet

les
the

ingénieurs
engineers

aujourd’hui.
today

‘Jean makes the engineers meet today.’
(4) Jean

Jean
s’
himself

est
has

fait
made

contrôler.
control

‘Jean has been controlled.’
(5) Que

That
Marie
Marie

mange
eats

beaucoup
a lot

la
her

fait
makes

dormir.
sleep

‘That Marie eats a lot makes her sleep.’
(6) Jean

Jean
fait
asks

prendre
to take

par
by

Marie
Marie

son
his

billet
ticket

de
of

train.
train

‘Jean asks Marie to take his train ticket.’
(7) Jean

Jean
fait
asks

balayer
to sweep

la
the

cour
yard

à
to

Marie.
Marie

‘Jean asks Marie to sweep the yard.’
All these sentences are parsed with Frigram. Sentence (2) illustrates
clitic climbing in causative constructions: the clitic pronoun le is the
direct object of remplir but it is attached at the causative verb fait.

Sentence (3) shows that clitic climbing is not performed if the
clitic is a reflexive pronoun, se in the example that refers to the object
les ingénieurs in the example.

However, in Sentence (4), the reflexive pronoun se refers to the
subject of the causative verb Jean, while being the object of contrôler.

10The verb laisser can be only partially considered as a causative verb (Abeillé
et al. 1997).
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nS

cat → s

funct ← [2]objpred|obj_cpl|obj|mod_rel|mod_cleft|head

nVmax

cat ↔ v

funct ↔ head

verb_type = caus

nSubj

cat ← cs

cpl ← «de|que»

funct → subj

nCaus

cat ← s

funct → caus

nVanch

fait

cat ↔ v

funct ↔ head

verb_type = caus

nCausV

cat ~ v

funct ~ head

trans = false

nCausSubj

cat ~ np

empty_type = arg

funct ~ subj

ref = [[8]]?

nObj

cat ← np

funct → obj

ref = [[8]]?

Figure 15:
Anchored EPTD for the
verb fait used as a causative
verb with a specific object
representing the subject of
an intransitive caused verb

In this case, it climbs. Moreover, in this example, if the construction
is a causative from a syntactic point of view, it is not the case from
a semantic point of view, because Jean is not the causer of the action
contrôler.

Sentence (5) shows a sentence where the causer is a complete
clause: Que Marie mange beaucoup.

Sentences (6) and (7) illustrate the following rule: if the caused
verb is transitive, its subject is expressed as an agent complement or
indirect object.

In Frigram, causative verbs are considered as special full verbs,
as Figure 15 illustrates. The EPTD, shown in this figure, is attached at
the verb fait used as a causative verb, with an intransitive caused verb.
The caused verb is the head of an infinitive represented with the node
nCaus. A specific complement, representing the subject of the caused
verb introduced by the causative verb is considered a sub-constituent
of the infinitive clause headed by the caused verb. In the EPTD, it is
represented by the node nObj with the function object. A co-indexed
feature ref indicates that it refers to the same entity as the empty
subject of the infinitive represented by the node nCausSubj.

The question arises: why have we chosen to put this node nObj as
a sub-constituent of nCaus and not of nS? The reason is that it is possi-
ble to insert specific complements linked to the causative construction
between the caused verb and its own complements. Sentence (6) illus-
trates this problem: the agent complement par Marie, depending on the
causative construction, comes between the caused verb prendre and its
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object son billet de train. As a consequence, it must be put in the same
constituent.

An alternative way of modeling causative constructions would be
to consider causative verbs as auxiliaries, like tense or passive auxil-
iaries. It would require adding a specific entry in the grammar for all
infinitives likely to take a causative auxiliary, which would increase
the size of the grammar and lexical ambiguity in parsing. Another
drawback comes from the flat representation that this entails. Let us
consider Sentence (3). If we consider fait as a usual auxiliary of the
verb rencontrer, node nS representing the whole sentence will have
two daughter nodes as sub-constituents with the same function ob-
ject: the own object of rencontrer, the clitic pronoun se, represented
by its trace, and a specific object, les ingénieurs, introduced by the
causative construction. Thus, if we want to attach every object at its
verb, we need additional information to knowwhich object is attached
at which verb. We have the same problems for dative complements:
in a flat structure, we can have two dative complements at the same
level, one that is attached at the causative verb and another one that
is attached at the infinitive.

Now, how to model constraints on clitic climbing, as they are
expressed in the previous examples? In order to limit the ambiguity
of the grammar, they are not attached at the causative verb but at
the clitic pronouns. Figure 16 shows an EPTD for a reflexive clitic
that is an object of the caused verb and that refers to the subject of
the causative verb. Such a clitic must climb to the causative verb,
as Sentence(4) illustrates. A node nConst represents the trace of this
object at the canonical object position in the clause nS0 headed by
the caused verb, contrôler in our example. The clitic se, represented
by the node nClit, is attached at the auxiliary est of the causative verb
fait, represented by the node nVclit. Finally, the feature [ref=[[8]]
?] indicates a co-reference with the subject Jean. There is another
lexical entry for se when it does not climb in a causative construction,
as Sentence (3) illustrates. For non-reflexive clitic pronouns, there is
only one lexical entry which forces climbing.

There are in-depth studies of French causative constructions in
two other formalisms, HPSG and LFG. In all studies, the discussion
is about the choice between the flat and the biclausal representation,
which relates to a linguistic choice: to see a causative verb as any
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nS

cat ~ ap|s

nVmax

cat ~ v

nS0

cat ~ s

funct ~ caus

nSubj

funct ~ subj

ref = [[8]]?

nVclit

cat ~ v

nClit

cat ↔ pro

funct ↔ void

ref = [[8]]?

nConst

cat → np|n|cs|ap|s

empty_type = track

funct ← [2]obj

ref = [[8]]?

nClit0

se

cat ↔ pro

funct ↔ head

Figure 16:
Anchored EPTD for the
clitic pronoun se used as
an object of a caused verb
referring to the subject
of the causative verb

control verb or to see it as constituting a complex verb with its object
infinitive.

Abeillé et al. (1997) do not choose any of the options but dedicate
a specific representation to each case: the biclausal representation is
used when the causee is an object clitic and when there is no clitic
climbing; the flat representation is used in other cases. The two cases
are not completely disjunct, so that the two representations can be
used when the caused verb is intransitive and the causee is an object
clitic as in Sentence (5), whereas Frigram provides a unique parse
in this case. On the other hand, Abeillé et al. (1997) accept very rare
constructions which are rejected by Frigram. Here are examples il-
lustrating these cases.
(8) Jean

Jean
le
him

fait
makes

remplir
fill

la
the

citerne.
cistern

‘Jean makes him fill the cistern.’
(9) Jean

Jean
le
him

fait
makes

lui
him

téléphoner.
call

‘Jean makes him call him.’
In Sentence (8), the causee is an object clitic, though the caused verb
has a direct object. In Sentence (9), the clitic lui has not climbed. It is
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possible to take these cases into account in Frigram, but the interest
is not obvious, because of the rarity of their occurrences.11

Both in Frigram and in the proposal of Abeillé et al. (1997),
not all the constraints on the cliticization of the arguments for the
causative verb and infinitive are taken into account. For instance, the
following ungrammatical sentence, taken from Yates (2002), is ac-
cepted.
(10)∗Pierre

Pierre
lui
him

a fait
made

téléphoner
call

Marie
Marie

‘Pierre made Marie call him.’
Yates (2002) uses the potentiality of LFG to represent the complex

constraints on cliticization in causative constructions illustrated by
Sentence (10). At the constituent level, the c-structure expresses a flat
representation, whereas at the functional level, the f-structure allows
a sharing between arguments of the infinitive and the causative verb.
He shows that his ideas can be transposed in HPSG.

To transpose them in IG would entail substantial changes in the
grammar. Putting the caused verb and its complement in a flat struc-
ture at the same level as the causative verb requires a specific entry in
the grammar for the caused verb. The usual entries for infinitives no
longer work because the mood of the clause is given by the causative
verb. This addition of a new entry must be repeated for all subcatego-
rization frames of infinitives at the active voice. This would increase
the size and ambiguity of the grammar.
7.2 Negation
In French, negation is most often expressed with the clitic ne paired
with a negative grammatical word which can be an adverb (pas,
guère. . .), a pronoun (personne, nul. . .), or a determiner (aucun. . .).
To name all these words in a unique manner, we use a non-standard
term, negative satellites, which expresses that the words must be paired
with ne. The following examples illustrate different cases of negative
satellites. The clitic ne and its satellites are in bold.
(11) Jean

Jean
ne mange

eats
pas
not

de pommes.
apples

‘Jean does not eat apples.’
11No occurrence of these constructions exists either in Sequoia or in the FTB.
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(12) Marie
Marie

ne pense
think

connaître
to know

la
the

femme
wife

d’
of

aucun
any

ingénieur.
engineer

‘Marie thinks to know the wife of no engineer.’
(13) Jean

Jean
ne travaille

works
avec
with

l’
the

appui
support

de
of

personne.
nobody

‘Jean works with the support of nobody.’
(14) Jean

Jean
ne pense

thinks
pouvoir
to be able

travailler
to work

que
only

dans
in

sa
his

chambre.
room

‘Jean thinks to be able to work only in his room.’
The pairing of ne with one negative satellite is expressed in

Frigram with a polarized feature neg which is attached at the clause
constituting the scope of the negation. Particle ne provides the pos-
itive feature [neg→true] to neutralize the dual negative feature
[neg←true] given by the negative satellite.

Figure 17 shows the EPTD attached at the clitic ne on its left. The
node nS represents the sentence that is the scope of the negation. It
carries the positive feature [neg→true]. The particle ne appears as
a clitic put before the verb represented by the node nV. The maximal
projection of the clitic represented by the node nAdvmax cannot re-
ceive any modifiers, which is indicated by the fact that the node is
closed (double rectangle on the figure).

A difficulty comes from the fact that the negative satellite paired
with ne can be situated in a constituent that is embedded more or less
deeply in the clause that is the scope of the negation. This property
applies only to some satellites. In particular, it is true for aucun and
personne, as Sentences (12) and (13) show it. The satellites are situ-
ated in noun phrases: aucun ingénieur in Sentence (12) and personne in
Sentence (13). If these noun phrases are noun complements, as in the
examples, they can be embedded more or less deeply in a clause and,
moreover, this clause can itself be embedded in the clause that is the
scope of the negation.

That is the case for Sentence (12): from the satellite word aucun to
the scope of the negation, there is chain of constituents: a noun phrase
aucun ingénieur, a prepositional phrase d’aucun ingénieur, another noun
phrase la femme d’aucun ingénieur, and an infinitive connaître la femme
d’aucun ingénieur.

Figure 17 (on the right) shows the EPTD anchored by aucun and
used in the parsing of Sentence (12). In this EPTD, the node nS repre-
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Figure 17:

EPTD attached
at the clitic ne
and an EPTD

attached at the
negative satellite

aucun

nAdv

ne

adv_type = neg

cat ↔ adv

funct ↔ head

lemma ↔ «ne»

nAdvmax

cat ↔ adv

funct ↔ mod

nV

cat ~ v

mood ~ [1]presp|inf|ind|imp|cond|subj

nConst

cat ~ v

mood ~ [1]presp|inf|ind|imp|cond|subj

nS

cat ~ ap|s

neg → true

nNp

cat ~ np

pers = 3

nN

cat ~ n

funct ~ head

nDetmax

cat → det

det_type = neg

funct ← det

nDet

aucun

cat ↔ det

det_type = neg

funct ↔ head

nCompl

cat ~ np|pp

  cat:np|pp

nS

cat ~ ap|s

neg ← true

nS1

cat ~ s

funct ~ obj|caus|obj_modal

nS0

cat ~ s

funct ~ obj|caus|obj_modal

cat : s
  funct : obj|obj_modal|caus

mood : inf

sents the clause that is the scope of the negation. It is labeled with the
negative feature [neg←true].

The node nS1 represents the immediate sub-constituent of nS that
is the clause including aucun. The clause nS0 that is the location of au-
cun can be embedded more or less deeply in nS1, which is expressed
with an underspecified dominance relation from nS1 to nS0. In Sen-
tence (12), the nodes nS0 and nS1 are merged and they represent the
clause connaître la femme d’aucun ingénieur.
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The node nCompl represents the complement that is a sub-con-
stituent of nS0 and that is the location of aucun, la femme d’aucun
ingénieur in the example. The node nNp represents the noun phrase
that is the location of aucun, aucun ingénieur in the example. Another
underspecified dominance relation from nCompl to nNp expresses the
possibility for nNp to be embedded more or less deeply in nCompl.

Now, even if the location of a satellite word like aucun is relatively
free, it is not completely free. Here are examples of unacceptable sen-
tences in French.
(15)∗Jean

Jean
ne vient

is coming
parce qu’
because

il
he

connaît
knows

aucun
no

invité.
guest

‘Jean does not comes because he doesn’t knows any guest.’ (intended)
(16)∗Marie

Marie
ne pense

thinks
connaître
to know

une
a

fille
girl

qui
who

ait
has

aucun
no

défaut.
defect

‘Marie does not think that she knows a girl without any default.’ (intended)
Sentence (15) illustrates the fact that aucun cannot be located in-

side an adjunct clause depending on the clause including the particle
ne. In IG, such a constraint is expressed on underspecified dominance
relations with feature structures. In the EPTD on the right of Figure 17,
the following feature structure labels the underspecified dominance
relation from nS1 to nS0: {[cat :s], [funct :obj|obj_modal|caus],
[mood :inf]}. This feature structure means that each node of the
model that is between the nodes nS1 and nS0 must be labeled with
[cat :s], [mood :inf], and [funct :obj] or [funct :obj_modal]
or [funct :caus]. In other words, the clause where aucun is located
must be embedded in a sequence of infinitive clauses that are object
of transitive verbs, causative verbs, or modal auxiliaries.

Sentence (16) illustrates a constraint on another underspecified
dominance relation in the EPTD of Figure 17 on the right: from
nCompl to nNp. This relation is constrained by the feature structure
{[cat :np|pp]}. Such a constraint means that between nCompl and
nNp there may be only a sequence of noun or prepositional phrases.
This entails the failure of parsing Sentence (16). In this sentence, from
nNp to nCompl there is the following sequence of constituents: a noun
phrase aucun défaut, a relative clause, qui ait aucun défaut, and another
noun phrase, une femme qui ait aucun défaut. The second constituent of
this sequence violates the constraint on the underspecified dominance
relation from nCompl to nNp.
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Sentences (13) and (14) show that personne and que behave in a
similar manner as aucun, which is modeled in Frigram with a similar
EPTD. For que, there is a difference: there is only one underspecified
dominance relation, between nS1 and nS0.

Another difficulty comes from the fact that one clitic ne can be
paired with several negative satellites, as Sentence (17) shows. In this
sentence, there are two satellite adverbs: pas and que.
(17) Jean

Jean
ne
does not

mange
eat

pas que
only

des pommes.
apples

‘Jean does not eat only apples.’
In the IG formalism, one positive feature [neg→true] must be

saturated by exactly one negative feature [neg←true]. Our solution
is to distinguish between the main and secondary satellite word. The
main satellite word brings the negative feature [neg←true] and the
secondary satellite word brings a virtual feature [neg∼true].

All negative satellites can play the role of main satellites. How
should the negative satellites that can also play the role of secondary
satellites be determined? We have chosen a pragmatic criterion: if a
negative satellite can occur simultaneously with a lot of other negative
satellites, we consider it a potential secondary satellite. It is not com-
pletely satisfactory because it ignores some cases. For instance, que
can co-occur with rien, guère, jamais, pas, plus, whereas pas can only
co-occur with que. As a consequence, que is considered a secondary
satellite, while pas is considered only a main satellite.

Regarding the specific studies about the formalization of the nega-
tion syntax in French, we propose to start the comparison with work
that is related to the study of the phenomenon from a strictly syntac-
tic point of view. Following Abeillé and Godard (1997), Kim and Sag
(2002) propose to model French and English negative adverbs in the
framework of HPSG. For French, they restrict the study to the adverbs
behaving as pas, that is with a very constrained position: guère, jamais,
plus. . . They do not consider que which has a more free position.

Their work focuses on the possible positions of the negative ad-
verb in the constituent tree of the sentence, according to the mood of
the head verb. They conclude that with non-finite verbs it is a pre-
verbal VP-adjunct, and with finite verbs it is taken as a postverbal
complement sister of the other complements in the VP. Ne pas put be-
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fore an infinitive is considered a VP-modifier. Ne put before a finite
verb is considered an affix and a lexical rule transforms the lexical
entry of the finite verb into a negated entry where a slot for the nega-
tive adverb is added to the subcategorization frame of the verb. In this
way, the number of negation adverbs that it is possible to put after a
finite verb is controlled by the subcategorization frame.

In IG, the notion of a verb phrase does not exist, so that nega-
tive adverbs are considered verb modifiers. The constraints about the
linear order between the verb and negative adverb according to the
mood of the verb are expressed with two different EPTDs correspond-
ing to the two positions. For the preverbal position, the modeling of
the negative adverb as a verb modifier entails a small limitation: it
is not possible to reflect wide scope of ne pas over a conjunction of
coordination, as in the following example extracted from Abeillé and
Godard (1997).
(18) Paul

Paul
promettait
promised

de ne pas
not

lire
to read

le
the

journal
newspaper

ou
or

regarder
watch

la

télévision
television.
‘Paul promised not to read the newspaper or watch television.’
To take this phenomenon into account, it is sufficient to add a

unique EPTD anchored by ne pas which has the function of infinitive
modifier besides the EPTDs used for ne and pas with other moods.

In the restricted context chosen by Kim and Sag (2002), the de-
pendency between the clitic ne and the negative satellite is relatively
simple. Godard (2004) studies this dependency in depth in a general
context, where it is more complex. Moreover, she also considers the
semantic dimension: the satellite is considered as a quantifier and the
clitic ne marks the scope of this quantifier. She proposes a model of
the dependency in the framework of HPSG. This dependency is distant.
Whereas IG uses its system of polarities combined with the relation of
underspecified dominance to express distant dependencies, HPSG uses
the propagation of features in the syntactic tree from node to node.
7.3 Comparative and consecutive constructions
Some adverbs, while acting as modifiers, are correlated with conjunc-
tions or prepositions introducing a clause in a comparative or consec-
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utive construction, as the following examples show. The adverbs and
their correlated grammatical words are in bold.
(19) Il

He
connaît
knows

les
the

parents
parents

de
of

trop
too many

d’élèves
students

pour
to

ne pas
not

venir.
come

‘He knows the parents of too many students to not come.’
(20) Jean

Jean
a
has

tellement
so much

travaillé
worked

qu’il
that he

peut
may

se reposer.
have a rest

‘Jean has worked so much that he may have a rest.’
(21) Le

The
paysage
landscape

est
is

plus
more

ensoleillé
sunny

qu’
than

il
it

ne l’ est
is

en
in

hiver.
winter

‘The landscape is more sunny than it is in winter.’
(22) Le

The
paysage
landscape

est
is

plus
more

ensoleillé
sunny

maintenant
now

qu’
than

en
in

hiver.
winter

‘The landscape is more sunny now than in winter.’
The first two examples illustrate the consecutive construction and the
last two illustrate the comparative construction. Like negation, the
two constructions use a correlation between two distant grammati-
cal words. This correlation was analyzed from a linguistic point of
view either in general French grammars (Grevisse and Goosse 2008;
Riegel et al. 1999), or in specific studies for the comparative construc-
tion (Fuchs et al. 2008), but, to our knowledge, there is no specific
study of their modeling in grammatical formalisms.

As for negation, the modeling in IG of the correlation between the
adverb and conjunction in both constructions uses the system of po-
larities. We propose to develop on how the comparative construction
of Sentence (22) is modeled within Frigram.

Figure 18 represents the EPTDs used for plus and que in the parsing
of Sentence (22). The correlation between the two words is expressed
with polarized features, here the features cat, funct, and sent_type
of the nodes nCompl0 and nCs.

In the EPTD of plus, the node nConst represents the word after its
modification by plus, plus ensoleillé in our example. The node nC rep-
resents the expression that is the scope of the construction; in our ex-
ample, it is the adjectival phrase plus ensoleillé maintenant qu’en hiver.

In the EPTD of que, the node nCs represents the clause comple-
mented by quewhich is an argument of the adverb triggering the com-
parison. The node nS represents the clause without its complemen-
tizer. In our example, as in most cases, the clause includes an ellipsis.
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nC

cat ~ s|pp|n|ap|v

nCompl0

cat ← cs

cpl ← «que»

funct → arg

sent_type ← decl

nConst

cat ~ [1]adj|adv

nAdvmax

cat ↔ adv

funct ↔ mod

nAdv

plus

adv_type = stand

cat ↔ adv

funct ↔ head

lemma ↔ [2]«plus»

nS

cat ↔ s

funct ↔ obj_cpl

mood ↔ voidmood

sent_type ↔ decl

nVmax

cat ↔ v

empty_type = ellipsis

funct ↔ head

nC

cat ~ cs|pp

funct ~ mod

nCpl

cat ↔ cpl

funct ↔ head

lemma ↔ «que»

nCplAnch

que

cat ↔ cpl

funct ↔ head

lemma ↔ «que»

nCs

cat → cs

cpl → «que»

funct ← arg

mood ↔ voidmood

sent_type → decl

Figure 18: EPTDs anchored by plus and que for the parsing of Sentence (22)

It reduces to the prepositional phrase en hiver and the complete clause
would be il ne l’est en hiver. The elided verb is represented by the node
nVmax and the node nC represents the complement en hiver.

The modeling is similar for the other examples, except for Sen-
tence (19), where trop d’élèves is embedded in a constituent which is
not at the same level as the clause expressing the consequence pour
ne pas venir. In Frigram, it is expressed in the EPTD of trop with an
underspecified dominance relation from the constituent representing
the scope of the construction, the whole sentence in our example, to
the noun phrase determined by trop de, trop d’élèves (see Figure 19).
7.4 Extraction with pied-piping
All relative, cleft, and interrogative clauses with partial interrogation
give rise to extraction of constituents. These constituents are put at
the beginning of the clause from which they are extracted, and in our
approach an empty constituent remains at the initial place as a trace.

Extraction is one of the syntactic phenomena in French that are
the most difficult to formalize because it interacts with other phenom-
ena, especially subject inversion and pied-piping. In the limits of this
article we propose to focus on pied-piping.
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nC

cat ~ ap|s

nCompl0

cat ← pp

funct → arg

prep ← «pour»

nArg

cat ~ np|pp

nConst

cat → np

funct ← [2]obj_prep|obj|subj

sem = full

nAdv

trop

adv_type = [1]stand

cat ↔ adv

funct ↔ head

lemma ↔ [3]«trop»

nAdvmax

cat ↔ adv

funct ↔ head

nCompl

cat ← pp

funct → iobj

prep ← «de»

nNp

cat ~ np

det_type = [4]voiddet

funct ~ head|obj_prep

nC

cat ~ pp|np|n|cs|ap|s

nPp

cat → pp

funct ← [1]arg|obj_cpl

prep → [3]«pour»

nCompl

cat ← s

funct → obj_prep

mood ~ [4]inf

sent_type ↔ decl

nPrep

cat ↔ prep

funct ↔ head

lemma ↔ [2]«pour»

prep ↔ [3]«pour»

nPrep0

pour

cat ↔ prep

funct ↔ head

lemma ↔ [2]«pour»

prep ↔ [3]«pour»

Figure 19: EPTDs anchored by trop and pour for the parsing of Sentence (19)

The three sentences below illustrate the phenomenon. In each
example, the extracted constituent is put in square brackets and the
grammatical word triggering extraction, called wh-word in the follow-
ing, is displayed in bold type. The trace of the extracted constituent is
marked with the symbol □.
(23) Marie

Mary
connaît
knows

Jean
John

[dans
in

l’
the

entreprise
company

de
of

qui]
whom

elle
she

pense
believes

travailler
to work

bientôt
soon

□.

‘Mary knows John, in whose company she believes to work soon.’
(24) [Au

to the
patron
boss

de
of

quelle
which

entreprise]
company

Sue
Sue

veut
wants

-elle parler
to-speak

□ ?

‘Which company does Sue want to speak to the director of?’
(25) [Au

to the
directeur
director

de
of

laquelle]
which-one

Marie
Mary

veut
wants

-elle parler
to-speak

□ ?

‘Which one does Mary want to speak to the director of?’
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nS

cat ← s

funct → mod_rel

mood ~ [1]ind|cond|subj

nExtract

cat ← pp

funct → void

prep ← [6]?

ref = [[7]]?

nSubj

cat ~ np|cs|s

funct ~ subj

nS1

cat ~ cs|s

funct ~ obj|caus|obj_modal

nWh

cat → np

funct ← obj_prep

ref = [[8]]?

nS0

cat ~ s

mood ~ inf|ind|cond|subj

nTrace

cat ↔ pp

funct ↔ mod

prep ↔ [6]?

ref = [[7]]?

nTraceHead

cat ↔ np

empty_type = track

funct ↔ head

nSubj0

cat ~ np|cs|s

funct ~ subj

nVmax0

cat ~ v

funct ~ head

nPro

qui

cat ↔ pro

funct ↔ head

nNp

cat ~ np

ref = [[8]]?

nNp0

cat ~ np|n|adv|pro

Figure 20:
EPTD anchored
by the relative
pronoun qui and
used in the
parsing of
Sentence (23)

Extraction gives rise to an unbounded dependency but in the case
of pied-piping, a second unbounded dependency is introduced. Only
the pronouns qui, quoi and lequel and the determiner quel allow pied-
piping. Pied-piping means that the extracted constituent does not nec-
essarily identify with the wh-word but it may concern a larger expres-
sion including this word.

In Sentence (23), the extracted constituent is dans l’ entreprise
de qui and the extraction is triggered by the relative pronoun qui. In
this case, the relative pronoun represents a noun phrase more or less
deeply embedded in the extracted constituent. Hence, there is a sec-
ond unbounded dependency between the wh-word and the head of
the extracted constituent.
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Figure 20 shows the EPTD associated with the relative pronoun
qui in the parsing of Sentence (23). The node nNp represents the noun
phrase resulting from the modification of Jean, represented by the
node nNp0, by the relative clause dans l’entreprise de qui elle pense tra-
vailler bientôt.

The extracted constituent dans l’entreprise de qui is represented
by the node nExtract. This node shares the features cat, prep, and
ref with nTrace but with different polarities.The node nWh represents
a noun phrase reducing to the wh-word qui which may be embed-
ded more or less deeply in the extracted constituent expressed with
an underspecified dominance relation from nExtract to nWh. In Sen-
tence (23), the chain of embedded constituents from nWh to nEx-
tract contains a noun phrase (qui), a prepositional phrase (de qui),
another noun phrase (l’entreprise de qui), and finally another prepo-
sitional phrase (dans l’entreprise de qui). Again, to restrict the possible
chain to noun or prepositional phrases, a constraint is associated with
the dominance relation from nExtract to nWh, in the form of the fea-
ture structure {[cat :np|pp]}.

A second underspecified dominance relation expresses that the
trace of the extracted constituent may be embedded more or less
deeply in a sequence of object clauses inside the relative clause. The
most external object clause is represented by the node nS1 and the
most internal clause is represented by the node nS0. From the node
nS1 to the node nS0, there is an underspecified dominance relation.
The following feature structure labels the underspecified dominance
relation from nS1 to nS0, to impose constraints on intermediate nodes:
{[cat :s|cs], [funct :obj|obj_modal|obj_cpl|caus]}. In our ex-
ample, nS1 and nS0 are merged in the representation of the object
clause travailler bientôt.

The phenomenon of extraction with pied-piping is not specific
to French. For instance, it is also present in English, with the same
difficulties. That is why the study of related work is not restricted to
French. Analyses of this phenomenon were proposed within various
formalisms. Categorial Grammar (CG) uses the paradigm of parsing
as deduction (Moot and Retoré 2012): grammars are lexicalized and
the elementary units attached at words are logical types; then, parsing
amounts to a proof in a logical framework. The information necessary
to realize extraction is attached at wh-words, in the same way as in IG.
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Instead of an underspecified dominance relation in an EPTD, it is rep-
resented by a third order logical type. In the parsing process, which
takes the form of a deduction, an additional hypothesis representing
a trace of the extracted constituent is introduced and it will be dis-
charged when the extracted constituent will be composed with the rest
of the clause that follows. The standard logical kernel, the Lambek Cal-
culus (Lambek 1958), is too rigid to express complex phenomena like
middle extraction or islands to extraction. One solution is to enrich
the logical framework with modal operators (Morrill 1994; Moortgat
1996). Another solution is to add new deduction rules to the restricted
logical framework of AB-grammars (Steedman 2000).

HPSG uses feature structure unification to model the two un-
bounded dependencies present in extraction with pied-piping (Sag
et al. 2003). Unlike IG and CG, the information is not only anchored
at the wh-word: a non-local feature slash expresses that an argu-
ment or an adjunct of a word is lacking; a dual feature is introduced
by the wh-word. Then, the two features are propagated up inside the
constituency structure, and they meet at the top through a filler-gap
mechanism.

In LFG, Kaplan and Zaenen (1995) use the mechanism of func-
tional uncertainty to express long distance dependencies in construc-
tions with extraction and pied-piping. In the c-structure, the rule rep-
resenting the concatenation of the extracted constituent with the rest
of the clause is associated with an equation expressing a sharing be-
tween two features in the f-structure: the first feature is attached at the
extracted constituent and the second feature is represented by its path
from the top to a deep level in the f-structure. The underspecification
of this path, its uncertainty, is represented with a regular expression
using the Kleene closure operator. The principle of functional uncer-
tainty must be related to the underspecified dominance relations of IG
and possibility of constraining them with feature structures, even if it
is less general.

In TAG (Joshi and Schabes 1997), the adjunction operation makes
it possible to represent the dependency of an extracted constituent
from a distant predicative expression, but since it is more rigid than
the mechanism of PTD superposition, it requires that information must
be attached to the verb governing the clause at the source of the extrac-
tion. This contributes to the concentration of grammatical information
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in verb entries. Moreover, taking pied-piping into account needs an ad
hoc mechanism.

8 comparison
with other french grammars
and evaluation of the grammar

There is very little work on the construction of French computational
grammars from linguistic knowledge using semi-automatic tools. His-
torically, a very fruitful work was the PhD thesis of Candito (Candito
1999) about the modular organization of TAGs, with an application
to French and Italian. This thesis was a source of inspiration for the
development of several French grammars.

A first grammar produced according to this approach and able
to parse large corpora was FRMG (Villemonte De La Clergerie 2010).
FRMG falls within the TAG formalism and its originality lies in the use
of specific operators on nodes to factorize trees: disjunction, guards,
repetition, and shuffling. As a consequence, the grammar is very com-
pact with only 207 trees. Moreover, these trees are not written by hand
but they are automatically produced from a multiple inheritance hier-
archy of classes (using a mechanism which is similar to the one used
in XMG).

Another French grammar inspired by Candito (1999) is the French
TAG grammar developed by Crabbé (2005). Like Frigram, this gram-
mar was written with XMG. Unlike FRMG, it is constituted of classical
TAG elementary trees, hence its more extensive form: it includes 4,200
trees and essentially covers verbs. It was a purely syntactic grammar
and it was later extended in the semantic dimension by Gardent and
Parmentier (2007) for generation.

Evaluation of parsers is known to be a difficult task in gen-
eral (Rimell and Clark 2008), mainly because each parser and each
treebank is based on a large set of linguistic decisions ranging from
the choice of category names and their definition to the choice of the
head of constituents. Comparing a parsing result with a gold stan-
dard corpus requires conversion from one format to another and this
conversion may induce biases.

In the case of Frigram, to evaluate the accuracy and cover-
age is even more problematic for two reasons. First, when building
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Frigram, we decide to focus on a set of linguistic phenomena and
cover them in an exhaustive way. At the same time, we also decide not
to take into account (at least in this version of the grammar) several
kinds of phenomena. We think that a fully lexicalized grammar is not
the most efficient way of modeling some phenomena that break the ba-
sic structure of natural language sentences; for instance, dislocation,
non-constituents coordination, parenthetical clauses, parenthesis, or
direct reported speech are not taken into account. In Dufour-Lussier
et al. (2014), we develop further this idea and explain how we plan to
use an external and complementary tool, either as a preprocessing or
postprocessing step to deal with these phenomena.

The second reason is that there is no robust parser able to deal
with IG. The tool developed so far (Leopar; Guillaume et al. 2008)
was designed to experiment with, test and help in grammar develop-
ment. It was later enriched with filtering algorithms to improve the
supertagging stages of the parsing process. Nevertheless, it does not
have any robust mechanism to deal with sentences that are not com-
pletely covered by the grammar. After filtering steps, deep parsing
relies on an exhaustive search of tree description models, which is an
NP-hard task. As a consequence, Leopar can be used to parse sen-
tences of length up to 15 words.

For the reasons given above, evaluation on treebanks is difficult
and will need further experiments with a robust parsing algorithm
and processing dedicated to phenomena not covered by the grammar.
The French TreeBank (FTB; Abeillé et al. 2003) contains 12,351 sen-
tences; 2,769 of these sentences have the length lower than 15. The
parser Leopar with the Frigram resource is able to parse 44.35% of
the 2,769 sentences considered. More recently, a new French corpus,
Sequoia (Candito and Seddah 2012), has been built and is freely avail-
able; it contains 3,099 sentences taken from different kinds of sources.
Again, out of the 1,307 sentences of the length lower than 15, 52.8%
are parsed. Unparsed sentences are mainly due to the lack of robust-
ness or phenomena that Frigram does not take into account (unusual
coordination, incomplete negation or frozen expression for instance).
In the case of the parsed sentences, due to the full search of solutions,
the ambiguity can sometimes be high. In Figure 21, we can see that
most of the parsed sentences have one or two solutions, but this num-
ber can grow up to 200 for some rare cases. In can be observed that
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Figure 21:
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most of the ambiguities are due to the PP-attachment; as we do not
use semantic or statistical information so far, it is difficult to decide
correctly for a PP-attachment in case of ambiguity.

To deal with this ambiguity, we have designed a set of rules that
assign a weight to each dependency structure that is produced. It is
then possible to estimate the accuracy of the grammar, comparing the
best weighted parsing and the gold standard, by giving the labeled and
the unlabeled attachment scores. Some preliminary work on ranking
based on training on a corpus were conducted but it does not give a sig-
nificant improvement with respect to hand-crafted rules. The labeled
attachment score (LAS) is the proportion of dependency links that are
correctly predicted by the grammar, whereas the unlabeled attach-
ment score (UAS) is the proportion of dependency links that have the
correct head disregarding the link label. We used Sequoia as the gold
standard. On the successfully parsed sentences of Sequoia, the LAS is
81.6% and the UAS is 84.0%. Again, many errors are linked to PP-
attachments not correctly ranked by our rules. Recently, partially su-
pervised learning techniques were used to improve the performances
of FRMG (Villemonte De La Clergerie 2013); with this hybridization
technique, the LAS score of FRMG on Sequoia is 85.21%.

All results on freely available data can be found on the Frigram
web page.12

12http://frig.loria.fr
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Raw corpora are useful to check for the robustness of a pars-
ing system but they have some limitations concerning the coverage
of the grammar. Test suites are built to overcome this limitation and
give examples of a wider spectrum of grammatical phenomena. Such
suites may include not only positive examples but also negative ex-
amples to test the overgeneration of the grammar. There exists such
a suite for French, the TSNLP (Lehmann et al. 1996). On the set of
grammatical sentences of the TSNLP, Leopar and Frigram are able
to parse 86% of the sentences. The remaining sentences correspond
to sentences that should be covered by the robustness of the parser
rather than by the detailed grammar (like, for instance, unusual kind
of coordination, sentences with incomplete negations). For the un-
grammatical sentences of the TSNLP, 37% are parsed by Leopar and
Frigram. The main sources of problems are: sentences that are syn-
tactically correct but semantically incorrect, phonological rules, tricky
rules for past participle agreement in French that are not encoded in
the grammar.

To try to deal with TSNLP drawbacks, we have designed our own
test suite which is complementary to the TSNLP; it contains 944 posi-
tive sentences and 192 negative ones. 97.5% of the grammatical sen-
tences are parsed and the ratio is 19.8% for ungrammatical sentences.
The reader can find the test suite and the parsing results on the same
web page as before. When parsing succeeds, the list of dependency
structures produced is also given. The variety of the examples gives a
good idea of the coverage of Frigram and the richness of dependency
graphs helps to understand the subtlety of the grammar.

9 conclusion

The next step to go ahead with Frigram is to solve the bottleneck
of the parser Leopar in order to parse raw corpora. We need to im-
prove the efficiency of the parser to contain the possible explosion
resulting from the increase of the grammar size in combination with
the increased sentence length. It is also necessary to take robustness
into account in the parsing algorithm and add extra-grammatical pro-
cedures to deal with phenomena that we do not want to model by the
lexicalized grammar.
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For English, Tabatabayi Seifi (2012) is the first attempt to build
an interaction grammar, which should be extended in order to have a
coverage equivalent to the one of Frigram.
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